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General notices • alGemene kennisGewinGs
LEGAL PRACTICE COUNCIL
NOTICE 171 OF 2021

1
Nt-1111

NATIONAL OFFICE
Thornhill Office Park
Building 20
94 Bekker Road
Vorna Valley, Midrand
Tel: 010 001 8500

LEGAL PRACTICE
COUNCIL

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

THE SOUTH AFRICAN LEGAL PRACTICE COUNCIL
NOTICE IN TERMS OF SECTION 95(1) & (4) OF THE LEGAL PRACTICE ACT, 28 OF 2014
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Notice is hereby given that the Council amends the Rules of the Council made under the authority of sections 95(1), 95(3) and
109(2) of the Legal Practice Act, 28 of 2014 (as amended) by the deletion of rule 16.10 and the substitution therefore of the
following new Rules:
"16.10

Any two attorneys admitted to practise and enrolled on the practising roll may, in the manner prescribed in this
rule, nominate any eligible attorney (other than themselves) as an attorney member of the Provincial Council for
the then ensuing period of office, subject to the restriction that if more than one attorney practising in the same
firm is so nominated only one of those nominated attorneys will be eligible to be elected as a member of the
Provincial Council; provided that:

16.10.1

if, following the process prescribed in this rule 16, a member of the firm who has been so nominated
receives sufficient votes to be elected as a member of the Provincial Council in one of the categories set
out in Schedule 1A, then that member will be so elected even if the other member or members of the firm
who have been nominated, receive more votes than the member elected;

16.10.2

if both or, if more than two, all of the members of the firm would otherwise be elected as members of the
Provincial Council in one or more of the categories set out in Schedule 1A then the member of the firm
who receives the greatest number of votes among all the members of the firm who are nominated will be
the one who is elected as a member of the Provincial Council in the relevant category set out in Schedule
1A;

16.10.3

if the members of the firm who are nominated receive the same number of votes and by virtue of the
voting they would both or all qualify to be elected to the Provincial Council in one or more of the categories
set out in Schedule 1A, then the question as to which of them shall be deemed to be elected shall be
determined by lot in accordance with rule 16.28;

16.10.4

in determining the number of eligible candidates for purposes of rule 16.14 all of the members of the
same firm who have been nominated will be counted as a single candidate."

Signed at Midrand on 10 February 2021

Ms K Matolo – Dlepu
Chairperson: Legal Practice Council
Executive Committee: Ms. Kathleen Matolo - Dlepu – Chairperson, Adv Anthea Platt SC - Deputy Chairperson, Adv. Greg Harpur SC, Ms. Trudie Nichols,
Mr Lutendo Sigogo, Mr Jan Stemmett, Adv. Ghandi Badela, Executive Officer: Ms. Charity Nzuza
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PARLIAMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

MARCH 2021

NOTICE 172 OF 2021

DR. LEON SCHREIBER, MP
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO INTRODUCE A PRIVATE MEMBER’S BILL
AND INVITATION FOR COMMENT ON THE DRAFT, NAMELY THE
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION LAWS GENERAL AMENDMENT BILL, 2021
Dr. Leon Schreiber, MP, acting in accordance with section 73(2) of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996, intends to introduce the Public Administration Laws General Amendment
Bill, 2021, in Parliament. An explanatory summary of the Bill is hereby published in accordance
with Rule 276(1)(c) of the Rules of the National Assembly (9th Edition).
The testimony delivered in front of the Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture
since 21 August 2018 has revealed that political interference in the public administration, which has
effectively erased the line of separation between party and state, is the foundation of state capture
and systemic corruption in South Africa. As a result of this political interference, which results in the
appointment of public servants and other officials on the basis of political loyalty rather than on the
basis of demonstrated merit, South Africa’s public service is collapsing under the weight of
corruption and a lack of skills. Governance failures and widespread corruption, including in the form
of systemic state capture, also occupy a central place in our country’s public discourse.
The type of destructive political interference exposed by the Commission of Inquiry into Allegations
of State Capture is possible because the Public Service Act, 1994 (Proclamation 103 of 1994)
provides for the President, Ministers, Premiers and Members of the Executive Council to be closely
involved in the career incidents of public service servants, including appointment, promotion and
dismissal, without enforcing the need for appointments to be based on demonstrated merit. Most
developed countries and many of South Africa’s developing country peers have long since made it
impossible and unlawful for politicians to interfere with appointments to an independent
bureaucracy. This is the only way to ensure that merit trumps political patronage in the appointment
of public servants.
The Draft Framework towards the Professionalisation of the Public Service (“Framework”),
published by the National School of Government on 8 December 2020, agrees. It states that
“Professionalising the Public Service requires a non-partisan approach. For this to be realised, the
Public Service must be depoliticised and government departments must be insulated from the politics
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or political parties…[This] would require a few decisive reforms.” Although the Framework
correctly identifies the problem, the reforms it proposes are ironically not decisive enough. The
amendments contained in this Bill addresses the shortcoming of the Framework by introducing the
appropriately decisive reforms called for in the Framework.
While the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (“Constitution”), created a Public
Service Commission (“Commission”) for a democratic South Africa, the powers expressly granted to
the Commission are mainly advisory in nature. Although the Constitution allows for further powers
and functions to be granted to the Commission, none of the Acts governing the public administration
does so. In order to further ensure that South Africa’s public service is a capable body consisting of
professionals with the necessary and appropriate experience and skills, it is necessary that the
Commission is given the powers and human resources that will enable it to ensure merit-based
recruitment throughout the public service. It is after all this Commission that is tasked by the
Constitution with the maintenance of an effective and efficient public administration, and a high
standard of professional ethics in the public service. It is also necessary to review the powers and
functions given to the Commission by the other Acts governing the public administration. The
Commission is established in Chapter 10 of the Constitution, and is independent and impartial.
However, it is not listed as a Constitutional Institution in Schedule 1 to the PFMA and therefore the
provisions of the PFMA are not directly applicable to it.
The Public Administration Laws General Amendment Bill, 2021 (“draft Bill”) therefore seeks to
provide for amendments to the Public Service Act, 1994 (Proclamation No. 103 of 1994), Public
Service Commission Act, 1997 (Act No. 46 of 1997), Public Administration Management Act, 2014
(Act No. 11 of 2014), Labour Relations Act, 1995 (Act No. 66 of 1995) and Public Finance
Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999).
The draft Bill intends to amend the—
1. Public Service Act, 1994 (Proclamation No. 103 of 1994), (‘Public Service Act’) to—
1.1.provide for the duty to report to the Commission when an executive authority or head of
department acts on a direction of the Commission so as to align this Act with the new
remedial action powers of the Commission created by the draft Bill (see below);
1.2.remove the possibility of providing special service benefits to heads of departments who are
dismissed;
1.3.provide clarity in respect of directions and recommendations made by the Commission;
1.4.include the limitation of political rights under certain circumstances; and
1.5.remove the Commission from the ambit of the Public Service Act;
2. Public Service Commission Act, 1997 (Act No. 46 of 1997), to—
2.1. elucidate the powers of the Commission to give directions related to recruitment, transfers,
promotions and dismissals, including that these decisions must be aligned with values and
principles set out in section 195(1) of the Constitution: Recruitments, transfers or
promotions must be based on ability and skill, as well as objectivity and fairness. The
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directions must specifically prohibit any recruitment, transfer, promotion or dismissal being
effected based on a person’s support of, or opposition to, a particular political party or cause.
Every sector, administration and institution of the public administration is required to
annually report on compliance in this regard. Failure to comply with a direction is made an
offence;
2.2. grant the Commission the power to take remedial action: The Commission must require that
a relevant authority (executive authority or the head of department as contemplated in the
Public Service Act, or such other affected authority) within a maximum of 60 days, reports
to Commission in writing on what it did or planned to do in respect of any measure,
direction, recommendation in a report, recommendation of a remedy, advice or other
deliverable provided by the Commission. The draft Bill requires the Commission to
investigate actions taken or planned by the relevant authority, as well as any disagreements
in this regard, and to report failures to the relevant authority, the relevant legislature and
where there were irregularities, to report same to the Auditor General, Special Investigations
Unit or other appropriate body. The Commission must twice a year table reports on its
actions in this regard to the National Assembly and relevant provincial legislatures. Failure
by a relevant authority to submit the required report is made an offence; and
2.3. provide for the human resources necessary to ensure the effective and efficient functioning
of the Commission and to provide for regulations and transitional provisions in this regard.
The chairperson of the Commission is designated as the executive authority of the
Commission. A chief executive officer, indicated as head of the Office of the Commission
and accounting officer, performs the financial, administrative and clerical functions of the
Commission. Provision is made for the appointment and functions of the chief executive
officer and for terms and conditions related to appointment and functioning of staff of the
Office of the Commission. Provision is also made for conflicts of interests, which includes a
limitation of political rights under certain circumstances, for limitation of liability and for a
clarification in respect of delegations of the powers, functions and duties of the Commission.
The draft Bill makes the Public Service Act, read with necessary changes, applicable to the
Office of the Commission in respect of any matter not specifically dealt with by the draft
Bill;
3. Public Administration Management Act, 2014 (Act No. 11 of 2014), so as to require the Minister
to obtain the concurrence of the executive authority of the Public Service Commission in respect
of a directive to be applicable to the Office of the Public Service Commission;
4. Labour Relations Act, 1995 (Act No. 66 of 1995), to require that the Commission for
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration includes information on disputes submitted by
employees of the Public Service Commission in its annual report; and
5. Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999), to provide for the Commission to be
added to Schedule 1 of to the PFMA as a Constitutional Institution to which the PFMA applies.
In order to effect this addition, it was necessary to validate previous amendments that had been
made to Schedule 1 to the PFMA, which amendments were incorrectly effected through a notice
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in the Government Gazette. Such validation is made retrospective from the date when the
Minister intended the amendments to be effective.
Interested parties and institutions are invited to submit written representations on the proposed
content of the draft Bill to the Speaker of the National Assembly within 30 days of the publication of
this notice. Representations can be delivered to the Speaker, New Assembly Building, Parliament
Street, Cape Town; mailed to the Speaker, P O Box 15 Cape Town 8000, or emailed to
speaker@parliament.gov.za and copied to leon.schreiberei@gmail.com.
Copies of the Public Administration Laws General Amendment Bill, 2021 may, after introduction,
be obtained from:
The Democratic Alliance
https://campaigns.voteda.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Public-Administration-Laws-GeneralAmendment-Bill-and-Compliance-Certificate.pdf
PO Box 15, Cape Town, 8000
Attention: Dr L Schreiber, MP
Telephone: 0783956374
E-mail: leon.schreiberei@gmail.com
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, LAND REFORM AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

1 April 2021
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME AFFAIRS
NO. 292

1 April 2021

ALTERATION OF FORENAMES IN TERMS OF SECTION 24 OF THE BIRTHS AND DEATHS
REGISTRATION ACT, 1992 (ACT NO. 51 OF 1992)
Notice is hereby given of Government Gazette No.43145 which, was published in Government Gazette No 379
dated 27 March 2020 , is hereby rectified to read as follows:
1.

Maudi Xen Manasoe - 710306 5831 *** - Aubery Maudi

Notice is hereby given of Government Gazette No.43834 which, was published in Government Gazette No 1133
dated 23 October 2020 , is hereby rectified to read as follows
1.

Granny Naveed - 840120 0520 *** - Nadia Granny

Notice is hereby given of Government Gazette No.43962 which, was published in Government Gazette No 1284
dated 04 December 2020, is hereby rectified to read as follows
1.

Zeta Andrews - 630531 0205 *** - Wazeema

2.

Mkululi Mbali - 841112 5442 *** - Mkululi Mthetheleli

3.

Mmapula Sethole - 010501 1577 *** - Mmapula Vanessa

Notice is hereby given of Government Gazette No.44173 which, was published in Government Gazette No 109
dated 05 February 2021 , is hereby rectified to read as follows
1.

Rebecca Dimakathso Martin - 921026 0221 *** - Rebecca Palesa

2.

Roseline Elize Maphalala - 770522 0467 *** - Mushfikah Roseline Elize
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME AFFAIRS
NO. 293

1 April 2021

ALTERATION OF SURNAMES IN TERMS OF SECTION 26 OF THE BIRTHS AND DEATHS REGISTRATION ACT, 1992
(ACT NO. 51 OF 1992)
The Director-General has authorized the following persons to assume the surnames printed in italics
Notice is hereby given of Government Gazette No.43962 which, was published in Government Gazette No 1285 dated 04 December 2020,
is hereby rectified to read as follows
1.

Simphiwe Dladla - 000710 6366 *** - Vava

2.

Nkosinathi Cavine Ngwenyama - 860810 5476 *** - Hlatshwayo

3.

Duncan Cyril Mothoa - 811212 6330 *** - Seroka

4.

Tebogo Mathobela Maseeme - 980512 0870 *** - Kubjana

5.

Mbali Portia Sekgogoba - 971119 0472 *** - Mnukwa

6.

Sbabale Mkohliwe - 000120 5693 *** - Gcora

7.

Mzamo Justice Mofokeng - 950924 5416 *** - Gumede

8.

Mishack Sonny Mngunu - 680822 5919 *** - Mahlangu

9.

Bonginkosi Walter Ngubeni - 781130 5382 *** - Phakathi

10. Edith Chakudu - 880418 0467 *** - Phadu
11. Nndanduleni Jeffrey Mugari - 780611 5536 *** - Mphephu
12. Thabo Mabjaia - 970922 5807 *** - Maibelo
Notice is hereby given of Government Gazette No.44068 which, was published in Government Gazette No.13 dated 15 January 2021, is
hereby rectified to read as follows
1.

Zoleka Witness Mkhize - 000918 0520 *** - Ngcongo

2.

Nhlanhla Isaac Errol Moela - 890908 5372 *** - Mthembu

3.

Magate Daniel Sekonya - 720222 5467 *** - Mahlatji

Notice is hereby given of Government Gazette No.43900 which, was published in Government Gazette No.1213 dated 13 November 2020,
is hereby rectified to read as follows
1.

Saliwe Sylvia Mokoena - 811104 0768 *** - Ntavhaedzi

Notice is hereby given of Government Gazette No.44293 which, was published in Government Gazette No.236 dated 19 March 2021, is
hereby rectified to read as follows
1.

Syral Vernon Menyatso – 800409 5882 *** - Mabizela

2.

Alexander Vladimirovich Korolev – 010916 5105 *** - Bailey
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME AFFAIRS
NO. 294

1 April 2021

ALTERATION OF FORENAMES IN TERMS OF SECTION 24 OF THE BIRTHS AND DEATHS REGISTRATION ACT, 1992 (ACT
NO. 51 OF 1992)
The Director-General has authorized the following persons to assume the Forenames printed in italics:
1.

Solwazi Silindokuhle Mthembu - 020117 5266 *** - Solwazi Augustine

2.

Monique Sybil Kennedy - 020327 0061 *** - Maajidah

3.

Simanga Simanga - 020819 6139 *** -r Kgotso

4.

Matete Joshua Chiloane - 950806 5311 *** - Mahlatsi Matete Joshua

5.

Pati Mavumengwana - 840601 5903 *** - Phathisile Pati

6.

Nompumezo Asiphe Biana - 990706 0461 *** - Asiphe

7.

Khanyisile Prejence Gubudela - 921123 0851 *** - Khanyisile Princess

8.

Nopelo Florence Somsam - 740410 0867 *** - Xoliswa Florence

9.

Kenneth Mlungisi Zulu - 860510 5298 *** - Mlungisi

10.

Kasheefa Meyer - 950126 0135 *** - Kaylin

11.

Hulisani Cecilia Ravele - 880123 0495 *** - Hulisani

12.

Thuso Melvin Lebogo - 980906 5057 *** - Mafeta Melvin

13.

Ngakwana Sydney Moepi - 801111 0553 *** - Cynthia Ngakwana

14.

Obakeng Matli - 940710 5356 *** - Obakeng Sentsho Martin

15.

Aron Mpatla Mapulane - 921105 5413 *** - Madimetja Aron Nape

16.

Sizwe Sizobusa Kabelo Mantai - 900814 5362 *** - Mongatsohle Cosmicsaviors Rothschild Zimpumelelo

17.

Mfanafuthi Mlaba - 970606 5541 *** - Mfanafuthi Sphiwe

18.

Kim-Leesa Schuman - 910715 0176 *** - Imaan

19.

Chuma Makhwenkwe - 020924 6081 *** - Chuma Coutinho

20.

Lufuno Toel Tangulani - 650211 5860 *** - Lufuno Joel

21.

Ramojabatho Teboho Prince Dhlamini - 010531 6214 *** - Teboho Prince

22.

Kesalalemang Mosweu - 011123 0950 *** - Matshidiso

23.

Samantha Dayeni - 000817 1245 *** - Palesa Samantha

24.

Lind’okuhle Charlene Masumpa - 930906 0818 *** - Aurora Daniel

25.

Syvia Sthembiso Mazwi - 970912 0323 *** - Sylvia Thembiswa

26.

Puren Kylern Witbooi - 950701 0161 *** - Purden Kaylin

27.

Monica Mmaphe Radebe - 001230 0395 *** - Monica Mamatsepe

28.

Takalani Elija Ndou - 860120 5814 *** - Takalani Elijah

29.

Rico Theuns Alberts - 940119 5058 *** - Mohsin Mehmud

30.

Mankokona Selebalo - 840309 0582 *** - Mankokona Queen
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31.

Dominique Jerome Carelse - 910516 5252 *** - Zaid

32.

Nolusizo Louren Mahlathi - 970106 0536 *** -Joe Slovo Nolusizo Louren Asive

33.

Kerissa Chetty - 920206 0073 *** - Kerissa Priya

34.

Thandobani Innocent Dlamini - 990623 5690 *** - Thando Innocent

35.

Vhasikana Portia Manzi - 730319 0395 *** - Vhasikana Portia Sinovuyo

36.

Tshepiso Masegoane Modiba - 850801 0311 *** - Bridgette Masegoane

37.

Debra Diole Makola - 741224 0441 *** - Diole Debora

38.

Ramoroaswi Lebogang Chuene - 960814 0602 *** - Charlotte Lebogang

39.

Moshe Tanki Serobanyane - 950724 5326 *** - Moses Tankie

40.

Motete Ishmael Serobe - 800523 5345 *** - Menta Ishmael

41.

Naydene Ugin Malete - 891015 0197 *** - Lerato Naydene Eugenia

42.

Sango Mhlangemvula Yanga Semane - 920404 5832 *** - Sango Yanga

43.

Motempane William Mokate - 750825 5972 *** - Motempane William Thabiso

44.

Shilela Dinah Chabadi - 760703 0289 *** - Mphoko Elizabeth Dinah

45.

Regomoditswe Msinga - 000113 0066 *** - Regomoditswe Nomsa

46.

Mami Virginia Mametse - 810529 0472 *** - Mamiki Abigail

47.

Mellisa Mbebe - 810814 0737 *** - Duduzile Mellisa

48.

Hunadi Judith Ledwaba - 930429 0468 *** - Selemo Judith

49.

Noluvo Kambi - 861102 0676 *** - Limise

50.

Tebello Simon Mosieleng - 841019 5358 *** - Lebohang Tebello

51.

Jane Mpho Metsing - 660421 0690 *** - Princess Jane Mpho

52.

Kgothatso Prudence Moropa - 930510 0073 *** - Gwarimbo Kgothatso Prudence

53.

Kedibone Wami Mbatha - 901022 0228 *** - Owami Kedibone

54.

Madala Moses Mtsenga - 720308 5491 *** - Ezekiel

55.

Nomasonto Doris Thobelo - 690910 0369 *** - Ellen Doris

56.

Charlie Masenya - 691130 5676 *** - Molelekoa Charles

57.

Mzolisi Zamxaka - 701207 5829 *** - Mzolisi David

58.

Johannes Edia Mahlatsi - 710611 5705 *** - Johannes Matjele

59.

Nophelo Petrolener Mavimbela - 720608 1118 *** - Lungiswa Petronella

60.

Virginia Matsei - 720414 0857 *** - Virginia Refilwe

61.

Kgothatso Delwin Skosana - 971229 0186 *** - Lebo Kgothatso Delwin

62.

Masekopo Violet Topisi - 890210 1132 *** - Violet

63.

Thembisile Arithia Mahlanza - 980328 0639 *** - Snenhlanhla Thembisile

64.

Xavier Fikeni - 970708 5426 *** - Kwandiwe Xavier
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65.

Mariantoinette Dreyer - 011219 0140 *** - Mari-Louise

66.

Malyscent Thobeka Jikela - 831116 0586 *** - Millicent Thobeka

67.

Dineo Charlotte Lesejane - 911002 0607 *** - Gosekwang Betty Khumo

68.

Gabisa Renolda Mamaregane - 621209 0511 *** -Zone 6 Renolda Gabisa

69.

Maureen Xati - 640506 0417 *** - Maureen Fundiswa

70.

Malchep James Molopo - 760212 5531 *** - Malepane James

71.

Xolani Maphumulo - 941109 5769 *** - Mhlengi

72.

Supa Charles Motloheloa - 950811 0619 *** - Supa Charlie

73.

Salmina Makgae - 790928 1255 *** - Salmina Seemole

74.

Mpharoane Irene Mokorotlo - 810916 0740 *** - Irene

75.

Puseletso Mphahlele - 980309 0563 *** - Raesibe Puseletso

76.

Constance Koenane - 850326 0662 *** - Prophetess Moreti

77.

William Matlaopane - 780725 5744 *** - William Michael

78.

Prettyboy Masilonyana Molakeng - 990130 5532 *** - Masilonyana Gift

79.

Keelynn Junior Cederic Harmse - 950403 5634 *** - Abdul-Kariem

80.

Mathanapo Sephaphathi - 010619 0740 *** - Mathanapo Palesa

81.

Lindile Mavis Koza - 830821 0528 *** - Sarah Prosper

82.

Thokozile Agnes Mabena - 780121 0332 *** - Thokozile

83.

Phumulani Convict Masilela - 841105 5727 *** - Phumlani

84.

Meki Maria Komani - 741104 0856 *** - Glory Maria

85.

Cameron Wyngaard - 961006 5022 *** - Abdul-Kareem

86.

Giselle Claasen - 961017 0385 *** - Zaakiyah

87.

Nontsokolo Imelda Hlekiso - 800114 0539 *** - Nontsikelelo Imelda

88.

Livhuwani Hendry Mukwevho - 000923 5215 *** - Livhuwani Henry

89.

Bandla Mgoqo - 650702 5078 *** - Lynton Bandla

90.

Nosethu Rosemarry Siganga - 880826 0542 *** - Sethu Rosemarry

91.

Sfiso Ndala - 970927 6459 *** - Sfiso William

92.

Nerissa Maistry - 000531 1109 *** - Arabella

93.

Xolani Nkwanyana - 000202 6250 *** - Thabiso Innocent

94.

Johannah Mamoroko Letsoalo - 781106 0450 *** - Johanna Makgollamojukeng

95.

Sello Ronald Khobo - 910803 5839 *** - Phillip

96.

Sheily Busisiwe Gqamlana-Ndwayana - 820228 0418 *** - Shirley Busisiwe

97.

Keromang Palesa Monchusi - 920223 0064 *** - Palesa Keromang Zinhle

98.

Lother Mashaba - 770113 5383 *** - Lord
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99.

Joshua Simon Mogano - 891210 5992 *** - Nchaupe

100.

Sibongiseni Phunokwakhe Mnqayi - 811205 5921 *** - Sibongiseni Phumokwakhe

101.

Dorah Shibambo - 880912 0772 *** - Mathuto Dorah

102.

Mamodupi Given Tsima - 860919 0994 *** - Mamodupi Given Tumisho

103.

Thabang Tshilo - 990510 6512 *** - Thabang Abraham

104.

Martha Mhlanga - 960224 0926 *** - Martha Meta

105.

Belivu Ramabina - 980217 6302 *** - Mangi Believe

106.

Crest Vaincre Amethyst Molefe - 970628 6084 *** - C’est Vaincre Amethyst

107.

Mokgadi Emelda Mokwatedi - 941225 1531 *** - Lesego Emelda

108.

Khayalethu Tshabalala - 980716 6249 *** - Yonela

109.

Zama Pride Hadebe - 990928 1228 *** - Ziyanda Pride

110.

Nobathobeleni Gxobole - 980916 1538 *** - Nobathobeleni Mivuyo

111.

Mihokozisi Charles Nxusa - 900927 5261 *** - Mthokozisi Charles

112.

Nomnqweno Tshangana - 910710 1084 *** - Nomnqweno Azonwabe

113.

Caiphus Masongonya Matshaba - 921210 6083 *** - Matome Johannes

114.

Tsietsi Rockney Baloyi - 890410 5900 *** - Tsietsi Rodney

115.

Setlabane Samuel Theledi - 980907 5380 *** - Thabang Samuel

116.

Refilwe Rudy Mooketsi - 860906 0232 *** - Rehilwe Rudy

117.

Ngwako Abey Malatjie - 870821 5842 *** - Kholisile Abey

118.

Nkhangweni Bridget Munyai - 890309 0646 *** - Benjamin Deborah

119.

Veronica Kedibone Malebye - 970110 0683 *** - Johannah Emily

120.

Matlakala Florah Motsoetla - 860208 0269 *** - Dorah

121.

Perseverence Mvelase - 961127 0547 *** - Perseverence Hlengiwe

122.

Mahadi Sharol Mutle - 900310 0396 *** - Sharon

123.

Fortunate Nkosi - 880903 0280 *** - Lungisile

124.

Lusa Yekwayo - 991014 0838 *** - Zanokuhle Siphesihle

125.

Thandanami Chamane - 010506 6177 *** - Thandanani

126.

Joel Lutchmia - 020808 5090 *** - Jewel Elizabeth

127.

Kutiwano Lerato Mabuza - 021129 5329 *** Kutlwano Lerato

128.

Lefa Austin Lebelo - 950613 5871 *** - Lekgowa

129.

Karabo Nkosi - 980410 1028 *** - Karabo Uviwe

130.

Hlopheho Ozric Hlahatsi - 681016 5766 *** - Mabolwane Ozric

131.

Albert Tshwene Seele Lebenya - 760605 6066 *** - Teta

132.

Matseko Mantele Makuoane - 870701 0321 *** - Mopholusi
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133.

Keamohetse Mtambo - 990928 0846 *** - Keamogetswe

134.

Tsako Perrety Khosa - 010602 0543 *** - Ntsako Pretty

135.

Phemelo Emanuel Phage - 781117 5421 *** - Phemelo Muzi

136.

Masempa Elizabeth Moea - 901018 0182 *** - Masentle Elizabeth

137.

Ndivhadzo Maginya - 990518 0831 *** - Ndivhadzo Candy

138.

Albert Ramarema - 770103 6364 *** - Albert Mathole

139.

Sibusiso Simanga - 880118 5532 *** - Kaylow Bethuel Sibusiso

140.

Mmbudzeni Mahadulula - 850424 5098 *** - Dakalo

141.

Mundzhezi Julia Rasikhanya - 790731 0634 *** - Munzhedzi Juliet

142.

Mahlatse Collin Legong - 950521 5330 *** - Peter Collin

143.

Yvonne Ngobeni - 951108 0699 *** - Yvonne Tsakane

144.

Monnamoholo Patrick Mokhatla - 791219 5496 *** - Maphaka Patrick

145.

Anathi Zulu - 940331 0345 *** - Anathi Angel

146.

Ngoejane Queeneth Mokoena - 920722 0399 *** - Nomali Ngoejane Queeneth

147.

Bizeleni Martha Mnisi - 861224 0388 *** - Bizeleni Martha Nelisiwe

148.

Raesibe Caroline Matabane - 830330 0496 *** - Itumeleng Caroline Raesibe

149.

Sindisiwe Bhovula - 000914 5814 *** - Sindisile

150.

Lindokuhle Blessed Tshikila - 020717 0141 *** - Lindokuhle Zenande

151.

Asemahle Kabanyane - 020807 0416 *** - Asemahle Chwayita

152.

Busi Julia Eunice Maseko - 750718 0356 *** - Busi Junior Eunitracia

153.

Es-Mara Mukhdoom - 750628 0231 *** - Saira

154.

Mzamo Satsha - 731020 5969 *** - Mzamo Azariah Ntobeko

155.

Khanyile Ncokazi - 730526 5771 *** - Kanyile Kaunda

156.

Gerida Robyn - 001207 1293 *** - Denise

157.

Dennis Abraham Vollenhoven - 770422 5187 *** - Dennis Didimallo Abraham

158.

Nomatamsanqa Vivian Jodwana - 491111 0607 *** - Vuyelwa Vivi

159.

Mahlatse Makhafula - 981221 0839 *** - Mahlatse Wendy

160.

Masekgedi Ketsia Mahlaba - 931222 0554 *** - Phure Ketsia

161.

Boikhutso Somo - 950630 0413 *** - Boikhutso Mmathapelo

162.

Ntombikayise Rens - 990718 0727 *** - Sonia Ntombikayise

163.

Mogau Phala - 930826 5949 *** - Mogau John Phetedi

164.

Simon Nchabeleng Mohlala - 661203 5516 *** - Simon Matshabalekgwale

165.

Poneso Kelebogile Portia Letebele - 771018 0511 *** - Poneso Kimberley Portia

166.

Samantha Natasha Swano - 770203 0087 *** - Siyaam
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167.

Piet Bodiba - 470718 5399 *** - Lejampholo Piet

168.

Efela Fannie Matlou - 890911 6155 *** - Solly Fannie

169.

Emily Hellen Baloyi - 940613 0598 *** - Emily Patience

170.

Maryjane Dikeledi Bambo - 691031 0318 *** - Mary-Jane Memme

171.

Creswell Cupido - 930502 5159 *** - Dayyan

172.

Megan Fritz - 911212 0304 *** - Asmaa

173.

Kaylin Averil Brazier - 940709 0411 *** - Khaleeqah

174.

Sier Che Margereta Horng - 930706 0269 *** - Sier-Che Margeret

175.

Delisiwe Perseverence Mvubu - 010908 0546 *** - Delisile Perseverance

176.

Tiisetso Rantu - 950531 5811 *** - Michael Tiisetso

177.

Zondwa Ghu - 000522 5859 *** - Zondwa Sthenkosi

178.

Nolwazi Dikwayo - 720910 1370 *** - Nolwandle

179.

Motswaledi Charles Makweng - 760708 5358 *** - Thulwaneng Charles

180.

Isabel Thabethe - 970404 0549 *** - Sibahle Isabel

181.

Malokane Khutjo Ramushu - 020330 0756 *** - Ntobeng Precious

182.

Thabisile Amelia Masemola - 001223 0885 *** - Thabisile Nompumelelo

183.

Amber Williams - 000703 0386 *** - Ameerah

184.

Brumulde Velicia Isaacs - 980516 0191 *** - Iman

185.

Hombile Quvane - 990110 5445 *** - George Hombile

186.

Gilda Cossa - 010517 0419 *** - Sithembile Gilda

187.

Ashley Mpala - 020701 1270 *** - Ashley Sihle

188.

Brandon Sphesihle Mlondi Mdluli - 990404 6091 *** - Mlondi Sphesihle

189.

Keleboyile Daisle Netshozwi - 001012 0512 *** - Kelebogile Desiree

190.

Temia Alice Adams - 990812 0319 *** - Mishka

191.

Mangope Onismus Kgaphola - 971214 5522 *** - Victoria Precious

192.

Lebogang Ramolwetsi Phasha - 910923 1254 *** - Lebogang Reign

193.

Alulutho Nomfundo Makhohliso - 010802 1257 *** - Nolufefe Nomfundo

194.

Eleanon Bianka Malushi - 010917 0380 *** - Eleanor Bianca

195.

Sylvia Maria Freitas Goncalves - 980218 0367 *** - Sylvia Maria Pereira

196.

Tashia Monica Mohamed - 930828 0044 *** -Braelyn Aaminah

197.

Philasande Hlongwane - 010120 0491 *** - Philasande Zimbili

198.

Gomolemo Mopedi - 010222 0668 *** - Gomolemo Primrose

199.

Edzisami Emmanuel Ramashia - 010914 5565 *** - Ampfarisaho Mernals

200.

Hlupheka Katrina Nyalunga - 720102 1016 *** - Princess
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201.

Victor Keeler Moganedi - 761127 5581 *** - Victor Makgata

202.

Nigeziwe Cinthia Morotolo - 870917 0942 *** - Nigeziwe Cynthia

203.

Dijeng Lizzy Moepadira - 900410 0245 *** - Bontle Lizzy

204.

Majubane Moses Nxele - 970408 5464 *** - Sibongiseni Majubane Moses

205.

Mokwakwa Klaas Marokana - 840108 5377 *** - Madimetja Klaas

206.

Koos Setina Mabidikama - 780527 5399 *** - Samuel

207.

Patience Sibongile Chauke - 820424 0944 *** - Dorcas Patience

208.

Tayla Isabella Van Heerden - 000616 0155 *** - Christian Érens

209.

Thando Patronel Sambo - 990914 0591 *** - Thando Vutlharhi

210.

Khudu Suda Mohlala - 750420 0586 *** - Kelebohile Khaohelo

211.

Hlengane Willie Mokgalaka - 880610 5497 *** - Hlengani William

212.

Samuel Steenkamp - 611105 5929 *** - Samuel Tsuni-Goam

213.

Nonkululeko Nomusa Zwane - 870108 0270 *** - Nkulungwane Nonkululeko

214.

Mhlophegi Tuis Tshabalala - 741010 5519 *** - Tuis

215.

Nokulunga Maud Sibiya - 810907 0929 *** - Nokulunga Lulu

216.

Potjisho Allan Nkadimeng - 011105 5050 *** - Potjisho Maboeletje

217.

Dikgole Edgar Monama - 960527 5408 *** - Legopane Edgar

218.

Mpae Clementina Mamphaga - 850516 0801 *** - Itumeleng Mpae

219.

Thifulufhelwi Edward Radzilani - 791106 5495 *** - Tshifhiwa Edward

220.

Magaisang Pearlucia Lontshitse - 870808 0671 *** - Wandile Pearlucia

221.

Phuti Stanley Mojela - 930525 5995 *** - Matshwene Stanley

222.

Lesego Kokonana Letta Seokwang - 890720 0430 *** - Lesego Letta

223.

Kelebogile Innocensia Moloi - 950614 0693 *** - Kelebogile Heavenly Innocentia

224.

Kamogelo Zacharia Motimele - 010921 6077 *** - Kamogelo Amos

225.

Tshireletjo Phogole - 011107 0736 *** - Tshireletso

226.

Mahloladibona Mathebula - 980929 5340 *** - Moses Divine

227.

Xaniseka Lizzy Maswanganyi - 810830 0168 *** - Daphney

228.

Ntjweba Danger Shekwa - 820711 5395 *** - Ntjweba Dan

229.
230.

Bongeka Dlamini - 000819 0606 *** - Bongeka Londiwe
Minda Moshidi - 990625 0508 *** - Minda Mammope

231.

Peris Masemola - 990314 5633 *** - Paris

232.

Saeed Dalgety - 811120 5294 *** - Marc Gregory

233.

Rofhiwa Britney Mudau - 831227 6175 *** - Rofhiwa

234.

Dorothy Mmotsi Boitumelo Molokomme - 820613 0359 *** - Boitumelo Dorothy Mmotsi

235.

Victoria Pumla Gcwabe - 790116 0351 *** - Victoria Vicky
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236.

Emily Mpolokeng Ramakhobisa - 930513 1029 *** - Nnotsho Sasha Mpolokeng

237.

Miché Esau - 890720 6358 *** - Ché Lucca

238.

Larry Erland Muthambi - 780225 5435 *** - Humbulani Larry

239.

Victor Ntongwa Hlongwane - 951202 5278 *** - Victor Mntungwa

240.

Constance Lerutla - 910205 0525 *** - Constance Madire

241.

Izukiswe No```Manzi - 001003 5762 *** - Michael

242.

Dipulele Petros Motloung - 801224 5900 *** - Pule Thando

243.

Kabelo Kagiso Mokoena - 000201 5080 *** - Shadow

244.

Ntombifuthi Masia - 951027 0503 *** - Ntombifuthi Thato

245.

Simphiwe Macaties - 020102 5182 *** - Emmanuel Simphiwe

246.

Antoinete Kedibone Sithole - 870831 0245 *** - Antoinete Katlego Naledi

247.

Gaseitsiwe Moses Phare - 810829 5646 *** - Thutego Moses

248.

Sihle Gift Mhlongo - 961004 0799 *** - Sphesihle Gift

249.

Bongumezi Lindokuhle Sethathu - 010419 5422 *** - Bongumenzi Lindokuhle

250.

Ramakgoale Moretsele - 881026 5630 *** - Ramakgoale Khomotso

251.

Lucky Fiddle Mhaule - 980301 5179 *** - Fidel Lucky

252.

Lehlohonolo Mokoena - 940527 5177 *** - Light

253.

Omphemetse Phumanto - 970510 0489 *** - Esihle

254.

Mashegwanyane Brenton Mogoru - 950124 5636 *** - Mashegwanyane Thabiso

255.

Jane Matapelo Ramokgadi - 890609 0507 *** - Janet Mathapelo

256.

Thubjane Cliff Makine - 981229 5799 *** - Mathetse Cliff

257.

Johannes Mvuyisele Mtiki - 810706 5415 *** - Thabo Mvuyisele

258.

Mashienyane Linah Gloria Mphahlele - 730303 1225 *** - Ramaesele Linah

259.

Rocado Williams - 820206 5147 *** - Ricardo

260.

Garth Petersen - 800314 5181 *** - Mogamat

261.

Arelene Sarita Arendse - 680429 0254 *** - Arlene Sarita

262.

Gonaseelan Moonsamy Govender - 670307 5188 *** - Sagren Segs

263.

Randall Keith Starr - 671204 5192 *** - Randy Keith

264.

Gregory Paul Jacobs - 680412 5084 *** - Abud Yaqithu

265.

Elizabeth Seoka - 990109 0297 *** - Mahlogonolo Elizabeth

266.

Theswill Peter Coetzee - 911114 5177 *** - Tashriq

267.

Eugene Esmond October - 791221 5224 *** - Ebrahim

268.

Annalise Suzette Badenhorst - 810228 0097 *** - Marlise

269.

Lauren Gwendolene Barrath - 860620 0232 *** -Malabar Lailah
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270.

Tracy Charlene Dennis - 860408 0229 *** - Ragmah

271.

Samson Mohlouoa Modise - 600403 5780 *** - Sam

272.

Progress Musia - 960327 0529 *** - Mukhethwa Progress

273.

Tiisetsang Inocia Dilebo - 870513 0578 *** - Palesa Inocia

274.

Nonhlanhla Nelisiwe Mabanga - 990131 0235 *** - Nonhlanhla Nelisiwe Promise

275.

Mokgethwa Pretty Ntjana - 990826 0258 *** - Mokgethwa Pretty Belle

276.

Kamva Fuzile - 980323 0342 *** - Kamva Desirée

277.

Sibongile Msane - 990121 5530 *** - Sibongiseni

278.

Thulani Hopewell Sani - 920815 5297 *** - Bestill Knowledge

279.

Motlalepula Dipale - 010323 0713 *** - Kegomoditswe Motlalepula

280.

Gcobisa Magayiyana - 950922 0709 *** - Gcobisa Cindy

281.

Motlalepule Lebohang Makhado - 900604 0309 *** - Lebohang

282.

Faith Moyo - 930505 0697 *** - Faith Philile

283.

Likita Abrahams - 920730 0161 *** - Laeekah

284.

Jamie-Lee Daniels - 970831 0023 *** - Taybah

285.

Kago Motheo Refentse Motshabi - 001022 5443 *** - Kago Motheo Moeletsi

286.

Caroline Ida Gaitsiwe Marakalla - 860712 0312 *** - Esther

287.

Ntsheeng Serepa - 951010 0802 *** - Dakalo Mmatema

288.

Mmatsoro Lenex Chidi - 990624 5054 *** - Lenex

289.

Sduduzo Christian Njabulo Mlangeni - 741212 5576 *** - Sduduzo Njabulo

290.

Joshua Thembalethu Mashiane - 790217 5672 *** - Pule Joshua Thembalethu

291.

Chiara Alyson Cockin - 011226 0172 *** - Keegan Zachariah

292.

Lise Sidwale - 001117 5325 *** - Lisa

293.

Rosa Vaughan Goncalves - 970327 0273 *** - Rosa Dias

294.

Mogomotsi John Maluleke - 910910 5608 *** - Mogomotsi

295.

Serialong Silas Matlou - 890312 5429 *** - Kgosi Snr Silas

296.

Cecil Karl Daniels - 921001 5227 *** - Shakur

297.

Alexzy Denasley-Ann Lauru-Lee Leonards - 960824 0165 *** - Alex-Zay Denasley-Ann Lauru-Lee

298.

Karla De Villiers - 980710 0323 *** - Karla Cornelia

299.

Tlalanyane Sophy Buthelezi - 820126 0464 *** - Sophy

300.

Johannes Shimi Majolo - 750102 6313 *** - Jacob Shimi

301.

Boltumelo Gladness Motswakae - 881129 0260 *** - Boitumelo Gladness

302.

Fulufhelo Mudau - 850310 0647 *** - Fulufhelo Veronica

303.

Virginia Lang - 730824 0655 *** - Virginia Onalenna
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304.

Nkatlholang Motseothata - 940515 5693 *** - Kaelo Monyatsi

305.

Tshepang Kefuwe Faku - 000808 0432 *** - Tshepang Kefuwe Ziyanda

306.

Itumeleng Frink Marozane - 000809 0484 *** - Itumeleng

307.

Mosala Shadrack Mabalane - 900621 5715 *** - Mpho Shadrack

308.

Nobantu Shirley Moropoli - 010320 1295 *** - Dimpho Shirley

309.

Mihle Nodayinge - 020915 1214 *** - Lucia Mihle

310.

Sibusiso Bongani Hlatshwayo - 010108 5635 *** - Sibusiso Lungani

311.

Emmanuel Keitebetse - 760910 5595 *** - Kgosietsile Emmanuel

312.

Clayton Fynch Mashala - 921006 5757 *** - Thabiso Joel

313.

Mantebaleng Yvonne Portia Sebetoane - 800328 0510 *** - Moleboheng Yvonne Portia

314.

Brandon Peter Jonkers - 770324 5281 *** - Baheer

315.

Martha Malefu Kgosiemang - 800222 0431 *** - Martha Madintle

316.

Leython Baloyi - 010107 5692 *** - Faith Hlulani

317.

Cassey Candril Pillay Pillay - 020415 0254 *** - Cassey Candril

318.

Chanel Jadwiga Day - 990305 0090 *** - Chanel

319.

Lentinah Mmabyala Thobane - 991008 0404 *** - Lentinah Omphile

320.

Nodanile Mkiva - 590914 0187 *** - Noandile

321.

Matlholadibona April Botipe - 610305 5674 *** - Tolo Kgosimore

322.

Elliot Mgushelwana - 610926 5761 *** - Phumezo

323.

Modupe Judas Malatsi - 590201 5448 *** - Arnald Modupi

324.

Joyce Magwa - 591208 0578 *** - Joyce Masingita

325.

Lydia Mtshali - 620122 0530 *** - Driekie Lydia

326.

David Mqhayi - 430721 5470 *** - David Zwelibanzi

327.

Zoyifilo Mapasa - 260626 5343 *** - Zoyisile

328.

Jankies Henry Mositoane - 601205 5927 *** - Tankiso Henry

329.

Nobenzeni Dulaze - 601225 1918 *** - Nobenzeni Evelinah

330.

Lindiwe Vuyelwa Ngcukana - 601026 0254 *** - Vuyelwa

331.

Mpatliseng Veronica Kwaaiman - 960608 0328 *** - Vuyelwa Veronica

332.

Heather Sandy Anderson - 971020 0066 *** - Heather Sara-Alessandra

333.

Tholakele Mamane Manana - 680325 0561 *** - Precious Mamane

334.

Masewu Kaine Makgwale - 920224 5563 *** - Mpepere Kaine

335.

Johannes Matladiile - 580101 8259 *** - Lebona Johannes

336.

Jacob Sibusiso Ndhlela - 800227 5681 *** - Sibusiso

337.

Gail Colleen Carelse Abrahams - 620716 0077 *** - Gail Colleen
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338.

Millicent Lubisi - 970619 0459 *** - Linky Millicent

339.

Ntshuxeko Remember Hatlane - 950116 5465 *** - Hatlane Dylan

340.

Muelase Armstrong Mbata - 700620 6008 *** - Mvelase Armstrong

341.

Mamodisha Bawilina Leso - 750116 0511 *** - Mamodishe Paulinah

342.

Amaan Roodt - 750524 5242 *** - Alroy John

343.

Tasneem Martin - 860917 0173 *** - Tiana

344.

Maurice Edward Alcock - 861107 5030 *** - Abdul Mueez

345.

Francina Fortuin - 870506 0222 *** - Lisna

346.

Theshan Naidu - 830401 5119 *** - Ten

347.

Joslyn Wilson - 840109 0144 *** - Juwayriyah

348.

Bevan Quinton Groenmeyer - 830405 5168 *** - Tougied

349.

André Herman Botes - 830603 5028 *** - André Herman Le

350.

Zama Goodwell Malindi - 621208 5963 *** - Zamukulungisa Goodwell

351.

Sibongile Khantsi - 640724 0586 *** - Sibongile Ethel Nomfuyo

352.

Pooke Winston Tsematse - 620626 5735 *** - Tsematse

353.

Sandile Sonjica - 620610 6220 *** - Sandile Cornelius

354.

Nokubonga Noluthando Nene - 910204 0486 *** - Bonga Noluthando

355.

Velenkosini Cele - 011007 0263 *** - Velenkosini Nokwethemba

356.

Anthea Antonia Mentor - 970623 0177 *** - Aneeqah

357.

Bongani Sibisi - 000917 6386 *** - Bongani David

358.

Vanessa Rita Bosch - 821204 0222 *** - Nabeelah

359.

Micaela Michelle Hoosain - 950112 0140 *** - Mehnaaz

360.

Lee-Roy Kasper - 000501 5408 *** - Luqmaan

361.

Keith Nadasen - 851118 5142 *** - Myhendra

362.

Nadine David - 860615 0056 *** - Mushky Nadezhda

363.

Diana Madureira Perovic - 860701 0068 *** - Diana Vieira

364.

Lillian De Swardts - 511227 0151 *** - Zuleiga

365.

Helany Carlo Rossouw - 570622 0131 *** - Helany Esther

366.

Ragel Maria Magdelena Niewenhuizen - 590727 0067 *** - Rabia Maria Magdelena

367.

Patricia Florence Damons - 560214 0104 *** - Majiedah

368.

Leonard Williams - 560717 5200 *** - Ebrahim

369.

Miela Johanna Hofmeester - 760430 0205 *** - Mirlene

370.

Roezhaana Fataar - 781214 0157 *** - Roegshaana

371.

Nirvasha Chetty - 770601 0141 *** - Monique Marietjie
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372.

Carmen Gail De Waal - 781213 0098 *** - Careemah

373.

Prabashini Muhammad - 751109 0021 *** - Sadia

374.

Kubendran Chendriah - 771101 5199 *** - Terrence

375.

Mbathango Annah Mthimunye - 660109 0474 *** - Namokoana Annah

376.

Madileng Godfrey Mokiri - 721112 5638 *** - Mapurunyane Godfrey

377.

Tebogo Innocent Moima - 890322 5779 *** - Namane Innocent

378.

Lebogang Khumalo - 891222 5229 *** - Zamobuhle Lebogang

379.

Mapula Kgomotso Mabogola - 851029 0495 *** - Kgomotso Mapula

380.

Koketso Johannes Boloka - 000314 6310 *** - Kgwarana Johannes

381.

Eugene Williams - 661020 5110 *** - Emraan

382.

Reneilwe Maleka - 011025 0684 *** - Reneilwe Ramadimetje

383.

Noluthando Zindela - 010602 1209 *** - Thobeka Noluthando

384.

Makhosango Portfolio Chabalala - 831217 5573 *** - Makungu Maswanganyi

385.

Boy-Boy Mendu - 991117 6178 *** - Azola

386.

Gladys Ntlangwini - 750722 0407 *** - Vuyiswa Gladys

387.

Phillimon Riddick Mnisi - 760106 5568 *** - Manyovu Phillimon

388.

Tantaswa Dzingwa - 590604 0175 *** - Thantaswa

389.

Metse Thema - 590920 0839 *** - Metse Bridget

390.

Esther Rosemary Nkosi - 591015 0714 *** - Rosemary Esther Makgauta

391.

Khaukani Sylvia Mutau - 600216 0160 *** - Khaulani Sylvia

392.

Tsirimane Isaac Malepe - 670311 5440 *** - Isaac Malcolm X

393.

Leaka Jonas Letsoalo - 480808 5685 *** - Jonas Leaka Humphrey

394.

Khombelakhe Ngcobo - 481223 5223 *** - Khombelakhe Ephraim

395.

Constance Ngoma - 710914 0465 *** - Constance Grace

396.

Isaac Sabata Mahao - 720517 5373 *** - Sabata

397.

Padmine Jairaj - 710824 0140 *** - Padmine Vanilla

398.

Remembrance Mokgaetji Ntunzi - 690420 0638 *** - Remembrance Thapelo

399.

Daniel Mashamba - 520404 5849 *** - Hakamela Daniel

400.

Martha Mosholi - 511012 0591 *** - Martha Mapule

401.

Jack Majesi Bulunga - 580828 5945 *** - Majesi Jack

402.

Joseph Joshua Kolane - 580310 5746 *** - Joseph Mokete

403.

Mqubule Mpande - 410422 5144 *** - Mgqizelwa

404.

Lekgala Ivy Mokgwatsane - 830917 1027 *** - Kanyane Ivy

405.

Leverne Wilma Meintjies - Williams - 891213 0176 *** - Layla
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406.

Nthabeleng Tau - 020413 1061 *** - Owam Nthabeleng

407.

Ngcebo Mmeli Madonda - 010626 5773 *** - Mvuyiselo Ngcebo

408.

Tshentshane Monicca Mokobedi - 570202 0855 *** - Khukwane Monicca

409.

Mahahlele Victor Tshehla - 810924 6033 *** - Mphahlele Victor

410.

Monicca Ngwatsipane Malaka - 881226 0336 *** - Monicca Mahlake

411.

Sello (Jr) Nkosinathi Kgobe - 000810 5056 *** -Sello Jr Nkosinathi

412.

Emily Dikeledi Lata - 890615 0488 *** - Emily Lethabo

413.

Kedi Malepe - 970829 0587 *** - Kedi Abigail

414.

Carmen Charmaine Van Blommestein - 890620 0161 *** - Carmen Zehara Charmaine

415.

Tania Petersen - 991209 0631 *** - Raeesah

416.

Riana Faren Magdalene Yolanda September - 911013 0076 *** - Riana Faren

417.

Lauren-Lee Caesar - 960604 0301 *** - Israh

418.

Tebugo Christopher Mrabalala - 870519 5452 *** - Tebugo

419.

Patrick Siphiwo Mavata - 710807 5733 *** - Siphiwo Patrick

420.

Ongama Nyawose - 950922 6114 *** - Ongama Mpumelelo

421.

Maserame Martha Mayeke - 670713 0594 *** - Mamello Ingrid

422.

Rebecca Granny Matlawe - 981015 0315 *** - Lesedi Rebecca

423.

Maesela Oupa Mashiane - 760303 5462 *** - Matsobane Oupa

424.

Petronella Makhabedi Mathunyane - 970911 0721 *** - Petronella Mmoto Khutso

425.

Refiloe Matsatsi Faith Mathibeng - 810721 0439 *** - Faith

426.

Lindelani Goodman Nkosi - 990625 5843 *** - Lindelani Tiego

427.

Claudene Bianca Jacobs - 810729 0204 *** - Claudelle Bianca

428.

Buseka Nompetsheni - 931003 1245 *** - Lelethu

429.

Robyn Lucy George - 680828 6564 *** - Ben Leslie

430.

Siyazi Nana Msibi - 010927 0981 *** - Simphiwe Phiwayinkosi
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME AFFAIRS
NO. 295

1 April 2021

ALTERATION OF SURNAMES IN TERMS OF SECTION 26 OF THE BIRTHS AND DEATHS REGISTRATION ACT, 1992 (ACT
NO. 51 OF 1992)
The Director-General has authorized the following persons to assume the surnames printed in italics:
1.

Patience Nonjabulo Mnyanda - 680826 0601 *** - Gumede

2.

Mongezi John Zenze - 730206 6026 *** - Mathithi

3.

Oteng Terrance Modibedi - 750130 5629 *** - Moremedi

4.

Nosiyabonga Grace Mahlangeni - 740202 1044 *** - Pheko

5.

Sindisiwe Zithobile Msomi - 8612310447 *** - Mathe

6.

Mthokozisi Lindani Mbatha - 991119 5662 *** - Mhlongo

7.

Linda John Ngele - 811116 5686 087 - Mnisi

8.

Kedibone Sinah Sontshantsha - 740128 0677 *** - Mokwane

9.

Sibusiso Elijah Khoza - 781205 5723 *** - Dlamini

10.

Hitler Maluleke - 491011 5357 *** - Shibambo

11.

Mokgadi Petrus Ditshego - 501020 5698 *** - Moloto

12.

Mabula Jan Shongoane - 501031 5457 *** - Moshupje

13.

Mayvis Busisiwe Ngwazi - 530303 1051 *** - Ndzoyiya

14.

Katlego Vincent Kgomo - 881226 5318 *** - Moche

15.

Ntsieni Lawrence Nemukula - 940716 5603 *** - Nevhutalu

16.

Xhanti Siyasanga Sizani - 940110 6286 *** - Hinana

17.

Luyanda Nkazimulo Hycinth Madlala - 970704 5705 *** - Ntshiza

18.

Sean Karabo Mohomane - 981021 5223 *** - Nkosi

19.

Ayanda Hadebe - 970723 5406 *** - Khanyile

20.

Reuben Walter Chiloane - 820917 5141 *** - Makofane

21.

Sbongiseni Emmanuel Dlamini - 730105 6322 *** - Ndlela

22.

Seanego Miranda Mokgahla - 900802 1006 *** - Motupa

23.

Singita Reminton Hlungwani - 010207 6216 *** - Maluleke

24.

Maria Mongapane Nkoana - 011110 0666 *** - Kgole

25.

Bandile Anele Thabiso Makeleng - 020626 6050 *** - Khuzwayo

26.

Rerapetse Chaole - 020506 1435 *** - Rathipe

27.

Thandeka Ngcobo - 990926 0831 *** - Bhengu

28.

Msizi Brian Zulu - 840325 5108 *** - Langa

29.

Jonny Tshepo Mdetji - 780902 5073 *** - Dhlamini

30.

Mampoloki Samuel Marumoagae - 750831 5635 *** - Haiyo
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31.

Tshepiso Sean Moganedi - 000613 5100 *** - Santu

32.

Nomsa Mitta Mketshane - 910719 0548 *** - Mnguni

33.

Teboho Rehlohonolo Faditswe Mafodi - 841231 5315 *** - Nthoana

34.

Mzokuthula Zwelihle Linda - 930602 6456 *** - Sikhosana

35.

Sibusiso Vilane - 940724 5868 *** - Chauke

36.

Molelekeng Rosina Mashiyane - 940708 0789 *** - Chachu

37.

Gogontle Valentia Lerato Tshite - 940214 0454 *** - Motale

38.

Thato Kgotlaetsile Phetoane - 880409 5630 *** - Leepile

39.

Kamogelo Zamba - 990801 0466 *** - Mokodumetsa

40.

Siphephelo Nobuhle Mpungose - 970117 0567 *** - Mtungwa

41.

Thamsanqa Ernest Zondi - 820828 5337 *** - Ngcobo

42.

Yoliswa Wendy Madonda - 970924 0706 *** - Mncwabe

43.

Tony Phakiso Seganoe - 681008 5699 *** - Ditalame

44.

Gabriel Komape - 980524 5136 *** - Ndlovu

45.

Gudani Austin Mulaudzi - 000526 5667 *** - Mukwevho

46.

Mxolisi Nhlamulo Manzini - 971103 5185 *** - Silawu

47.

Nokubonga Teressor Nyawo - 940608 0738 *** - Nxumalo

48.

Sipho Paul Mthimkulu - 820708 5715 *** - Mofulatsi

49.

Nelisiwe Tshirunga - 930224 0374 *** - Cindi

50.

Ntobeko Mzayifani - 870320 5296 *** - Blayi

51.

Mpho Johannes Mahlaela - 810606 5487 *** - Makgabo

52.

Mosa Benjamin Monyela - 970521 6130 *** - Tshimbana

53.

Thokozani Sibiya - 011002 6329 *** - Mhlanga

54.

Thabang Mokoena - 011121 6155 *** - Letsoalo

55.

Ndumiso Innocent Zondo - 961221 5492 *** - Zuma

56.

Ndumiso Nzuza - 010215 6328 *** - Biyela

57.

Misokuhle Purity Khambule - 000326 1157 *** - Dlamini

58.

Nonkululeko Gumede - 000215 1463 *** - Ngcobo

59.

Ritshidze Mammba - 010826 0995 *** - Makhado

60.

Oarabile Elvis Louw - 980109 5703 *** - Malatse

61.

Khanyisani Mfunyeni - 000702 6220 *** - Mzelemu

62.

Cebo Mabaso - 991212 5854 *** - Zungu

63.

Lebogang George Makanda - 010204 5552 *** - Noko

64.

Lucky Sam Majola - 821123 5293 *** - Sithole
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65.

Kgabo Lesley Moloto - 660707 5413 *** - Mabala

66.

Nicholus Remember Mashabane - 831007 5831 *** - Moeng

67.

Teboho Felix Moshane - 920528 5793 *** - Rametse

68.

Mfanafuthi Phillip Dladla - 900301 5425 *** - Vilakazi

69.

Nomzamo Zinhle Gazu - 010723 0946 *** - Mhlongo

70.

Thabang Mathibela Moloya - 011213 5837 *** - Aphane

71.

Lindokuhle Mabophe - 010920 6364 *** - Ndlela

72.

Thandeka Milicent Vilakazi - 940203 1236 *** - Lephoto

73.

Thabiso Siboniso Majozi - 000222 6242 *** - Mbambo

74.

Sinenhlanhla Hlongwane - 000914 1383 *** - Radebe

75.

Jeanett Masego Kgantsho Matong - 010410 1353 *** - Ramphekoa

76.

Kabelo Junior Mabuse - 011120 0598 *** - Matlala

77.

Samkelo Dumakude - 010610 6162 *** - Khathini

78.

Mojalefa Makinta - 980719 5337 *** - Nkwale

79.

Noxolo Prudence Nyawo - 910421 0802 *** - Nxumalo

80.

Alton Morgan Khumalo - 990316 5418 *** - Thompson

81.

Binaca Parbhoo - 980515 0313 081 - Duwarkah

82.

Schaé Loppnow - 961122 0035 *** - Moriarty

83.

Mlungisi Jeffrey Mahlaba - 810505 5353 *** - Ndlovu

84.

Lindani Hopewell Ngcobo - 9004275485 *** - Madondo

85.

Zandile Angel Gumede - 850324 0444 *** - Ngcobo

86.

Hloniphani Ngubane - 010307 6462 *** - Langa

87.

Siphesihle Austin Nene - 001105 6167 *** - Thusi

88.

Mukelo Michael Simelane - 020228 5182 *** - Litchfield

89.

Linda Makiva - 790707 1060 *** - Mzazi

90.

Mahlatse Abigail Mohlahlana - 941005 0403 *** - Mautlane

91.

Thandeka Happyness Mtetwa - 971124 0233 *** - Maseko

92.

Neo Joel Mokoena - 930426 5310 *** - Phokane

93.

Loni Mamotsekua Xosho - 800711 0437 *** - Pitso

94.

Watson Lentswe Newson - 860129 5457 *** - Motlhala

95.

Mondli Nkosiphile Bernard Ngubane - 720824 5624 *** - Kheswa

96.

Nkululeko Majola - 990405 5865 *** - Mbanjwa

97.

Nelisiwe Twala - 030117 1270 *** - Mhlanga

98.

Kgotatso Lorraine Rampyapedi - 030105 0183 *** - Mashao
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99.

Leago Mosepidi Moela - 020415 6318 *** - Peta

100.

Zandile Siyabonga Makena - 990220 5497 *** - Zwane

101.

Evans Bafana Simelane - 960413 5460 *** - Sebona

102.

Mmakoma Androni Mogopa - 000727 0221 *** - Shai

103.

Jonas Collins Moya - 830719 5525 *** - Maimela

104.

Tshepo Mfundo Isaac Sehlalo - 840909 5895 *** - Mthetwa

105.

Sizwe Petros Nyembe - 900616 5620 *** - Nkambule

106.

Bongekile Princess Ngcobo - 830603 0821 *** - Mnyandu

107.

Nombulelo Joice Ngubane - 811113 0388 *** - Hlongwa

108.

Sean Francesco Ruggeri – Weerts - 011011 5051 *** - Ruggeri

109.

S’bahle Pamella Ndlovu - 990227 0314 *** - Hlophe

110.

Mpho Peace Raymond Ntsime - 940609 5275 *** - Zwane

111.

Ronald Kananelo Sebiloane - 880803 5819 *** - Malibeng

112.

Itumeleng Morobana - 980515 5488 *** - Maifadi

113.

Ishmael Sello Molokoane - 840726 5228 *** - Dibakwane

114.

Pieter Johannes Lodewikus Briel - 020305 5237 *** - Van Loggerenberg

115.

Regopotswe Molemi Elliot Peter Malatse - 010312 5877 *** - Rampa

116.

Sello Leslie Leballo - 840905 5497 *** - Mello

117.

Nkosikhona Mzwakhe Tshabangu - 960728 5595 *** - Masilela

118.

Nontokozo Bathume Maseko - 830720 0426 *** - Mahlangu

119.

Vivian Thokozane Shongwe - 960920 5527 *** - Nkosi

120.

Mahlodi Desmond Mohobu - 910214 5869 *** - Morudu

121.

Elvis Mathews Tau - 950121 5421 *** - Makofane

122.

Nini Kappa - 930120 0813 *** - Mkutukana

123.

Molehabang Jerry Motheo Nzungu - 970409 5622 *** - Setlhogo

124.

Dorah Mabagwe Matlala - 810805 0488 *** - Mmela

125.

Lebogang Aron Sigaza - 930523 5154 *** - Mbele

126.

Dumisani Lucky Mgidi - 930815 5901 083 - Malakoane

127.

Thembinkosi Samson Mhlambi - 830713 5676 *** - Sibeko

128.

Thabiso Mazibuko - 930217 5335 *** - Mohlamonyane

129.

Bongani Jele - 860228 5378 *** - Tsagane

130.

Dineo Matyana - 990827 0402 *** - Nkutha

131.

Lerato Penelope Sebapola - 001113 0147 *** - Thato

132.

Mpho Mooiman Khunong - 000517 5468 *** - Sibanyoni
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133.

Alfred Lepekola Sikhosana - 720125 5776 *** - Jojo

134.

Jacob Tlou - 020512 6241 *** - Ntuli

135.

Onesipho Siziphiwe Matwa - 020522 0653 *** - Nelani

136.

Taetso Bernice Mmala - 970904 6006 *** - Mahlako

137.

Ngwanakgabele Joslina Mahlakwane - 751109 0344 *** - Molatudi

138.

Zwoitwaho Sidney Kone - 970529 5891 *** - Matidza

139.

Sinazo Moni - 020426 1178 *** - Klaushi

140.

Lwazi Jali - 010802 6123 *** - Ngcongo

141.

Sibusiso Ignitius Baloyi - 011009 5835 *** - Ledwaba

142.

Gontse Maphothoma - 010320 0816 *** - Dikobo

143.

Ntwagae Charles Shogole - 741119 5365 *** - Makhafola

144.

Reaobaka Tlotlo Moalosi - 990331 5070 *** - Mokone

145.

Tseko Simon Motale - 840826 5314 *** - Hlubi

146.

Karabo Octovia Malapane - 961018 0828 *** - Lebea

147.

Matsobane Jonas Mashau - 821225 5427 *** - Shokane

148.

Mosa Nthama - 020313 0153 *** - Ngalo

149.

Moeketsi Benedict Maseya - 860715 5368 *** - Mohokare

150.

Asataluli Silent Chauke - 011012 5593 *** - Ndou

151.

Mashudu Zwane - 961225 5262 *** - Nengwenani

152.

Mbalenhle Nothando Ndhlela - 950428 0546 *** - Kunene

153.

Thato Masego Mary – Ann Ratlhagane - 980310 0431 *** - Masenya

154.

Johnstin Ngoetjana - 850427 5411 *** - Ramphele

155.

Caswell Nonyana - 751103 5366 *** - Lediga

156.

Refilwe Mpusi Matlhoko - 941203 0673 *** - Kgatitswe

157.

Michael Anthony Maartens - 890123 5165 *** - Boyce

158.

Inga Ndobe - 020827 0529 *** - Mxinwa

159.

Relebohile Ndabenhle Xaba - 020515 5617 *** - Mokoena

160.

Tshepiso Reginah Mofokeng - 001007 0555 *** - Letaoana

161.

Thato Joseph Raleting - 781211 5659 089 - Molemane

162.

Vuyiswa Virginia Mdleleni - 571226 0892 083 - Mangali

163.

Attie Adam Fourie - 840408 6093 081 - Ramahotsoa

164.

Frans Katlego Barnat - 001127 6073 084 - Mashaba

165.

Moloko Kgowa - 981111 5609 084 - Sehlako

166.

Themba Mkhwanazi - 770720 5606 083 - Mamba
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167.

Nelisiwe Emerencia Moloi - 680117 0421 080 - Mthembu

168.

Wamkelwa Ntsele - 031101 0397 082 - Mkhize

169.

Bongumusa Emmanuel Dlamini - 920316 5492 084 - Vilakazi

170.

Mzwandile Makaula - 920507 5600 086 - Vilakazi

171.

Andy John Tallies - 900214 5198 088 - Williams

172.

Lutendo Mulibana - 880928 0738 085 - Muthelo

173.

Siyabulela Johannes Mosella - 011215 5321 089 - Bomseni

174.

Skheto Frank Makamu - 590124 5623 081 - Ramoadi

175.

Johannes George Mngomezulu - 600326 5470 086 - Malibe

176.

Mandlakayise Mhlongo - 490811 5234 080 - Mathaba

177.

Ramasela Jane Lekoatsipa - 711224 0988 085 - Lekhuleng

178.

Tembinkosi Litoli - 710212 5921 087 - Seti

179.

Sebenzile Eric Ketani - 690405 5871 088 - Madolo

180.

Gezane Johannes Chauke - 691006 5359 089 - Ngobeni

181.

Hopewell Bhekithemba Mkhize - 690525 5296 083 - Hadebe

182.

Wellem Simon Masina - 690810 5336 083 - Mahlangu

183.

Jaki Godfrey Mnisi - 610222 5483 088 - Bogoshi

184.

Marokolo Patrick Skosana - 620103 5598 083 - Mtsweni

185.

Segopotse Gracy Ngwatle - 611223 0501 089 - Kgotse

186.

Lucas Fana Mela - 530805 5338 083 - Komana

187.

Puseletso Maria Mgcina - 520210 0396 081 - Sentwedi

188.

Suzan Mosekwa - 510915 0583 080 - Sikhweni

189.

Sakio Titus Thomo - 600707 5347 087 - Ndlovu

190.

Russ Peter Theledi - 630904 5430 088 - Mahlangu

191.

Tebogo Clifton Lechuti - 561106 5913 088 - Mabeo

192.

Zifungele Marayane - 580911 5849 084 - Nyokana

193.

Thabani Shange - 881210 5431 084 - Msomi

194.

Ndumiso Bradley Gcabashe - 940907 5629 083 - Mnyandu

195.

Petros Shabane - 680409 5944 087 - Mokoena

196.

Kwandile Emmanuel Malevu - 950805 5773 *** - Shezi

197.

Timothy Makgolane Thobejane - 620114 5419 *** - Makgolane

198.

Bonokwakhe Gaba Majola - 620615 6328 *** - Ncube

199.

Philtas Luckzavia Mkhombo - 580829 5466 *** - Chiloane

200.

Andries Mnyamane Maphanga - 560105 5860 *** - Mnisi
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201.

William Buang Mokwanakwebe - 560211 5686 *** - Mataboge

202.

Rebecca Kumalo - 560901 0517 *** - Thinane

203.

Thabile Elizabeth Kraai - 650807 0494 *** - Mazibuko

204.

Itumeleng Lawrence Mokwana - 880211 5253 *** - Masemola

205.

Mahlatse Thobejane - 000823 5681 *** - Mankwe

206.

Siyabulela Blessing Bom - 831212 6042 *** - Mkuzo

207.

Cebolenkosi Sibonelo Dlamini - 970531 5310 *** - Lushozi

208.

Octovia Ngobeni - 960523 5860 *** - Mgemezulu

209.

Samkele Sithole - 950223 0852 *** - Mbatha

210.

Sixolise Dudumayo - 950201 5833 *** - Dlakela

211.

Seaparo Tshegofatso Rapulane - 911023 5653 *** - Chuene

212.

Nopinky Khuphiso - 920315 1009 *** - Bangiso

213.

Samkelisiwe Pinky Nxumalo - 940505 0768 *** - Dlamini

214.

Daryl Kelello Makalela - 940606 5681 *** - Moela

215.

Denis Sithole - 701112 6186 *** - Mthimunye

216.

Zolani S’phesihle Cebekhulu - 980305 5909 *** - Mdletshe

217.

Thobile Lucy Mkhize - 910206 0539 *** - Nkuna

218.

Douglas Omphemetse Motlagomang - 860908 5551 *** - Moroeng

219.

Lethabo Bradley Jodo - 970616 5153 *** - Dolo

220.

Molahlegi Oupa Johannes Matheta - 850306 5603 *** - Setladi

221.

Rajah Naidoo - 010919 6419 *** - Msimang

222.

Rudi Gouws - 860512 5122 *** - Von Versen

223.

Tokollo M’zikayise Ledwaba - 991222 5256 *** - Nkosi

224.

Tshepang Solomon Nkosi - 991203 5189 *** - Moloantoa

225.

Aaron Mathinye Maile - 831121 5623 *** - Mariri

226.

Alexa Beukes - 990727 0155 *** - Bosch

227.

Martha Welheminah Mahlangu - 790608 0492 *** - Molekwa

228.

Pulankana Immanuel Malesa - 821006 5929 *** - Mokwena

229.

Gorden Mokgethi Mphago - 790601 5233 *** - Mahlangu

230.

Vincent Nhlabe Mhlanga - 810717 5561 *** - Maswanganyi

231.

Obed Dumisani Mazibuko - 611028 5336 *** - Goqo

232.

Vincent Boitshepo Lukas - 980905 5355 *** - Phakedi

233.

Kgomotso Dorah Tshekoeng - 890926 0730 *** - Mamapule

234.

Mmule Magdaline Maseko - 950827 0041 *** - Sebone
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235.

Given Micheal Mnisi - 810615 5888 *** - Maboke

236.

Centra Malungani - 900109 5812 *** - Sekele

237.

Sadicka Johnson - 930131 0128 *** - Johnson-Johaar

238.

Zoleka Busane - 000516 0757 *** - Mpisane

239.

Nelisiwe Seipati Elizabeth Matsaneng - 960905 0385 *** - Mgcina

240.

Kopano Lionel Kekana - 9403235459 *** - Seanego

241.

Bongani Justice Sibisi - 880719 5393 *** - Mkhwanazi

242.

Brennan Peter Manique - 870615 5149 *** - Pearce

243.

Elzaan Eloise Bagirathi - 830527 0076 *** - Barnard

244.

Adelaide Leshmé Whitelhane - 830706 0231 *** - Latel

245.

Boiki Gift Molebatsi - 781016 5890 *** - Kgori

246.

Sizwesethu Erick Khumalo - 000109 6162 *** - Mfekayi

247.

Anneline Pillay - 830224 0074 *** - Naidoo

248.

Siduduzo Snenhlanhla Sithole - 000719 6227 *** - Phungula

249.

Daniel Oupa Coulkan - 731129 5267 *** - Legodi

250.

Thubelihle Zulu - 000321 6230 *** - Nyandeni

251.

Tumelo Ignitius Molope - 881118 5593 *** - Mahlatji

252.

Lebogang Kgosiemang - 910210 5726 *** - Motlagodisa

253.

Bhekile Thembalethu Nkosi - 020827 6309 *** - Hlophe

254.

Snezo Mngadi - 990818 5650 *** - Sishi

255.

Swelihle Mthokozisi Ntombela - 010427 5572 *** - Mchunu

256.

Lungani Nhlakanipho Mthembu - 900525 5641 *** - Buthelezi

257.

Zvezdenah White - 011214 0543 *** - Böettger

258.

Alfred Shibambo - 900702 5239 *** - Shirinda

259.

Mpho Ramatsetse - 981027 5407 *** - Selepe

260.

Mack Malesela Mokoena - 920831 5894 *** - Mocheko

261.

Sboniso Sphelele Mbatha - 960725 5901 *** - Mhlongo

262.

Lindokuhle Charls Zondi - 941105 5778 *** - Khumalo

263.

Khulekani Phila-Ngenkosi Mqadi - 970506 5177 *** - Madlala

264.

Rose Mamonyanya Mmathete - 950915 0938 *** - Kekana

265.

Innocent Horisani Rikhotso - 900904 6247 *** - Nkuzana

266.

Desree Mohubedu - 931014 0638 *** - Masinga

267.

Emmanuel Makgata - 791108 5705 *** - Milanzi

268.

Brian Ngwako Mokgatetswa - 870505 5585 *** - Mahosi
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269.

Zola Dumisa Qengwa - 780907 5211 *** - Matoti

270.

Mamoipone Alinah Nkosi - 931117 0099 *** - Moloantoa

271.

Kgothatso Peter Mlangeni - 960305 5728 *** - Mathabe

272.

Themba Simanga Mntambo - 960707 5899 *** - Ndlela

273.

Siphilele Mbalenhle Patience Gabela - 000308 0579 *** - Shabalala

274.

Sibulelo Junior Mavuka - 021006 5594 *** - Mussenga

275.

Kgosietsile Mosagale - 011020 5776 *** - Lefutso

276.

Simamkele Andrew Mbetha - 010212 5750 *** - Dyani

277.

Zamokuhe Innocent Mgcina - 870619 5248 *** - Zondi

278.

Tshepo Godfrey Ngwane - 820829 5217 *** - Mosaka

279.

Amose Motohoneng - 891015 5664 *** - Mahlangu

280.

Tebogo Daniel Mtsweni - 800626 5490 *** - Moumakwa

281.

Selina Korase - 521111 0473 *** - Phoofolo

282.

Mateku Maria Radingwane - 431005 0260 *** - Mashed

283.

Sifiso Louis Ngcobo - 610104 5478 *** - Mpungose

284.

Njokwene Johannes Phetha - 480813 5630 *** - Plaatjes

285.

Patricia Mshibe - 791213 0638 *** - Ndaba

286.

Nwabisa Gwayana - 010430 0837 *** - Majeke

287.

Tebogo Millicent Mashegoana - 850428 0635 *** - Masoga

288.

Sibusiso Mbuso Blessing Hedder - 830906 5743 *** - Dladla

289.

Kgopotso Wisely Moumakwe - 861012 5413 *** - Mokone

290.

Nthato Maselwa - 840121 5623 *** - Marumo

291.

Wandile Nkosi - 001017 5384 *** - Khumalo

292.

Asamkele Tshazi - 000615 5706 *** - Gqomo

293.

Sebongile Disemelo - 870807 6350 *** - Lila

294.

Sonto Saraphina Dhladhla - 620727 0503 *** - Mkhatshwa

295.

Dedrick Kgomo - 630213 5813 *** - Tlaka

296.

Aaron Marole Nkoana - 600327 5855 *** - Maepa

297.

Joseph Baloyi - 600101 7102 *** - Segalagala

298.

Tshidiso George Mbeka - 950406 6107 *** - Mogato

299.

Nokhwezi Bennedictor Xinindlu - 990603 0212 *** - Kholane

300.

Petunia Thabiso Sithole - 891021 0136 *** - Makua

301.

Noxolo Hlela - 980712 0939 *** - Msomi

302.

Xolani Mthethwa - 990208 6206 *** - Mkhize
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303.

Lungani Ayanda Nkosi - 991127 6127 *** - Mazibuko

304.

Sibusiso Zondi - 951225 6559 *** - Ndlamla

305.

Mfundo Nhlanhla Hlengwa - 991119 6212 *** - Ngobese

306.

Senzo Mchunu - 980223 6027 *** - Khuzwayo

307.

Nomalungelo Angel Hlatshwayo - 970531 1065 *** - Mtshali

308.

Noxolo Moloi - 980630 1359 *** - Njapha

309.

Sphesihle Ngcamu - 991203 6173 *** - Kheswa

310.

Sylvia Makubane Senyolo - 950611 0964 *** - Kgomokaboya

311.

Bantubonke Dlamini - 980505 6066 *** - Gxashi

312.

Katlego Evans Chilenje - 980425 6170 *** - Masehla

313.

Maria Shongwe - 980515 1153 *** - Shabangu

314.

Dawid Bitterbos - 570710 5206 *** - Nero

315.

Busisiwe Christina Shabalala - 610125 0668 *** - Khumalo

316.

Philemon Motabatsindi - 590602 5629 *** - Kgotsa

317.

Keletji Joseph Monene - 590507 5641 *** - Makgae

318.

Selloane Anna Khoali - 590305 0705 *** - Ntsane

319.

Mandla Moses Magudumela - 580224 5662 *** - Mahlangu

320.

Mzwandile Johny Pambaniso - 620126 5379 *** - Mntuyedwa

321.

Dimakatso Agnes Magaoga - 780828 1476 *** - Moropana

322.

Innocent Sicelintethelelo Mnguni - 740415 6000 *** - Mariba

323.

Bhekumuzi Robert Gwala - 571226 5908 *** - Nzimande

324.

Anndy Matome Senyolo - 770105 6321 *** - Shai

325.

Mmalebeko Beauty Madisa - 741020 0436 *** - Moahlodi

326.

Nkosinathi Goodwill Mathe - 950908 5452 *** - Mahlangu

327.

Thapelo Canny Mathews Boihang - 900210 5489 *** - Setae

328.

Andile Quincy Mzobe - 920530 5239 *** - Mkhize

329.

Curtis Alan Carpede - 790128 5159 *** - Nkhona

330.

Zulfa Daniels - 760917 0089 *** - Floris

331.

Dadqolo Daluxolo Mtimkulu - 980403 6290 *** - Bukuva

332.

Sicelokuhle Brian Maphisa - 970625 6343 *** - Kubeka

333.

Percy Mathevula - 920818 6269 *** - Mongwe

334.

Nkosingiphile Hlophe - 940405 6405 *** - Dlamini

335.

Lourens Mariba - 991124 5998 *** - Ngobeni

336.

Esihle Mahlamvana - 020602 5577 *** - Sofeke
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337.

Joseph Kgasane Shai - 020831 5928 *** - Ledimo

338.

Philani Michael Dlamini - 930716 5830 *** - Nxele

339.

Xolani Mncedi Ntusi - 020319 6331 *** - Majola

340.

Thamsanqa Alex Makhanya - 020313 5841 *** - Ngidi

341.

Mthobisi Nxumalo - 020201 5968 *** - Langa

342.

Sphesihle Mazibuko - 000503 6290 *** - Mdluli

343.

Xolane Innocent Masuku - 990617 6143 *** - Ndaba

344.

Kutloano Molefi - 010209 5627 *** - Hlongwane

345.

Phuti Abram Tlhako - 990709 6152 *** - Kgathi

346.

Balelwa Thabile Xaba - 000706 0814 *** - Khanyile

347.

Nompumelelo Selepe - 010528 1136 *** - Khumalo

348.

Sihle Krayo - 011211 5529 *** - Gawulani

349.

Namhla Ntshingose - 010709 1134 *** - Walaza

350.

Mfundo John Mahlangu - 020816 6271 *** - Mbonani

351.

Thulani Innocent Langa - 010611 6415 *** - Shongwe

352.

Lerato Charles-Junior Matatanya - 040630 5844 *** - Mamatlepa

353.

Kgothatso Melshideck Chego - 010313 5329 *** - Mmola

354.

Luzuko Moni - 990715 6187 *** - Klaushi

355.

Simbulele Msizazwe - 880616 6905 *** - Dlamini

356.

S’khanyiso Zungu - 940913 6001 *** - Madlala

357.

Cebolenkosi Cyril Lushozi - 920818 5016 *** - Mfeka

358.

Phillip Ephraem Papas Nxumalo - 750526 5922 *** - Lukhele

359.

Sethunyane Shirley Ngwenya - 870904 0911 *** - Moloto

360.

Tebogo Victor Keohitlhetse - 790501 5384 *** - Mmusi

361.

Onthatile Edmund Sereko - 010331 5509 *** - Motabogi

362.

Prortia Boipelo Parage - 860413 0438 *** - Mosito

363.

Thuso Buick Parage - 831025 5497 *** - Mosito

364.

Siphumelele Mbngeleli Gantsa - 871219 5628 *** - Khathi

365.

Bongani Christopher Gumede - 780712 5503 *** - Gcwensa

366.

Nomfundo Fortunate Sithole - 900615 0645 *** - Chiya

367.

Nico Arthur Van Wyk - 751013 5025 *** - Pratten

368.

Zakheleni Thembinkosi Conrad Ngema - 591120 5355 *** - Mthembu

369.

Richmond Sipho Tshabalala - 710825 5566 *** - Maseko

370.

Ludé Crafford - 840405 0304 *** - Allers
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371.

Ria Kogolakae Mutlane - 740421 0596 *** - Shai

372.

Wilfred Marco Rossouw - 910118 5203 *** - Agilhas

373.

Phakeme Qhayiso Motsisi Mputwana - 020614 5370 *** - Sukati

374.

Lunga Jali - 020109 6027 *** - Cele

375.

Luyanda Mdluli - 021211 0059 *** - Shange

376.

Rajah Naidoo - 010919 6419 *** - Msimang

377.

Tholani Mdletshe - 901226 0387 *** - Shezi

378.

Nkululeko Mduduzi Ngubane - 941208 5664 *** - Magwaza

379.

Nokubonga Mendy Langazane - 970618 0879 *** - Chamane

380.

Lucky Kagiso Tjiane - 920131 5665 *** - Leshika

381.

Davis Machacha - 880214 5579 *** - Mamonyane

382.

Nhlanhla Clive Duma - 930923 5451 *** - Magagula

383.

Nomfundo Thembi Hlatshwayo - 890520 0726 *** - Khathwayo

384.

Livhuwani Eserbella Mukhesi - 941126 0627 *** - Muvhali

385.

Tsietsie Jafther Mametja - 930312 5902 *** - Selahle

386.

Langelihle Dlomo - 940116 5197 *** - Makhaye

387.

Stanley Solokela Molautsi - 010719 5129 *** - Vilakazi

388.

Thabiso Dolfus Thupe - 001030 5369 *** - Mohutsiwa

389.

Smith Mopje Mahlaba - 940624 5618 *** - Mahlase

390.

Zinhle Mornica Maganedisa - 711111 0817 *** - Matshiana-Maganedisa

391.

Thabiso Simelane - 930216 5542 *** - Molefe

392.

Solly Lehomo - 770625 5816 *** - Seshoka

393.

Moeketsi Ephraim Lerebolo - 760708 5821 *** - Teleko

394.

Freddy Tshwene Sekakatlela - 670201 5260 *** - Mooka

395.

Melissa Yoliswa Moroka - 000104 0236 *** - Mpokwane

396.

Tirelo Olga Chidi - 880110 0902 *** - Dinala

397.

Tebogelo Arych Chidi - 930217 5938 *** - Dinala

398.

Mpho Ludwick Chidi - 970119 5766 *** - Dinala

399.

Siyaxola Mayile - 011016 5327 *** - Mfengu

400.

Fernando Alex Khanoka - 931210 5459 *** - Dundule

401.

Lehlohonolo Abram Nketsi - 901108 5587 *** - Nkutha

402.

Precious Tebogo Chipu - 990910 5658 *** - Mpya

403.

Zimkhitha Gugwini - 870205 0689 *** - Nombombo

404.

Mankwana Gladys Rakgathe - 650216 0389 *** - Mokwena
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405.

Seosenyeng Looseboy Madibo - 710601 5875 *** - Dikhudu

406.

Teddy Taedi Makhale - 700327 6109 *** - Mogorosi

407.

Elias Jiyane - 700818 5425 *** - Mtshweni

408.

Archibold Mawabo Makuzeni - 701010 7186 *** - Leve

409.

Drolie Aubrey Mtembu - 710207 5294 *** - Kotlolo

410.

Mokgopsane Shadrack Makuwa - 740110 5513 *** - Mokgoadi

411.

Thembekile Pritchards Maseko - 970514 0362 *** - Phakathi

412.

Naomi Selina Sithole - 000302 0261 *** - Chauke

413.

Laila Christina Brown - 020513 0092 *** - Stergoipoulos

414.

Thapelo Rabodila - 970222 5573 *** - Mokhohlouloane

415.

Tshegofatso Dorothy Kgori - 871215 0368 *** - Mojanaga

416.

Ikageng Goodwill Lebetsa - 920831 5133 *** - Seleke

417.

Tshehiso Franse Sishuba - 830803 5334 *** - Duiker

418.

Tsietsi Aubrey Mogale - 760314 5587 *** - Mankgele

419.

Gabriel Phalane - 821019 5794 *** - Seapose

420.

Thabelo Emanuel Tshinavha - 991015 5709 *** - Mutobvu

421.

Stoffel Tumpu Aphane - 770228 5576 *** - Mashiane

422.

Madume Johannes Motata - 580911 5427 *** - Matsena

423.

Nomahlubi Nkosi - 010506 0122 *** - Sawule

424.

Phikolwethu Gwaza - 940713 5624 *** - Siyotula

425.

Zabian Matombo Darare - 910103 5237 *** - Okkers

426.

Sharlotte Katlego Mothobi - 890613 0718 *** - Shingange

427.

Tshifhiwa Moshe - 901221 5219 *** - Rahlapani

428.

Sifiso Mofokeng - 960426 5534 *** - Hlaluku

429.

Kaizer Mmupe Aphane - 800807 5446 *** - Mamogobo

430.

Sfiso Clint Phakathi - 990513 6128 *** - Manyoni

431.

Zimasa Tshetu - 960824 1287 *** - Makonza

432.

Paris Sekgobela - 990115 6170 *** - Marula

433.

Tebogo Norman Motshegare - 740609 5644 *** - Molefe

434.

Machogo Victor Makeka - 780729 5720 *** - Nthatisi

435.

Dimpho Orefentse Lehabe - 000303 0123 *** - Mabena

436.

Makhosionke Kumalo - 951028 5429 *** - Sikhosana

437.

Malesela Jan Mamaleka - 011115 5418 *** - Mokhanda

438.

Dimpho Leshilo - 950316 5609 *** - Setumu
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439.

Jacob Sibusiso Masango - 890925 5544 *** - Sihlangu

440.

Kgashane Abram Ramokoto - 770703 5240 *** - Mothiba

441.

Keletjo Michell Manamela - 990707 5413 *** - Mamaboolo

442.

Tebatso James Shareef Ngoma - 961116 5411 *** - Masoga

443.

Madimetja Petrus Mabote - 850910 5570 *** - Mashasha

444.

Kgaogelo Kamogelo Kati - 000411 5707 *** - Kwati

445.

Bonginkosi Prince Nkabinde - 680802 5423 *** - Majola

446.

Themba Albert Ngwenya - 680626 5445 *** - Simelane

447.

Dannie Kunard Joseph Mahlangu - 680208 5405 *** - Hlatshwayo

448.

Sipho Samson Masemola - 680112 5345 *** - Mtsweni

449.

Walter Gwala - 450416 5454 *** - Mtambo

450.

Lefatlo Petros Mmotong - 450114 5221 *** - Maloka

451.

Dolly Maria Chakaloba - 471211 0326 *** - Dlamini

452.

Tshidi Rose Shai - 790711 0326 *** - Mamabolo

453.

Sifiso Christopher Shange - 781212 5334 *** - Msomi

454.

Bongumusa Marcus Duma - 770518 5364 *** - Zulu

455.

Abigail Sekatane - 000131 1169 *** - Makua

456.

Themba Njabula Bayeni - 001222 6133 *** - Mseleku

457.

Sifiso Lancelot Twala - 840405 5806 *** - Xaba

458.

Unathi Sulethu Mbunjana - 010804 5277 *** - Gcwabaza

459.

Sibongile Cecilia Hlongwane - 940806 0479 *** - Nkosi

460.

Sylvan James Morris - 960626 5183 082 - Smit

461.

Ben Chaka - 930925 5875 *** - Nkosi

462.

Isaac Sibusiso Xaba - 860226 5384 *** - Petersen

463.

Linda Note - 700924 0994 *** - Mbalo

464.

Siyabonga Siphesihle Ndlovu - 000608 6169 *** - Ngcobo

465.

Malose Taelo Mpya - 860330 5531 *** - Letoaba

466.

Tshepo Trevor Mabasa - 011031 6099 *** - Nkosi

467.

Louis Koketso Chaane - 981227 5036 *** - Ntshabeleng

468.

Precious Tsotetsi - 000131 1123 *** - Masangane

469.

Patrick Tinyiko Mabasa - 871007 5540 *** - Manganyi

470.

Mpane Anthony Lehutjo - 940227 5501 *** - Ledwaba

471.

Mahlatsi Lucky Baloyi - 900114 5464 *** - Matlou

472.

Ntombenhle Nzimande - 020213 0550 *** - Ngcobo
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473.

Lunga Vuyo Ncala - 841114 5546 *** - Ndlovu

474.

Bongani Innocent Olifant - 011201 6424 *** - Nhlapo

475.

Sepane Mourel Gwangwa - 840505 5740 *** - Mphela

476.

Themba Fakude - 910304 5692 *** - Maluleke

477.

Mlungiseleli Mramba - 880913 6031 *** - Mtshizana

478.

Christopher Sam - 960409 5543 *** - Nyalunga

479.

Bongani Joseph Shongwe - 000622 5668 *** - Mokoena

480.

Thokozani Jane Radebe - 830721 0616 *** - Mkwanazi

481.

Eddison Rachabane Tsuana - 720713 5899 *** - Tshwana

482.

Maria Mathabo Thetele - 920630 0236 *** - Ramatsa

483.

Thage Yuzzia Moroko - 881011 6116 *** - Ramego

484.

Tazana Mohale - 890728 5693 *** - Ngwato

485.

Moretlo Suzan Phara - 890923 0343 *** - Dalisiko

486.

Thomas Phakedi - 850430 5387 *** - Mtshali

487.

Andries Dumile Skosana - 750224 5821 *** - Mariri

488.

Khomotso Dornald Matlhaole - 010705 5379 *** - Letswalo

489.

Serongoane Isaac Motsomane - 750519 5634 *** - Rakosa

490.

Asanda Nondumo Sindiswa Mbatha - 021101 0867 *** - Mahaye

491.

Bonginkosi Msizi Cyprian Ntumba - 980123 5469 *** - Sithole

492.

Daniel Seun Leemisa - 810520 5717 *** - Tshabalala

493.

Tlotlo Marema - 920819 5979 *** - Masilo

494.

Mandla Mgani - 840917 6108 *** - Maseko

495.

Johannes Mthimkhulu - 991124 5902 *** - Ramaoka

496.

Vuyisa Ngindana - 960904 6138 *** - Tshuni

497.

Qiniso Msweli - 980825 1243 *** - Gumede

498.

Selinah Nthabiseng Mokgola - 960118 0248 *** - Sipenuka

499.

Sandile Innocent Nebunga - 840110 5287 *** - Nhlapo

500.

Onyekachi Cyril Aneke - 010518 5073 *** - Litsoane

501.

Sfisesihle Cheryl Ndhlangamandla - 920413 0584 *** - Nkosi

502.

Percy Mtshwene - 950204 5796 *** - Kabini

503.

Zinhle Judith Mthethwa - 990806 1118 *** - Skhosana

504.

Mduduzi Alex Nkosi - 941204 6275 *** - Mathibela

505.

Lindokuhle Ntombela - 940930 6060 *** - Tshabalala

506.

Mxolisi Mhlongo - 980220 6292 *** - Ngcobo
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507.

Zanele Zelda Mathabatha - 990223 0404 *** - Thobejane

508.

Omphile Blessings Mogwane - 890906 5462 *** - Radebe

509.

Nqobile Ngobese - 011225 1378 *** - Khumalo

510.

Katlego Malatji - 990727 5805 *** - Mangwale

511.

Phumlaphi Siwela - 000929 0430 *** - Langa

512.

Phepho Isaac Tshivhuyahuvhi - 730927 5666 *** - Siphuma

513.

Crester Shabalala - 841212 0465 *** - Setagane

514.

Rosina Kamogelo Letsoalo - 900508 0485 *** - Tlhapi

515.

Orifha Tshiviela - 990918 6062 *** - Netswera

516.

Tiisetso Molefe - 900708 5177 *** - Motsoeneng

517.

Thobani Garnett Hemilton Zondi - 880912 6072 *** - Mayaba

518.

Jafrey Puleng Matlhaole - 890317 5431 *** - Letswalo

519.

Siyabonga Mosetu - 840923 5471 *** - Sikhosana

520.

Sinethemba Vena - 890719 5289 *** - Sopangisa

521.

Tshepo Jonathan Mathibela - 970822 5467 *** - Motsephe

522.

Marubini Alphina Raliphada - 980604 0582 *** - Rakhangana

523.

Noluthando Nosihle Majola - 990216 0799 *** - Mpulo

524.

Miklas Thabang Mosia - 930512 5811 *** - Khanye

525.

Thato Dolly Malatse - 000124 0769 *** - Khubayi

526.

Khang Frederic Nkaki - 891205 5244 *** - Moepi

527.

Malesela Poland Kgoale - 780205 5740 *** - Malete

528.

Samuel Nteleki Sekhoto - 880914 5315 *** - Mokoena

529.

Niklaas Makunte Rapolai - 870515 5768 *** - Mphafudi

530.

Reatile Tlhabankwe - 010406 5090 *** - Sebego

531.

Brenda Mamarumo Mpenyani - 770131 0320 *** - Mahloko

532.

Kgashane Innocent Semosa - 890503 5995 *** - Mamatlepa

533.

Sandra Matlhage - 620803 0701 *** - Tlholwe

534.

Alfred Vusi Sihlabela - 700331 5517 *** - Chidi

535.

Abulela Sesimani - 000108 5787 *** - Lala

536.

Thato Mathuto Seopela - 010529 0373 *** - Motshegoa

537.

Lefa Terrence Mphanya - 990503 5351 *** - Mokgotho

538.

Thabo Michael Ngobeni - 990909 5209 *** - Sekgube

539.

Sibusiso Morare - 981112 5469 *** - Mntande

540.

Amogelang Tlhabankwe - 010406 5089 *** - Sebego
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541.

Brian Wicks - 980714 5194 *** - Demetrio

542.

Nobuhle Valley Hlabangwane - 000214 1334 *** - Mahlangu

543.

Petrus Lenyatso Maritsi - 001105 6149 *** - Pholo

544.

Andile Magubane - 000916 6287 *** - Langa

545.

Sisanda Mkwanazi - 020318 5659 *** - Seme

546.

Philile Thandoluhle Fikile Makhanya - 001010 1799 *** - Khoza

547.

Lungelo Sthembiso Gamede - 000129 6190 *** - Khoza

548.

Ayanda Khanyisani Nsindane - 000310 6323 *** - Dlamini

549.

Ofring Letago Hlongoa - 940228 5828 *** - Mabanna

550.

Patrick Thibulane Kaletsane - 760425 5387 *** - Mufamadi

551.

Gordon Khoza - 860626 5995 *** - Dineka

552.

Mphumelelo Hlongwane - 931101 1011 *** - Sokhela

553.

Beckhame Prayer Shabangu - 030618 6175 *** - Mahlalela

554.

Nhlakanipho Doctor Khumalo - 010906 5410 *** - Miya

555.

George Kwiditi Masango - 841230 5370 *** - Aphane

556.

Samukelisiwe Magudulela - 010603 1203 *** Chabeli

557.

Thapelo Lakaje - 010308 6280 *** - Ndaba

558.

Tshepo Morris Mashego - 850531 5655 *** - Nkosi

559.

Karabo Doctor Magau - 010402 5087 *** - Miya

560.

Mmamolato Eunice Mashego - 781227 0584 *** - Nkosi

561.

Sithembiso Goodwell Kumalo - 920417 5654 *** - Ndlovu

562.

Jessie Mbalenhle Khoza - 011110 0179 *** - Motaung

563.

Reabetswe Ssempiira - 951115 0371 *** - Ndhlovu

564.

Betty Sipamla - 820214 0952 *** - Mazibuko

565.

Eric Lebogang Moretlwe - 910427 5846 *** - Ralepelle

566.

Resemate William Motswiri - 790219 5428 *** - Sehlahla

567.

Karabo Gabriel Taukobong - 820822 5679 *** - Swartz

568.

Thendo Nematswerani - 001123 0549 *** - Thomu

569.

Ramadimetja Lettie Kekana - 730708 0485 *** - Motika

570.

Roselina Koketso Mogotle - 950905 0339 *** - Skhozana

571.

Khauhelo Edwin Mokoatsi - 910824 5649 *** - Mongoato

572.

Zinhle Khoza - 911222 0423 *** - Sosibo

573.

Desmond Bandile Dladla - 950404 5233 *** - Khuzwayo

574.

Nkosana Cyprial Ximba – 830322 5705 *** - Msimango
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NOTICE ……OF
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

NO. 296

1 April 2021

REGULATIONS UNDER THE RENTAL HOUSING ACT, 1999
I, Lindiwe Nonceba Sisulu, Minister for Human Settlements hereby publishes the draft
Regulations under the Rental Housing Act, 1999, as amended for public comment. The
draft Regulation is hereby attached.
Any interested persons or institutions are hereby invited to submit written comments or
representations with regard to the draft Regulations within 60 days of the date of publication
of this notice. All comments or presentations must be submitted in writing in one of the
following ways:
(a) By post to:

The Director General
Department of Human Settlements
Private Bag x 644
Pretoria
0001
For attention: [Ms Rose Murray and Ms Lisa Masilo]

or
(b) Delivered to:

The Director-General
Department of Human Settlements
260 Justice Mohamed Street
For attention: [Ms L Masilo and Ms R Murray]

Or
(c) By electronic mail: [Ms Rose.Murray@dhs.gov.za and Ms Lisa.Masilo@dhs.gov.za]
Enquiries: [Ms L Masilo 012-444-9097 & Ms R Murray 012-444-9283]
Comments received after the closing date may not considered.
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
No. ...

2015
REGULATIONS IN TERMS OF THE RENTAL HOUSING ACT, 50 OF 1999

The Minister of Human Settlements has under section 15 of the Rental Housing Act, 1999,
made the regulations set out in the Schedule.
SCHEDULE
ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS
CHAPTER 1 .............................................................................................................................3
INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS ............................................................................................3
1

Definitions .........................................................................................................................3
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Complaint or document sent by registered post ...............................................................8
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Condonation for document delivered late .........................................................................8
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18

Tribunal of record ........................................................................................................... 13
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20
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21
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22
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23
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24
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25
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27

Joinder or substitution of party to proceedings ............................................................... 17

28

Correcting citation of party .............................................................................................. 18

29

Consolidation of disputes ............................................................................................... 18

30

Disclosure of documents ................................................................................................ 18

31

Failure to attend proceedings before Tribunal ................................................................ 18

32
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33
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CONDONATIION, JOINDER, SUBSTITUTION, VARIATION OR RECISION ....................... 20
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Selection of panel of appeal adjudicator ......................................................................... 22
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Functions of appeal adjudicator ...................................................................................... 22
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Disqualification from appointment as appeal adjudicator ............................................... 22
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Conflict of interest ........................................................................................................... 23

Part B: Procedure for Appeals ............................................................................................... 23
40
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41
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43
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44
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45

Opportunity to make submissions and inspect documents ............................................. 24
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Decision of appeal adjudicator ....................................................................................... 25

47

Determination of appeal ................................................................................................. 25

CHAPTER 7 ........................................................................................................................... 25
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48

Terms and conditions of lease agreement ..................................................................... 25

49

Safety, health and hygiene requirements for rental housing .......................................... 26

50
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51
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52

Affordability in respect of rental housing ........................................................................ 27

53

Methods for determining escalation of rental amounts ................................................... 28

54

Maximum rate for deposits ............................................................................................. 28

CHAPTER 8 ........................................................................................................................... 28
GENERAL MATTERS ........................................................................................................... 28
55

Short title and date of commencement ........................................................................ 28
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS

1

Definitions
In these Regulations, any word or expression defined in the Act has the same meaning

unless the context indicates otherwise, and “Act” means the Rental Housing Act, 1999 (Act 50 of 1999);
“common property” in relation to a multi-tenanted dwelling means –
(a)

the land on which the dwelling is situated; and

(b)

those parts of the dwelling not reserved for exclusive use of any person;

“complaint” means a complaint lodged by a landowner or tenant in terms of section 13 of
the Act;
“complainant” means a tenant, landowner or a group of tenants or landowners or interest
group who lodges a complaint with the Tribunal as contemplated in section 13 of the Act;
“days” when prescribed for the doing of any act or for any other purpose, is calculated by
excluding the first day and including the last day, unless the last day falls on a Sunday or
public holiday, in which case the time is calculated by excluding the first day and such Sunday
or public holiday

4
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“e-mail” means e-mail as defined in section 1 of the Electronic Communications and
Transactions Act, 2002 (Act 25 of 2002);
“fee” means a fee determined by the Tribunal for any submission or application in terms
of these Regulations;
“mediation” means the process of dispute resolution contemplated in section 13(2)(c) of
the Act;
“mediator” means a person appointed as mediator by the Tribunal in accordance with
section 13(2)(c);
“presiding officer” means the chairperson, deputy chairperson or member appointed as
contemplated in section 10(2B) of the Act conducting a hearing as contemplated in section 13
of the Act,
“register” means the register contemplated in section 13(8) of the Act;
“Regulations” mean these Regulations and includes the Schedules attached hereto or
referred to herein;
“respondent” means a person against whom a complaint has been lodged in terms of
section 13 of the Act with the Tribunal; and
“services” means the provision of water, electricity, gas and refuse removal;
CHAPTER 2
SERVING AND FILING OF COMPLAINTS
2

Filing of complaint with Tribunal
(1)

A complainant may lodge a complaint as contemplated in section 13 of the Act

by filing a written complaint, signed by the complainant, on the form contemplated in Schedule
1 and in the manner determined in subregulation (2).
(2)

A complaint may be filed in any one of the following ways:
(a)

By registered post addressed to the offices of the Tribunal;

(b)

by the physical submission of the complaint at the Rental Housing
Information Office within the area of jurisdiction of the local municipality
where the dwelling is situated, if applicable;

(c)

by the physical submission of the complaint at the office of the relevant
Tribunal;

(d)

by facsimile to the offices of the Tribunal; and

(e)

by e-mail to the official address determined by the Tribunal for that
purposes.
5
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A complainant who files a complaint by means of a facsimile as contemplated in

subregulation (2)(d) must –
(a)

record the name and surname of the person receiving the facsimile at the
office of the Tribunal on his or her original complaint; and

(b)

file the original complaint if requested to do so by the Tribunal within
seven days after being requested to do so.

(4)

A complainant who files a complaint by means of an e-mail contemplated in

subregulation (2)(e) must file the original complaint if requested to do so by the Tribunal within
seven days after being requested to do so.
3

Tribunal’s responsibilities on receipt of complaint
The following steps must be taken in respect of any complaint received by the Tribunal:
(a)

A file must be opened and a reference number must be allocated to the
complaint;

(b)

the particulars of the dwelling to which the complaint refers must be listed
in the register referred to in section 13 (8) of the Act;

(c)

the complainant must be provided with an acknowledgement of receipt of
the complaint which contains the reference number of the complaint;

(d)

the Tribunal must conduct such preliminary investigations as may be
necessary to determine whether the complaint relates to a dispute in
respect of a matter which may constitute an unfair practice, and for this
purpose any additional information required to provide a full and complete
description of the matter may be obtained from either the complainant or
the respondent alleged to be involved in the unfair practice concerned;

(e)

if the Tribunal considers it necessary, it may instruct an inspector to
compile a report on the complaint and if considered desirable require the
inspector to first inspect the property concerned;

(f)

the Tribunal must within 30 days of the receipt of the complaint,
determine, as contemplated by section 13(2)(b) of the Act, whether the
complaint relates to a dispute in respect of a matter which may constitute
an unfair practice; and

(g)

the determination contemplated by paragraph (f) must be recorded in the
file referred to in paragraph (a).

6
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Requirements if no dispute exists
If the Tribunal determines that the complaint does not relate to a dispute in respect of a

matter which may constitute an unfair practice, the Tribunal must, within seven days of making
the determination (a)

notify the complainant and any other affected party in writing of its
determination;

(b)

if possible, furnish the complainant with an appropriate institution to
which the matter should be referred, and

(c)
5

record that the matter has been disposed of and close the relevant file.

Procedure on determination that dispute exists
If the Tribunal has determined that a complaint does relate to a dispute in respect of a

matter which may constitute an unfair practice, the Tribunal must—
(a)

further determine whether in its view the dispute may be resolved by
mediation or whether in its view the dispute is of such a nature that it
cannot be resolved by mediation; and

(b)

cause its further determination contemplated by paragraph (a) to be
recorded on the relevant file; and

(c)

in writing, inform the parties of that further determination;

(d)

if it has determined that the dispute may be resolved by mediation,
appoint a mediator in terms of section 13(2)(c) of the Act; or

(e)

if it has determined that the dispute is of such a nature that it cannot be
resolved by mediation, arrange for a formal dispute hearing of the
complaint, and, in writing, inform the parties of the particulars of the
hearing.

6

Serving complaint on respondent
(1)

A complainant must serve the complaint filed with the Tribunal on the

respondent –
(a)

By handing a copy of the complaint to –
(i)

the respondent;

(ii)

a representative authorised in writing to accept service on behalf
of the respondent;

(iii)

a person who appears to be at least 16 years old and in charge of
the respondent’s place of residence, business or place of
employment premises at the time; or

(iv)
(b)

a person referred to in subregulation (2);

by leaving a copy of the document at7
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(i)

an address chosen by the respondent to receive service; or

(ii)

any premises in accordance with subregulation (3);

by faxing or telexing a copy of the document to the respondent’s fax or
telex number respectively, or a number chosen by the respondent to
receive service;

(d)

by sending a copy of the document by registered post or telegram to the
last- known address of the party or an address chosen by the party to
receive service; or

(e)

by sending a copy of the document by e-mail to the respondent to the email address chosen by the respondent to receive service.

(2)

A complaint may also be served(a)

on a company or other body corporate, by handing a copy of the
complaint to a responsible employee of the company or body at its
registered office, its principal place of business within the Republic or its
main place of business;

(b)

on a partnership, firm or association, by handing a copy of the complaint
to a responsible employee or official at the place of business of the
partnership, firm or association or, if it has no place of business, by
serving a copy of the document on a partner, the owner of the firm or the
chairman or secretary of the managing or other controlling body of the
association, as the case may be;

(c)

on a municipality, by serving a copy of the complaint on the municipal
manager or any person acting on behalf of that person;

(d)

on a statutory body, by handing a copy of the complaint to the secretary
or similar officer or member of the board or committee of that body, or
any person acting on behalf of that body;

(e)

on a provincial department, by handing a copy of the complaint to a
responsible employee at the head office of that department.

(3)

If no person identified in subregulation (2) is willing to accept service, service

may be effected by affixing a copy of the document to(a)

the main door of the premises concerned; or

(b)

if this is not accessible, a post-box or other place to which the public has
access.

(4)

The Tribunal or a presiding officer may order service in a manner other than

prescribed in this regulation.

8
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Proof of service of complaint on respondent
(1)

A party must prove to the Tribunal or presiding officer that a document was

served in terms of these Regulations, by providing the Tribunal or presiding officer (a)

with a copy of proof of mailing the complaint by registered post to the
other party;

(b)

with a copy of the facsimile transmission report indicating the successful
transmission to the respondent of the whole document; or

(c)

if a document was served by hand (i)

with a copy of a receipt signed by, or on behalf of, the other party
clearly indicating the name and designation of the recipient and
the place, time and date of service; or

(ii)

with a statement confirming service signed by the person who
delivered a copy of the document to the other party or left it at any
premises.

(2)

If proof of service in accordance with subregulation (1) is provided, it is

presumed, until the contrary is proved, that the party on whom it was served has knowledge
of the contents of the document.
(3)

The Tribunal may accept proof of service in a manner other than prescribed in

this rule, as sufficient.
8

Complaint or document sent by registered post
Any complaint or document sent by registered post by a party or the Tribunal is

presumed, until the contrary is proved, to have been received by the person to whom it was
sent seven days after it was posted.
9

Notice of proceedings before Tribunal
The Tribunal may provide notice of a mediation session or dispute hearing before it by

means of any method referred to in regulation 6 and may, in addition, give notice by means
of short message service.
10

Condonation for document delivered late
(1)

This regulation applies to any document delivered outside of the applicable time

period prescribed in these Regulations.
(2)

A party must apply for condonation when delivering the document to the

Tribunal.
(3)

An application for condonation must set out the grounds for seeking

condonation and must include details of the following:
(a)

the degree of lateness;
9
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(b)

the reasons for the lateness;

(c)

the referring parties' prospects of succeeding with the referral and
obtaining the relief sought against the other party;

(4)
11

(d)

any prejudice to the other party; and

(e)

any other relevant factors.

The Tribunal may assist a referring party to comply with this regulation.

Electronic submissions
(1)

Where these Regulations (a)

require a person to (i)

submit a document, a copy of a document or any notice to
another person,

(ii)
(b)

notify another person of any matter; and

that other person has an address for the purposes of electronic
communications,

the document, copy, notice or notification may be sent or made by way of
electronic communications.
(2)

Where these Regulations permit a person to make representations on any

matter or document, those representations may be made—

(3)

(a)

in writing, or

(b)

by way of electronic communications

The Electronic Communications and Transactions Act, 2002 (Act No. 25 of

2002) apply to any electronic communication made in terms of this regulation.
CHAPTER 3
MEDIATION
12

Notification of mediation
(1)

If the Tribunal is of the view that a dispute may be resolved through mediation, it

must notify the parties to the dispute of its decision to mediate the dispute.
(2)

Notice of its decision to mediate and the date of the mediation session must be

in writing and must be given in accordance with the methods provided for in regulation 6 at
least 7 days before the scheduled date of the mediation session unless the method used is
by registered post, in which case notice must be given 28 days before the scheduled date of
the mediation session.
(3)

The parties to the dispute may agree to a shorter period of notice.

(4)

If a dispute arises between parties to an agreement, the parties may of their
10
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own volition decide to resolve that dispute through mediation.
13

Tribunal may seek to resolve dispute before mediation session
The Tribunal or mediator may contact the parties by telephone or other means, prior to

the commencement of the mediation session, in order to seek to resolve the dispute.
14

Failure to attend mediation session
(1)

The parties to a dispute must attend a mediation session in person, irrespective

of whether they are represented or not.
(2)

If a party is represented at the mediation session but fails to attend in person,

the mediator may-

(3)

(a)

continue with the proceedings in the absence of that party;

(b)

adjourn the proceedings to a later date; or

(c)

dismiss the matter by issuing a written ruling.

In exercising a discretion in terms of subregulation (2), a mediator must take

into account, amongst other things –
(a)

whether the party has previously failed to attend a mediation session in
respect of that dispute;

(b)

any reason given for that party's failure to attend;

(c)

whether mediation can take place effectively in the absence of that
party;

(4)

(d)

the likely prejudice to the other party of the mediator's ruling; and

(e)

any other relevant factors.

A mediator must be satisfied that the party had been properly notified of the date,

time and venue of the proceedings, before making any decision in terms of subregulation (2).
(5)
15

If a matter is dismissed, the Tribunal must send a copy of the ruling to the parties.

Mediation proceedings may not be disclosed
(1)

Mediation proceedings are private and confidential and are conducted on a

without prejudice basis.
(2)

No person may refer to anything said at mediation proceedings during any

subsequent proceedings, unless the parties agree thereto in writing.
(3)

No person, including a mediator, may be called as a witness during any

subsequent proceedings in the Tribunal or in any court to give evidence about what transpired
during mediation.

11
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Mediation proceedings
(1)

The mediation session shall be conducted as follows:
(a)

The mediator shall explicitly discuss the issue of confidentiality with the
parties prior to the commencement of any mediation session;

(b)

the mediator must at the start of the mediation session inform the parties
that –
(i)

he or she merely acts as a facilitator in an attempt to resolve the
dispute between them and that the decision to be arrived at will
be the decision of the parties and not his or her decision; and

(ii)

the mediation process will be conducted such that –
(aa) each party will be given an opportunity to outline their case;
(bb) each party may, at any stage of the proceedings, recess into
caucus, in another room or office;
(cc) if the respective party does not have any objection thereto,
then the mediator may attend the caucus meeting and
make suggestions and proposals;
(dd) if the party in the caucus meeting does not have any
objection, then the mediator may convey any proposal,
attitude or indication or suggestion stemming from the
caucus meeting to the other party.

(c)

the mediator must conduct mediation only in those disputes in which he
or she can be impartial with respect of all of the parties and the subject
matter of the dispute;

(d)

the mediator must disclose to the parties all actual or potential conflicts
of interest;

(e)

the mediator must not conduct mediation unless the parties, after being
informed of the actual or potential conflict, give their consent and the
mediator determines that the conflict is not so significant as to cast doubt
of the integrity of the process on himself or herself;

(f)

if, at any time, the mediator believes that any party to the mediation is
unable to understand and participate fully in the proceedings due to
mental

impairment,

emotional

disturbance,

intoxication,

language

barriers or other reasons, the mediator must limit the scope of the
mediation to a level consistent with the party’s ability to participate and
make a recommendation that the party may obtain appropriate

12
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assistance in order to continue with the process or terminate, adjourn or
postpone the mediation session.
(2)

The mediator must attempt to obtain testimony or documents voluntarily, which

he or she considers necessary, from a person who is not party to the mediation and record all
efforts made to obtain the information in the file.
(3)

If the required testimony or documentation cannot be obtained voluntarily, the

mediator may issue summons in the form of a subpoena as contemplated in Schedule 2 to
these Regulations.
(4)

The issue of a subpoena must be authorised by the Tribunal.

(5)

A mediation process must be completed within 30 days from the date of delivery

of the notice of mediation referred to in regulation 8: Provided that the Tribunal may agree to
extend the period for a further 30 days.
(6)

If the parties cannot reach agreement through mediation the matter must be

referred to the Tribunal for a formal hearing and ruling in terms of the Act and the mediator
must submit a report summarising the evidence to the Tribunal.
(7)

If the mediation results in an agreement, it must be reduced to writing and signed

by all the parties and the mediator.
(8)

Before signing an agreement contemplated in subregulation (7) the mediator

must ensure that each party fully understands the agreement and is entering into it voluntarily.

17

(9)

No party may be coerced in any manner to reach agreement.

(10)

A mediation agreement must be recorded in the register.

Failure to comply with mediation agreement
(1)

If any party to a mediation agreement referred to in section 16(7) alleges that the

other party has failed to comply with the provision of the mediation agreement, that party may
seek relief by reporting the allegations to the Tribunal.
(2)

Upon receipt of an allegation contemplated in subregulation (2) the Tribunal must

conduct an investigation into such allegation to determine whether the clauses of the
mediation agreement are being adhered to.
(3)

If the Tribunal finds that a party is not adhering to the terms of a mediation

agreement, the Tribunal must conduct a hearing and make such a ruling as it considers
necessary.

13
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CHAPTER 4
DISPUTE HEARINGS
18

Tribunal of record
(1)

(2)

The Tribunal is a tribunal of record and a record must be kept of (a)

any decision of the Tribunal;

(b)

any evidence given to the Tribunal;

(c)

any objections made to any evidence received or tendered;

(d)

any on-site inspection and any matter recorded as a result thereof; and

(e)

the proceedings of the Tribunal generally.

The record referred to in subregulation (1) must be kept by such means,

including legible notes or digital recording, as the Tribunal may deem expedient.
(3)

The record must be certified as correct by the presiding officer and thereafter

filed in the register.
(4)

A party may request a copy of the record or a portion of a record kept in terms

of this regulation, on payment of the applicable fee.
19

Notification of dispute hearing
The Tribunal must give written notice of the date of the dispute hearing and such notice

must be given in accordance with the methods provided for in regulation (6) at least 21 days
before the scheduled date of the dispute hearing unless the method used is by registered
post, in which case notice must be given 28 days before the scheduled date of the dispute
hearing.
20

Issuing of subpoena
(1)

Any party who requires the Tribunal or a presiding officer to subpoena a person

must file a completed form as contemplated in Schedule 2 together with a written motivation
setting out why the evidence of the person to be subpoenaed is necessary.
(2)

The subpoena must, in addition to the written motivation required in terms of

subregulation (1), set out in clear terms –

(3)

(a)

the full names of the person from whom the information is required;

(b)

the information that is required; and

(c)

the book, document or thing to be produced.

A party requesting the Tribunal to waive the requirement for the party to pay

witness fees in terms of regulation 5 must set out the reasons for the request in writing at the
time of requesting the Tribunal to issue a subpoena in respect of that witness.
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An application in terms of subregulation (1) must be filed with the Tribunal at least

14 days before the dispute hearing, or as directed by the presiding officer hearing the
complaint.
(5)

The Tribunal or the presiding officer may refuse to issue a subpoena if(a)

the party does not establish why the evidence of the person is necessary;

(b)

the party subpoenaed does not have a reasonable period in which to
comply with the subpoena;

(c)

the Tribunal or the presiding officer is not satisfied that the party has made
arrangements to pay the witness fees and the reasonable travel costs of
the person subpoenaed.

(6)

A subpoena must be served on the witness subpoenaed or his or her nominated

agent personally (a)

by the person who has requested the issue of the subpoena or by the
Sheriff, at least seven days before the scheduled date of the dispute
hearing; and

(b)

if so directed by the Tribunal, accompanied by payment of the witness
fees for one day in accordance with the tariff of allowances referred to in
regulation 5 and the witnesses' reasonable travel costs.

21

Expert witness
A party intending to call an expert witness must give seven days’ prior to the dispute

hearing, notice thereof to the Tribunal and the other party together with a summary of the
proposed evidence of such witness, any document on which the witness will rely during
evidence and the basis on which the witness is regarded to be an expert, to enable the other
party to consider the summary and obviate the need for postponement.
22

Filing of statements
(1)

(2)

The Tribunal or presiding officer may direct(a)

the referring party in a mediation to deliver a statement of case; and

(b)

the other party to deliver an answering statement.

A statement in terms of subregulation (1) must(a)

set out the material facts upon which the party relies and the legal
issues that arise from the material facts;

(b)

be delivered within the time-period specified by the presiding officer.

15
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Pre-hearing conference
(1)

The parties to a dispute hearing must hold a pre-hearing conference dealing

with the matters referred to in subregulation (2), if directed to do so by the Tribunal.
(2)

In a pre-hearing conference, the parties must attempt to reach consensus on

the following:
(a)

any means by which the dispute may be settled;

(b)

facts that are agreed between the parties;

(c)

facts that are in dispute;

(d)

the issues that the Tribunal is required to decide;

(e)

the precise relief claimed and if compensation is claimed, the amount of
the compensation and how it is calculated;

(f)

the sharing and exchange of relevant documents, and the preparation of
a bundle of documents in chronological order with each page numbered;

(g)

the manner in which documentary evidence is to be dealt with, including
any agreement on the status of documents and whether documents, or
parts of documents, will serve as evidence of what they appear to be;

(h)

whether evidence on affidavit will be admitted with or without the right of
any party to cross-examine the person who made the affidavit;

(i)

which party must begin;

(j)

the necessity for any on-the-spot inspection;

(k)

securing the presence at the Tribunal of any witness;

(l)

the resolution of any preliminary points that are intended to be taken;

(m)

the exchange of witness statements;

(n)

expert evidence;

(o)

any other means by which the proceedings may be shortened;

(p)

an estimate of the time required for the dispute hearing;

(q)

the right of representation; and

(r)

whether an interpreter is required and, if so, for how long and for which
languages.

(3)

Unless a dispute is settled, the parties must draw up and sign a minute setting

out the facts on which the parties agree or disagree.
(4)

A minute in terms of subregulation (3) may also deal with any other matter listed

in subregulation (2).
(5)

The referring party must ensure that a copy of the pre-hearing conference minute

is delivered to the appointed presiding officer within seven days of the conclusion of the prehearing conference.
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The presiding officer may, after receiving a pre-hearing minute referred to in

subregulation (3) –
(a)

enrol the matter for hearing

(b)

direct the parties to hold a further pre-hearing conference; or

(c)

make any other direction to the parties concerning the conduct of the
dispute hearing.

(7)

The parties to a dispute hearing may agree to hold a pre-hearing conference in

terms of this subregulation.
24

Jurisdiction of Tribunal
If during the dispute hearing it appears to the presiding officer that the Tribunal may not

have jurisdiction to hear the dispute, that presiding officer must require the complainant to
prove that the Tribunal has jurisdiction.
25

Postponement of dispute hearing
(1)

A dispute hearing may be postponed(a)

in the event of an emergency;

(b)

by agreement between the parties in terms of subregulation (2); or

(c)

by application and on notice to the other parties in terms of
subregulation (3).

(2)

The Tribunal must postpone a dispute hearing without the parties appearing if(a)

all the parties to the dispute agree in writing to the postponement; and

(b)

the written agreement for the postponement is received by the Tribunal
more than seven days prior to the scheduled date of the dispute hearing.

(3)

If the conditions of subregulation (2) are not met, any party may apply in terms

of regulation 30 to postpone a dispute hearing by delivering an application to the other parties
to the dispute and filing a copy with the Tribunal before the scheduled date of the dispute
hearing.
(4)

26

After considering the written application, the Tribunal may(a)

without convening a hearing, postpone the matter; or

(b)

convene a hearing to determine whether to postpone the matter.

Representation before Tribunal
(1)

(a)

In a mediation session a party to the dispute may appear in person or

be

represented only by, if that party is a juristic person, a director or
employee of that party and if it is a close corporation, a member thereof;
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In any dispute hearing, a party to the dispute may appear in person or
be represented only by (i)

if that party is a juristic person, a director or employee of that
party and if it is a close corporation, a member thereof;

(ii)

if that party is a local municipality or provincial department, by
the employee delegated to appear; or

(ii)
(2)

a legal practitioner.

If a party to the dispute objects to the representation of another party to the

dispute or the presiding officer suspects that the representative of a party does not qualify in
terms of this regulation, the presiding officer must determine the issue.
(3)

The presiding officer may call upon the representative to establish why the

representative should be permitted to appear in terms of this regulation.
(4)

A representative must tender any documents requested by the presiding

officer.
27

Joinder or substitution of party to proceedings
(1)

The Tribunal or presiding officer may join any number of persons as parties in

proceedings if their right to relief depends on substantially the same question of law or fact.
(2)

A presiding officer may make an order joining any person as a party in the

proceedings if the party to be joined has a substantial interest in the subject matter of the
proceedings.
(3)

A presiding officer may make an order in terms of subregulation (2) (a)

of its own accord;

(b)

on application by a party; or

(c)

if a person entitled to join the proceedings applies at any time during the
proceedings to intervene as a party.

(4)

An application in terms of this regulation must be made in terms of regulation

(5)

When making an order in terms of subregulation (2), a presiding officer may-

30.
(a)

give appropriate directions as to the further procedure in the
proceedings; and

(b)
(6)

make an order of costs in accordance with these Regulations.

If in any proceedings it becomes necessary to substitute a person for an

existing party, any party to the proceedings may apply to the Tribunal for an order substituting
that party for an existing party, and a presiding officer may make such order or give
appropriate directions as to the further procedure in the proceedings.
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An application to join any person as a party to proceedings or to be substituted

for an existing party must be accompanied by copies of all documents previously delivered,
unless the person concerned or that person's representative is already in possession of the
documents.
(8)

Subject to any order made in terms of subregulation (5) and (6), a joinder or

substitution in terms of this regulation does not affect any steps already taken in the
proceedings.
28

Correcting citation of party
If a party to any proceedings has been incorrectly or defectively cited, the Tribunal

may, on application and on notice to the parties concerned, correct the error or defect.
29

Consolidation of disputes
The Tribunal or presiding officer, of its own accord or on application, may consolidate

more than one dispute so that the disputes may be dealt with in the same proceedings.
30

Disclosure of documents
(1)

All relevant documents must be disclosed by the parties before commencement

of the dispute hearing.
(2)

Either party may request a presiding officer to make an order as to the

disclosure of relevant documents.
(3)
31

The parties may agree on the disclosure of documents.

Failure to attend proceedings before Tribunal
(1)

If a party to the dispute fails to attend or be represented at any proceedings

before the Tribunal and that party(a)

had referred the dispute to the Tribunal, a presiding officer may dismiss
the matter by issuing a written ruling; or

(b)

(2)

had not referred the matter to the Tribunal, the presiding officer may(i)

continue with the proceedings in the absence of that party; or

(ii)

adjourn the proceedings to a later date.

A presiding officer must be satisfied that the party had been properly notified of

the date, time and venue of the proceedings, before making any decision in terms of
subregulation (1).
(3)

If a matter is dismissed, the Tribunal must send a copy of the ruling to the parties.
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Payment of witness fees
(1)

A witness summoned to give evidence before the Tribunal is entitled to such fees

and costs as are specified in the tariff of allowances payable to witnesses in civil cases
prescribed under section 51(bis) of the Magistrate’s Court Act, 1944 (Act 32 of 1944).
(2)

The Tribunal must pay the applicable witness fee to each person who appears

before a presiding officer in response to a subpoena issued by the Tribunal.
(3)

Any person who requests the Tribunal to issue a subpoena must pay the witness

fee too each person who appears before a presiding officer in response to the subpoena and
who remains in attendance until excused by the presiding officer.
(4)

The Tribunal may on good cause shown waive the requirement in subregulation

(2) and pay to the witness the prescribed witness fee.
(5) Despite the provisions of subregulation (1) and (2) the presiding officer may, in
appropriate circumstances, order that a witness receive no fee or only part of the applicable
witness.
33

Cost order
(1)

In any proceedings of the Tribunal, the presiding officer may make an order for

the payment of costs according to section 13(12)(a) of the Act and when doing so have regard
to (a)

the measure of success that the parties achieved;

(b)

consideration of fairness that weighs in favour or against granting a cost
order;

(c)

any with prejudice offers that were made with a view to settling the
dispute;

(d)

whether a party or the person who represented that party in the
proceedings acted in a frivolous or vexatious manner –
(i)

by proceeding with or defending the dispute in the proceedings;

(ii)

in his or her conduct during the proceedings;

(e)

the effect that a cost order may have on a continued rental relationship;

(f)

any agreement concluded between the parties concerning the basis on
which costs should be awarded;

(g)

the importance of the issues raised during the proceedings to the parties
as well as to the rental property community at large; and

(h)
(2)

any other relevant factor.

A presiding officer may make an award of costs in favour of a party who is

represented by another person in any proceedings of the Tribunal, in respect of reasonable
disbursements actually incurred in the conduct of the proceedings.
20
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The presiding officer who makes an order for the payment of costs according to

this regulation must clearly specify the items and amounts in respect of which the costs are
ordered.
(4)

A presiding officer may make an award of costs in respect of the legal fees of a

party that is represented in any proceeding of the Tribunal by a legal practitioner, only if the
other party were represented by a legal practitioner.
(5)

Any dispute concerning an award of costs must be submitted to the Tribunal.
CHAPTER 5
CONDONATION, JOINDER, SUBSTITUTION, VARIATION OR RECISION

34

Submission of application for condonation, joinder, substitution, variation or
rescision
(1)

This regulation applies to any application for condonation, joinder, substitution,

variation or rescission.
(2)

An application must be brought on notice to all persons who have an interest in

the application.
(3)

The party bringing the application must sign the notice of application in

accordance with regulation 6 and must state(a)

the title of the matter;

(b)

the case number assigned to the matter by the Tribunal;

(c)

the relief sought;

(d)

the address at which the party delivering the document will accept
delivery of all documents and proceedings;

(e)

that any party that intends to oppose the matter must deliver a notice of
opposition and answering affidavit within fourteen days after the
application has been delivered to it;

(f)

that the application may be heard in the absence of a party that does not
comply with subparagraph (e) ;

(g)

that a schedule is included listing the documents that are material and
relevant to the application.

(4)

The application must be supported by an affidavit and the affidavit must clearly

and concisely set out(a)

the names, description and addresses of the parties;

(b)

a statement of the material facts, in chronological order, on which the
application is based, in sufficient detail to enable any person opposing
the application to reply to the facts;
21
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(c)

a statement of legal issues that arise from the material facts, in sufficient
detail to enable any party to reply to the document;

(d)

if the application is filed outside the relevant time period, grounds for
condonation in accordance with subregulation (9); and

(e)

if the application is brought urgently, the circumstances why the matter is
urgent and the reasons why it cannot be dealt with in accordance with the
time frames prescribed in these Regulations.

(5)

(a)

Any party opposing the application may deliver a notice of opposition

and

an answering affidavit within fourteen days from the day on which the
application was served on that party.
(b) A notice of opposition and an answering affidavit must contain, with the
changes

required

by

the

context,

the

information

required

by

subregulation (3) and (4) respectively.
(6)

(a) The party initiating the proceedings may deliver a replying affidavit within
seven days from the day on which any notice of opposition and answering
affidavit are served on it.
(b) The replying affidavit must address only issues raised in the answering
affidavit and may not introduce new issues of fact or law.

(7)

A presiding officer may permit the affidavits referred to in this regulation to be

substituted by a written statement.
(8)

In an urgent application, the Tribunal or a presiding officer (a)

may dispense with the requirements of this regulation; and

(b)

may only grant an order against a party that has had reasonable notice
of the application.

(9)

(a)

The Tribunal must allocate a date for the hearing of the application once a
replying affidavit is delivered, or once the time limit for delivering a
replying affidavit has lapsed, whichever occurs first.

(b)

The Tribunal must notify the parties of the date, time and place of the
hearing of the application.

(c)
(10)

Applications may be heard on a motion roll.

Despite this regulation, the Tribunal or a presiding officer may determine an

application in any manner it deems fit.
35

Variation or rescission of Tribunal ruling
(1)

An application for the variation or rescission of a Tribunal ruling must be made

within 14 days of the date on which the applicant became aware of (a)

the Tribunal ruling; or
22
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(b)
(2)

a mistake common to the parties to the proceedings.

A ruling made by a presiding officer which has the effect of a final order, will be

regarded as a ruling for the purposes of this regulation.
CHAPTER 6
APPEALS
Part A: Appeal Adjudicators
36

Selection of panel of appeal adjudicator
(1)

An appeal against a dispute ruling of the Tribunal must be heard by an appeal

adjudicator appointed by the MEC from a panel of adjudicators in terms of section 17A of the
Act.
(2)

The MEC must create and update a panel of appeal adjudicators composed by

him and her, every three years, from nominations received in terms of these Regulations.
(3)

The MEC must invite nominations on the form contemplated in Schedule 3 and

from the nominations received appoint those persons who qualify for appointment as
contemplated in section 17A to the panel of appeal adjudicators.
(4)

A person who is appointed to the panel of appeal adjudicators must, on

appointment sign a code of conduct referred to in Schedule 4.
37

Functions of appeal adjudicator
(1)

The appeal adjudicator must consider and decide all appeals referred to it by

the MEC in terms of the Act.
(2)

The appeal adjudicator must keep a record of all appeal proceedings presided

over by him or her.
(3)

The appeal adjudicator must provide the reasons for any decision or

determination made by it.
(4)

The appeal adjudicator must provide the Tribunal with the outcome of the

appeal for recording in the register referred to in section 8 of the Act.
38

Disqualification from appointment as appeal adjudicator
(1)

A person may not be appointed or continue to serve as an appeal adjudicator, if

that person –
(a)

is not a citizen of the Republic, and resident in the province;

(b)

is a member of parliament, a provincial legislature, a house of leaders or
a municipal council in terms of the constitution.

(c)

is an un-rehabilitated insolvent;

(d)

is of unsound mind, as declared by a court;
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(e)

has at any time been convicted of an offence involving dishonesty;

(f)

has at any time been removed from an office of trust on account of
misconduct; or

(g)

has previously been removed from a Tribunal for a breach of any
provision of the Act.

(2)

An appeal adjudicator must vacate office if he or she becomes subject to a

disqualification as contemplated in subsection (1).
39

Conflict of interest
(1)

An appeal adjudicator –
(a)

must make full disclosure of any conflict of interest including any potential
conflict of interest in any matter which he or she is appointed to consider;

(b)

may not decide any appeal in relation to any matter in respect of which
he or she has a conflict of interest.

(2)

For the purposes of this regulation, an appeal adjudicator has a conflict of interest

if –
(a)

the appeal adjudicator, or a family member, partner or business associate
of the appeal adjudicator is the appellant or respondent in terms of a
dispute serving before the Tribunal, or if the appeal adjudicator has a
pecuniary or material interest in the ruling that has been appealed; or

(b)

the appeal adjudicator has any other interest that may preclude, or may
reasonably be perceived as precluding the appeal adjudicator from
performing his or her functions in a fair, unbiased and proper manner.

(c)

the appeal adjudicator is in the full-time employment of a party to the
appeal.

Part B: Procedure for Appeals
40

Notice of appeal
(1)

A person who has lodged an appeal must simultaneously give notice of the

appeal to the Tribunal and the other party to the dispute hearing.
(2)

The Tribunal or the other party to whom a notice of appeal has been given in

terms of subsections (1) may oppose the appeal.
41

Hearing of appeal
After an appeal has been lodged, the MEC must –
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(a)

refer the appeal to the appeal adjudicator and must determine a date and
time for the hearing of the appeal; and

(b)

notify the appellant, the Tribunal and the other party to the dispute ruling
who has opposed the appeal of the date and time of the hearing of the
appeal.

42

Jurisdiction of appeal adjudicator
An appeal adjudicator referred to in section 17A of the Act, considers an appeal on one

or more of the following:
(a)

the procedure of conducting the dispute hearing was procedurally unfair as
contemplated in the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000 (Act No. 3 of
2000); or

(b)
43

the merits of the ruling.

Hearing by appeal adjudicator

(1)

(2)

An appeal may be heard by an appeal adjudicator by means of (a)

a written hearing; or

(b)

an oral hearing.

A written hearing may be held if it appears to the appeal adjudicator that the

issues for determination of the appeal can be adequately determined in the absence of the
parties by considering the documents or other material lodged with or provided to him or her.

(3)

An oral hearing may be held –
(a)

if it appears to the appeal adjudicator that the issues for determination of
the appeal cannot be adequately determined in the absence of the parties
by considering the documents or other material lodged with or provided
to it; or

(b)

if such hearing would assist in the expeditious and fair disposal of the
appeal.

(4)

If appropriate in the circumstances, the oral hearing may be held by electronic

means.
44

Representation before appeal adjudicator
If the appeal adjudicator decides to hold an oral hearing, any party to the appeal

proceedings may appear in person or may be represented by another person.
45

Opportunity to make submissions and inspect documents
The appeal adjudicator must ensure that every party to a proceeding before the appeal

adjudicator is given an opportunity to present his or her case and, in particular, to inspect
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any documents to which the appeal adjudicator proposes to have regard in reaching a
decision in the proceeding and to make submissions in relation to those documents.
46

Decision of appeal adjudicator
(1)

(2)

An appeal adjudicator must (a)

consider and determine all appeals lawfully submitted to him or her;

(b)

confirm, vary or revoke the decision of the Tribunal;

(c)

provide written reasons for any decision made by him or her;

(d)

give directions relevant to its functions to the Tribunal;

(e)

keep a record of all the proceedings of the appeal; and

(f)

determine whether the appeal falls within its jurisdiction.

If the appeal adjudicator revokes a decision of the Tribunal it may remit the

matter to the Tribunal or replace the decision with any decision it regards necessary.
(3)

The MEC may appoint a technical adviser to advise or assist the appeal

adjudicator with regard to a matter forming part of the appeal.
47

Determination of appeal
(1)

An appeal must be heard by the appeal adjudicator within a period of 30 days

of the date on which the appeal was referred to the appeal adjudicator by the MEC.
(2)

After the appeal has been determined, the MEC must inform the appellant, the

Tribunal and the other party to the dispute hearing accordingly.
CHAPTER 7
NORMS AND STANDARDS
WE REQUIRE THE POLICY FRAMEWORK REFERRED TO IN SECTION 2(3) OF THE
ACT IN ORDER TO COMPLETE THIS CHAPTER
48

Terms and conditions of lease agreement
(1)

A written lease agreement must comply with the provisions of the Act and

contain the clauses required in terms of section 5 thereof.
(2)

A landowner must provide all services agreed to in the lease agreement.

(3)

A landowner and a tenant may include in a lease agreement terms and

conditions not prohibited by these Regulations, the Act or any other law.
(4)

A lease agreement must exclude any provision which –
(a)

imposes a penalty for late payment of rent whether or not the penalty
rakes the form of an administrative charge or any other form other than
interest;
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(b)

excludes the liability of either party for failing to comply with a duty under
the lease agreement, these Regulations, the Act or any other law;

(c)

limits or prevents either party from using the normal rights of recourse
against the other because of the other’s failure to comply with any duty
under the lease agreement, these Regulations, the Act or any other law;
or

(d)

precludes wither party from being a member of a landowner’s or tenant’s
association.

49

Safety, health and hygiene requirements for rental housing
(1)

A landowner must –
(a)

maintain the common property, if any, in good order or repair;

(b)

maintain the outside of the dwelling, including the walls and roof in good
order and repair;

(c)

maintain the electrical, plumbing, sanitary, heating, ventilation, air
conditioning systems and elevator system of the common property in
good order and repair;

(d)

repair any damage to the dwelling or common area caused by fair wear
and tear;

(e)

provide and maintain appropriate container and places for the removal of
ashes, garbage, rubbish and other waste incidental to the dwelling and
arrange for its removal;

(f)

effect repairs for which a landowner is responsible for under a lease
agreement and as identified during inspections by the landowner or on
receipt of a notice from the tenant to do such repairs, but a landowner is
not responsible for such repairs if a tenant, his or her household members
or visitors brought about the state of disrepair; and

(g)

effect the repairs referred to in paragraph (f) within 14 days of receipt of
notice from the tenant or such further period as may be agreed to
between the landowner and tenant.

(2)

A tenant must –
(a)

use the dwelling in a proper manner and for the purpose for which it is let,
and in a manner which does not contravene the Act, these Regulations
or any other law;

(b)

dispose from the dwelling all ashes, garbage, rubbish and other waste in
a clean and safe manner;

(c)

maintain the dwelling in a clean, tidy and safe state of repair;
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in a reasonable manner use all electrical, plumbing, sanitary heating,
ventilating, air-conditioning and other facilities and appliances, including
elevators, on the premises;

(e)

refrain from intentionally or negligently damaging, defacing, impairing or
removing any part of the dwelling or common property or knowingly
permitting any person to do so, who is on the premises with the tenant’s
permission or allowed access to the premises by the tenant and the
tenant is liable for the repair of such damage, fair wear and tear excluded,
at the tenant’s own cost;

(f)

return the dwelling in the same condition as the tenant received it in, fair
wear and tear excluded;

(g)

replace globes and maintain, replace or repair electrical fittings and
switches

(h)

maintain, replace or repair all water-borne taps, stoves, locks handles
and windows where such damage is not due to natural causes;

(i)

maintain the garden, if any, and keep the same in a neat and tidy
condition;

(j)

comply with the House Rules; which are enforceable pursuant to these
Regulations;

(k)

maintain the swimming pool, including but not limited to, all pumps, hoses
and accessories, in good order and repair, subject to fair wear and tear.

50

Basic living conditions
A landowner must let a dwelling which at the commencement of the lease is in a

condition –
(a)

that is habitable; and

(b)

which complies with these Regulations, the Act and any other law.

CHAPTER 8
GENERAL MATTERS
51

Short title and date of commencement

These Regulations are called the Rental Housing Tribunal Regulations, 2018 and comes
into operation on the date determined by the Minister by publication of a notice thereof in the
Gazette.
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SCHEDULE 1
COMPLAINT FORM

COMPLAINT FORM FOR THE RENTAL HOUSING
TRIBUNAL
FOR OFFICIAL USE
REFERENCE NO:
A.

PARTICULARS OF COMPLAINANT
TITLE:

NAME:

CAPACITY e.g. LANDLORD OR TENANT:
ID NUMBER:

ADDRESS (FLAT NAME, ROOM NO., STREET NAME):

POSTAL ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE (H):

(W)

FAX:

B.

DETAILS OF DWELLING
ADDRESS WHERE THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE DISPUTE IS SITUATED:

DESCRIPTION OF DWELLING: HOUSE / FLAT / ROOM / GARAGE / HOSTEL
ROOM / OTHER (SPECIFY)
NUMBER OR UNITS IN BUILDING (IF APPLICABLE):

NUMBER OF TENANTS LIVING IN THE DWELLING:
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C.
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PARTICULARS OF TENANT /LANDLORD COMMITTEE MEMBERS
NAME:

TELEPHONE:

FAX:

DWELLING NUMBER:

NAME:

TELEPHONE:

FAX:

DWELLING NUMBER:

NAME:

TELEPHONE.

FAX.

DWELLING NUMBER:

D.

PARTICULARS OF RESPONDENT(S
TITLE:

NAME:

CAPACITY e .g. LANDLORD OR TENANT:
ADDRESS (FLAT NAME, ROOM NO., STREET NAME):

POSTAL ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE (H):

(W)

FAX:
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
NAME OF CARETAKER:
TELEPHONE NO:

FAX:

NAME OF OWNER OF BUILDING:
TELEPHONE:

FAX:

ADDRESS (FLAT NAME. ROOM NO., STREET NAME):
POSTAL ADDRESS:

NAME OF MANAGING AGENT:
TELEPHONE:

FAX:

NAME OF BOND HOLDER:
TELEPHONE.

F.

FAX.

PERSON /ORGANISATION THAT REFERRED THE COMPLAINT

NAME:

TELEPHONE:
FAX:

REF. NO.:

G.

FINANCIAL STATUS OF BUILDING
TOTAL ELECTRICITY ARREARS:

R

TOTAL WATER ARREARS:

R

TOTAL RATES & TAXES OWED TO COUNCIL:

R

TOTAL OWED TO THE MANAGI NG AGENT:

R
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H. BACKGROUND
HAS A COMPLAINT FOR THIS BUILDING BEEN SUBMITTED BEFORE?
YES
NO

I.

LIST OF COMPLAINTSJDISPUTES

J.

RENT

MONTHLY RENTAL AGREEMENT:

DOES THE RENTAL INCLUDE PAYMENT FOR WATER AND ELECTRICITY?
YES
NO

BY WHICH DATE MUST THE RENT BE PAID EACH MONTH?

WHERE AND HOW MUST THE RENT BE PAID?
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TO WHOM DOES THE RENT HAVE TO BE PAID?:

DO YOU HAVE RECEIPTS FOR PAYMENT (rent, electricity, water)?
*YES
NO

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

*If yes, please supply.
K.

PARTICULARS OF TENANT

NAME:

MARITAL STATUS:
NUMBER OF DEPENDANTS:

ARE THE RENTED PREMISES RENT CONTROLLED?
YES

NO

IF YES; WAS THE RENT FIXED BY THE FORMER RENT BOARD OR THE PRESEN
RENTAL HOUSING TRIBUNAL?

DATE ON WHICH THE RENT WAS FIXED:
IS RENT PAIL) MONTHLY OR WEEKLY?

AMOUNT:
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L.

LEASE AGREEMENT

WHEN WAS THE FIRST DATE OF OCCUPATION OF THE DWELLING?

WAS A WRITTEN LEASE ENTERED INTO?
YES
NO

DO YOU HAVE A COPY OF THE LEASE?
*YES

NO

VERBAL LEASE AGREEMENT
WHAT WAS THE AGREED DURATION OF STAY IN THE DWELLING?

M.

EVICTION

WERE YOU GIVEN A WRITTEN NOTICE TO VACATE?
*YES
NO

WHEN WERE YOU TOLD TO VACATE?
WHO TOLD YOU TO VAGATE?

SUMMONS OF EVICTION

WHEN WAS THE SUMMONS SERVED ON YOU?
WAS THE SUMMONS SERVED ON YOU PERSONALLY?

"YES
NO
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

*If yes, please supply.
N.

MAINTENANCE
WHAT ARE THE EXACT MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS?

WAS A CHECKLIST COMPLETED WHEN YOU MOVED IN?
*YES
NO

WHEN DID THE MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS FIRST ARISE?

WAS IT DISCUSSED WITH THE LANDLORD /AGENT?
*YES
NO

IF YES, WHO DID YOU COMPLAIN TO?
WHEN DID YOU COMPLAIN?

WHAT WAS THE RESPONSE WHEN YOU COMPLAINED?

if yes, please supply,
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N.

MAINTENANCE
WHAT ARE THE EXACT MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS?

WAS A CHECKLIST COMPLETED WHEN YOU MOVED IN?
*YES
NO

WHEN DID THE MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS FIRST ARISE?

WAS IT DISCUSSED WITH THE LANDLORD /AGENT?
*YES
NO

IF YES, V11-10 DID YOU COMPLAIN TO?

WHEN DID YOU COMPLAIN?
WHAT WAS THE RESPONSE WHEN YOU COMPLAINED?

*If yes, p ease supply.
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DEPOSIT
WHAT AMOUNT WAS PAID AS DEPOSIT?
WHEN WAS THE DEPOSIT PAID:

DID YOU RECEIVE A RECEIPT?

'YES
NO

WHEN DID YOU ASK FOR A REFUND?
TO WHOM WAS THE REQUEST FOR A REFUND MADE?

WHAT WAS THE REPLY?

IF PART OF THE DEPOSIT WAS REFUNDED, HOW MUCH WAS REFUNDED?

HOW MUCH WAS THE TOTAL DEDUCTION?
HAS THE LANDLORD /AGENT GIVEN ANY DETAILS FOR THE NON REFUNDING OF THE DEPOSIT?
YES
NO

If yes, provide the details:

HAS THE LANDLORD GIVEN ANY DETAILS ABOUT THE DEDUCTIONS MADE
TOGETHER WITH RECEIPTS?
*YES
NO

If yes, provide the details:

If yes, pleaze supply,
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SIGNATURE OF COMPLAINANT
DATE:

FOR OFFICIAL USE

NAME OF MEMBER OF STAFF:
SIGNATURE:

DATE OF RECEIPT OF COMPLAINT:
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SCHEDULE 2
SUBPOENA
Complaint Reference No_______
RENTAL HOUSING TRIBUNAL OF _____________________ PROVINCE
ESTABLISHED UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE RENTAL HOUSING ACT, 1999
In the application of _________________________________ , and
(Insert name of applicant)

In respect of the dwelling known as ___________________________________
(Insert full description of dwelling and description of property on which the dwelling is located)

SUBPOENA
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
(State name, occupation and place of business and residence of person being required to appear)

BE INFORMED:
That you are hereby required to appear in person before this Tribunal at ___________ on
(insert venue)

_____________________of _____________ at ______________
(insert date)

(insert month)

(insert time)

And thereafter to remain in attendance until excused by the Tribunal in regard to all matters
within our knowledge relating to the matter pending before this Tribunal wherein the Applicant
is seeking _________________________________________________________
AND FURTHER BE INFORMED:
To bring and produce to this Tribunal the following:
(insert accurately the documents, book or thing to be produced)

(1) _____________________________________
(2) _____________________________________
(3) _____________________________________
AND FURTHER BE INFORMED:
That should you, on any account, neglect to comply with any provisions of this Subpoena,
you may render yourself liable to a fine and/or imprisonment not exceeding two years.
Signed and dated at ____________this ______________day of _____ _.
___________________________
Tribunal Chairperson
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SCHEDULE 3
Standard Call for Nominations for Persons to be Appointed as Appeal Adjudicators to
the Panel of Adjudicators
CALL FOR

NOMINATIONS FOR

PERSONS TO

BE

APPOINTED AS APPEAL

ADJUDICAOTRS ON THE PANEL OF APPEAL ADJUDICATORS
CLOSING DATE: (INSERT DATE)
In terms of the Rental Housing Act, 50 of 1999, the MEC of Human Settlements for the
____________________Province hereby invites nominations for members of the public to
be appointed to the panel of appeal adjudicators of the _____________________ Province.
The period of office of an appeal adjudicator will be three years calculated from the date of
appointment of such appeal adjudicator by the MEC of Human Settlements for the
____________________Province.
Nominees must be persons who possess legal qualifications and expertise in rental housing
matters or consumer matters pertaining to rental housing matters.
Each nomination must be in writing and must contain the following information:
(a)

The name and address of the nominator, who must be a natural person and a person
may nominate himself or herself;

(b)

The name, address and identity number of the nominee;

(d)

Motivation by the nominator for the appointment of the nominee to the panel of
appeal adjudicators (not exceeding one page);

(e)

A short curriculum vitae of the nominee (not exceeding two pages);

(f)

Certified copies of qualifications and registration certificates indicating registration
with a relevant professional body or voluntary association.

Please note that failure to comply with the above requirements may result in the
disqualification of the nomination.
Nominations must be sent to:
The MEC for Human Settlements
Pronve of ___________
P.O. Box ______
_____________
______
For Attention: _____________
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For Enquiries: _____________
Tel _________________
_________________________________________________________________________
* I, ........................................................................... (full names of nominee),
ID No (of nominee)............................................................... ,
hereby declare that –
(a)
(b)

I am available to serve on the panel of appeal adjudicators.
there is no conflict of interest OR I have the following interests which may conflict with
an appeal submitted to the MEC of Human Settlements:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

(c)

I am not disqualified in terms of regulation 38 of the Rental Housing Tribunal
Regulations, 2018 to serve as an appeal adjudicator and I authorise the MEC of Human
Settlements to verify any record in relation to such disqualification or requirement.
I undertake to sign, commit to and uphold the Code of Conduct applicable to appeal
adjudicators.

(d)

______________________
Signature of nominee
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SCHEDULE 4
Code of Conduct for a Member of the Tribunal and an Appeal Adjudicator
General conduct
1.

A member of the Tribunal and an appeal adjudicator must at all times—
(a)

act in accordance with the principles of accountability and transparency;

(b)

disclose his or her personal interests in any decision to be made by the Tribunal
or by him or her as appeal adjudicator in which he or she serves or has been
requested to serve;

(c)

abstain completely from direct or indirect participation as an advisor or decisionmaker in any matter in which he or she has a personal interest and leave any
chamber in which such matter is under deliberation unless the personal interest
has been made a matter of public record and the Tribunal or the MEC has given
written approval and has expressly authorised his or her participation.

2.

A member of the Tribunal and an appeal adjudicator may not—
(a)

use the position or privileges of a member of the Tribunal or as an appeal
adjudicator or confidential information obtained as a member of the Tribunal or as
appeal adjudicator for personal gain or to improperly benefit another person; and

(b)

participate in a decision concerning a matter in which that member or that
members’ spouse, partner or business associate, has a direct or indirect personal
interest or private business interest.

Gifts
3.

A member of the Tribunal and an appeal adjudicator may not receive or seek gifts,
favours or any other offer under circumstances in which it might reasonably be inferred
that the gifts, favours or offers are intended or expected to influence a person’s
objectivity as an advisor or decision-maker in the decision-making process.

Undue influence
4.

A member of the Tribunal and an appeal adjudicator may not—
(a)

use the power of any office to seek or obtain special advantage for private gain or
to improperly benefit another person that is not in the public interest;

(b)

use confidential information acquired in the course of his or her duties to further a
personal interest;

(c)

disclose confidential information acquired in the course of his or her duties unless
required by law to do so or by circumstances to prevent substantial injury to third
persons; and
42
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commit a deliberately wrongful act that reflects adversely on the Tribunal, the
appeal adjudicator, MEC or provincial department by seeking business by stating
or implying that he or she is prepared, willing or able to influence decisions of the
Tribunal by improper means or that he or she is prepared to make a decision that
serves the interest of that party.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
NO. 297

1 April 2021

I."; INFORMATION
PPÍI !! 11Tf1P
L.01-1

(SOUTH AFRICA)

Address: Braampark Forum III, 33 Hoofd St,
Braampark, Johannesburg, 2017
Fax: 0865003351
Cell: 078 674 2598

Email:priorauthorisationIR@justice.gov.za

Easnring protection of your personal information
and fferttire arreas ro informarían

INFORMATION REGULATOR
PROTECTION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION ACT, 2013 (ACT NO. 4 OF 2013)

The Information Regulator has, in terms of section 114(3) of the Protection of Personal
Information Act, 2013 (No.4 of 2013), determined the 1 July 2021 as the date on which section
58(2) of the Protection of Personal Information Act, 2013 (No.4 of 2013) shall become
applicable to processing referred to in section 57 of the said Act.

Signed at JOHANNESBURG on this the 18 day of MARCH 2021

_________________
Adv. F.P. Tlakula
Chairperson

By order of the Chairperson of the Information Regulator

This gazette is also available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za
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DEPARTEMENT VAN JUSTISIE EN STAATKUNDIGE ONTWIKKELING
NO. 297

1 April 2021
Address: Braampark Forum III, 33 Hoofd St,
Braampark, Johannesburg, 2017
Fax: 0865003351
Cell: 078 674 2598

Email:priorauthorisationIR@justice.gov.za

INLIGTING REGULEERDER
BESKERMING VAN PERSOONLIKE INLIGTING WET, 2013 (WET NO. 4 VAN 2013)
Die Inligting Reguleerder het in terme van artikel 114(3) van die Wet op die Beskerming van
Persoonlike Inligting, 2013 (No.4 van 2013), bepaal dat 1 Julie 2021 aangewys is as die
datum waarop artikel 58(2) van die Wet op die Beskerming van Persoonlike Inligting, 2013
(No.4 van 2013) van toepassing sal wees in terme van die proseseering van persoonlike
inligting soos vervat in artikel 57 van die genoemde Wetgewing.

Geteken in JOHANNESBURG op die 18de dag van MAART 2021

_________________
Adv. F.P. Tlakula
Voorsitter
In opdrag van die Voorsitter van die Inligting Reguleerder
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298	Public Finance Management Act (1/1999): Proposed regulations on accounting standards – Invitation to comment................................................ 44383

DRAFT

PUBLIC FINANCE MANAGEMENT ACT, 1999
PROPOSED REGULATIONS ON ACCOUNTING STANDARDS – INVITATION TO COMMENT

1. Section 91 of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999 – “the Act”),
enables the Minister of Finance, after consulting the Auditor-General, to make regulations
prescribing the standards set by the Board in terms of section 89 of the Act.
2. The Minister of Finance, acting in terms of section 91(1) of the Act, intends to make the
regulations set out in the Schedule:
(a) Annexure A: GRAP 104 on Financial Instruments (Revised 2019)1 and the proposed
implementation date is from the financial year commencing on 1 April 2024;
(b) Annexure B: Improvements to the Standards of GRAP 20202 and the proposed
implementation date is from the financial year commencing on 1 April 2022; and
(c) Annexure C: Amendments to GRAP 1 on Presentation of Financial Statements 20193
and the proposed implementation date is from the financial year commencing on 1 April
2022.
3. Public comments on the intended regulations are, in terms of section 91(4) of the Act, invited
and comments emailed to CommentDraftLegislation@treasury.gov.za within 30 days after the
date of this notice will be considered.

Published for comment in Government Notice No. 41722, dated 22 June 2018.
Published for comment in Government Notice No. 42584, dated 19 July 2019.
3
Published for comment in Government Notice No. 41781, dated 20 July 2019.
1
2
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SCHEDULE

ANNEXURE A

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
STANDARD OF GENERALLY RECOGNISED ACCOUNTING PRACTICE
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
(GRAP 104)
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Acknowledgement
The Standard of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) on Financial Instruments is drawn primarily from the
International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS® Standard) 9 on Financial Instruments, IFRS® Standard 7 on Financial Instruments:
Disclosures, International Accounting Standard (IAS® Standard) 32 on Financial Instruments: Presentation, and the IFRS for SMEs®
Standard issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB®). The IASB has issued a comprehensive body of IFRS®
Standards and IFRIC® Interpretations. Extracts of the IFRS Standard listed in the previous sentence are reproduced in this Standard
of GRAP with the permission of the IASB.
The approved text of the IFRS Standards and IFRIC Interpretations is that published by the IASB in the English language and
copies may be obtained from:
IFRS Foundation Publications Department
30 Cannon Street
London, EC4M 6XH
United Kingdom
Internet: http://www.ifrs.org
Copyright on IFRS Standards, IFRIC Interpretations, exposure drafts and other publications of the IASB are vested in IFRS
Foundation and terms and conditions attached should be observed.

Copyright © 2019 by the Accounting Standards Board
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior permission of the Accounting Standards
Board. The approved text is published in the English language.
Permission to reproduce limited extracts from the publication will usually not be withheld.
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GRAP 104
Contents
Standard of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice
Financial Instruments
Paragraphs
Chapter 1 – Objective and scope
Objective

1.1

Scope

1.2 – 1.12
Residual interests

1.5 – 1.6

Loan commitments

1.7

Rights and obligations arising from non-exchange revenue transactions

1.8

Contracts to buy or sell non-financial items

1.9 – 1.12

Chapter 2 – Definitions
Definitions

2.1 – 2.3

Chapter 3 – Initial recognition
Initial recognition
Distinguishing financial liabilities and residual interests
No contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial asset

3.1 – 3.14
3.3 – 3.4
3.5 – 3.8

Contingent settlement provisions

3.9

Compound financial instruments

3.10 – 3.14

Chapter 4 – Classification
Classification

4.1 – 4.17

Classification of financial assets
Option to designate a financial asset at fair value through surplus or deficit
Classification of financial liabilities
Option to designate a financial liability at fair value through surplus or deficit
Embedded derivatives
Hybrid contracts with financial asset hosts
Other hybrid contracts

4.1 – 4.6
4.6
4.7 – 4.8
4.8
4.9 – 4.15
4.10
4.11 – 4.15
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Reclassification

4.16 – 4.17

Chapter 5 – Measurement
Measurement
Initial measurement
Concessionary loans and investments
Subsequent measurement of financial assets
Subsequent measurement of financial liabilities

5.1 – 5.6
5.4 – 5.6
5.7 – 5.8
5.9

Fair value measurement

5.10 – 5.12

Amortised cost measurement

5.13 – 5.16

Financial assets
Effective interest method

5.13 – 5.16
5.13 – 5.14

Modification of contractual cash flows

5.15

Write-off

5.16

Impairment

5.17 – 5.35

Recognition of expected credit losses
General approach
Determining significant increases in credit risk
Modified financial assets
Purchased or originated credit impaired financial assets

5.17 – 5.35
5.17 – 5.29
5.24 – 5.26
5.27
5.28 – 5.29

Simplified approach for receivables and lease receivables

5.30 – 5.31

Measurement of expected credit losses

5.32 – 5.35

Financial assets measured at cost

5.36

Reclassification of financial assets

5.37 – 5.41

Gains and losses

5.42 – 5.46

Liabilities designated at fair value through surplus or deficit

5.44 – 5.46

Chapter 6 - Derecognition
Derecognition

6.1 – 6.19
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Derecognition of financial assets
Waiver of rights relating to financial assets
Assessing the transfer of risks and rewards, and control
Transfers that qualify for derecognition
Transfers that do not qualify for derecognition
Non-cash collateral
Derecognition of financial liabilities

6.1 – 6.15
6.5
6.6 – 6.8
6.9 – 6.13
6.14
6.15
6.16 – 6.19

Chapter 7 - Presentation
Presentation

7.1 – 7.17

Interest, dividends or similar distributions, losses and gains
Offsetting a financial asset and a financial liability

7.1 – 7.8
7.9 – 7.17

Chapter 8 – Disclosure
Disclosure

8.1 – 8.60

Accounting policies

8.3

Classes of financial instruments and level of disclosure

8.4

Significance of financial instruments for financial position and financial performance
Statement of financial position
Categories of financial assets and financial liabilities

8.5 – 8.34
8.6 – 8.29
8.6 – 8.11

Reclassification

8.12 – 8.14

Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities

8.15 – 8.20

Derecognition
Collateral
Compound financial instruments with multiple embedded derivatives

8.21
8.22 – 8.23
8.24

Concessionary loans and investments

8.25 – 8.27

Defaults and breaches

8.28 – 8.29

Statement of financial performance
Items of revenue, expenses, gains or losses

8.30
8.30
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Notes to the financial statements

8.31 – 8.35

Fair value disclosures

8.31 – 8.35

Nature and extent of risks arising from financial instruments
Qualitative disclosures
Quantitative disclosures
Credit risk
Scope and objectives

8.36 – 8.60
8.39
8.40 – 8.60
8.42 – 8.60
8.42 – 8.46

The credit risk management practices

8.47 – 8.48

Quantitative and qualitative information about amounts arising from expected
credit losses

8.49 – 8.53

Credit risk exposure

8.54 – 8.56

Collateral and other credit enhancements obtained
Liquidity risk
Market risk
Sensitivity analysis

8.57
8.59
8.59 – 8.60
8.59 – 8.60

Chapter 9 – Transitional provisions and effective date
Transitional provisions
Initial adoption of the Standards of GRAP
Effective date
Initial adoption of the Standards of GRAP
Withdrawal of the Standard of GRAP on Financial Instruments
Appendix A – Application guidance
Appendix B – Consequential amendments to other Standards of GRAP
Appendix C – Implementation guidance
Appendix D – Illustrative examples
Basis for conclusions

9.1
9.1
9.2
9.2
9.3
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Chapter 1 – Objective and scope
Objective
1.1

The objective of this Standard is to establish principles for recognising, measuring, presenting and disclosing financial instruments.

Scope
1.2

An entity that prepares and presents financial statements under the accrual basis of accounting shall apply this Standard
in accounting for financial instruments except:
(a)

the recognition and measurement of financial instruments issued by the entity that meets the definition of a
residual interest;

(b)

employers’ rights and obligations under employee benefit plans, to which the Standard of GRAP on Employee
Benefits applies;

(c) rights to payments to reimburse the entity for expenditure it is required to make to settle a liability that it recognises
as a provision in accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent
Assets (GRAP 19), or for which, in an earlier period, it recognised a provision in accordance with that Standard;
and
(d) the initial recognition and initial measurement of financial instruments acquired in a transfer of functions between
entities under common control (see the Standard of GRAP on Transfer of Functions Between Entities Under
Common Control), a transfer of functions between entities not under common control (see the Standard of GRAP
on Transfer of Functions Between Entities Not Under Common Control) or a merger (see the Standard of GRAP on
Mergers).
1.3

This Standard does not apply to the following instruments, except where indicated otherwise:
(a)

Interests in controlled entities, associates or joint ventures that are accounted for in accordance with the Standards
of GRAP on Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements (GRAP 6), Investments in Associates (GRAP 7) or
Interests in Joint Ventures (GRAP 8). However, in some cases, GRAP 6, 7 or 8 require or permit an entity to account
for an interest in a controlled entity, associate or joint venture in accordance with some or all of the requirements
of this Standard. Entities shall also apply this Standard to derivatives on an interest in a controlled entity, associate
or joint venture (see Appendix A paragraphs AG1.2 to AG1.3.), unless the derivative meets the definition of a
residual interest.

(b)

Any forward contracts between an acquirer and a seller to buy or sell an acquiree that will result in a transfer of
functions between entities not under common control at a future acquisition date. The term of the forward contract
should not exceed a reasonable period normally necessary to obtain any required approvals and to complete the
transaction.

(c)

Rights and obligations under leases to which the Standard of GRAP on Leases applies. However:

(d)

(i)

lease receivables recognised by a lessor are subject to the impairment, derecognition, presentation and
disclosure provisions of this Standard (see paragraphs 5.17 to 5.35, 6.1 to 6.15, 7.1 to 8.60 and Appendix A
paragraphs AG5.60 to AG5.115, AG7.1 to AG8.51);

(ii)

finance lease payables recognised by a lessee are subject to the derecognition, presentation and disclosure
provisions of this Standard (see paragraphs 6.16 to 6.19, and 7.1 to 8.60 and Appendix A paragraphs AG6.15
to AG6.21 and AG7.1 to AG8.51); and

(iii)

derivatives that are embedded in leases are subject to the embedded derivatives provisions of this Standard
(see paragraphs 4.9 to 4.15 and Appendix A paragraphs AG4.56 to AG4.67). Where an embedded derivative
is separated from a lease, the presentation and disclosure requirements of this Standard also apply to the
derivative (see paragraphs 7.1 to 8.60 and Appendix A paragraphs AG7.1 to AG8.51).

Rights and obligations arising under insurance contracts within the scope of the International Financial Reporting
Standard(s) (IFRS® Standards) on insurance. This Standard shall, however, apply to:
(i)

an issuer’s rights and obligations arising under an insurance contract that meets the definition of a financial
guarantee contract;

(ii)

derivatives that are embedded in insurance contracts if this Standard requires the entity to account for them
separately;
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(iii) the presentation and disclosure of financial instruments that are within the scope of IFRS Standard 4 on
insurance since they contain a discretionary participation feature (see paragraphs 7.1 to 8.60 and Appendix A
paragraphs AG7.1 to AG8.51); and
(iv) the disclosure of investment components that are separated from contracts within the scope of IFRSs if IFRSs
require such separation.

1.4

(e)

Loan commitments other than those loan commitments described in paragraph 1.7. However, an issuer of loan
commitments shall apply the impairment requirements of this Standard to loan commitments that are not otherwise
within the scope of this Standard. Also, all loan commitments are subject to the derecognition requirements of this
Standard.

(f)

Contractual rights and obligations arising from non-exchange revenue transactions to which the Standard of GRAP
on Revenue from Non-exchange Transactions (Taxes and Transfers) (GRAP 23) applies. However, receivables and
payables recognised by an entity as a result of contractual non-exchange revenue transactions are subject to the
subsequent measurement, derecognition, presentation and disclosure requirements of this Standard.

(g)

Statutory receivables as defined in the Standards of GRAP on Statutory Receivables.

(h)

Rights and obligations under service concession arrangements to which the Standard of GRAP on Service
Concession Arrangements: Grantor applies. However, financial liabilities recognised by a grantor under the
financial liability model are subject to the provisions of this Standard.

An entity is permitted in terms of this Standard to apply hedge accounting as described in IFRS Standards on financial
instruments. Where an entity chooses to apply hedge accounting, it must comply in full with the requirements for hedge
accounting prescribed in IFRS Standards.

Residual interests
1.5

Residual interests are those contracts that represent an entitlement to the net assets of an entity. This Standard does not establish
principles for the recognition and measurement for the issuer of a residual interest. However, issuers of a residual interest are
required to apply paragraphs 3.3 to 3.14 and paragraphs 7.1 to 7.8.

1.6

In their separate financial statements, holders of a residual interest are required to apply all the requirements of this Standard,
unless they hold residual interests that are an investment in a controlled entity, associate or joint venture, and that investment is
measured at cost in their separate financial statements in accordance with GRAP 6, GRAP 7 and GRAP 8.

Loan commitments
1.7

The following loan commitments are within the scope of this Standard:
(a)

Loan commitments that the entity designates as financial liabilities at fair value through surplus or deficit (see paragraph
4.8). An entity that has a past practice of selling the assets resulting from its loan commitments shortly after origination shall
apply this Standard to all its loan commitments in the same class.

(b)

Loan commitments that can be settled net in cash or by delivering or issuing another financial instrument. These loan
commitments are derivatives. A loan commitment is not regarded as settled net merely because the loan is paid out in
instalments (for example, a construction loan that is paid out in instalments in line with the progress of construction).

(c)

Commitments to provide a loan at a below market interest rate, including concessionary loans (see paragraph 4.7(d)).

Rights and obligations arising from non-exchange revenue transactions (see Appendix A paragraphs AG2.11 to AG2.16)
1.8

Contractual rights and obligations under non-exchange revenue transactions may give rise to receivables and payables that meet
the definition of financial assets and financial liabilities. These receivables and payables are initially recognised and initially
measured in accordance with GRAP 23 and subsequently measured, derecognised, presented and disclosed in accordance with
this Standard.

Contracts to buy or sell non-financial items (see Appendix A paragraphs AG1.7 to AG1.10)
1.9

This Standard shall be applied to those contracts to buy or sell a non-financial item that can be settled net in cash or
another financial instrument, or by exchanging financial instruments, as if the contracts were financial instruments, with
the exception of contracts that were entered into and continue to be held for the purpose of the receipt or delivery of a
non-financial item in accordance with the entity’s expected purchase, sale or usage requirements. However, this
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Standard shall be applied to those contracts that an entity designates as measured at fair value through surplus or deficit
in accordance with paragraph 1.10.
1.10

A contract to buy or sell a non-financial item that can be settled net in cash or another financial instrument, or by
exchanging financial instruments, as if the contract was a financial instrument, may be irrevocably designated as
measured at fair value through surplus or deficit even if it was entered into for the purpose of the receipt or delivery of
a non-financial item in accordance with the entity’s expected purchase, sale or usage requirements. This designation is
available only at inception of the contract and only if it eliminates or significantly reduces a recognition inconsistency
(sometimes referred to as an “accounting mismatch”) that would otherwise arise from not recognising that contract
because it is excluded from the scope of this Standard (see paragraph 1.9).

1.11

There are various ways in which a contract to buy or sell a non-financial item can be settled net in cash or another financial
instrument or by exchanging financial instruments. These include:
(a)

when the terms of the contract permit either party to settle it net in cash or another financial instrument or by exchanging
financial instruments;

(b)

when the ability to settle net in cash or another financial instrument, or by exchanging financial instruments, is not explicit
in the terms of the contract, but the entity has a practice of settling similar contracts net in cash or another financial
instrument, or by exchanging financial instruments (whether with the counterparty, by entering into offsetting contracts or
by selling the contract before its exercise or lapse);

(c)

when, for similar contracts, the entity has a practice of taking delivery of the underlying and selling it within a short period
after delivery for the purpose of generating a profit from short-term fluctuations in price; and

(d)

when the non-financial item that is the subject of the contract is readily convertible to cash.

A contract to which (b) or (c) applies is not entered into for the purpose of the receipt or delivery of the non-financial item in
accordance with the entity’s expected purchase, sale or usage requirements, and, accordingly, is within the scope of this Standard.
Other contracts to which paragraph 1.9 applies are evaluated to determine whether they were entered into and continue to be
held for the purpose of the receipt or delivery of the non-financial item in accordance with the entity’s expected purchase, sale or
usage requirement, and accordingly, whether they are within the scope of this Standard.
1.12

A written option to buy or sell a non-financial item that can be settled net in cash or another financial instrument, or by exchanging
financial instruments, in accordance with paragraph 1.11(a) or (d) is within the scope of this Standard. Such a contract cannot be
entered into for the purpose of the receipt or delivery of the non-financial item in accordance with the entity’s expected purchase,
sale or usage requirements.

Chapter 2 - Definitions
Definitions (see Appendix A paragraphs AG2.1 to AG2.26)
2.1

The following terms are used in this Standard with the meanings specified:
12 month expected credit losses is the portion of lifetime expected credit losses that represent the expected credit
losses that result from default events on a financial instrument that are possible within the 12 months after the reporting
date.
The amortised cost of a financial asset or financial liability is the amount at which the financial asset or financial liability
is measured at initial recognition minus the principal repayments, plus or minus the cumulative amortisation using the
effective interest method of any difference between that initial amount and the maturity amount, and for financial assets,
adjusted for any loss allowance.
A concessionary loan is a loan granted to or received by an entity on terms that are not market related.
Credit-adjusted effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts the estimated future cash payments or receipts
through the expected life of the financial asset to the amortised cost of a financial asset that is a purchased or originated
credit-impaired financial asset. When calculating the credit-adjusted effective interest rate, an entity shall estimate the
expected cash flows by considering all contractual terms of the financial asset (for example, prepayment, extension, call
and similar options) and expected credit losses. The calculation includes all fees and points paid or received between
parties to the contract that are an integral part of the effective interest rate (see paragraphs AG5.50 to AG5.52), transaction
costs, and all other premiums or discounts. There is a presumption that the cash flows and the expected life of a group
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of similar financial instruments can be estimated reliably. However, in those rare cases when it is not possible to reliably
estimate the cash flows or the remaining life of a financial instrument (or group of financial instruments), the entity shall
use the contractual cash flows over the full contractual term of the financial instrument (or group of financial instruments).
Credit-impaired financial asset is a financial asset that is credit-impaired when one or more events that have a detrimental
impact on the estimated future cash flows of that financial asset have occurred. Evidence that a financial asset is creditimpaired include observable data about the following events:
(a)

significant financial difficulty of the issuer or the borrower;

(b)

a breach of contract, such as a default or past due event;

(c)

the lender(s) of the borrower, for economic or contractual reasons relating to the borrower’s financial difficulty,
having granted to the borrower a concession(s) that the lender(s) would not otherwise consider;

(d)

it is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganisation;

(e)

the disappearance of an active market for that financial asset because of financial difficulties; or

(f)

the purchase or origination of a financial asset at a deep discount that reflects the incurred credit losses.
It may not be possible to identify a single discrete event — instead, the combined effect of several events may have
caused financial assets to become credit-impaired.

Credit loss is the difference between all contractual cash flows that are due to an entity in accordance with the contract
and all the cash flows that the entity expects to receive (i.e. all cash shortfalls), discounted at the original effective interest
rate (or credit-adjusted effective interest rate for purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets). An entity shall
estimate cash flows by considering all contractual terms of the financial instrument (for example, prepayment, extension,
call and similar options) through the expected life of that financial instrument. The cash flows that are considered shall
include cash flows from the sale of collateral held (where applicable) or other credit enhancements that are integral to the
contractual terms. There is a presumption that the expected life of a financial instrument can be estimated reliably.
However, in those rare cases when it is not possible to reliably estimate the expected life of a financial instrument, the
entity shall use the remaining contractual term of the financial instrument.
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the other party by failing to
discharge an obligation.
Credit risk rating grades are the ratings of credit risk based on the risk of default occurring on the financial instrument.
Currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes
in foreign exchange rates.
Derecognition is the removal of a previously recognised financial asset or financial liability from an entity’s statement of
financial position.
A derivative is a financial instrument or other contract within the scope of this Standard (see paragraphs 1.2 to 1.12) with
all three of the following characteristics:
(a)

Its value changes in response to the change in a specified interest rate, financial instrument price, commodity price,
foreign exchange rate, index of prices or rates, credit rating or credit index, or other variable, provided in the case
of a non-financial variable that the variable is not specific to a party to the contract (sometimes called the
“underlying”).

(b)

It requires no initial net investment or an initial net investment that is smaller than would be required for other types
of contracts that would be expected to have a similar response to changes in market factors.

(c)

It is settled at a future date.

(See paragraphs AG2.17 to AG2.20)
The effective interest method is the method that is used in the calculation of the amortised cost of a financial asset or a
financial liability and in the allocation and recognition of interest revenue or interest expense in surplus or deficit in the
relevant period. (See paragraphs AG5.50 to AG5.59)
Effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected
life of the financial asset or financial liability to the gross carrying amount of a financial asset or to the amortised cost of
a financial liability. When calculating the effective interest rate, an entity shall estimate the expected cash flows by
considering all the contractual terms of the financial instrument (for example, prepayment, extension, call and similar
options) but shall not consider the expected credit losses. The calculation includes all fees and points paid or received
between parties to the contract that are an integral part of the effective interest rate (see paragraphs AG5.50 to AG5.52),
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transaction costs, and all other premiums or discounts. There is a presumption that the cash flows and the expected life
of a group of similar financial instruments can be estimated reliably. However, in those rare cases when it is not possible
to reliably estimate the cash flows or the expected life of a financial instrument (or group of financial instruments), the
entity shall use the contractual cash flows over the full contractual term of the financial instrument (or group of financial
instruments).
Expected credit losses are the weighted average of credit losses with the respective risks of a default occurring as the
weights.
Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between knowledgeable willing
parties in an arm’s length transaction.
A financial asset is:
(a)

cash;

(b)

a residual interest of another entity; or

(c)

a contractual right to:
(i)

receive cash or another financial asset from another entity; or

(ii)

exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially
favourable to the entity.

(See paragraphs AG2.1 to AG2.16)
A financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified payments to reimburse the holder
for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payment when due in accordance with the original or modified
terms of a debt instrument.
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or a residual
interest of another entity.
(See paragraphs AG2.1 to AG2.16)
A financial liability is any liability that is a contractual obligation to:
(a)

deliver cash or another financial asset to another entity; or

(b)

exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially
unfavourable to the entity.

(See paragraphs AG2.1 to AG2.16)
Financial liability at fair value through surplus or deficit is a financial liability that meets one of the following conditions:
(a)

It meets the definition of held for trading.

(b)

Upon initial recognition it is designated by the entity as at fair value through surplus or deficit in accordance with
paragraph 4.8 or 4.13.

Firm commitment is a binding agreement for the exchange of a specified quantity of resources at a specified price on a
specified future date or dates.
Forecast transaction is an uncommitted but anticipated future transaction.
Gross carrying amount of a financial asset is the amortised cost of a financial asset, before adjusting for any loss
allowance.
A financial asset or financial liability that is held for trading:
(a)

is acquired or incurred principally for the purpose of selling or repurchasing it in the near term;

(b)

on initial recognition is part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that are managed together and for which
there is evidence of a recent actual pattern of short-term profit-taking; or

(c)

is a derivative (except for a derivative that is a financial guarantee contract.

Impairment gain or loss is a gain or loss that is recognised in surplus or deficit in accordance with paragraph 5.23 and
5.36.
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Lifetime expected credit losses are the expected credit losses that result from all possible default events over the
expected life of a financial instrument.
Loss allowance is the allowance for expected credit losses on financial assets measured in accordance with paragraph
4.2, lease receivables and the provision for expected credit losses on loan commitments and financial guarantee
contracts.
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market interest rates.
Liquidity risk is the risk that an entity will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial liabilities
that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset.
Loan commitment is a firm commitment to provide credit under pre-specified terms and conditions.
Loans payable are financial liabilities, other than short-term payables on normal credit terms.
Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes
in market prices. Market risk comprises three types of risk: currency risk, interest rate risk and other price risk.
Modification gain or loss is the amount arising from adjusting the gross carrying amount of a financial asset to reflect the
renegotiated or modified contractual cash flows. The entity recalculates the gross carrying amount of a financial asset as
the present value of the estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the renegotiated or
modified financial asset that are discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate (or the original creditadjusted effective interest rate for purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets). When estimating the
expected cash flows of a financial asset, an entity shall consider all contractual terms of the financial asset (for example,
prepayment, call and similar options) but shall not consider the expected credit losses, unless the financial asset is a
purchased or originated credit-impaired financial asset, in which case an entity shall also consider the initial expected
credit losses that were considered when calculating the original credit-adjusted effective interest rate.
Other price risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market prices (other than those arising from interest rate risk or currency risk), whether those changes are
caused by factors specific to the individual financial instrument or its issuer, or factors affecting all similar financial
instruments traded in the market.
A financial asset is past due when a counterparty has failed to make a payment when that payment was contractually due.
Purchased or originated credit impaired financial asset is a purchased or originated financial asset(s), other than a
receivable, that is credit-impaired on initial recognition.
Reclassification date is:
(a)

the first day of the first reporting period following the change in management model that results in an entity
reclassifying financial assets; and

(b)

the date on which a reliable measure of fair value ceases to be, or becomes, available for an investment in a residual
interest that meets the criteria in paragraph 4.5.

A residual interest is any contract that represents an interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities.
A residual interest includes contributions from owners, which may be shown as:
(a)

equity instruments or similar forms of unitised capital;

(b)

a formal designation of a transfer of resources (or a class of such transfers) by the parties to the transaction as
forming part of an entity’s net assets, either before the contribution occurs or at the time of the contribution; or

(c)

a formal agreement, in relation to the contribution, establishing or increasing an existing financial interest in the net
assets of an entity.

(See paragraphs AG2.25 to AG2.26)
Transaction costs are incremental costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, issue or disposal of a financial
asset or financial liability (see Appendix A paragraph AG5.57). An incremental cost is one that would not have been
incurred if the entity had not acquired, issued or disposed of the financial instrument.
Terms defined in other Standards of GRAP are used in this Standard with the same meaning as in those other Standards.
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2.2

In this Standard, “entity” includes, amongst others, individuals, partnerships, incorporated bodies, trusts and organs of state.

2.3

In this Standard, “contract” and “contractual” refer to an agreement between two or more parties that has clear economic
consequences that the parties have little, if any, discretion to avoid, usually because the agreement is enforceable by law.
Contracts, and thus financial instruments, may take a variety of forms and need not be in writing.

Chapter 3 – Initial recognition
Initial recognition
3.1

An entity shall recognise a financial asset or a financial liability in its statement of financial position when, and only
when, the entity becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument (see paragraphs AG3.12 to AG3.13).
When an entity first recognises a financial asset, it shall classify it in accordance with paragraphs 4.1 to 4.6 and measure
it in accordance with paragraphs 5.1 to 5.3. When an entity first recognises a financial liability, it shall classify it in
accordance with paragraphs 4.7 to 4.8 and measure it in accordance with paragraph 5.1.

3.2

An entity recognises and derecognises financial assets using trade date accounting.

Distinguishing liabilities and residual interests (see Appendix A paragraphs AG3.1 to AG3.5)
3.3

The issuer of a financial instrument shall classify the instrument, or its component parts, on initial recognition as a
financial liability, a financial asset or a residual interest in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement
and the definitions of a financial liability, a financial asset and a residual interest.

3.4

When an issuer applies the definitions in paragraph 2.1 to determine whether a financial instrument is a residual interest rather
than a financial liability, the instrument is a residual interest if, and only if, the instrument includes no contractual obligation to:
(a)

deliver cash or another financial asset to another entity; or

(b)

exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially unfavourable to the
issuer.

No contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial asset
3.5

A critical feature in differentiating a financial liability from a residual interest is the existence of a contractual obligation of one party
to the financial instrument (the issuer) either to deliver cash or another financial asset to the other party (the holder), or to exchange
financial assets or financial liabilities with the holder under conditions that are potentially unfavourable to the issuer. Although the
holder of a residual interest may be entitled to receive a pro rata share of any dividends or similar distributions, the issuer does
not have a contractual obligation to make such distributions because it cannot be required to deliver cash or another financial
asset to another party.

3.6

The substance of a financial instrument, rather than its legal form, governs its classification on the entity’s statement of financial
position. Substance and legal form are commonly consistent, but not always. Some financial instruments take the legal form of a
residual interest but are liabilities in substance. Others may combine features associated with residual interests and features
associated with financial liabilities. For example:

3.7

(a)

A preference share that provides for mandatory redemption by the issuer for a fixed or determinable amount at a fixed or
determinable future date, or gives the holder the right to require the issuer to redeem the instrument at or after a particular
date for a fixed or determinable amount, is a financial liability.

(b)

A financial instrument that gives the holder the right to put it back to the issuer for cash or another financial asset (a “puttable
instrument”) is a financial liability. The financial instrument is a financial liability even when the amount of cash or other
financial asset is determined on the basis of an index or other item that has the potential to increase or decrease. The
existence of an option for the holder to put the instrument back to the issuer for cash or another financial asset means that
the puttable instrument meets the definition of a financial liability.

If an entity does not have an unconditional right to avoid delivering cash or another financial asset to settle a contractual obligation,
the obligation meets the definition of a financial liability. For example:
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(a)

A restriction on the ability of an entity to satisfy a contractual obligation, such as lack of access to foreign currency or the
need to obtain approval for payment from a regulatory authority, does not negate the entity’s contractual obligation or the
holder’s contractual right under the instrument.

(b) A contractual obligation that is conditional on a counterparty exercising its right to redeem is a financial liability because the
entity does not have the unconditional right to avoid delivering cash or another financial asset.
3.8

A financial instrument that does not explicitly establish a contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial asset may
establish an obligation indirectly through its terms and conditions. For example, a financial instrument may contain a non-financial
obligation that must be settled if, and only if, the entity fails to make distributions or to redeem the instrument. If the entity can
avoid a transfer of cash or another financial asset only by settling the non-financial obligation, the financial instrument is a financial
liability.

Contingent settlement provisions
3.9

A financial instrument may require the entity to deliver cash or another financial asset, or otherwise to settle it in such a way that
it would be a financial liability, in the event of the occurrence or non-occurrence of uncertain future events (or on the outcome of
uncertain circumstances) that are beyond the control of both the issuer and the holder of the instrument, such as a change in a
stock market index, consumer price index, interest rate or taxation requirements, or the issuer’s future revenues, net income or
debt-to-equity ratio. The issuer of such an instrument does not have the unconditional right to avoid delivering cash or another
financial asset (or otherwise to settle it in such a way that it would be a financial liability). Therefore, it is a financial liability of the
issuer unless:
(a)

the part of the contingent settlement provision that could require settlement in cash or another financial asset (or otherwise
in such a way that it would be a financial liability) is not genuine; and

(b)

the issuer can be required to settle the obligation in cash or another financial asset (or otherwise to settle it in such a way
that it would be a financial liability) only in the event of liquidation of the issuer.

Compound financial instruments (see Appendix A paragraphs AG3.6 to AG3.11)
3.10

The issuer of a non-derivative financial instrument shall evaluate the terms of the financial instrument to determine
whether it contains both a liability and residual interest component. Such components shall be classified separately as
financial liabilities, financial assets or residual interests in accordance with paragraph 3.3.

3.11

An entity recognises separately the components of a financial instrument that (a) creates a financial liability of the entity and (b)
grants an option to the holder of the instrument to convert it into a residual interest of the entity. For example, a bond or similar
instrument convertible by the holder into a fixed number of ordinary shares of the entity is a compound financial instrument. From
the perspective of the entity, such an instrument comprises two components: a financial liability (a contractual arrangement to
deliver cash or another financial asset) and a residual interest (a call option granting the holder the right, for a specified period of
time, to convert it into a fixed number of ordinary shares of the entity). Accordingly, in all cases, the entity presents the liability and
residual interest components separately in its statement of financial position.

3.12

Classification of the liability and residual interest components of a convertible instrument is not revised as a result of a change in
the likelihood that a conversion option will be exercised, even when exercise of the option may appear to have become
economically advantageous to some holders. Holders may not always act in the way that might be expected because, for example,
the tax consequences resulting from conversion may differ among holders. Furthermore, the likelihood of conversion will change
from time to time. The entity’s contractual obligation to make future payments remains outstanding until it is extinguished through
conversion, maturity of the instrument or some other transaction.

3.13

This Standard deals with the measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities. Residual interests evidence an interest in
the assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities. Therefore, when the initial carrying amount of a compound financial
instrument is allocated to its residual interest and liability components, the residual interest component is assigned the residual
amount after deducting from the fair value of the instrument as a whole the amount determined separately for the liability
component. The value of any derivative features (such as a call option) embedded in the compound financial instrument other
than the residual interest component (such as an equity conversion option) is included in the liability component. The sum of the
carrying amounts assigned to the liability and residual interest components on initial recognition is always equal to the fair value
that would be ascribed to the instrument as a whole. No gain or loss arises from initially recognising the components of the
instrument separately.

3.14

Under the approach described in paragraph 3.13, the issuer of a bond convertible into ordinary shares first determines the carrying
amount of the liability component by measuring the fair value of a similar liability (including any embedded non-equity derivative
features) that does not have an associated residual interest component. The carrying amount of the residual interest represented
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by the option to convert the instrument into ordinary shares is then determined by deducting the fair value of the financial liability
from the fair value of the compound financial instrument as a whole.
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Chapter 4 – Classification
Classification
Classification of financial assets
4.1

4.2

Unless paragraph 4.6 applies, an entity shall classify financial assets as subsequently measured at amortised cost or
fair value through surplus or deficit on the basis of both:
(a)

the entity’s management model for managing the financial assets; and

(b)

the contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial asset.

A financial asset shall be measured at amortised cost if both of the following conditions are met:
(a)

the financial asset is held within a management model whose objective is to hold financial assets in order to
collect contractual cash flows; and

(b)

the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.

Paragraphs AG4.1 to AG4.45 provide guidance on how to apply these conditions.
4.3

For the purpose of applying paragraph 4.2(b):
(a)

Principal is the fair value of the financial asset at initial recognition. Paragraph AG4.18 provides additional
guidance on the meaning of principal.

(b)

Interest consists of consideration for the time value of money, for the credit risk associated with the principal
amount outstanding during a particular period of time and for other basic lending risks and costs, as well as a
profit margin (where applicable). Paragraphs AG4.17 and AG4.23 to AG4.27 provide additional guidance on the
meaning of interest, including the meaning of the time value of money.

4.4

A financial asset shall be measured at fair value through surplus or deficit unless it is measured at amortised cost in
accordance with paragraph 4.2 or cost in accordance with paragraph 4.5.

4.5

Investments in residual interests are measured at fair value through surplus or deficit. As a practical expedient, an
investment in a residual interest whose fair value cannot be reliably measured is measured at cost. If a reliable measure
of fair value becomes available, the investment should be measured at fair value through surplus or deficit.

Option to designate a financial asset at fair value through surplus or deficit
4.6

Despite paragraphs 4.1 to 4.5, an entity may, at initial recognition, irrevocably designate a financial asset as measured
at fair value through surplus or deficit if doing so eliminates or significantly reduces a measurement or recognition
inconsistency (sometimes referred to as an “accounting mismatch”) that would otherwise arise from measuring assets
or liabilities or recognising the gains and losses on the on different bases (see paragraphs AG4.48 to AG4.51).

Classification of financial liabilities
4.7

An entity shall classify all financial liabilities as subsequently measured at amortised cost, except for:
(a)

Financial liabilities at fair value through surplus or deficit. Such liabilities, including derivatives that are liabilities,
shall be subsequently measured at fair value.

(b)

Financial liabilities that arise when a transfer of a financial asset does not qualify for derecognition. Paragraph
6.14 applies to the measurement of such financial liabilities.

(c)

Financial guarantee contracts. After initial recognition, an issuer of such a contract shall (unless paragraph 4.7(a)
or (b) applies) subsequently measure it at the higher of:
(i)
(ii)

the amount of the loss allowance determined in accordance with paragraphs 5.17 to 5.35; and
the amount initially recognised (see paragraph 5.1) less, when appropriate, the cumulative amount of
revenue recognised in accordance with the principles of the Standard of GRAP on Revenue from Exchange
Transactions (GRAP 9)(where applicable).
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(d)

(e)

Commitments to provide a loan at a below-market interest rate. An issuer of such a commitment shall (unless
paragraph 4.7(a) applies) subsequently measure it at the higher of:
(i)

the amount of the loss allowance determined in accordance with paragraphs 5.17 to 5.35 plus, for
concessionary loans, any social benefit provided (see paragraphs 5.4, AG5.15 and AG5.17); and

(ii)

the amount initially recognised (see paragraph 5.1) less, when appropriate, the cumulative amount of
revenue recognised in accordance with the principles of GRAP 9 (where applicable).

Contingent consideration recognised by an acquirer in a transfer of functions between entities not under
common control to which the Standard of GRAP on Transfers of Functions Between Entities Not Under Common
Control applies. Such contingent consideration shall subsequently be measured at fair value with changes
recognised in surplus or deficit.

Option to designate a financial liability at fair value through surplus or deficit
4.8

An entity may, at initial recognition, irrevocably designate a financial liability as measured at fair value through surplus
or deficit when permitted by paragraph 4.13, or when doing so results in more relevant information, because either:
(a)

it eliminates or significantly reduces a measurement or recognition inconsistency (sometimes referred to as “an
accounting mismatch”) that would otherwise arise from measuring assets or liabilities or recognising the gains
and losses on them on different bases (see paragraphs AG4.48 to AG4.51); or

(b)

a group of financial liabilities or financial assets and financial liabilities is managed and its performance is
evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with a documented risk management or investment strategy, and
information about the group is provided internally on that basis to the entity’s management (as defined in the
Standard of GRAP on Related Party Disclosures (GRAP 24)), for example, the entity’s governing body and chief
executive officer or permanent head (see paragraphs AG4.52 to AG4.55).

Embedded derivatives
4.9

An embedded derivative is a component of a hybrid contract that also includes a non-derivative host contract—with the effect
that some of the cash flows of the combined instrument vary in a way similar to a stand-alone derivative. An embedded derivative
causes some or all of the cash flows that otherwise would be required by the contract to be modified according to a specified
interest rate, financial instrument price, commodity price, foreign exchange rate, index of prices or rates, credit rating or credit
index, or other variable, provided in the case of a non-financial variable that the variable is not specific to a party to the contract.
A derivative that is attached to a financial instrument but is contractually transferable independently of that instrument, or has a
different counterparty from that instrument, is not an embedded derivative, but a separate financial instrument.

Hybrid contracts with financial asset hosts
4.10

If a hybrid contract contains a host that is an asset within the scope of this Standard, an entity shall apply the requirements in
paragraphs 4.1 to 4.6. to the entire contract.

Other hybrid contracts
4.11

If a hybrid contract contains a host that is not an asset within the scope of this Standard, an embedded derivative shall
be separated from the host and accounted for as a derivative under this Standard if, and only if:
(a) the economic characteristics and risks of the embedded derivative are not closely related to the economic
characteristics and risks of the host contract (see Appendix A paragraphs AG4.60 and AG4.63);
(b) a separate instrument with the same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the definition of a derivative;
and
(c) the hybrid contract is not measured at fair value with the changes in fair value recognised in surplus or deficit (i.e.
a derivative that is embedded in a financial instrument at fair value is not separated).

4.12

If an embedded derivative is separated, the host contract shall be accounted for in accordance with the appropriate
Standards. This Standard does not address whether an embedded derivative shall be presented separately in the
statement of financial position.

4.13

Despite paragraphs 4.11 and 4.12, if a contract contains a host that is not an asset within the scope of this Standard,
an entity may designate the entire hybrid contract as at fair value through surplus or deficit unless:
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(a) the embedded derivative(s) does not significantly modify the cash flows that otherwise would be required by the
contract; or
(b) it is clear with little or no analysis when a similar hybrid instrument is first considered that separation of the
embedded derivative(s) is prohibited, such as a prepayment option embedded in a loan that permits the holder
to prepay the loan for approximately its amortised cost.
4.14

If an entity is required by this Standard to separate an embedded derivative from its host, but is unable to measure the
embedded derivative separately either at acquisition or at the end of a subsequent financial reporting period, it shall
designate the entire hybrid contract as at fair value through surplus or deficit.

4.15

If an entity is unable to measure reliably the fair value of an embedded derivative on the basis of its terms and conditions, the
fair value of the embedded derivative is the difference between the fair value of the hybrid contract and the fair value of the host.
If the entity is unable to measure the fair value of the embedded derivative using this method, paragraph 4.14 applies and the
hybrid contract is designated at fair value through surplus or deficit.

Reclassification
4.16

4.17

An entity shall reclassify financial assets when:
(a)

an entity changes its management model for managing financial assets it shall reclassify all affected financial
assets in accordance with paragraphs 4.1 to 4.4. (See paragraphs 5.37 to 5.39, AG4.68 to AG4.70 and AG5.116
to AG5.117 for additional guidance on reclassifying financial assets);

(b)

a reliable measure of fair value either becomes, or ceases to be, available for an investment in a residual interest.
(See paragraphs 5.40 to 5.41 and AG4.71 to AG4.72.)

An entity shall not reclassify any financial liability.

Chapter 5 – Measurement
Measurement
Initial measurement
5.1

Except for receivables and payables within the scope of paragraph 5.3, at initial recognition, an entity shall
measure a financial asset or financial liability at its fair value plus or minus, in the case of a financial asset or a
financial liability not at fair value through surplus or deficit, transaction costs that are directly attributable to the
acquisition or issue of the financial asset or financial liability (see Appendix A paragraphs AG5.1 to AG5.11).

5.2

However, if the fair value of the financial asset or financial liability at initial recognition differs from the transaction
price, an entity shall apply paragraph AG5.4.

5.3

Despite the requirement in paragraph 5.1, at initial recognition, an entity shall measure receivables and payables at their
transaction price if they do not contain a material financing transaction (see Appendix A paragraphs AG5.8 to AG5.11).

Concessionary loans and investments (see Appendix A paragraphs AG5.12 to AG5.33)
5.4

An entity assesses whether the substance of a concessionary loan or investment is a loan or investment by
applying the principles in paragraphs 3.3 to 3.14. On initial recognition, an entity analyses a concessionary loan
or investment into its component parts and accounts for each component separately. An entity accounts for that
part of a concessionary loan or investment that is:
(a)

a social benefit in accordance with the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial
Statements4, where it is the issuer of the loan or the investor; or

4
In June 2017, the Board replaced the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements with the Conceptual
Framework for General Purpose Financial Reporting.
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(b) a contribution from owners and/or non-exchange revenue, in accordance with GRAP 23, where it is the
recipient of the loan or the investment proceeds.
5.5

The part of the concessionary loan or investment that is a social benefit, a contribution from owners, or non-exchange
revenue is determined as the difference between the fair value of the loan or investment and the transaction price (loan or
investment proceeds), either paid or received.

5.6

After initial recognition, an entity measures concessionary loans or investments in accordance with paragraph 5.7.

Subsequent measurement of financial assets
5.7

5.8

After initial recognition, an entity shall measure a financial asset in accordance with paragraph 4.1 to 4.5 at:
(a)

amortised cost;

(b)

fair value through surplus or deficit (see Appendix A paragraphs AG5.35 to AG5.49); or

(c)

cost.

An entity shall apply the impairment requirements in paragraphs 5.17 to 5.35 to financial assets that are measured
at amortised cost in accordance with paragraph 4.2 and paragraph 5.36 to financial assets measured at cost in
accordance with paragraph 4.5.

Subsequent measurement of financial liabilities
5.9

After initial recognition, an entity shall measure a financial liability in accordance with paragraphs 4.7 to 4.8.

Fair value measurement
5.10

In determining the fair value of a financial asset or a financial liability for the purpose of applying this Standard
an entity shall apply paragraphs AG5.35 to AG5.49 of Appendix A.

5.11

The best evidence of fair value is quoted prices in an active market. If the market for a financial instrument is not active,
an entity establishes fair value by using a valuation technique. The objective of using a valuation technique is to establish
what the transaction price would have been on the measurement date in an arm’s length exchange motivated by normal
operating considerations. Valuation techniques include using recent arm’s length market transactions between
knowledgeable, willing parties, if available, reference to the current fair value of another instrument that is substantially the
same, discounted cash flow analysis and option pricing models. If there is a valuation technique commonly used by market
participants to price the instrument and that technique has been demonstrated to provide reliable estimates of prices
obtained in actual market transactions, the entity uses that technique. The chosen valuation technique makes maximum
use of market inputs and relies as little as possible on entity-specific inputs. It incorporates all factors that market
participants would consider in setting a price and is consistent with accepted economic methodologies for pricing financial
instruments. Periodically, an entity calibrates the valuation technique and tests it for validity using prices from any
observable current market transactions in the same instrument (i.e. without modification or repackaging) or based on any
available observable market data.

5.12

The fair value of a financial liability with a demand feature (e.g. a demand deposit) is not less than the amount payable on
demand, discounted from the first date that the amount could be required to be paid.

Amortised cost measurement
Financial assets
Effective interest method
5.13

Interest revenue shall be calculated by using the effective interest method (see Appendix A and paragraphs
AG5.50 to AG5.56). This shall be calculated by applying the effective interest rate to the gross carrying amount of
a financial asset except for:
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5.14

(a)

Purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets. For those financial assets, the entity shall apply
the credit-adjusted effective interest rate to the amortised cost of the financial asset from initial recognition.

(b)

Financial assets, other than receivables, that are not purchased or originated credit-impaired financial
assets but subsequently have become credit-impaired financial assets. For those financial assets, the
entity shall apply the effective interest rate to the amortised cost of the financial asset in subsequent
reporting periods.

An entity that, in a reporting period, calculates interest revenue by applying the effective interest method to the amortised
cost of a financial asset in accordance with paragraph 5.13(b), shall, in subsequent reporting periods, calculate the interest
revenue by applying the effective interest rate to the gross carrying amount if the credit risk on the financial instrument
improves so that the financial asset is no longer credit-impaired and the improvement can be related objectively to an event
occurring after the requirements in paragraph 5.13(b) were applied (such as an improvement in the borrower’s credit rating.
Modification of contractual cash flows

5.15

When the contractual cash flows of a financial asset are renegotiated or otherwise modified and the renegotiation or
modification does not result in the derecognition of that financial asset in accordance with this Standard, an entity shall
recalculate the gross carrying amount of the financial asset and shall recognise a modification gain or loss in surplus or
deficit. The gross carrying amount of the financial asset shall be recalculated as the present value of the renegotiated or
modified contractual cash flows that are discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate (or credit-adjusted
effective interest rate for purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets). Any costs or fees incurred adjust the
carrying amount of the modified financial asset and are amortised over the remaining term of the modified financial asset.
Write-off

5.16

An entity shall directly reduce the gross carrying amount of a financial asset when the entity has no reasonable
expectations of recovering a financial asset in its entirety or a portion thereof. A write-off constitutes a
derecognition event.

Impairment
Recognition of expected credit losses
General approach
5.17

An entity shall recognise a loss allowance for expected credit losses on a financial asset that is measured in
accordance with paragraphs 4.2, a lease receivable, or a loan commitment and a financial guarantee contract to
which the impairment requirements apply in accordance with paragraphs 1.3(e), 4.7(c) or (d)

5.18

Subject to paragraphs 5.28 to 5.30, at each reporting date, an entity shall measure the loss allowance for a financial
instrument at an amount equal to the lifetime expected credit losses if the credit risk on that financial instrument
has increased significantly since initial recognition.

5.19

The objective of the impairment requirements is to recognise lifetime expected credit losses for all financial instruments for
which there have been significant increases in credit risk since initial recognition — whether assessed on an individual or
collective basis — considering all reasonable and supportable information, including that which is forward-looking.

5.20

Subject to paragraphs 5.28 to 5.30, if, at the reporting date, the credit risk on a financial instrument has not
increased significantly since initial recognition, an entity shall measure the loss allowance for that financial
instrument at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses.

5.21

For loan commitments and financial guarantee contracts, the date that the entity becomes a party to the irrevocable
commitment shall be considered to be the date of initial recognition for the purposes of applying the impairment
requirements.

5.22

If an entity has measured the loss allowance for a financial instrument at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses
in the previous reporting period, but determines at the current reporting date that paragraph 5.18 is no longer met, the
entity shall measure the loss allowance at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses at the current reporting
date.
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5.23

An entity shall recognise in surplus or deficit, as an impairment gain or loss, the amount of expected credit losses (or
reversal) that is required to adjust the loss allowance at the reporting date to the amount that is required to be recognised
in accordance with this Standard.
Determining significant increases in credit risk

5.24

At each reporting date, an entity shall assess whether the credit risk on a financial instrument has increased significantly
since initial recognition. When making the assessment, an entity shall use the change in the risk of a default occurring over
the expected life of the financial instrument instead of the change in the amount of expected credit losses. To make that
assessment, an entity shall compare the risk of a default occurring on the financial instrument as at the reporting date with
the risk of a default occurring on the financial instrument as at the date of initial recognition and consider reasonable and
supportable information, that is available without undue cost or effort, that is indicative of significant increases in credit risk
since initial recognition.

5.25

An entity may assume that the credit risk on a financial instrument has not increased significantly since initial recognition
if the financial instrument is determined to have low credit risk at the reporting date (see paragraphs AG5.81 to AG5.83).

5.26

If reasonable and supportable forward-looking information is available without undue cost or effort, an entity cannot rely
solely on past due information when determining whether credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition.
However, when information that is more forward-looking than past due status (either on an individual or a collective basis)
is not available without undue cost or effort, an entity may use past due information to determine whether there have been
significant increases in credit risk since initial recognition. Regardless of the way in which an entity assesses significant
increases in credit risk, there is a rebuttable presumption that the credit risk on a financial asset has increased significantly
since initial recognition when contractual payments are more than 30 days past due. An entity can rebut this presumption
if the entity has reasonable and supportable information that is available without undue cost or effort, that demonstrates
that the credit risk has not increased significantly since initial recognition even though the contractual payments are more
than 30 days past due. When an entity determines that there have been significant increases in credit risk before
contractual payments are more than 30 days past due, the rebuttable presumption does not apply.

Modified financial assets
5.27

If the contractual cash flows on a financial asset have been renegotiated or modified and the financial asset was not
derecognised, an entity shall assess whether there has been a significant increase in the credit risk of the financial
instrument in accordance with paragraph 5.18 by comparing:
(a)

the risk of a default occurring at the reporting date (based on the modified contractual terms); and

(b)

the risk of a default occurring at initial recognition (based on the original, unmodified contractual terms).

Purchased or originated credit impaired financial assets
5.28

Despite paragraphs 5.18 and 5.20, at the reporting date, an entity shall only recognise the cumulative changes in
lifetime expected credit losses since initial recognition as a loss allowance for purchased or originated creditimpaired financial assets.

5.29

At each reporting date, an entity shall recognise in surplus or deficit the amount of the change in lifetime expected credit
losses as an impairment gain or loss. An entity shall recognise favourable changes in lifetime expected credit losses as an
impairment gain, even if the lifetime expected credit losses are less than the amount of expected credit losses that were
included in the estimated cash flows on initial recognition.
Simplified approach for receivables and lease receivables

5.30

Despite paragraphs 5.18 and 5.20, an entity shall always measure the loss allowance at an amount equal to lifetime
expected credit losses for receivables and lease receivables.

5.31

The requirements for purchased or originated credit impaired financial assets (see paragraphs 2.1 and 5.28 to
5.29) do not apply to receivables.
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Measurement of expected credit losses
5.32

An entity shall measure expected credit losses of a financial instrument in a way that reflects:
(a)

an unbiased and probability-weighted amount that is determined by evaluating a range of possible
outcomes;

(b)

the time value of money; and

(c)

reasonable and supportable information that is available without undue cost or effort at the reporting date
about past events, current conditions and forecasts of future economic conditions.

5.33

When measuring expected credit losses, an entity need not necessarily identify every possible scenario. However, it shall
consider the risk or probability that a credit loss occurs by reflecting the possibility that a credit loss occurs and the
possibility that no credit loss occurs, even if the possibility of a credit loss occurring is very low.

5.34

The maximum period to consider when measuring expected credit losses is the maximum contractual period (including
extension options) over which the entity is exposed to credit risk and not a longer period, even if that longer period is
consistent with practice.

5.35

However, some financial instruments include both a loan and an undrawn commitment component and the entity’s
contractual ability to demand repayment and cancel the undrawn commitment does not limit the entity’s exposure to credit
losses to the contractual notice period. For such financial instruments, and only those financial instruments, the entity shall
measure expected credit losses over the period that the entity is exposed to credit risk and expected credit losses would
not be mitigated by credit risk management actions, even if that period extends beyond the maximum contractual period.

Financial assets measured at cost
5.36

If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred, using the definition of a “credit impaired
financial asset”, on an investment in a residual interest that is not measured at fair value because its fair value
cannot be measured reliably, the amount of the impairment loss is measured as the difference between the
carrying amount of the financial asset and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the
current market rate of return for a similar financial asset (see Appendix A paragraphs AG5.47 to AG5.48). Such
impairment losses shall not be reversed.

Reclassification of financial assets
5.37

If an entity reclassifies financial assets in accordance with paragraph 4.16, it shall apply the reclassification
prospectively from the reclassification date. The entity shall not restate any previously recognised gains, losses
(including impairment gains or losses) or interest. Paragraphs 5.37 to 5.41 set out the requirements for
reclassifications.

5.38

If an entity reclassifies a financial asset out of the amortised cost measurement category and into the fair value
through surplus or deficit measurement category, its fair value is measured at the reclassification date. Any gain
or loss arising from a difference between the previous amortised cost of the financial asset and fair value is
recognised in surplus or deficit.

5.39

If an entity reclassifies a financial asset out of the fair value through surplus or deficit measurement category and
into the amortised cost measurement category, its fair value at the reclassification date becomes its new gross
carrying amount. (See paragraph AG5.117 for guidance on determining an effective interest rate and a loss
allowance at the reclassification date.)

5.40

If fair value can no longer be measured reliably for an investment in a residual interest measured at fair value, an
entity shall reclassify the investment from fair value through surplus or deficit to cost. The carrying amount at the
date that fair value is no longer available becomes the cost.

5.41

If a reliable measure becomes available for an investment in a residual interest for which a measure was
previously not available, an entity reclassifies the investment from cost to fair value through surplus or deficit
and recognises the difference between its carrying amount and fair value in accordance with paragraph 5.42.
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Gains and losses
5.42

A gain or loss on a financial asset or financial liability that is measured at fair value shall be recognised in surplus
or deficit unless it is a financial liability designated as at fair value through surplus or deficit and the entity is
required to present the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk in the statement of changes in net assets.

5.43

A gain or loss on a financial asset that is measured at amortised cost shall be recognised in surplus or deficit
when the financial asset is derecognised, reclassified in accordance with paragraph 5.38, through the
amortisation process or in order to recognise impairment gains or losses. An entity shall apply paragraphs 5.38
if it reclassifies financial assets out of the amortised cost measurement category. A gain or loss on a financial
liability that is measured at amortised cost shall be recognised in surplus or deficit when the financial liability is
derecognised and through the amortisation process. (See paragraph AG5.118 for guidance on foreign exchange
gains or losses.)
Liabilities designated as at fair value through surplus or deficit
An entity shall present a gain or loss on a financial liability that is designated as at fair value through surplus or
deficit in accordance with paragraph 4.8 or paragraph 4.13 as follows:

5.44

(a)

the amount of change in the fair value of the financial liability that is attributable to changes in the credit
risk of that liability shall be presented in the statement of changes in net assets (see paragraphs AG5.127
to AG 5.134), and

(b)

the remaining amount of change in the fair value of the liability shall be presented in surplus or deficit

unless the treatment of the effects in the liability’s credit risk described in (a) would create or enlarge an
accounting mismatch in surplus or deficit (in which case paragraph 5.45 applies). Paragraphs AG5.119 to AG5.121
and AG5.124 to AG5.126 provide guidance on determining whether an accounting mismatch would be created or
enlarged.
5.45

If the requirements in paragraph 5.44 would create or enlarge an accounting mismatch in surplus or deficit, an
entity shall present all gains or losses on that liability (including the effects of changes in the credit risk of that
liability) in surplus or deficit.

5.46

Despite the requirements in paragraphs 5.44 and 5.45, an entity shall present in surplus or deficit all gains and losses on
loan commitments and financial guarantee contracts that are designated as at fair value through surplus or deficit.

Chapter 6 – Derecognition
Derecognition
Derecognition of financial assets (see Appendix A paragraphs AG6.1 to AG6.14)
6.1

An entity derecognises financial assets using trade date accounting.

6.2

In consolidated financial statements, paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8 and Appendix A paragraphs AG6.1 to AG6.14 are applied at a
consolidated level. Hence, an entity first consolidates all controlled entities in accordance with GRAP 6 and then applies
paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8 and Appendix A paragraphs AG6.1 to AG6.14.

6.3

Before evaluating whether, and to what extent, derecognition is appropriate under paragraphs 6.6 to 6.13, an entity
determines whether those paragraphs should be applied to a part of a financial asset (or a part of a group of similar
financial assets) or a financial asset (or a group of similar financial assets) in its entirety, as follows:
(a)

Paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8 are applied to a part of a financial asset (or a part of a group of similar financial assets) if,
and only if, the part being considered for derecognition meets one of the following three conditions:
(i)

The part comprises only specifically identified cash flows from a financial asset (or a group of similar
financial assets). For example, when an entity enters into an interest rate strip whereby the counterparty
obtains the right to the interest cash flows, but not the principal cash flows from a debt instrument,
paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8 are applied to the interest cash flows.
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(ii)

The part comprises only a fully proportionate (pro rata) share of the cash flows from a financial asset (or
a group of similar financial assets). For example, when an entity enters into an arrangement whereby the
counterparty obtains the rights to a 90% share of all cash flows of a debt instrument, paragraphs 6.3 to
6.8 are applied to 90% of those cash flows. If there is more than one counterparty, each counterparty is
not required to have a proportionate share of the cash flows, provided that the transferring entity has a
fully proportionate share.

(iii)

The part comprises only a fully proportionate (pro rata) share of specifically identified cash flows from a
financial asset (or a group of similar financial assets). For example, when an entity enters into an
arrangement whereby the counterparty obtains the rights to a 90% share of interest cash flows from a
financial asset, paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8 are applied to 90% of those interest cash flows. If there is more than
one counterparty, each counterparty is not required to have a proportionate share of the specifically
identified cash flows, provided that the transferring entity has a fully proportionate share.

(b) In all other cases, paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8 are applied to the financial asset in its entirety (or to the group of
similar financial assets in their entirety). For example, when an entity transfers (i) the rights to the first or the
last 90% of cash collections from a financial asset (or a group of financial assets), or (ii) the rights to 90% of
the cash flows from a group of receivables, but provides a guarantee to compensate the buyer for any credit
losses up to 8% of the principal amount of the receivables, paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8 are applied to the financial
asset (or a group of similar financial assets) in its entirety.
In paragraphs 6.3 to 6.8, the term “financial asset” refers to either a part of a financial asset (or a group of similar
financial assets) as identified in (a) above or, otherwise, a financial asset (or a group of similar financial assets) in its
entirety.
6.4

An entity shall derecognise a financial asset only when:
(a) the contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial asset expire, are settled or waived;
(b)

the entity transfers to another party substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset;
or

(c) the entity, despite having retained some significant risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset, has
transferred control of the asset to another party and the other party has the practical ability to sell the asset in
its entirety to an unrelated third party, and is able to exercise that ability unilaterally and without needing to
impose additional restrictions on the transfer. In this case, the entity shall:
(i)

derecognise the asset; and

(ii) recognise separately any rights and obligations created or retained in the transfer.
The carrying amounts of the transferred asset shall be allocated between the rights or obligations retained and those
transferred on the basis of their relative fair values at the transfer date. Newly created rights and obligations shall be
measured at their fair values at that date. Any difference between the consideration received and the amounts
recognised and derecognised in accordance with this paragraph shall be recognised in surplus or deficit in the period
of the transfer.

Waiver of rights relating to financial assets (see Appendix A paragraph AG6.2 to AG6.3)
6.5

An entity may waive the right to receive contractual receipts under the terms of an existing arrangement. The following outline
scenarios of when a waiver of rights may arise:
(a)

A municipality may waive its right to contractual receipts due on consumer accounts where those consumers become
eligible to have their debts waived in accordance with the municipality’s indigent policy. Where the waiver of rights results
in the provision of a social benefit, it is accounted for in accordance with paragraph 5.4(a).

(b)

An entity may waive its rights to contractual receipts because of a subsequent event such as the issuing of a court order.
A court may order that, instead of being entitled to a right to receive cash or another financial asset, the entity instead
has a right to another asset, good and/or services, i.e. the debt will be settled through the seizure of property or other
goods/services rather than through cash or equivalent means. In these instances, an entity derecognises the financial
asset (or part of the financial asset) that represents the entity’s right to cash or another financial asset, and recognises
the right to receive another asset in terms of the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statement1.

Assessing the transfer of risks and rewards, and control (see Appendix A paragraphs AG6.4 to AG6.6)
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6.6

The transfer of risks and rewards (see paragraph 6.4) is evaluated by comparing the entity’s exposure, before and after the
transfer, with the variability in the amounts and timing of the net cash flows of the transferred asset. An entity has retained
substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of a financial asset if its exposure to the variability in the present value of
the future net cash flows from the financial asset does not change significantly as a result of the transfer (e.g. because the entity
has sold a financial asset subject to an agreement to buy it back at a fixed price or the sale price plus a lender’s return). An
entity has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of a financial asset if its exposure to such variability
is no longer significant in relation to the total variability in the present value of the future net cash flows associated with the
financial asset (e.g. because the entity has sold a financial asset subject only to an option to buy it back at its fair value at the
time of repurchase).

6.7

Often it will be obvious whether the entity has transferred or retained substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership and
there will be no need to perform any computations. In other cases, it will be necessary to compute and compare the entity’s
exposure to the variability in the present value of the future net cash flows before and after the transfer. The computation and
comparison is made using as the discount rate an appropriate current market interest rate. All reasonably possible variability in
net cash flows is considered, with greater weight being given to those outcomes that are more likely to occur.

6.8

Whether the entity has transferred control of the asset depends on the transferee’s ability to sell the asset. If the transferee has
the practical ability to sell the asset in its entirety to an unrelated third party and is able to exercise that ability unilaterally and
without needing to impose additional restrictions on the transfer, the entity has not retained control. In all other cases, the entity
has retained control.

Transfers that qualify for derecognition (see Appendix A paragraphs AG6.10 to AG6.11)
6.9

If an entity transfers a financial asset in a transfer that qualifies for derecognition (see paragraph 6.4) in its entirety
and retains the right to service the financial asset for a fee, it shall recognise either a servicing asset or a servicing
liability for that servicing contract. If the fee to be received is not expected to compensate the entity adequately for
performing the servicing, a servicing liability for the servicing obligation shall be recognised at its fair value. If the fee
to be received is expected to be more than adequate compensation for the servicing, a servicing asset shall be
recognised for the servicing right at an amount determined on the basis of an allocation of the carrying amount of the
larger financial asset in accordance with paragraph 6.12.

6.10

If, as a result of a transfer, a financial asset is derecognised in its entirety but the transfer results in the entity obtaining
a new financial asset or assuming a new financial liability, or a servicing liability, the entity shall recognise the new
financial asset, financial liability or servicing liability at fair value.

6.11

On derecognition of a financial asset in its entirety, the difference between:
(a) the carrying amount; and
(b) the sum of the consideration received (including any new asset obtained less any new liability assumed)
shall be recognised in surplus or deficit.

6.12

If the transferred asset is part of a larger financial asset (e.g. when an entity transfers interest cash flows that are part
of a debt instrument) and the part transferred qualifies for derecognition in its entirety, the previous carrying amount
of the larger financial asset shall be allocated between the part that continues to be recognised and the part that is
derecognised, based on the relative fair values of those parts, on the date of the transfer. For this purpose, a retained
servicing asset shall be treated as a part that continues to be recognised. The difference between:
(a)

the carrying amount allocated to the part derecognised; and

(b)

the sum of the consideration received for the part derecognised (including any new asset obtained less any new
liability assumed)

shall be recognised in surplus or deficit.
6.13

When an entity allocates the previous carrying amount of a larger financial asset between the part that continues to be
recognised and the part that is derecognised, the fair value of the part that continues to be recognised needs to be determined.
When the entity has a history of selling parts similar to the part that continues to be recognised or other market transactions
exist for such parts, recent prices of actual transactions provide the best estimate of its fair value. When there are no price
quotes or recent market transactions to support the fair value of the part that continues to be recognised, the best estimate of
the fair value is the difference between the fair value of the larger financial asset as a whole and the consideration received
from the transferee for the part that is derecognised.
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Transfers that do not qualify for derecognition
6.14

If a transfer does not result in derecognition because the entity has retained substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership of the transferred asset, the entity shall continue to recognise the transferred asset in its entirety and shall
recognise a financial liability for the consideration received. In subsequent periods, the entity shall recognise any
revenue on the transferred asset and any expense incurred on the financial liability. Neither the asset and the
associated liability nor the revenue and the associated expenses may be offset.

Non-cash collateral
6.15

If a transferor provides non-cash collateral (such as debt instruments or a residual interest) to the transferee, the
accounting for the collateral by the transferor and the transferee depends on whether the transferee has the right to
sell or repledge the collateral and on whether the transferor has defaulted. The transferor and transferee shall account
for the collateral as follows:
(a) if the transferee has the right by contract or custom to sell or repledge the collateral, the transferor shall reclassify
that asset in its statement of financial position (e.g. as a loaned asset, a pledged investment in a residual
interests or repurchase receivable) separately from other assets;
(b) if the transferee sells collateral pledged to it, it shall recognise the proceeds from the sale and a liability measured
at fair value for its obligation to return the collateral;
(c)

if the transferor defaults under the terms of the contract and is no longer entitled to redeem the collateral, it shall
derecognise the collateral, and the transferee shall recognise the collateral as its asset initially measured at fair
value or, if it has already sold the collateral, derecognise its obligation to return the collateral; and

(d) except as provided in (c), the transferor shall continue to carry the collateral as its asset, and the transferee shall
not recognise the collateral as an asset.
Derecognition of financial liabilities (see Appendix A paragraphs AG6.15 to AG6.21)
6.16

An entity shall remove a financial liability (or a part of a financial liability) from its statement of financial position when,
and only when, it is extinguished — i.e. when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled, expires
or waived (see also GRAP 23 for the waiver of debt as part of a non-exchange transaction).

6.17

An exchange between an existing borrower and lender of debt instruments with substantially different terms shall be
accounted for as having extinguished the original financial liability, and a new financial liability recognised. Similarly,
a substantial modification of the terms of an existing financial liability or a part of it (whether or not attributable to the
financial difficulty of the debtor) shall be accounted for as having extinguished the original financial liability and having
recognised a new financial liability.

6.18

The difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability (or part of a financial liability) extinguished or
transferred to another party and the consideration paid, including any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities
assumed, shall be recognised in surplus or deficit. Any liabilities that are waived, forgiven or assumed by another
entity by way of a non-exchange transaction, are accounted for in accordance with GRAP 23.

6.19

If an entity repurchases a part of a financial liability, the entity shall allocate the previous carrying amount of the financial liability
between the part that continues to be recognised and the part that is derecognised based on the relative fair values of those
parts on the date of the repurchase. The difference between (a) the carrying amount allocated to the part derecognised and (b)
the consideration paid, including any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities assumed, for the part derecognised shall be
recognised in surplus or deficit.

Chapter 7 – Presentation
Presentation
Interest, dividends or similar distributions, losses and gains (see Appendix A paragraph AG7.1)
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7.1

Interest, dividends or similar distributions, losses and gains relating to a financial instrument or a component that is a
financial liability shall be recognised as revenue or expense in surplus or deficit. Distributions to holders of residual
interests shall be recognised by the entity directly in net assets. Transaction costs incurred on residual interests shall
be accounted for as a deduction from net assets.

7.2

Income tax (where applicable) relating to distributions to holders of residual interests and to transaction costs incurred on residual
interests shall be accounted for in accordance with the International Accounting Standard® on Income Taxes (IAS 12).

7.3

The classification of a financial instrument as a financial liability or a residual interest determines whether interest, dividends or
similar distributions, losses and gains relating to that instrument are recognised as revenue or expense in surplus or deficit. Thus,
payments for dividends or similar distributions on instruments wholly recognised as liabilities are recognised as expenses in the
same way as interest on a bond. Similarly, gains and losses associated with redemptions or refinancing of financial liabilities are
recognised in surplus or deficit, whereas redemptions or refinancing of residual interests are recognised as changes in net assets.
Changes in the fair value of a residual interest are not recognised in the financial statements.

7.4

An entity typically incurs various costs in issuing or acquiring its own residual interests. Those costs might include registration and
other regulatory fees, amounts paid to legal, accounting and other professional advisers, printing costs and stamp duties. Any
related transaction costs are accounted for as a deduction from net assets to the extent they are incremental costs directly
attributable to the transaction that otherwise would have been avoided. The costs of such a transaction that is abandoned are
recognised as an expense.

7.5

Transaction costs that relate to the issue of a compound financial instrument are allocated to the liability and residual interest
components of the instrument in proportion to the allocation of proceeds. Transaction costs that relate jointly to more than one
transaction are allocated to those transactions using a basis of allocation that is rational and consistent with similar transactions.

7.6

The amount of transaction costs accounted for as a deduction from net assets in the period is disclosed separately in accordance
with the Standard of GRAP on Presentation of Financial Statements (GRAP 1).

7.7

Dividends or similar distributions classified as an expense may be presented in the statement of financial performance either with
interest on other liabilities or as a separate item. In addition to the requirements of this paragraph and paragraph 8.30 of this
Standard, disclosure of interest and dividends or similar distributions is subject to the requirements of GRAP 1. Disclosures of the
tax effects (where applicable) are made in accordance with IAS 12. In some circumstances, because of the differences between
interest and dividends or similar distributions with respect to matters such as tax deductibility, it is desirable to disclose them
separately in the statement of financial performance. Disclosures of the tax effects are made in accordance with IAS 12.

7.8

Gains and losses related to changes in the carrying amount of a financial liability are recognised as revenue or expenses in surplus
or deficit even when they relate to an instrument that includes a right to the residual interest in the assets of the entity in exchange
for cash or another financial asset (see paragraph 3.6(b)). Under GRAP 1 the entity presents any gain or loss arising from
remeasurement of such an instrument separately in the statement of financial performance when it is relevant in explaining the
entity’s performance.

Offsetting a financial asset and a financial liability (see Appendix A paragraph AG8.38 to AG8.51)
7.9

A financial asset and a financial liability shall be offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial position
when, and only when, an entity:
(a)

currently has a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts; and

(b)

intends either to settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

In accounting for a transfer of a financial asset that does not qualify for derecognition, the entity shall not offset the
transferred asset and the associated liability (see paragraph 6.14).
7.10

This Standard requires the presentation of financial assets and financial liabilities on a net basis when doing so reflects an entity’s
expected future cash flows from settling two or more separate financial instruments. When an entity has the right to receive or pay
a single net amount and intends to do so, it has, in effect, only a single financial asset or financial liability. In other circumstances,
financial assets and financial liabilities are presented separately from each other consistently with their characteristics as resources
or obligations of the entity. An entity shall disclose the information required in paragraphs 8.16 to 8.19 of this Standard.

7.11

Offsetting a recognised financial asset and a recognised financial liability and presenting the net amount differs from the
derecognition of a financial asset or a financial liability. Although offsetting does not give rise to recognition of a gain or loss, the
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derecognition of a financial instrument not only results in the removal of the previously recognised item from the statement of
financial position but also may result in recognition of a gain or loss.
7.12

A right of set-off is a debtor’s legal right, by contract or otherwise, to settle or otherwise eliminate all or a portion of an amount due
to a creditor by applying against that amount an amount due from the creditor. In unusual circumstances, a debtor may have a
legal right to apply an amount due from a third party against the amount due to a creditor provided that there is an agreement
between the three parties that clearly establishes the debtor’s right of set-off. Because the right of set-off is a legal right the laws
applicable to the relationships between the parties need to be considered.

7.13

The existence of an enforceable right to set off a financial asset and a financial liability affects the rights and obligations associated
with a financial asset and a financial liability and may affect an entity’s exposure to credit and liquidity risk. However, the existence
of the right, by itself, is not a sufficient basis for offsetting. In the absence of an intention to exercise the right or to settle
simultaneously, the amount and timing of an entity’s future cash flows are not affected. When an entity intends to exercise the
right or to settle simultaneously, presentation of the asset and liability on a net basis reflects more appropriately the amounts and
timing of the expected future cash flows, as well as the risks to which those cash flows are exposed. An intention by one or both
parties to settle on a net basis without the legal right to do so is not sufficient to justify offsetting because the rights and obligations
associated with the individual financial asset and financial liability remain unaltered.

7.14

An entity’s intentions with respect to settlement of particular assets and liabilities may be influenced by its normal operating
practices, the requirements of the financial markets and other circumstances that may limit the ability to settle net or to settle
simultaneously. When an entity has a right of set-off, but does not intend to settle net or to realise the asset and settle the liability
simultaneously, the effect of the right on the entity’s credit risk exposure is disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.57.

7.15

Simultaneous settlement of two financial instruments may occur through, for example, the operation of a clearing house in an
organised financial market or a face-to-face exchange. In these circumstances the cash flows are, in effect, equivalent to a single
net amount and there is no exposure to credit or liquidity risk. In other circumstances, an entity may settle two instruments by
receiving and paying separate amounts, becoming exposed to credit risk for the full amount of the asset or liquidity risk for the full
amount of the liability. Such risk exposures may be significant even though relatively brief. Accordingly, realisation of a financial
asset and settlement of a financial liability are treated as simultaneous only when the transactions occur at the same moment.

7.16

The conditions set out in paragraph 7.9 are generally not satisfied and offsetting is usually inappropriate when:

7.17

(a)

several different financial instruments are used to emulate the features of a single financial instrument (a “synthetic
instrument”);

(b)

financial assets and financial liabilities arise from financial instruments having the same primary risk exposure (for example,
assets and liabilities within a portfolio of forward contracts or other derivative instruments) but involve different
counterparties;

(c)

financial or other assets are pledged as collateral for non-recourse financial liabilities;

(d)

financial assets are set aside in trust by a debtor for the purpose of discharging an obligation without those assets having
been accepted by the creditor in settlement of the obligation (for example, a sinking fund arrangement); or

(e)

obligations incurred as a result of events giving rise to losses are expected to be recovered from a third party by virtue of
a claim made under an insurance contract.

An entity that undertakes a number of financial instrument transactions with a single counterparty may enter into a “master netting
arrangement” with that counterparty. Such an agreement provides for a single net settlement of all financial instruments covered
by the agreement in the event of default on, or termination of, any one contract. These arrangements are commonly used by
financial institutions to provide protection against loss in the event of bankruptcy or other circumstances that result in a counterparty
being unable to meet its obligations. A master netting arrangement commonly creates a right of set-off that becomes enforceable
and affects the realisation or settlement of individual financial assets and financial liabilities only following a specified event of
default or in other circumstances not expected to arise in the normal course of operations. A master netting arrangement does not
provide a basis for offsetting unless both of the criteria in paragraph 7.9 are satisfied. When financial assets and financial liabilities
subject to a master netting arrangement are not offset, the effect of the arrangement on an entity’s exposure to credit risk is
disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.56.

Chapter 8 – Disclosure
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Disclosure (see Appendix A paragraphs AG8.1 to AG8.51)
8.1

The disclosures in paragraphs 8.1 to 8.60 enable users of the financial statements to evaluate:
(a)

the significance of financial instruments for the entity’s financial position and performance; and

(b) the nature and extent of risks arising from financial instruments to which the entity is exposed during the period and at the end
of the reporting period, and how the entity manages those risks.
8.2

These disclosures apply to recognised and unrecognised financial instruments. Recognised financial instruments include financial
assets and financial liabilities recognised in accordance with this Standard. Unrecognised financial instruments include some
financial instruments that, although outside the recognition and measurement requirements of this Standard, require certain
disclosures under this Standard (such as financial guarantee contracts and loan commitments).

Accounting policies (see Appendix A paragraph AG8.1)
8.3

In accordance with paragraph .124 of GRAP 1, an entity discloses its significant accounting policies comprising, the
measurement basis (or bases) used in preparing the financial statements and the other accounting policies used that are
relevant to an understanding of the financial statements.

Classes of financial instruments and level of disclosure (see Appendix A paragraphs AG8.2 to AG8.4)
8.4

When this Standard requires disclosures by class of financial instrument, an entity shall group financial instruments into
classes that are appropriate to the nature of the information disclosed and that take into account the characteristics of
those financial instruments. An entity shall provide sufficient information to permit reconciliation to the line items
presented in the statement of financial position.

Significance of financial instruments for financial position and performance
8.5

An entity shall disclose information that enables users of its financial statements to evaluate the significance of financial
instruments for its financial position and performance.

Statement of financial position
Categories of financial assets and financial liabilities
8.6

The carrying amounts of each of the following categories, as specified in this Standard, shall be disclosed either in the
statement of financial position or in the notes:
(a)

Financial assets measured at fair value through surplus or deficit, showing separately (i) those designated as such
upon initial recognition and (ii) those mandatorily measured at fair value through surplus or deficit in accordance
with this Standard.

(b)

Financial liabilities at fair value through surplus or deficit, showing separately (i) those designated as such upon
initial recognition and (ii) those that meet the definition of held for trading.

(c)

Financial assets measured at amortised cost.

(d)

Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.

Financial assets or financial liabilities at fair value through surplus or deficit
8.7

For concessionary loans, and financial assets (or group of financial assets) that an entity has designated as measured
at fair value through surplus or deficit that would otherwise be measured at amortised cost, it shall disclose:
(a)

The maximum exposure to credit risk (see paragraph 8.56(a)) of the financial asset (or group of financial assets) at
the end of the reporting period.
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(b)

The amount by which any related credit derivatives or similar instruments mitigate that maximum exposure to credit
risk (see paragraph 8.56(b)).

(c)

The amount of change, during the period and cumulatively, in the fair value of the financial asset (or group of
financial assets) that is attributable to changes in the credit risk of the financial asset determined either:

(i)

as the amount of change in its fair value that is not attributable to changes in market conditions that give rise
to market risk; or

(ii)

using an alternative method the entity believes more faithfully represents the amount of change in its fair value
that is attributable to changes in the credit risk of the asset.

Changes in market conditions that give rise to market risk include changes in an observed (benchmark) interest
rate, commodity price, foreign exchange rate or index of prices or rates.
(d)
8.8

8.9

8.10

The amount of the change in the fair value of any related credit derivatives or similar instruments that has occurred
during the period and cumulatively since the financial asset was designated.

If the entity has designated a financial liability as at fair value through surplus or deficit in accordance with paragraph 4.8 and is
required to present the effects of changes in that liability’s credit risk in the statement of changes in net assets (see paragraph
5.44), it shall disclose:
(a)

The amount of change, cumulatively, in the fair value of the financial liability that is attributable to changes in the credit risk
of that liability (see paragraphs AG5.127 to AG5.134 for guidance on determining the effects of changes in a liability’s credit
risk).

(b)

The difference between the financial liability’s carrying amount and the amount the entity would be contractually required to
pay at maturity to the holder of the obligation.

(c)

Any transfers of the cumulative gain or loss within net assets during the period including the reason for such transfers.

(d)

If a liability is derecognised during the period, the amount (if any) presented in the statement of changes in net assets that
was realised at derecognition.

If an entity has designated a financial liability as at fair value through surplus or deficit and is required to present all
changes in the fair value of that liability (including the effects of changes in the credit risk of the liability) in surplus or
deficit (see paragraphs 5.44 and 5.45), it shall disclose:
(a)

the amount of change, during the period and cumulatively, in the fair value of the financial liability that is attributable
to changes in the credit risk of that liability (see paragraphs AG5.127 to AG5.134 for guidance on determining the
effects of changes in a liability’s credit risk); and

(b)

the difference between the financial liability’s carrying amount and the amount the entity would be contractually
required to pay at maturity to the holder of the obligation.

The entity shall also disclose:
(a)

A detailed description of the methods used to comply with the requirements in paragraphs 8.7(c), 8.8(a) and 8.9 and
paragraph 5.44(a), including an explanation of why the method is appropriate.

(b)

If the entity believes that the disclosure it has given, either in the statement of financial position or in the notes, to
comply with the requirements in paragraph 8.7(c), 8.8(a) or 8.9(a) or paragraph 5.44(a) does not faithfully represent
the change in the fair value of the financial asset or financial liability attributable to changes in its credit risk, the
reasons for reaching this conclusion and the factors it believes are relevant.

(c)

A detailed description of the methodology or methodologies used to determine whether presenting the effects of
changes in a liability’s credit risk in the statement of changes in net assets would create or enlarge an accounting
mismatch in surplus or deficit (see paragraphs 5.43 and 5.45). If an entity is required to present the effects of
changes in a liability’s credit risk in surplus or deficit (see paragraph 5.45), the disclosure must include a detailed
description of the economic relationship described in paragraph AG5.120.

Financial assets at cost
8.11

Where an entity measures an investment in a residual interest at cost instead of fair value, it shall disclose why cost was
used, and what inputs could not be estimated reliably to determine fair value.
Reclassification

8.12

An entity shall disclose if, in the current or previous reporting periods, it has reclassified any financial assets in
accordance with paragraph 4.16. For each such event, an entity shall disclose:
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8.13

8.14

(a)

The date of reclassification.

(b)

A detailed explanation of the change in management model and a qualitative description of its effect on the entity’s
financial statements.

(c)

The amount reclassified into and out of each category.

For each reporting period following reclassification until derecognition, an entity shall disclose for assets reclassified
out of the fair value through surplus or deficit category so that they are measured at amortised cost paragraph 4.16 of
this Standard:
(a)

the effective interest rate determined on the date of reclassification; and

(b)

the interest revenue recognised.

If, since its last annual reporting date, an entity has reclassified financial assets out of the fair value through surplus or
deficit category so that they are measured at amortised cost it shall disclose:
(a)

the fair value of the financial assets at the end of the reporting period; and

(b)

the fair value gain or loss that would have been recognised in surplus or deficit during the reporting period if the
financial assets had not been reclassified.

Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities
8.15

The disclosures in paragraphs 8.16 to 8.19 supplement the other disclosure requirements of this Standard and are
required for all recognised financial instruments that are set off in accordance with paragraph 7.9. These disclosures
also apply to recognised financial instruments that are subject to an enforceable master netting arrangement or similar
agreement, irrespective of whether they are set off in accordance with paragraph 7.9.

8.16

An entity shall disclose information to enable users of its financial statements to evaluate the effect or potential effect of netting
arrangements on the entity’s financial position. This includes the effect or potential effect of rights of set-off associated with the
entity’s recognised financial assets and recognised financial liabilities that are within the scope of 5.

8.17

To meet the objective in 6, an entity shall disclose, at the end of the reporting period, the following quantitative information
separately for recognised financial assets and recognised financial liabilities that are within the scope of paragraph 8.15:
(a)

the gross amounts of those recognised financial assets and recognised financial liabilities;

(b)

the amounts that are set off in accordance with the criteria in paragraph 7.9 when determining the net amounts presented
in the statement of financial position;

(c)

the net amounts presented in the statement of financial position;

(d)

the amounts subject to an enforceable master netting arrangement or similar agreement that are not otherwise included in
paragraph 8.17(b), including:

(e)

(i)

amounts related to recognised financial instruments that do not meet some or all of the offsetting criteria in paragraph
7.9; and

(ii)

amounts related to financial collateral (including cash collateral); and

the net amount after deducting the amounts in (d) from the amounts in (c) above.

The information required by this paragraph shall be presented in a tabular format, separately for financial assets and financial
liabilities, unless another format is more appropriate.
8.18

The total amount disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.17(d) for an instrument shall be limited to the amount in paragraph
8.17(c) for that instrument.

8.19

An entity shall include a description in the disclosures of the rights of set-off associated with the entity’s recognised financial assets
and recognised financial liabilities subject to enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements that are disclosed
in accordance with paragraph 8.17(d), including the nature of those rights.

8.20

If the information required by paragraphs 8.16 to 8.19 is disclosed in more than one note to the financial statements, an entity shall
cross-refer between those notes.
Derecognition
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8.21

An entity may have transferred financial assets in such a way that part or all of the financial assets do not qualify for
derecognition (see paragraphs 6.1 to 6.4). The entity shall disclose for each class of such financial assets:
(a)

the nature of the assets;

(b)

the nature of the risks and rewards of ownership to which the entity remains exposed; and

(c)

when the entity continues to recognise all of the assets, the carrying amounts of the assets and of the associated
liabilities.

Collateral
8.22

An entity shall disclose:
(a)

the carrying amount of financial assets it has pledged as collateral for liabilities or contingent liabilities, including
amounts that have been reclassified in accordance with paragraph 6.15(a); and

(b) the terms and conditions relating to its pledge.
8.23

When an entity holds collateral (of financial or non-financial assets) and is permitted to sell or repledge the collateral in
the absence of default by the owner of the collateral, it shall disclose:
(a)

the fair value of the collateral held;

(b)

the fair value of any such collateral sold or repledged, and whether the entity has an obligation to return it; and

(c) the terms and conditions associated with its use of the collateral.
Compound financial instruments with multiple embedded derivatives
8.24

If an entity has issued an instrument that contains both a liability and a residual interest component (see paragraph 3.10)
and the instrument has multiple embedded derivatives whose values are interdependent (such as a callable convertible
debt instrument), it shall disclose the existence of those features.
Concessionary loans and investments

8.25

8.26

If an entity has granted or received a concessionary loan or investments, it shall disclose:
(a)

the existence of such loans and investments;

(b)

their significant terms and conditions;

(c)

the nominal value of the loan and investment balances at year end; and

(d)

the circumstances that led to the purchase or origination of a credit impaired concessionary loan.

For concessionary loans granted by an entity and measured at amortised cost, an entity discloses the following:
(a)

A reconciliation between the opening and closing carrying amounts of the loans, including:
(i)

(b)

8.27

nominal value of new loans granted during the period;

(ii)

the concessionary component recognised on initial recognition;

(iii)

loans repaid during the period;

(iv)

impairment losses recognised;

(v)

any increase during the period in the discounted amount arising from the passage of time; and

(vi)

other changes.

nominal value of the loans at the end of the period;

(c)

the purpose and terms of the various types of loans; and

(d)

valuation assumptions, including whether the valuation approach in paragraph AG5.19 was applied.

For concessionary loans granted by an entity and measured at fair value, an entity discloses the following:
(a)

A reconciliation between the opening and closing carrying amounts of the loans, including:
(i)

nominal value of new loans granted during the period;
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(ii)

the concessionary component recognised on initial recognition;

(iii)

loans repaid during the period;

(iv)

the fair value adjustment during the period (separate from initial recognition); and

(v)

other changes.

(b)

nominal value of the loans at the end of the period;

(c)

the purpose and terms of the various types of loans; and

(d)

valuation assumptions, including whether the valuation approach in paragraph AG5.19 was applied.

Defaults and breaches
8.28

For loans payable recognised at the end of the reporting period, an entity shall disclose:
(a)

details of any defaults during the period of principal, interest, sinking fund, or redemption terms of those loans
payable;

(b)

the carrying amount of the loans payable in default at the end of the reporting period; and

(c) whether the default was remedied, or the terms of the loans payable were renegotiated, before the financial statements
were authorised for issue.
8.29

If, during the period, there were breaches of loan agreement terms other than those described in paragraph 8.28 an entity
shall disclose the same information as required by paragraph 8.28 if those breaches permitted the lender to demand
accelerated repayment (unless the breaches were remedied, or the terms of the loan were renegotiated, on or before the
end of the reporting period).

Statement of financial performance
Items of revenue, expense, gains or losses
8.30

An entity shall disclose the following items of revenue, expense, gains or losses either in the statement of financial
performance or in the notes:
(a)

net gains or net losses on:
(i)

Financial assets or financial liabilities measured at fair value through surplus or deficit, showing separately
those on financial assets or financial liabilities designated as such upon initial recognition, and those on
financial assets or financial liabilities that are mandatorily measured at fair value through surplus or deficit (e.g.
financial liabilities that meet the definition of held for trading). For financial liabilities designated as at fair value
through surplus or deficit, an entity shall show separately the amount of gain or loss recognised in the
statement of changes in net assets and the amount recognised in surplus or deficit.

(ii)

Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.

(iii) Financial assets measured at amortised cost.
(b)

Total interest revenue and total interest expense (calculated using the effective interest method) for financial assets
that are measured at amortised cost; or financial liabilities that are not measured at fair value through surplus or
deficit.

(c)

Fee income and expense (other than amounts included in determining the effective interest rate) arising from:
(i)
(ii)

financial assets and financial liabilities that are not at fair value through surplus or deficit; and
trust and other fiduciary activities that result in the holding or investing of assets on behalf of individuals,
trusts, retirement benefit plans, and other institutions.

Notes to the financial statements
Fair value disclosures
8.31

The disclosure of the fair values of financial instruments measured at amortised cost is encouraged, but not required. Where an
entity elects to disclose the fair values of financial instruments measured at amortised cost, it applies paragraph 8.32.

8.32

An entity shall disclose for each class of instrument measured or disclosed at fair value, the methods and, when a
valuation technique is used, the assumptions applied in determining fair values of each class of financial assets or
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financial liabilities. For example, if applicable, an entity discloses information about the assumptions relating to
prepayment rates, rates of estimated credit losses and interest rates or discount rates. If there has been a change in
valuation technique, the entity shall disclose that change and the reasons for making it.
8.33

For fair value measurements recognised in the statement of financial position an entity shall disclose for each class of
financial instruments the level in the fair value hierarchy into which the fair value measurements are categorised in their
entirety, segregating fair value measurements in accordance with the levels defined in paragraph 8.34.

8.34

For fair value measurements recognised in the statement of financial position, an entity shall classify fair value
measurements using a fair value hierarchy that reflects the significance of the inputs used in making the measurements.
The fair value hierarchy shall have the following levels:
(a)

quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1);

(b)

inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly
(i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices) (Level 2); and

(c)

inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (unobservable inputs) (Level 3).

The level in the fair value hierarchy within which the fair value measurement is categorised in its entirety shall be
determined on the basis of the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety. For this
purpose the significance of an input is assessed against the fair value measurement in its entirety. If a fair value
measurement uses observable inputs that require significant adjustment based on unobservable inputs, that
measurement is a Level 3 measurement. Assessing the significance of a particular input to the fair value measurement
in its entirety requires judgement, considering factors specific to the asset or liability.
8.35

For fair value measurements recognised in the statement of financial position an entity is encouraged, but not required to disclose
for each class of financial instruments:
(a) Any significant transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy and the reasons for those transfers. Transfers
into each level shall be disclosed and discussed separately from transfers out of each level. For this purpose, significance
shall be judged with respect to surplus or deficit, and total assets or total liabilities.
(b) For fair value measurements in Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy, a reconciliation from the beginning balances to the ending
balances, disclosing separately changes during the period attributable to the following:

(i)

total gains or losses for the period recognised in surplus or deficit, and a description of where they are presented in
the statement of financial performance;

(ii)

purchases, sales, issues and settlements (each type of movement disclosed separately); and

(iii)

transfers into or out of Level 3 (e.g. transfers attributable to changes in the observability of market data) and the
reasons for those transfers. For significant transfers, transfers into Level 3 shall be disclosed and discussed
separately from transfers out of Level 3;

(c) the amount of total gains or losses for the period in (c)(i) above, included in surplus or deficit, that are attributable to gains or
losses relating to those assets and liabilities held at the end of the reporting period and a description of where those gains
or losses are presented in the statement of financial performance; and
(d) for fair value measurements in Level 3, if changing one or more of the inputs to reasonably possible alternative assumptions
would change fair value significantly, the entity shall state that fact and disclose the effect of those changes. The entity shall
disclose how the effect of a change to a reasonably possible alternative assumption was calculated. For this purpose,
significance shall be judged with respect to surplus or deficit, and total assets or total liabilities.
An entity shall present the quantitative disclosures required by this paragraph in tabular format unless another format is more
appropriate.
Nature and extent of risks arising from financial instruments (see Appendix A paragraph AG8.5)
8.36

An entity shall disclose information that enables users of its financial statements to evaluate the nature and extent of
risks arising from financial instruments to which the entity is exposed at the end of the reporting period.

8.37

The disclosures required by paragraphs 8.39 to 8.60 focus on the risks that arise from financial instruments and how they have
been managed. These risks typically include, but are not limited to, credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk.
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8.38

Providing qualitative disclosures in the context of quantitative disclosures enables users to link related disclosures and hence form
an overall picture of the nature and extent of risks arising from financial instruments. The interaction between qualitative and
quantitative disclosures contributes to disclosure of information in a way that better enables users to evaluate an entity’s exposure
to risks.

Qualitative disclosures
8.39

For each type of risk arising from financial instruments, an entity shall disclose:
(a)

the exposures to risk and how they arise;

(b)

its objectives, policies and processes for managing the risk and the methods used to measure the risk; and

(c) any changes in (a) or (b) from the previous period.
Quantitative disclosures (see Appendix A paragraphs AG8.6 to AG8.37)
8.40

For each type of risk arising from financial instruments, an entity shall disclose:
(a)

summary quantitative data about its exposure to that risk at the end of the reporting period. This disclosure shall
be based on the information provided internally to management of the entity (as defined in GRAP 24), for example
the entity’s governing body and chief executive officer of permanent head;

(b)

the disclosures required by paragraphs 8.42 to 8.60, to the extent not provided in (a), unless the risk is not material
(see paragraphs .36 to .38 of GRAP 1 for a discussion of materiality); and

(c) concentrations of risk if not apparent from (a) and (b).
8.41

If the quantitative data disclosed as at the end of the reporting period is unrepresentative of an entity’s exposure to risk
during the period, an entity shall provide further information that is representative.

Credit risk (see Appendix A paragraphs AG8.8 to AG8.19)
Scope and objectives
8.42

8.43

An entity shall apply the disclosure requirements in paragraphs 8.47 to 8.55 to financial instruments to which the
impairment requirements in this Standard are applied. However:
(a)

for receivables and lease receivables, paragraph 8.51(a) applies to those receivables or lease receivables on which
lifetime expected credit losses are recognised in accordance with paragraph 5.30, if those financial assets are
modified while more than 30 days past due; and

(b)

paragraph 8.51(b) does not apply to lease receivables.

The credit risk disclosures made in accordance with paragraphs 8.47 to 8.55 shall enable users of financial statements
to understand the effect of credit risk on the amount, timing and uncertainty of future cash flows. To achieve this
objective, credit risk disclosures shall provide:
(a)

information about an entity’s credit risk management practices and how they relate to the recognition and
measurement of expected credit losses, including the methods, assumptions and information used to measure
expected credit losses;

(b)

quantitative and qualitative information that allows users of financial statements to evaluate the amounts in the
financial statements arising from expected credit losses, including changes in the amount of expected credit losses
and the reasons for those changes; and

(c)

information about an entity’s credit risk exposure (i.e. the credit risk inherent in an entity’s financial assets and
commitments to extend credit) including significant credit risk concentrations.

8.44

An entity need not duplicate information that is already presented elsewhere, provided that the information is incorporated by
cross-reference from the financial statements to other statements, such as a management commentary or risk report that is
available to users of the financial statements on the same terms as the financial statements and at the same time. Without the
information incorporated by cross-reference, the financial statements are incomplete.

8.45

To meet the objectives in paragraph 8.43, an entity shall (except as otherwise specified) consider how much detail to disclose,
how much emphasis to place on different aspects of the disclosure requirements, the appropriate level of aggregation or
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disaggregation, and whether users of financial statements need additional explanations to evaluate the quantitative information
disclosed.
8.46

If the disclosures provided in accordance with paragraphs 8.47 to 8.55 are insufficient to meet the objectives in paragraph 8.43,
an entity shall disclose additional information that is necessary to meet those objectives.
The credit risk management practices

8.47

An entity shall explain its credit risk management practices and how they relate to the recognition and measurement of
expected credit losses. To meet this objective an entity shall disclose information that enables users of financial
statements to understand and evaluate:
(a)

8.48

how an entity determined whether the credit risk of financial instruments has increased significantly since initial
recognition, including, if and how:
(i)

financial instruments are considered to have low credit risk in accordance with paragraph 5.25, including the
classes of financial instruments to which it applies; and

(ii)

the presumption in paragraph 5.26, that there have been significant increases in credit risk since initial
recognition when financial assets are more than 30 days past due, has been rebutted;

(b)

an entity’s definitions of default, including the reasons for selecting those definitions;

(c)

how the instruments were grouped if expected credit losses were measured on a collective basis;

(d)

how an entity determined that financial assets are credit-impaired financial assets;

(e)

an entity’s write-off policy, including the indicators that there is no reasonable expectation of recovery and
information about the policy for financial assets that are written-off but are still subject to enforcement activity; and

(f)

how the requirements in paragraph 5.27 for the modification of contractual cash flows of financial assets have been
applied, including how an entity:
(i)

determines whether the credit risk on a financial asset that has been modified while the loss allowance was
measured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses, has improved to the extent that the loss
allowance reverts to being measured at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses in accordance
with paragraph 5.20; and

(ii)

monitors the extent to which the loss allowance on financial assets meeting the criteria in (i) is subsequently
remeasured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses in accordance with paragraph 5.18.

An entity shall explain the inputs, assumptions and estimation techniques used to apply the requirements in paragraphs
5.17 to 5.35. For this purpose an entity shall disclose:
(a)

the basis of inputs and assumptions and the estimation techniques used to:
(i)

measure the 12-month and lifetime expected credit losses;

(ii) determine whether the credit risk of financial instruments has increased significantly since initial recognition;
and
(iii) determine whether a financial asset is a credit-impaired financial asset.
(b)

how forward-looking information has been incorporated into the determination of expected credit losses, including
the use of macroeconomic information; and

(c)

changes in the estimation techniques or significant assumptions made during the reporting period and the reasons
for those changes.

Quantitative and qualitative information about amounts arising from expected credit losses
8.49

To explain the changes in the loss allowance and the reasons for those changes, an entity shall provide, by class of
financial instrument, a reconciliation from the opening balance to the closing balance of the loss allowance, in a table,
showing separately the changes during the period for:
(a)

the loss allowance measured at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses;

(b)

the loss allowance measured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses for:
(i)

financial instruments for which credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition but that are not
credit-impaired financial assets;

(ii)

financial assets that are credit-impaired at the reporting date (but that are not purchased or originated creditimpaired); and
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(iii) receivables or lease receivables for which the loss allowances are measured in accordance with paragraph 5.30
.
(c)

8.50

8.51

8.52

financial assets that are purchased or originated credit-impaired. In addition to the reconciliation, an entity shall
disclose the total amount of undiscounted expected credit losses at initial recognition on financial assets initially
recognised during the reporting period.

To enable users of financial statements to understand the changes in the loss allowance disclosed in accordance with
paragraph 8.49, an entity shall provide an explanation of how significant changes in the gross carrying amount of
financial instruments during the period contributed to changes in the loss allowance. The information shall be provided
separately for financial instruments that represent the loss allowance as listed in paragraph 8.49(a) to (c) and shall
include relevant qualitative and quantitative information. Examples of changes in the gross carrying amount of financial
instruments that contributed to the changes in the loss allowance may include:
(a)

changes because of financial instruments originated or acquired during the reporting period;

(b)

the modification of contractual cash flows on financial assets that do not result in a derecognition of those financial
assets;

(c)

changes because of financial instruments that were derecognised (including those that were written-off) during the
reporting period; and

(d)

changes arising from whether the loss allowance is measured at an amount equal to 12-month or lifetime expected
credit losses.

To enable users of financial statements to understand the nature and effect of modifications of contractual cash flows
on financial assets that have not resulted in derecognition and the effect of such modifications on the measurement of
expected credit losses, an entity shall disclose:
(a)

the amortised cost before the modification and the net modification gain or loss recognised for financial assets for
which the contractual cash flows have been modified during the reporting period while they had a loss allowance
measured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses; and

(b)

the gross carrying amount at the end of the reporting period of financial assets that have been modified since initial
recognition at a time when the loss allowance was measured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses
and for which the loss allowance has changed during the reporting period to an amount equal to 12-month expected
credit losses.

To enable users of financial statements to understand the effect of collateral and other credit enhancements on the
amounts arising from expected credit losses, an entity shall disclose by class of financial instrument:
(a)

The amount that best represents its maximum exposure to credit risk at the end of the reporting period without
taking account of any collateral held or other credit enhancements (e.g. netting agreements that do not qualify for
offset).

(b)

A narrative description of collateral held as security and other credit enhancements, including:
(i)

a description of the nature and quality of the collateral held;

(ii)

an explanation of any significant changes in the quality of that collateral or credit enhancements as a result of
deterioration or changes in the collateral policies of the entity during the reporting period; and

(iii) information about financial instruments for which an entity has not recognised a loss allowance because of the
collateral.
(c)

8.53

Quantitative information about the collateral held as security and other credit enhancements (for example,
quantification of the extent to which collateral and other credit enhancements mitigate credit risk) for financial
assets that are credit-impaired at the reporting date.

An entity shall disclose the contractual amount outstanding on financial assets that were written off during the reporting
period and are still subject to enforcement activity.
Credit risk exposure

8.54

To enable users of financial statements to assess an entity’s credit risk exposure and understand its significant credit
risk concentrations, an entity shall disclose, by credit risk rating grades, the gross carrying amount of financial assets
and the exposure to credit risk on loan commitments and financial guarantee contracts. This information shall be
provided separately for financial instruments:
(a)

for which the loss allowance is measured at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses;

(b)

for which the loss allowance is measured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses and that are:
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(i)

financial instruments for which credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition but that are not
credit-impaired financial assets;

(ii)

financial assets that are credit-impaired at the reporting date (but that are not purchased or originated creditimpaired); and

(iii) receivables or lease receivables for which the loss allowances are measured in accordance with paragraph
5.30.
(c)

that are purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets.

8.55

For receivables and lease receivables to which an entity applies, the information provided in accordance with paragraph 8.54 may
be based on a provision matrix (see paragraph AG5.95).

8.56

For all financial instruments within the scope of this Standard, but to which the impairment requirements are not applied,
an entity shall disclose by class of financial instrument:
(a)

The amount that best represents its maximum exposure to credit risk at the end of the reporting period without
taking account of any collateral held or other credit enhancements (e.g. netting agreements that do not quality for
offset); this disclosure is not required for financial instruments whose carrying amount best represents the
maximum exposure to credit risk.

(b)

A description of collateral held as security and other credit enhancements, and their financial effect (e.g.
quantification of the extent to which collateral and other credit enhancements mitigate credit risk) in respect of the
amount that best represents the maximum exposure to credit risk (whether disclosed in accordance with (a) or
represented by the carrying amount of a financial instrument).

Collateral and other credit enhancements obtained
8.57

When an entity obtains financial or non-financial assets during the period by taking possession of collateral it holds as
security or calling on other credit enhancements (e.g. guarantees), and such assets meet the recognition criteria in other
Standards, an entity shall disclose:
(a)

the nature and carrying amount of the assets obtained; and

(b)

when the assets are not readily convertible into cash, its policies for disposing of such assets or for using them in
its operations.

Liquidity risk (see Appendix A paragraphs AG8.20 to AG8.27)
8.58

An entity shall disclose:
(a)

a maturity analysis for non-derivative financial liabilities (including issued financial guarantee contracts) that
shows the remaining contractual maturities;

(b)

a maturity analysis for derivative financial liabilities. The maturity analysis shall include the remaining contractual
maturities for those derivative financial liabilities for which contractual maturities are essential for an
understanding of the timing of the cash flows; and

(b) a description of how it manages the liquidity risk inherent in (a) and (b).
Market risk (see Appendix A paragraphs AG8.28 to AG8.37)
Sensitivity analysis
8.59

An entity discloses:
(a)

a sensitivity analysis for each significant type of market risk to which the entity is exposed at the end of the
reporting period, showing how surplus or deficit would have been affected by changes in the relevant risk variable
that were reasonably possible at that date;

(b)

the methods and assumptions used in preparing the sensitivity analysis; and

(c)

changes from the previous period in the methods and assumptions used, and the reasons for such changes.

If the quantitative data disclosed as at the end of the reporting period is unrepresentative of an entity’s exposure to risk
during the period, an entity shall provide further information that is representative.
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8.60

If an entity prepares a sensitivity analysis, such as value-at-risk, that reflects interdependencies between variables (e.g. interest
rates and exchange rates) and uses it to manage financial risks, it may use that sensitivity analysis in place of the analysis specified
in paragraph 8.59. The entity shall also disclose:
(a) an explanation of the method used in preparing such a sensitivity analysis and of the main parameters and assumptions
underlying the data provided; and
(b) an explanation of the objective of the method used and of limitations that may result in the information not fully reflecting the
fair value of the assets and liabilities involved.

Chapter 9 – Transitional provisions and effective date
Transitional provisions
Initial adoption of the Standards of GRAP
9.1

The transitional provisions to be applied by entities on the initial adoption of this Standard are prescribed in a
directive(s). The provisions of this Standard should be read in conjunction with each applicable directive.

Effective date
Initial adoption of the Standards of GRAP
9.2

An entity shall apply this Standard of GRAP for annual financial statements covering periods beginning on or after
a date to be determined by the Minister of Finance in a regulation to be published in accordance with section
91(1)(b) of the Public Finance Management Act, Act No. 1 of 1999, as amended.

Withdrawal of the Standard of GRAP on Financial Instruments
9.3

This Standard supersedes the previous Standard of GRAP on Financial Instruments issued in October 2009.

Appendix A - Application guidance
This appendix is an integral part of this Standard.
Chapter 1 – Objective and scope
AG1.1

This application guidance explains the application of particular aspects of this the Standard.

Scope
Measurement of interests in controlled entities, associates or joint ventures in separate financial statements (Paragraphs
1.3(a) and 1.6)
AG1.2

An entity can either measure investments in controlled entities, associates or joint ventures at cost or at fair value as
a financial instrument in its separate financial statements in accordance with GRAP 6, GRAP 7 and GRAP 8.

AG1.3

An entity that elects to measure an investment in a controlled entity, associate or joint venture at fair value as a
financial instrument applies this Standard to those investments. Where an entity elects to apply the cost model to such
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investments in its separate financial statements, it applies GRAP 6, GRAP 7 and GRAP 8, in conjunction with the
Standards of GRAP on Impairment of Cash-generating Assets or Impairment of Non-cash-generating Assets.
Strategic investment in an equity instrument
AG1.4

Sometimes, an entity makes what it views as a “strategic investment” in equity instruments issued by another entity,
with the intention of establishing or maintaining a long term operational relationship with the entity in which the
investment is made. The investor or joint venture entity uses the Standards of GRAP on Investments in Associates
and Interests in Joint Ventures to determine whether the equity method of accounting shall be applied to such an
investment.

Application to insurers
AG 1.5

This Standard applies to the financial assets and financial liabilities of insurers, other than rights and obligations that
paragraph 1.3(d) excludes because they arise under contracts within the scope of the IFRS Standard(s) on insurance.

Financial guarantee contracts (Paragraphs 1.3(d))
AG 1.6

Financial guarantee contracts may have various legal forms, such as a guarantee, some types of letter of credit, a
credit default contract or an insurance contract. Their accounting treatment does not depend on their legal form. For
a guarantee to meet the definition of a financial guarantee contract in this Standard, the arrangement must (a) be
contractual, and (b) guarantee a specific debt arrangement between a borrower and lender. The following are
examples of the appropriate treatment (see paragraph 1.3(d)):
(a)

Although a financial guarantee contract meets the definition of an insurance contract in IFRS Standards if the
risk transferred is significant, the issuer applies this Standard. Paragraph 5.1 requires the issuer to recognise a
financial guarantee contract initially at fair value (except for some financial guarantees issued in a non-exchange
transaction). If the financial guarantee contract was issued to an unrelated party in a stand-alone arm’s length
transaction, its fair value at inception is likely to equal the premium received, unless there is evidence to the
contrary. Subsequently, unless the financial guarantee contract was designated at inception as at fair value
through surplus or deficit or unless paragraphs 6.14 and AG6.12 apply (when a transfer of a financial asset does
not qualify for derecognition), the issuer measures it at the higher of:
(i)
(ii)

the amount determined in accordance with paragraphs 5.17 to 5.35; and
the amount initially recognised less, when appropriate, the cumulative amount of revenue recognised
in accordance with the principles of GRAP 9 (see paragraph 4.7(c)).

Paragraphs AG5.28 to AG5.32 provide guidance on the measurement of financial guarantees issued in nonexchange transactions.
(b)

Some credit-related guarantees do not, as a precondition for payment, require that the holder is exposed to, and
has incurred a loss on, the failure of the debtor to make payments on the guaranteed asset when due. An
example of such a guarantee is one that requires payments in response to changes in a specified credit rating
or credit index. Such guarantees are not financial guarantee contracts as defined in this Standard, and are not
insurance contracts as defined in IFRS Standards. Such guarantees are derivatives and the issuer applies this
Standard to them.

(c)

If a financial guarantee contract was issued in connection with the sale of goods, the issuer applies GRAP 9 in
determining when it recognises the revenue from the guarantee and from the sale of goods.

(d)

Letters of support, for example where a controlling entity guarantees the financial stability or ongoing payment
of operational expenses for a controlled entity, are not financial guarantee contracts if there is no specific debt
guaranteed. The terms and conditions of the letters of support need to be examined to determine if they are
financial guarantee contracts as defined. If the letters of support meet the definition of a financial guarantee
contract they are accounted for using this Standard, and if they do not meet the definition, they are accounted
for using GRAP 19.

Contracts to buy or sell non-financial items (Paragraphs 1.9 to 1.12)
AG1.7

Contracts to buy or sell non-financial items do not meet the definition of a financial instrument because the contractual
right of one party to receive a non-financial asset or service and the corresponding obligation of the other party do not
establish a present right or obligation of either party to receive, deliver or exchange a financial asset. For example,
contracts that provide for settlement only by the receipt or delivery of a non-financial item (e.g. an option, futures or
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forward contract on oil) are not financial instruments. Many commodity contracts are of this type. Some are
standardised in form and traded on organised markets in much the same fashion as some derivative financial
instruments. For example, a commodity futures contract may be bought and sold readily for cash because it is listed
for trading on an exchange and may change hands many times. However, the parties buying and selling the contract
are, in effect, trading the underlying commodity. The ability to buy or sell a commodity contract for cash, the ease with
which it may be bought or sold, and the possibility of negotiating a cash settlement of the obligation to receive or
deliver the commodity, do not alter the fundamental character of the contract in a way that creates a financial
instrument. Nevertheless, some contracts to buy or sell non-financial items that can be settled net or by exchanging
financial instruments, or in which the non-financial item is readily convertible to cash, are within the scope of this
Standard as if they were financial instruments.
AG1.8

A contract that involves the receipt or delivery of physical assets does not give rise to a financial asset of one party
and a financial liability of the other party unless any corresponding payment is deferred past the date on which the
physical assets are transferred. Such is the case with the purchase or sale of goods on credit.

AG1.9

Some contracts are commodity-linked, but do not involve settlement through the physical receipt or delivery of a
commodity. They specify settlement through cash payments that are determined according to a formula in the contract,
as opposed to payment of fixed amounts. For example, the principal amount of a bond may be calculated by applying
the market price of oil prevailing at the maturity of the bond to a fixed quantity of oil. The principal is indexed by
reference to a commodity price, but is settled only in cash. Such a contract constitutes a financial instrument.

AG1.10

The definition of a financial instrument also encompasses a contract that gives rise to a non-financial asset or nonfinancial liability in addition to a financial asset or financial liability. Such financial instruments often give one party an
option to exchange a financial asset for a non-financial asset. For example, an oil-linked bond may give the holder the
right to receive a stream of fixed periodic interest payments and a fixed amount of cash on maturity, with the option to
exchange the principal amount for a fixed quantity of oil. The desirability of exercising this option will vary from time to
time depending on the fair value of oil relative to the exchange ratio of cash for oil (the exchange price) inherent in the
bond. The intentions of the bondholder concerning the exercise of the option do not affect the substance of the
component assets. The financial asset of the holder and the financial liability of the issuer make the bond a financial
instrument, regardless of the other types of assets and liabilities also created.

Chapter 2 – Definitions
Definitions (Paragraphs 2.1 to 2.3)
Financial assets, financial liabilities and residual interests
AG2.1

Currency (cash) is a financial asset because it represents a medium of exchange and is therefore the basis on which
all transactions are measured and recognised in financial statements. A deposit of cash with a bank or similar
financial institution is a financial asset because it represents the contractual right of the depositor to obtain cash from
the institution or to draw a cheque or similar instrument against the balance in favour of a creditor in payment of a
financial liability.

AG2.2

Common examples of financial assets representing a contractual right to receive cash in the future and corresponding
financial liabilities representing a contractual obligation to deliver cash in the future are:
(a) accounts receivable and payable;
(b) notes receivable and payable;
(c) loans receivable and payable; and
(d) bonds receivable and payable.
In each case, one party’s contractual right to receive (or obligation to pay) cash is matched by the other party’s
corresponding obligation to pay (or right to receive).

AG2.3

Another type of financial instrument is one for which the economic benefit to be received or given up is a financial
asset other than cash. For example, a note payable in government bonds gives the holder the contractual right to
receive and the issuer the contractual obligation to deliver government bonds, not cash. The bonds are financial
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assets because they represent obligations of the issuing government to pay cash. The note is, therefore, a financial
asset of the note holder and a financial liability of the note issuer.
AG2.4

“Perpetual” debt instruments (such as “perpetual” bonds and debentures) normally provide the holder with the
contractual right to receive payments on account of interest at fixed dates extending into the indefinite future, either
with no right to receive a return of principal or a right to a return of principal under terms that make it very unlikely or
very far in the future. For example:
(a)

an entity issues a perpetual bond requiring it to make annual payments in perpetuity equal to a stated interest
rate of 8% applied to a stated par or principal amount of R1 000. Assuming 8% to be the market rate of interest
for the instrument when issued, the issuer assumes a contractual obligation to make a stream of future interest
payments having a fair value (present value) of R1 000 on initial recognition. The holder and issuer of the
instrument have a financial asset and a financial liability respectively; and

(b)

an entity issues a perpetual bond, with no stated interest and no maturity date. As the issuer has no contractual
obligation to pay cash or another financial asset to the holder, the instrument may show evidence of a residual
interest in the entity. The holder of the instrument would have a financial asset because it has acquired an
interest in the net assets of another entity.

AG2.5

A contractual right or contractual obligation to receive, deliver or exchange financial instruments is itself a financial
instrument. A chain of contractual rights or contractual obligations meets the definition of a financial instrument if it
will ultimately lead to the receipt or payment of cash or to the acquisition or issue of a residual interest.

AG2.6

The ability to exercise a contractual right or the requirement to satisfy a contractual obligation may be absolute, or it
may be contingent on the occurrence of a future event. For example, a financial guarantee is a contractual right of
the lender to receive cash from the guarantor, and a corresponding contractual obligation of the guarantor to pay the
lender, if the borrower defaults. The contractual right and obligation exist because of a past transaction or event
(assumption of the guarantee), even though the lender’s ability to exercise its right and the requirement for the
guarantor to perform under its obligation are both contingent on a future act of default by the borrower. A contingent
right and obligation meet the definition of a financial asset and a financial liability, even though such assets and
liabilities are not always recognised in the financial statements. Some of these contingent rights and obligations may
be insurance contracts within the scope of the IFRS Standard(s) on insurance.

AG2.7

Under GRAP 13 a finance lease is regarded as primarily an entitlement of the lessor to receive, and an obligation of
the lessee to pay, a stream of payments that are substantially the same as blended payments of principal and interest
under a loan agreement. The lessor accounts for its investment in the amount receivable under the lease contract
rather than the leased asset itself. An operating lease, on the other hand, is regarded as primarily an uncompleted
contract committing the lessor to provide the use of an asset in future periods in exchange for consideration similar
to a fee for a service. The lessor continues to account for the leased asset itself rather than any amount receivable
in the future under the contract. Accordingly, a finance lease is regarded as a financial instrument and an operating
lease is not regarded as a financial instrument (except individual payments currently due and payable).

AG2.8

Physical assets (such as inventories, property, plant and equipment and biological assets), leased assets and
intangible assets (such as software) are not financial assets. Control of such physical and intangible assets creates
an opportunity to generate an inflow of cash or another financial asset, but it does not give rise to a present right to
receive cash or another financial asset.

AG2.9

Assets (such as prepaid expenses) for which the future economic benefit is the receipt of goods or services, rather
than the right to receive cash or another financial asset, are not financial assets. Similarly, most obligations arising
from non-exchange revenue transactions with conditions and warranty obligations are not financial liabilities because
the outflow of economic benefits associated with them is the delivery of goods and services rather than a contractual
obligation to pay cash or another financial asset.

AG2.10

Liabilities that are not contractual (such as income taxes and social benefits that are created as a result of statutory
requirements imposed by governments) are not financial liabilities or financial assets. Accounting for income taxes
payable is dealt with in IAS 12. Similarly, constructive obligations, as defined in GRAP 19, do not arise from contracts
and are not financial liabilities.

Contractual arrangements
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AG2.11

Assets and liabilities in the public sector arise from both contractual and non-contractual arrangements. Assets and
liabilities arising out of non-contractual arrangements do not meet the definition of a financial asset or a financial
liability.

AG2.12

Contracts, for the purposes of this Standard, are evidenced by the following three criteria:

AG2.13

•

contracts involve willing parties entering into an arrangement;

•

the terms of the contract create rights and obligations for the parties to the contract, and those rights and
obligations need not result in equal performance by each party. For example, a donor funding arrangement
creates an obligation for the donor to transfer resources to the recipient in terms of the agreement concluded,
and establishes the right of the recipient to receive those resources. These types of arrangements may be
contractual even though the recipient did not provide equal consideration in return, i.e. the arrangement does
not result in equal performance by the parties; and

•

performance and remedy for non-performance are enforceable by law.

Contractual arrangements can often be distinguished from statutory (non-contractual) transactions or arrangements
as follows:
(a)
(b)

Contractual arrangements are governed by common law whereas non-contractual transactions or
arrangements in the public sector are undertaken in terms of specific legislation.
Parties to a contractual arrangement are willing, whereas parties to a non-contractual transactions or
arrangements are usually compelled to transact with one another on terms specified in legislation or an
equivalent.

The remedies for non-performance differ. In a contractual arrangement, the remedies for non-performance are
agreed between the parties and may include termination of the contract. In non-contractual arrangements, the
remedy for non-performance is often outlined in specific legislation.
AG2.14

Non-contractual, non-exchange revenue transactions are initially recognised and measured in accordance with
GRAP 23. If non-exchange revenue transactions are contractual and otherwise meet the definition of a financial
asset, the principles in this Standard are also applied. Where the transaction is statutory (non-contractual) in nature,
an entity applies the Standard of GRAP on Statutory Receivables rather than this Standard.

AG2.15

The following examples illustrate paragraphs AG2.12 and AG2.13:
(a) an entity may undertake a formal agreement with an international aid agency to receive funding for one of its
programmes. Although the initial recognition and initial measurement of the receivable is dealt with in GRAP
23, it is also a financial asset since the receivable arises from a contract which is to be settled through the
receipt of cash. Consequently, the subsequent measurement, derecognition, presentation and disclosure
requirements of this Standard also apply; and
(b) a reporting entity in the national government collects taxes in terms of legislation. Even though taxes are settled
between the taxpayer and the entity in cash, any resulting assets and liabilities are not financial instruments
since the transaction is executed in terms of legislation as opposed to a contract. The entity recognises an
asset (a receivable for taxes owing to the government) when the taxable event occurs and measures the asset
at fair value in accordance with GRAP 23 and subsequently accounts for the receivable using the Standard of
GRAP on Statutory Receivables.

AG2.16

An entity also considers the classification requirements of this Standard in determining whether an inflow of resources
received as part of a contractual non-exchange revenue transaction is in substance a liability or a residual interest.

AG2.17

Typical examples of derivatives are futures and forward, swap and option contracts. A derivative usually has a
notional amount, which is an amount of currency, a number of shares, a number of units of weight or volume or other
units specified in the contract. However, a derivative instrument does not require the holder or writer to invest or
receive the notional amount at the inception of the contract. Alternatively, a derivative could require a fixed payment
or payment of an amount that can change (but not proportionally with a change in the underlying) as a result of some
future event that is unrelated to a notional amount. For example, a contract may require a fixed payment of R1 000
if six-month JIBAR increases by 100 basis points. Such a contract is a derivative even though a notional amount is
not specified.

AG2.18

The definition of a derivative in this Standard includes contracts that are settled gross by delivery of the underlying
item (e.g. a forward contract to purchase a fixed rate debt instrument). An entity may have a contract to buy or sell a
non-financial item that can be settled net in cash or another financial instrument or by exchanging financial
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instruments (e.g. a contract to buy or sell a commodity at a fixed price at a future date). Such a contract is within the
scope of this Standard unless it was entered into and continues to be held for the purpose of delivery of a nonfinancial item in accordance with the entity’s expected purchase, sale or usage requirements (see paragraphs 1.11
and 1.12). However, this Standard applies to such contracts for an entity’s expected purchase, sale or usage
requirements if the entity makes a designation in accordance with paragraph 1.10 (see paragraphs 1.9 to 1.12).
AG2.19

One of the defining characteristics of a derivative is that it has an initial net investment that is smaller than would be
required for other types of contracts that would be expected to have a similar response to changes in market factors.
An option contract meets that definition because the premium is less than the investment that would be required to
obtain the underlying financial instrument to which the option is linked. A currency swap that requires an initial
exchange of different currencies of equal fair values meets the definition because it has a zero initial net investment.

AG2.20

The definition of a derivative refers to non-financial variables that are not specific to a party to the contract. These
include an index of earthquake losses in a particular region and an index of temperatures in a particular city. Nonfinancial variables specific to a party to the contract include the occurrence or non-occurrence of a fire that damages
or destroys an asset of a party to the contract. A change in the fair value of a non-financial asset is specific to the
owner if the fair value reflects not only changes in market prices for such assets (a financial variable) but also the
condition of the specific non-financial asset held (a non-financial variable). For example, if a guarantee of the residual
value of a specific car exposes the guarantor to the risk of changes in the car’s physical condition, the change in that
residual value is specific to the owner of the car.

Financial assets and financial liabilities held for trading
AG2.21

Trading generally reflects active and frequent buying and selling, and financial instruments held for trading generally
are used with the objective of generating a profit from short-term fluctuations in price.

AG2.22

Financial liabilities held for trading include:

AG2.23

(a)

derivative liabilities;

(b)

obligations to deliver financial assets borrowed by a short seller (i.e. an entity that sells financial assets it has
borrowed and does not yet own);

(c)

financial liabilities that are incurred with an intention to repurchase them in the near term (e.g. a quoted debt
instrument that the issuer may buy back in the near term depending on changes in its fair value); and

(d)

financial liabilities that are part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that are managed together and
for which there is evidence of a recent pattern of short-term profit-taking.

The fact that a liability is used to fund trading activities does not in itself make that liability one that is held for trading.

Purchased or originated credit impaired financial assets
AG2.24

Purchased or originated credit impaired financial assets are those assets that are credit impaired on initial
recognition. Financial assets are credit impaired because one or more events that have a detrimental impact on the
estimated future cash flows of that financial asset have occurred. The definition of “credit impaired” in paragraph 2.1
outlines a number of events that may indicate that a financial asset is credit impaired. Some of the events may not
be relevant in assessing whether a concessionary loan (or investment) is credit impaired at purchase or origination
because these loans are generally granted on below market terms to achieve specific social or other policy
objectives. For example:
(a)

Paragraph (c) refers to concessions that a lender would not otherwise consider being granted to a borrower
in financial difficulty. As the purpose of the concessionary loan may be to provide assistance to such a lender
through concessionary terms, this criteria may be irrelevant in considering if the loan is credit impaired.

(b)

Paragraph (f) outlines that the purchase or origination of a financial asset at a deep discount that reflects
incurred credit losses may be an indication that a financial asset is credit impaired. Once an entity has
measured a concessionary loan granted by it at fair value on initial recognition, the fair value may reflect a
deep discount compared to the original transaction price. This difference however reflects the separation of
the loan into its component parts and its measurement at market terms. As a result, this criterion may not be
relevant in assessing whether an asset is credit impaired on purchase or origination.

Residual interests
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AG2.25

A residual interest is a contract that shows evidence of an interest in the net assets of another entity. The key
distinction between a residual interest and a financial liability is that a financial liability requires the payment of cash
or another financial asset to another party. A residual interest merely entitles the holder of the interest to a part of the
net assets of an entity, and any payments made to the holder are discretionary, e.g. dividends or similar distributions
are paid to holders of residual interests at management’s discretion.

AG2.26

In the public sector, various forms of contributed capital exist. For example, some public entities may issue shares,
while others may have been given capital contributions through the budget process. Where an entity receives capital
contributions other than through the issue of shares or other unitised capital, the contribution usually evidences a
residual interest of another entity when:
(a)

there is a formal designation of the contribution by the parties to the transaction either before or at the time of
the contribution; or

(b)

there is a formal agreement between the parties specifying that the contribution represents a residual interest
of another entity.

Even though a formal transfer of resources may be proven by a designation or formal agreement, an entity assesses
the nature of the transfer based on its substance and not merely its legal form.

Chapter 3 – Recognition
Initial recognition (Paragraphs 3.3 to 3.4)
Distinguishing liabilities and residual interests
Treatment of preference shares
AG3.1

Preference shares may be issued with various rights. In determining whether a preference share is a financial liability
or a residual interest, an issuer assesses the particular rights attaching to the share to determine whether it exhibits
the fundamental characteristic of a financial liability. For example, a preference share that provides for redemption
on a specific date or at the option of the holder contains a financial liability because the issuer has an obligation to
transfer financial assets to the holder of the share. The potential inability of an issuer to satisfy an obligation to redeem
a preference share when contractually required to do so, whether because of a lack of funds, a statutory restriction
or insufficient surpluses or reserves, does not negate the obligation. An option of the issuer to redeem the shares for
cash does not satisfy the definition of a financial liability because the issuer does not have a present obligation to
transfer financial assets to the owner. In this case, redemption of the shares is solely at the discretion of the issuer.
An obligation may arise, however, when the issuer of the shares exercises its option, usually by formally notifying the
owners of an intention to redeem the shares.

AG3.2

When preference shares are non-redeemable, the appropriate classification is determined by the other rights that
attach to them. Classification is based on an assessment of the substance of the contractual arrangements and the
definitions of a financial liability and a residual interest. When distributions to holders of the preference shares,
whether cumulative or non-cumulative, are at the discretion of the issuer, the shares are residual interests. The
classification of a preference share as a residual interest or a financial liability is not affected by, for example:
(a)

a history of making distributions;

(b)

an intention to make distributions in the future;

(c)

a possible negative impact on the price of ordinary shares of the issuer if distributions are not made (for
example, because of restrictions on paying dividends or similar distributions on the ordinary shares if dividends
or similar distributions are not paid on the preference shares);

(d)

the amount of the issuer’s reserves;

(e)

an issuer’s expectation of a surplus or deficit for a period; or

(f) an ability or inability of the issuer to influence the amount of its surplus or deficit for the period.
Contractual obligation to deliver cash
AG3.3

In determining whether an instrument is a financial liability or a residual interest, an entity considers the contractual
rights and obligations of the instrument and not the intention of the parties. Failure by an entity to enforce the rights
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and obligations in an arrangement, whether deliberately or erroneously, does not, in itself, change the nature of the
transaction. An entity should however consider whether not executing the terms of an arrangement affects their
enforceability in terms of law. Consider the following examples:
(a)

A controlling entity grants a loan to a controlled entity which requires the repayment of capital and interest at
specific dates. The controlling entity fails to enforce collection of outstanding amounts under the terms of the
agreement for a period of two years due to a shortcoming in its administrative processes. The failure of the
entity to not collect amounts due does not change the nature of the transaction and that the entity classifies
the transaction as a financial liability.

(b)

A controlling entity grants a loan to a controlled entity which requires the repayment of capital and interest at
specific dates. The controlling entity fails to enforce collection of outstanding amounts under the terms of the
agreement for a period of ten years due to a shortcoming in its administrative processes. The entity determines
that the failure to enforce the terms of the arrangement means that the debt has legally prescribed. Due to the
change in legal terms, an entity assesses whether a financial liability still exists.

Contingent settlement provisions
AG3.4

Paragraph 3.9 requires that if a part of a contingent settlement provision that could require settlement in cash or
another financial asset (or in another way that would result in the instrument being a financial liability) is not genuine,
the settlement provision does not affect the classification of a financial instrument. Thus, a contract that requires
settlement in cash only on the occurrence of an event that is extremely rare, highly abnormal and very unlikely to
occur is a residual interest.

Treatment in consolidated financial statements
AG3.5

In consolidated financial statements, an entity presents minority interests – i.e. the interests of other parties in the net
assets and revenue of its controlled entities – in accordance with GRAP 1 and GRAP 6. When classifying a financial
instrument (or a component of it) in consolidated financial statements, an entity considers all terms and conditions
agreed between members of the economic entity and the holders of the instrument in determining whether the
economic entity as a whole has an obligation to deliver cash or another financial asset in respect of the instrument
or to settle it in a manner that results in liability classification. When a controlled entity in an economic entity issues a
financial instrument and a controlling entity or other entity within the economic entity agrees additional terms directly
with the holders of the instrument (e.g. a guarantee), the economic entity may not have discretion over distributions
or redemption. Although the controlled entity may appropriately classify the instrument without regard to these
additional terms in its individual financial statements, the effect of other agreements between members of the
economic entity and the holders of the instrument is considered in order to ensure that consolidated financial
statements reflect the contracts and transactions entered into by the economic entity as a whole. To the extent that
there is such an obligation the instrument (or component of it that is subject to the obligation) is classified as a financial
liability in consolidated financial statements.

Compound financial instruments (Paragraphs 3.10 to 3.14)
AG3.6

Paragraph 3.3 applies only to issuers of non-derivative compound financial instruments. Paragraph 3.3 does not deal
with compound financial instruments from the perspective of holders. Paragraphs 4.11 to 4.15 deal with the
separation of embedded derivatives from the perspective of holders of compound financial instruments that contain
features of both financial liabilities and residual interests.

AG3.7

A form of compound financial instrument is a debt instrument with an embedded conversion option, such as a bond
convertible into ordinary shares of the issuer, and without any other embedded derivative features. Paragraph 3.3
requires the issuer of such a financial instrument to present the liability component and the residual interest
component separately in the statement of financial position, as follows:

AG3.8

(a)

The issuer’s obligation to make scheduled payments of interest and principal is a financial liability that exists
as long as the instrument is not converted. On initial recognition, the fair value of the liability component is the
present value of the contractually determined stream of future cash flows discounted at the rate of interest
applied at that time by the market to instruments of comparable credit status and providing substantially the
same cash flows, on the same terms, but without the conversion option.

(b)

The instrument is an embedded option to convert the liability into a residual interest of the issuer. This option
has value on initial recognition even when it is out of the money.

On conversion of a convertible instrument at maturity, the entity derecognises the liability component and recognises
it as a residual interest. The original residual interest component remains as a residual interest (although it may be
transferred from one line item within net assets to another). There is no gain or loss on conversion at maturity.
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AG3.9

When an entity extinguishes a convertible instrument before maturity through an early redemption or repurchase in
which the original conversion privileges are unchanged, the entity allocates the consideration paid and any
transaction costs for the repurchase or redemption to the liability and residual interest components of the instrument
at the date of the transaction. The method used in allocating the consideration paid and transaction costs to the
separate components is consistent with that used in the original allocation to the separate components of the
proceeds received by the entity when the convertible instrument was issued, in accordance with paragraphs 3.10 to
3.14.

AG3.10

Once the allocation of the consideration is made, any resulting gain or loss is treated in accordance with accounting
principles applicable to the related component, as follows:
(a)

the amount of gain or loss relating to the liability component is recognised in surplus or deficit; and

(b) the amount of consideration relating to the residual interest component is recognised in net assets.
AG3.11

An entity may amend the terms of a convertible instrument to induce early conversion, for example by offering a more
favourable conversion ratio or paying other additional consideration in the event of conversion before a specified
date. The difference, at the date the terms are amended, between the fair value of the consideration the holder
receives on conversion of the instrument under the revised terms and the fair value of the consideration the holder
would have received under the original terms is recognised as a loss in surplus or deficit.

Recognition of financial assets and financial liabilities
AG3.12

As a consequence of the principle in paragraph 3.1, an entity recognises all of its contractual rights and obligations
under derivatives in its statement of financial position as assets and liabilities, respectively.

AG3.13

The following are examples of applying the principle in paragraph 3.3:
(a)

unconditional receivables and payables are recognised as assets or liabilities when the entity becomes a party
to the contract and, as a consequence, has a legal right to receive, or a legal obligation to pay cash;

(b)

assets to be acquired and liabilities to be incurred as a result of a firm commitment to purchase or sell goods
or services are generally not recognised until at least one of the parties has performed under the agreement.
For example, an entity that receives a firm order does not generally recognise an asset (and the entity that
places the order does not recognise a liability) at the time of the commitment but delays recognition until the
ordered goods or services have been shipped, delivered or rendered. If a firm commitment to buy or sell nonfinancial items is within the scope of this Standard under paragraphs 1.11 to 1.12, its net fair value is
recognised as an asset or liability on the commitment date (see (c) below);

(c)

a forward contract that is within the scope of this Standard (see paragraphs 1.3 to 1.12) is recognised as an
asset or a liability on the commitment date, instead of the date on which settlement takes place. When an
entity becomes a party to a forward contract, the fair values of the right and obligation are often equal, so that
the net fair value of the forward is zero. If the net fair value of the right and obligation is not zero, the contract
is recognised as an asset or liability;

(d)

option contracts that are within the scope of this Standard (see paragraphs 1.3 to 1.12) are recognised as
assets or liabilities when the holder or writer becomes a party to the contract; and

(e)

planned future transactions, no matter how likely, are not assets and liabilities because the entity has not
become a party to a contract.
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Chapter 4 – Classification
Classification
Classification of financial assets
The entity’s management model for managing financial assets
AG4.1

Paragraph 4.1(a) requires an entity to classify financial assets on the basis of the entity’s management model for
managing the financial assets, unless paragraph 4.6 applies. An entity assesses whether its financial assets meet
the condition in paragraph 4.2(a) on the basis of the management model as determined by the entity’s management
(as defined in GRAP 24).

AG4.2

An entity’s management model is determined at a level that reflects how groups of financial assets are managed
together to achieve a particular objective. The entity’s management model does not depend on management’s
intentions for an individual instrument. Accordingly, this condition is not an instrument-by-instrument approach to
classification and should be determined on a higher level of aggregation. However, a single entity may have more
than one management model for managing its financial instruments. Consequently, classification need not be
determined at the reporting entity level. For example, an entity may hold a portfolio of investments that it manages in
order to collect contractual cash flows and another portfolio of investments that it manages in order to trade to realise
fair value changes. Similarly, in some circumstances, it may be appropriate to separate a portfolio of financial assets
into sub-portfolios in order to reflect the level at which an entity manages those financial assets. For example, that
may be the case if an entity purchases a portfolio of bonds and manages some of the bonds with an objective of
collecting contractual cash flows and manages the other bonds with an objective of selling them.

AG4.3

An entity’s management model refers to how an entity manages its financial assets in order to generate cash flows.
That is, the entity’s management model determines whether cash flows will result from collecting contractual cash
flows, selling financial assets or both. Consequently, this assessment is not performed on the basis of scenarios that
the entity does not reasonably expect to occur, such as so-called “worst case” or “stress case” scenarios. For
example, if an entity expects that it will sell a particular portfolio of financial assets only in a stress case scenario, that
scenario would not affect the entity’s assessment of the management model for those assets if the entity reasonably
expects that such a scenario will not occur. If cash flows are realised in a way that is different from the entity’s
expectations at the date that the entity assessed the management model (for example, if the entity sells more or
fewer financial assets than it expected when it classified the assets), that does not give rise to a prior period error in
the entity’s financial statements (see GRAP 3 on Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors)
nor does it change the classification of the remaining financial assets held in that management model (i.e. those
assets that the entity recognised in prior periods and still holds) as long as the entity considered all relevant
information that was available at the time that it made the management model assessment. However, when an entity
assesses the management model for newly originated or newly purchased financial assets, it must consider
information about how cash flows were realised in the past, along with all other relevant information.

AG4.4

An entity’s management model for managing financial assets is a matter of fact and not merely an assertion. It is
typically observable through the activities that the entity undertakes to achieve the objective of the management
model. An entity will need to use judgement when it assesses its management model for managing financial assets
and that assessment is not determined by a single factor or activity. Instead, the entity must consider all relevant
evidence that is available at the date of the assessment. Such relevant evidence includes, but is not limited to:
(a)

how the performance of the management model and the financial assets held within that management model
are evaluated and reported to the entity’s management;

(b)

the risks that affect the performance of the management model (and the financial assets held within that
management model) and, in particular, the way in which those risks are managed; and

(c)

how managers are compensated (for example, whether the compensation is based on the fair value of the
assets managed or on the contractual cash flows collected).

A management model whose objective is to hold assets in order to collect contractual cash flows
AG4.5

Financial assets that are held within a management model whose objective is to hold assets in order to collect
contractual cash flows are managed to realise cash flows by collecting contractual payments over the life of the
instrument. That is, the entity manages the assets held within the portfolio to collect those particular contractual cash
flows (instead of managing the overall return on the portfolio by both holding and selling assets). In determining
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whether cash flows are going to be realised by collecting the financial assets’ contractual cash flows, it is necessary
to consider the frequency, value and timing of sales in prior periods, the reasons for those sales and expectations
about future sales activity. However, sales in themselves do not determine the management model and therefore
cannot be considered in isolation. Instead, information about past sales and expectations about future sales provide
evidence related to how the entity’s stated objective for managing the financial assets is achieved and, specifically,
how cash flows are realised. An entity must consider information about past sales within the context of the reasons
for those sales and the conditions that existed at that time as compared to current conditions.
AG4.6

Although the objective of an entity’s management model may be to hold financial assets in order to collect contractual
cash flows, the entity need not hold all of those instruments until maturity. Thus an entity’s management model can
be to hold financial assets to collect contractual cash flows even when sales of financial assets occur or are expected
to occur in the future.

AG4.7

The management model may be to hold assets to collect contractual cash flows even if the entity sells financial assets
when there is an increase in the assets’ credit risk. To determine whether there has been an increase in the assets’
credit risk, the entity considers reasonable and supportable information, including forward looking information.
Irrespective of their frequency and value, sales due to an increase in the assets’ credit risk are not inconsistent with
a management model whose objective is to hold financial assets to collect contractual cash flows because the credit
quality of financial assets is relevant to the entity’s ability to collect contractual cash flows. Credit risk management
activities that are aimed at minimising potential credit losses due to credit deterioration are integral to such a
management model. Selling a financial asset because it no longer meets the credit criteria specified in the entity’s
documented investment policy is an example of a sale that has occurred due to an increase in credit risk. However,
in the absence of such a policy, the entity may demonstrate in other ways that the sale occurred due to an increase
in credit risk.

AG4.8

Sales that occur for other reasons, such as sales made to manage credit concentration risk (without an increase in
the assets’ credit risk), may also be consistent with a management model whose objective is to hold financial assets
in order to collect contractual cash flows. In particular, such sales may be consistent with a management model
whose objective is to hold financial assets in order to collect contractual cash flows if those sales are infrequent (even
if significant in value) or insignificant in value both individually and in aggregate (even if frequent). If more than an
infrequent number of such sales are made out of a portfolio and those sales are more than insignificant in value
(either individually or in aggregate), the entity needs to assess whether and how such sales are consistent with an
objective of collecting contractual cash flows. Whether a third party imposes the requirement to sell the financial
assets, or that activity is at the entity’s discretion, is not relevant to this assessment. An increase in the frequency or
value of sales in a particular period is not necessarily inconsistent with an objective to hold financial assets in order
to collect contractual cash flows, if an entity can explain the reasons for those sales and demonstrate why those sales
do not reflect a change in the entity’s management model. In addition, sales may be consistent with the objective of
holding financial assets in order to collect contractual cash flows if the sales are made close to the maturity of the
financial assets and the proceeds from the sales approximate the collection of the remaining contractual cash flows.

AG4.9

The following are examples of when the objective of an entity’s management model may be to hold financial assets
to collect the contractual cash flows. This list of examples is not exhaustive. Furthermore, the examples are not
intended to discuss all factors that may be relevant to the assessment of the entity’s management model nor specify
the relative importance of the factors.

Example

Analysis

Example 1
An entity holds investments to collect their contractual
cash flows. The funding needs of the entity are
predictable and the maturity of its financial assets is
matched to the entity’s estimated funding needs.
The entity performs credit risk management activities
with the objective of minimising credit losses. In the
past, sales have typically occurred when the financial
assets’ credit risk has increased such that the assets

Although the entity considers, among other
information, the financial assets’ fair values from a
liquidity perspective (i.e. the cash amount that would
be realised if the entity needs to sell assets), the
entity’s objective is to hold the financial assets in
order to collect the contractual cash flows. Sales
would not contradict that objective if they were in
response to an increase in the assets’ credit risk, for
example if the assets no longer meet the credit
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no longer meet the credit criteria specified in the
entity’s documented investment policy. In addition,
infrequent sales have occurred as a result of
unanticipated funding needs.
Reports to management focus on the credit quality of
the financial assets and the contractual return. The
entity also monitors fair values of the financial assets,
among other information.

criteria specified in the entity’s documented
investment policy. Infrequent sales resulting from
unanticipated funding needs (e.g. in a stress case
scenario) also would not contradict that objective,
even if such sales are significant in value.

Example 2
An entity’s management model is to purchase
portfolios of financial assets, such as loans. Those
portfolios may or may not include financial assets that
are credit impaired.
If payment on the loans is not made on a timely basis,
the entity attempts to realise the contractual cash flows
through various means—for example, by contacting
the debtor by mail, telephone or other methods. The
entity’s objective is to collect the contractual cash flows
and the entity does not manage any of the loans in this
portfolio with an objective of realising cash flows by
selling them.

The objective of the entity’s management model is to
hold the financial assets in order to collect the
contractual cash flows.
The same analysis would apply even if the entity does
not expect to receive all of the contractual cash flows
(e.g. some of the financial assets are credit impaired
at initial recognition).
Moreover, the fact that the entity enters
into derivatives to modify the cash flows of the portfolio
does not in itself change the entity’s management
model.

In some cases, the entity enters into interest rate
swaps to change the interest rate on particular financial
assets in a portfolio from a floating interest rate to a
fixed interest rate.
Example 3
An entity has a management model with the objective
of originating loans to customers and subsequently
selling those loans to a securitisation vehicle. The
securitisation vehicle issues instruments to investors.
The originating entity controls the securitisation vehicle
and thus consolidates it.
The securitisation vehicle collects the contractual cash
flows from the loans and passes them on to its
investors.

The economic entity originated the loans with the
objective of holding them to collect the contractual
cash flows.
However, the originating entity has an objective of
realising cash flows on the loan portfolio by selling the
loans to the securitisation vehicle, so for the purposes
of its separate financial statements it would not be
considered to be managing this portfolio in order to
collect the contractual cash flows.

It is assumed for the purposes of this example that the
loans continue to be recognised in the consolidated
statement of financial position because they are not
derecognised by the securitisation vehicle.
Other management models
AG4.10

Financial assets are measured at fair value through surplus or deficit if they are not held within a management model
whose objective is to hold assets to collect contractual cash flows. The following management models result in
measurement at fair value through surplus or deficit:
(a)

a management model whose objective is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling
financial assets; and

(b)

a management model whose objective is achieved by realising cash flows through the sale of assets.
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A management model whose objective is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial
assets
AG4.11

An entity may hold financial assets in a management model whose objective is achieved by both collecting contractual
cash flows and selling financial assets. In this type of management model, the entity’s management personnel have
made a decision that both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets are integral to achieving the
objective of the management model. There are various objectives that may be consistent with this type of
management model. For example, the objective of the management model may be to manage everyday liquidity
needs, to maintain a particular interest yield profile or to match the duration of the financial assets to the duration of
the liabilities that those assets are funding. To achieve such an objective, the entity will both collect contractual cash
flows and sell financial assets.

AG4.12

Compared to a management model whose objective is to hold financial assets to collect contractual cash flows, this
management model will typically involve greater frequency and value of sales. This is because selling financial assets
is integral to achieving the management model's objective instead of being only incidental to it. However, there is no
threshold for the frequency or value of sales that must occur in this management model because both collecting
contractual cash flows and selling financial assets are integral to achieving its objective.

AG4.13

The following are examples of when the objective of the entity’s management model may be achieved by both
collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets. This list of examples is not exhaustive. Furthermore,
the examples are not intended to describe all the factors that may be relevant to the assessment of the entity’s
management model nor specify the relative importance of the factors.

Example

Analysis

An entity anticipates capital expenditure in a few years.
The entity invests its excess cash in short and long-term
financial assets so that it can fund the expenditure when
the need arises. Many of the financial assets have
contractual lives that exceed the entity’s anticipated
investment period.

The objective of the management model is achieved
by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling
financial assets. The entity will make decisions on an
ongoing basis about whether collecting contractual
cash flows or selling financial assets will maximise
the return on the portfolio until the need arises for the
invested cash.

Example 4

The entity will hold financial assets to collect the
contractual cash flows and, when an opportunity arises, it
will sell financial assets to re-invest the cash in financial
assets with a higher return.

In contrast, consider an entity that anticipates a cash
outflow in five years to fund capital expenditure and
invests excess cash in short-term financial assets.
When the investments mature, the entity reinvests
the cash in new short-term financial assets. The
entity maintains this strategy until the funds are
needed, at which time the entity uses the proceeds
from the maturing financial assets to fund the capital
expenditure. Only sales that are insignificant in value
occur before maturity (unless there is an increase in
credit risk). The objective of this contrasting
management model is to hold financial assets to
collect contractual cash flows.

Example 5
An entity that pays unemployment benefits holds financial
assets in order to fund its liabilities. The entity uses the
proceeds from the contractual cash flows on the financial
assets to settle its liabilities as they come due. To ensure
that the contractual cash flows from the financial assets
are sufficient to settle those liabilities, the entity

The objective of the management model is to fund the
liabilities. To achieve this objective, the entity collects
contractual cash flows as they come due and sells
financial assets to maintain the desired profile of the
asset portfolio. Thus both collecting contractual cash
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undertakes significant buying and selling activity on a
regular basis to rebalance its portfolio of assets and to
meet cash flow needs as they arise.

flows and selling financial assets are integral to
achieving the management model’s objective.

A management model whose objective is achieved by realising cash flows through the sale of assets
AG4.14

A management model that results in measurement at fair value through surplus or deficit is one in which an entity
manages the financial assets with the objective of realising cash flows through the sale of the assets. The entity
makes decisions based on the assets’ fair values and manages the assets to realise those fair values. In this case,
the entity’s objective will typically result in active buying and selling. Even though the entity will collect contractual
cash flows while it holds the financial assets, the objective of such a management model is not achieved by both
collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets. This is because the collection of contractual cash flows
is not integral to achieving the management model’s objective; instead, it is incidental to it.

AG4.15

A portfolio of financial assets that is managed and whose performance is evaluated on a fair value basis (as described
in paragraph 4.8(b)) is neither held to collect contractual cash flows nor held both to collect contractual cash flows
and to sell financial assets The entity is primarily focused on fair value information and uses that information to assess
the assets’ performance and to make decisions. In addition, a portfolio of financial assets that meets the definition of
held for trading is not held to collect contractual cash flows or held both to collect contractual cash flows and to sell
financial assets. For such portfolios, the collection of contractual cash flows is only incidental to achieving the
management model’s objective. Consequently, such portfolios of financial assets must be measured at fair value
through surplus or deficit.

Contractual cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding
General approach
AG4.16

Paragraph 4.1(b) requires an entity to classify a financial asset on the basis of its contractual cash flow characteristics
if the financial asset is held within a management model whose objective is to hold assets to collect contractual cash
flows or within a management model whose objective is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling
financial assets, unless paragraph 4.6 applies. To do so, the condition in paragraph 4.2(b) requires an entity to
determine whether the asset’s contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal
amount outstanding.

AG4.17

Contractual cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding are
consistent with a basic lending arrangement. In a basic lending arrangement, consideration for the time value of
money (see paragraphs AG4.23 to AG4.27) and credit risk are typically the most significant elements of interest.
However, in such an arrangement, interest can also include consideration for other basic lending risks (for example,
liquidity risk) and costs (for example, administrative costs) associated with holding the financial asset for a particular
period of time. In addition, interest can include a profit margin that is consistent with a basic lending arrangement. In
extreme economic circumstances, interest can be negative if, for example, the holder of a financial asset either
explicitly or implicitly pays for the deposit of its money for a particular period of time (and that fee exceeds the
consideration that the holder receives for the time value of money, credit risk and other basic lending risks and costs).
However, contractual terms that introduce exposure to risks or volatility in the contractual cash flows that is unrelated
to a basic lending arrangement, such as exposure to changes in equity prices, or commodity prices, a specific
profitability or income threshold being reached by the borrower or lender, or the achievement (or otherwise) of specific
financial ratios, do not give rise to contractual cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the
principal amount outstanding. An originated or a purchased financial asset can be a basic lending arrangement
irrespective of whether it is a loan in its legal form.

AG4.18

In accordance with paragraph 4.3(a), principal is the fair value of the financial asset at initial recognition. However
that principal amount may change over the life of the financial asset (for example, if there are repayments of principal).

AG4.19

An entity shall assess whether contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal
amount outstanding for the currency in which the financial asset is denominated.

AG4.20

Leverage is a contractual cash flow characteristic of some financial assets. Leverage increases the variability of the
contractual cash flows with the result that they do not have the economic characteristics of interest. Stand-alone
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option, forward and swap contracts are examples of financial assets that include such leverage. Thus, such contracts
do not meet the condition in paragraph 4.2(b).
Concessionary loans granted by an entity
AG4.21

Concessionary loans are granted by an entity on below market terms related either to the principal or interest repaid,
or both (see paragraph AG5.13). In assessing whether the contractual cash flows of a concessionary loan are solely
payments of principal and interest, an entity first applies paragraphs AG5.14 to AG5.24. These paragraphs require
an entity to separate a concessionary loan into its relevant components and measure the cash flows using a market
related rate of interest for a similar instrument. The effect of applying paragraph AG5.14 to AG5.24 means that the
principal appropriately reflects the amounts that will be repaid in the arrangement using a market related rate of
interest. An entity then assesses whether the contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest.

AG4.22

As the concessionary loan has effectively been recognised at fair value, the contractual cash flows are likely to reflect
solely payments of principal or interest. However, an entity applies judgement to assess if the contractual cash flows
after initial recognition are solely payments of principal and interest. Examples of instances when the contractual
cash flows may not be solely payments or principal or interest are as follows:
(a)

The borrower has the ability to exercise certain options that mean that the loan will not be fully recovered by
the lender and/or will not receive full compensation for the interest due. For example, the borrower may
suspend payment of the loan and take payment holidays which may not be recovered in full or in part, or
interest will not be charged on such payment holidays.

(b)

The repayment of principal and/or interest is based on factors that are unrelated to a basic lending
arrangement. For example, where principal and/or interest are only repayable when certain conditions are
met such as the borrower becoming employed, earning a specific level of income, revenue, profitability,
defined ratios, production level, etc.

Consideration for the time value of money
AG4.23

Time value of money is the element of interest that provides consideration for only the passage of time. That is, the
time value of money element does not provide consideration for other risks or costs associated with holding the
financial asset. In order to assess whether the element provides consideration for only the passage of time, an entity
applies judgement and considers relevant factors such as the currency in which the financial asset is denominated
and the period for which the interest rate is set.

AG4.24

However, in some cases, the time value of money element may be modified (i.e. imperfect). That would be the case,
for example, if a financial asset’s interest rate is periodically reset but the frequency of that reset does not match the
tenor of the interest rate (for example, the interest rate resets every month to a one-year rate) or if a financial asset’s
interest rate is periodically reset to an average of particular short- and long-term interest rates. In such cases, an
entity must assess the modification to determine whether the contractual cash flows represent solely payments of
principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding. In some circumstances, the entity may be able to make
that determination by performing a qualitative assessment of the time value of money element whereas, in other
circumstances, it may be necessary to perform a quantitative assessment.

AG4.25

When assessing a modified time value of money element, the objective is to determine how different the contractual
(undiscounted) cash flows could be from the (undiscounted) cash flows that would arise if the time value of money
element was not modified (the benchmark cash flows). For example, if the financial asset under assessment contains
a variable interest rate that is reset every month to a one-year interest rate, the entity would compare that financial
asset to a financial instrument with identical contractual terms and the identical credit risk except the variable interest
rate is reset monthly to a one-month interest rate. If the modified time value of money element could result in
contractual (undiscounted) cash flows that are significantly different from the (undiscounted) benchmark cash flows,
the financial asset does not meet the condition in paragraph 4.2(b). To make this determination, the entity must
consider the effect of the modified time value of money element in each reporting period and cumulatively over the
life of the financial instrument. The reason for the interest rate being set in this way is not relevant to the analysis. If
it is clear, with little or no analysis, whether the contractual (undiscounted) cash flows on the financial asset under
the assessment could (or could not) be significantly different from the (undiscounted) benchmark cash flows, an entity
need not perform a detailed assessment.

AG4.26

When assessing a modified time value of money element, an entity must consider factors that could affect future
contractual cash flows. For example, if an entity is assessing a bond with a five-year term and the variable interest
rate is reset every six months to a five-year rate, the entity cannot conclude that the contractual cash flows are solely
payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding simply because the interest rate curve at the
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time of the assessment is such that the difference between a five-year interest rate and a six-month interest rate is
not significant. Instead, the entity must also consider whether the relationship between the five-year interest rate and
the six-month interest rate could change over the life of the instrument such that the contractual (undiscounted) cash
flows over the life of the instrument could be significantly different from the (undiscounted) benchmark cash flows.
However, an entity must consider only reasonably possible scenarios instead of every possible scenario. If an entity
concludes that the contractual (undiscounted) cash flows could be significantly different from the (undiscounted)
benchmark cash flows, the financial asset does not meet the condition in paragraph 4.2(b) and therefore cannot be
measured at amortised cost.
AG4.27

Government or a regulatory authority often sets interest rates. For example, such government regulation of interest
rates may be part of a broad macroeconomic policy or it may be introduced to encourage entities to invest in a
particular sector of the economy. In some of these cases, the objective of the time value of money element is not to
provide consideration for only the passage of time. However, despite paragraphs AG4.23 to AG4.26, a regulated
interest rate shall be considered a proxy for the time value of money element for the purpose of applying the condition
in paragraph 4.2(b) if that regulated interest rate provides consideration that is broadly consistent with the passage
of time and does not provide exposure to risks or volatility in the contractual cash flows that are inconsistent with a
basic lending arrangement.
Contractual terms that change the timing or amount of contractual cash flows

AG4.28

If a financial asset contains a contractual term that could change the timing or amount of contractual cash flows (for
example, if the asset can be prepaid before maturity or its term can be extended), the entity must determine whether
the contractual cash flows that could arise over the life of the instrument due to that contractual term are solely
payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding. To make this determination, the entity must
assess the contractual cash flows that could arise both before, and after, the change in contractual cash flows. The
entity may also need to assess the nature of any contingent event (i.e. the trigger) that would change the timing or
amount of the contractual cash flows. While the nature of the contingent event in itself is not a determinative factor
in assessing whether the contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest, it may be an indicator.
For example, compare a financial instrument with an interest rate that is reset to a higher rate if the debtor misses a
particular number of payments to a financial instrument with an interest rate that is reset to a higher rate if a specified
equity index reaches a particular level. It is more likely in the former case that the contractual cash flows over the life
of the instrument will be solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding because of the
relationship between missed payments and an increase in credit risk. (See also paragraph AG4.26)

AG4.29

The following are examples of contractual terms that result in contractual cash flows that are solely payments of
principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding:

AG4.30

AG4.31

(a)

a variable interest rate that consists of consideration for the time value of money, the credit risk associated with
the principal amount outstanding during a particular period of time (the consideration for credit risk may be
determined at initial recognition only, and so may be fixed) and other basic lending risks and costs, as well as
a profit margin;

(b)

a contractual term that permits the issuer (i.e. the debtor) to prepay a debt instrument or permits the holder (i.e.
the creditor) to put a debt instrument back to the issuer before maturity and the prepayment amount
substantially represents unpaid amounts of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding, which
may include reasonable compensation for the early termination of the contract; and

(c)

a contractual term that permits the issuer or the holder to extend the contractual term of a debt instrument (i.e.
an extension option) and the terms of the extension option result in contractual cash flows during the extension
period that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding, which may include
reasonable additional compensation for the extension of the contract.

Despite paragraph AG4.28, a financial asset that would otherwise meet the condition in paragraph 4.2(b) but does
not do so only as a result of a contractual term that permits (or requires) the issuer to prepay a debt instrument or
permits (or requires) the holder to put a debt instrument back to the issuer before maturity is eligible to be measured
at amortised cost (subject to meeting the condition in paragraph 4.2(a) if:
(a)

the entity acquires or originates the financial asset at a premium or discount to the contractual par amount;

(b)

the prepayment amount substantially represents the contractual par amount and accrued (but unpaid)
contractual interest, which may include reasonable compensation for the early termination of the contract; and

(c)

when the entity initially recognises the financial asset, the fair value of the prepayment feature is insignificant.

For the purpose of applying paragraphs AG4.29(b) and AG4.30(b), irrespective of the event or circumstance that
causes the early termination of the contract, a party may pay or receive reasonable compensation for that early
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termination. For example, a party may pay or receive reasonable compensation when it chooses to terminate the
contract early (or otherwise causes the early termination to occur).
AG4.32

The following examples illustrate contractual cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the
principal amount outstanding. This list of examples is not exhaustive.

Instrument

Analysis

Instrument A
Instrument A is a bond with a stated maturity date.
Payments of principal and interest on the principal
amount outstanding are linked to an inflation index of
the currency in which the instrument is issued. The
inflation link is not leveraged and the principal is
protected.

The contractual cash flows are solely payments of
principal and interest on the principal amount
outstanding. Linking payments of principal and interest
on the principal amount outstanding to an unleveraged
inflation index resets the time value of money to a
current level. In other words, the interest rate on the
instrument reflects “real” interest. Thus, the interest
amounts are consideration for the time value of money
on the principal amount outstanding.
However, if the interest payments were indexed to
another variable such as the debtor’s performance (e.g.
the debtor’s net income) or an equity index, the
contractual cash flows are not payments of principal and
interest on the principal amount outstanding (unless the
indexing to the debtor’s performance results in an
adjustment that only compensates the holder for
changes in the credit risk of the instrument, such that
contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal
and interest). That is because the contractual cash
flows reflect a return that is inconsistent with a basic
lending arrangement (see paragraph AG4.17).

Instrument B
Instrument B is a variable interest rate instrument with
a stated maturity date that permits the borrower to
choose the market interest rate on an ongoing basis.
For example, at each interest rate reset date, the
borrower can choose to pay three-month JIBAR for a
three-month term or one-month JIBAR for a onemonth term.

The contractual cash flows are solely payments of
principal and interest on the principal amount
outstanding as long as the interest paid over the life of
the instrument reflects consideration for the time value
of money, for the credit risk associated with the
instrument and for other basic lending risks and costs,
as well as a profit margin (see paragraph AG4.17). The
fact that the JIBAR interest rate is reset during the life
of the instrument does not in itself disqualify the
instrument.
However, if the borrower is able to choose to pay a onemonth interest rate that is reset every three months, the
interest rate is reset with a frequency that does not
match the tenor of the interest rate. Consequently, the
time value of money element is modified. Similarly, if an
instrument has a contractual interest rate that is based
on a term that can exceed the instrument’s remaining
life (for example, if an instrument with a five-year
maturity pays a variable rate that is reset periodically but
always reflects a five-year maturity), the time value of
money element is modified. That is because the interest
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payable in each period is disconnected from the interest
period.
In such cases, the entity must qualitatively or
quantitatively assess the contractual cash flows against
those on an instrument that is identical in all respects
except the tenor of the interest rate matches the interest
period to determine if the cash flows are solely
payments of principal and interest on the principal
amount outstanding. (See paragraph AG4.27 for
guidance on regulated interest rates.)
For example, in assessing a bond with a five-year term
that pays a variable rate that is reset every six months but
always reflects a five-year maturity, an entity considers
the contractual cash flows on an instrument that resets
every six months to a six-month interest rate but is
otherwise identical.
The same analysis would apply if the borrower is able to
choose between the lender’s various published interest
rates (e.g. the borrower can choose between the lender’s
published one-month variable interest rate and the
lender’s published three-month variable interest rate).
Instrument C
Instrument C is a bond with a stated maturity date and
pays a variable market interest rate. That variable
interest rate is capped.

The contractual cash flows of both:
(a) an instrument that has a fixed interest rate; and
(b) an instrument that has a variable interest rate
are payments of principal and interest on the principal
amount outstanding as long as the interest reflects
consideration for the time value of money, for the credit
risk associated with the instrument during the term of
the instrument and for other basic lending risks and
costs, as well as a profit margin. (See paragraph
AG4.17).
Consequently, an instrument that is a combination of (a)
and (b) (e.g. a bond with an interest rate cap) can have
cash flows that are solely payments of principal and
interest on the principal amount outstanding. Such a
contractual term may reduce cash flow variability by
setting a limit on a variable interest rate (e.g. an interest
rate cap or floor) or increase the cash flow variability
because a fixed rate becomes variable.

Instrument D
Instrument D is a full recourse loan and is secured by
collateral.

AG4.33

The fact that a full recourse loan is collateralised does
not in itself affect the analysis of whether the contractual
cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest
on the principal amount outstanding.

The following examples illustrate contractual cash flows that are not solely payments of principal and interest on the
principal amount outstanding. This list of examples is not exhaustive.
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Instrument

Analysis

Instrument E is a bond that is convertible into a fixed
number of equity instruments of the issuer.

The holder would analyse the convertible bond in its
entirety.

Instrument E

The contractual cash flows are not payments of principal
and interest on the principal amount outstanding
because they reflect a return that is inconsistent with a
basic lending arrangement (see paragraph AG4.17); i.e.
the return is linked to the value of the equity of the issuer.
Instrument F
Instrument F is a loan that pays an inverse floating
interest rate (i.e. the interest rate has an inverse
relationship to market interest rates).

The contractual cash flows are not solely payments of
principal and interest on the principal amount
outstanding.
The interest amounts are not consideration for the time
value of money on the principal amount outstanding.

Instrument G
Instrument G is a perpetual instrument but the issuer
may call the instrument at any point and pay the holder
the par amount plus accrued interest due.
Instrument G pays a market interest rate but payment of
interest cannot be made unless the issuer is able to
remain solvent immediately afterwards.
Deferred interest does not accrue additional interest.

The contractual cash flows are not payments of principal
and interest on the principal amount outstanding. That
is because the issuer may be required to defer interest
payments and additional interest does not accrue on
those deferred interest amounts. As a result, interest
amounts are not consideration for the time value of
money on the principal amount outstanding.
If interest accrued on the deferred amounts, the
contractual cash flows could be payments of principal
and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
The fact that Instrument G is perpetual does not in itself
mean that the contractual cash flows are not payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount
outstanding. In effect, a perpetual instrument has
continuous (multiple) extension options. Such options
may result in contractual cash flows that are payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount
outstanding if interest payments are mandatory and
must be paid in perpetuity.
Also, the fact that Instrument G is callable does not
mean that the contractual cash flows are not payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount
outstanding unless it is callable at an amount that does
not substantially reflect payment of outstanding principal
and interest on that principal amount outstanding. Even
if the callable amount includes an amount that
reasonably compensates the holder for the early
termination of the instrument, the contractual cash flows
could be payments of principal and interest on the
principal amount outstanding. (See also paragraph
AG4.30)
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AG4.34

In some cases a financial asset may have contractual cash flows that are described as principal and interest but
those cash flows do not represent the payment of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding as
described in paragraphs 4.2(b), and 4.3 of this Standard.

AG4.35

This may be the case if the financial asset represents an investment in particular assets or cash flows and hence the
contractual cash flows are not solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding. For
example, if the contractual terms stipulate that the financial asset’s cash flows increase as more automobiles use a
particular toll road, those contractual cash flows are inconsistent with a basic lending arrangement. As a result, the
instrument would not satisfy the condition in paragraph 4.2(b). This could be the case when a creditor’s claim is
limited to specified assets of the debtor or the cash flows from specified assets (for example, a “non-recourse”
financial asset).

AG4.36

However, the fact that a financial asset is non-recourse does not in itself necessarily preclude the financial asset from
meeting the condition in paragraph 4.2(b). In such situations, the creditor is required to assess (“look through to”) the
particular underlying assets or cash flows to determine whether the contractual cash flows of the financial asset being
classified are payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding. If the terms of the financial
asset give rise to any other cash flows or limit the cash flows in a manner inconsistent with payments representing
principal and interest, the financial asset does not meet the condition in paragraph 4.2(b). Whether the underlying
assets are financial assets or non- financial assets does not in itself affect this assessment.

AG4.37

A contractual cash flow characteristic does not affect the classification of the financial asset if it could have only a de
minimis effect on the contractual cash flows of the financial asset. To make this determination, an entity must consider
the possible effect of the contractual cash flow characteristic in each reporting period and cumulatively over the life
of the financial instrument. In addition, if a contractual cash flow characteristic could have an effect on the contractual
cash flows that is more than de minimis (either in a single reporting period or cumulatively) but that cash flow
characteristic is not genuine, it does not affect the classification of a financial asset. A cash flow characteristic is not
genuine if it affects the instrument’s contractual cash flows only on the occurrence of an event that is extremely rare,
highly abnormal and very unlikely to occur.

AG4.38

In almost every lending transaction the creditor’s instrument is ranked relative to the instruments of the debtor’s other
creditors. An instrument that is subordinated to other instruments may have contractual cash flows that are payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding if the debtor’s non-payment is a breach of contract and
the holder has a contractual right to unpaid amounts of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding
even in the event of the debtor’s bankruptcy. For example, a receivable that ranks its creditor as a general creditor
would qualify as having payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding. This is the case even
if the debtor issued loans that are collateralised, which in the event of bankruptcy would give that loan holder priority
over the claims of the general creditor in respect of the collateral but does not affect the contractual right of the
general creditor to unpaid principal and other amounts due.
Contractually linked instruments

AG4.39

In some types of transactions, an issuer may prioritise payments to the holders of financial assets using multiple
contractually linked instruments that create concentrations of credit risk (tranches). Each tranche has a subordination
ranking that specifies the order in which any cash flows generated by the issuer are allocated to the tranche. In such
situations, the holders of a tranche have the right to payments of principal and interest on the principal amount
outstanding only if the issuer generates sufficient cash flows to satisfy higher-ranking tranches.

AG4.40

In such transactions, a tranche has cash flow characteristics that are payments of principal and interest on the
principal amount outstanding only if:
(a)

the contractual terms of the tranche being assessed for classification (without looking through to the underlying
pool of financial instruments) give rise to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the
principal amount outstanding (e.g. the interest rate on the tranche is not linked to a commodity index);

(b)

the underlying pool of financial instruments has the cash flow characteristics set out in paragraphs AG4.42 and
AG4.43; and

(c)

the exposure to credit risk in the underlying pool of financial instruments inherent in the tranche is equal to or
lower than the exposure to credit risk of the underlying pool of financial instruments (for example, the credit
rating of the tranche being assessed for classification is equal to or higher than the credit rating that would
apply to a single tranche that funded the underlying pool of financial instruments).
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AG4.41

An entity must look through until it can identify the underlying pool of instruments that are creating (instead of passing
through) the cash flows. This is the underlying pool of financial instruments.

AG4.42

The underlying pool must contain one or more instruments that have contractual cash flows that are solely payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.

AG4.43

The underlying pool of instruments may also include instruments that:
(a)

reduce the cash flow variability of the instruments in paragraph AG4.42 and, when combined with the
instruments in paragraph AG4.42, result in cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the
principal amount outstanding (e.g. an interest rate cap or floor or a contract that reduces the credit risk on some
or all of the instruments in paragraph AG4.42); or

(b)

align the cash flows of the tranches with the cash flows of the pool of underlying instruments in paragraph
AG4.42 to address differences in and only in:
(i)

whether the interest rate is fixed or floating;

(ii)

the currency in which the cash flows are denominated, including inflation in that currency; or

(iii)

the timing of the cash flows.

AG4.44

If any instrument in the pool does not meet the conditions in either paragraph AG4.42 or paragraph AG4.43, the
condition in paragraph AG4.40(b) is not met. In performing this assessment, a detailed instrument-by-instrument
analysis of the pool may not be necessary. However, an entity must use judgement and perform sufficient analysis
to determine whether the instruments in the pool meet the conditions in paragraphs AG4.42 to AG4.43. (See also
paragraph AG4.37 for guidance on contractual cash flow characteristics that have only a de minimis effect.)

AG4.45

If the holder cannot assess the conditions in paragraph AG4.40 at initial recognition, the tranche must be measured
at fair value through surplus or deficit. If the underlying pool of instruments can change after initial recognition in such
a way that the pool may not meet the conditions in paragraphs AG4.42 to AG4.43, the tranche does not meet the
conditions in paragraph AG4.40 and must be measured at fair value through surplus or deficit. However, if the
underlying pool includes instruments that are collateralised by assets that do not meet the conditions in paragraphs
AG4.42 to AG4.43, the ability to take possession of such assets shall be disregarded for the purposes of applying
this paragraph unless the entity acquired the tranche with the intention of controlling the collateral.

Option to designate a financial asset or financial liability as at fair value through surplus or deficit (Paragraphs 4.1 to 4.8)
AG4.46

Subject to the conditions in paragraphs 4.6 and 4.8 of this Standard allows an entity to designate a financial asset, a
financial liability, or a group of financial instruments (financial assets, financial liabilities or both) as at fair value
through surplus or deficit provided that doing so results in more relevant information.

AG4.47

The decision of an entity to designate a financial asset or financial liability as at fair value through surplus or deficit is
similar to an accounting policy choice (although, unlike an accounting policy choice, it is not required to be applied
consistently to allsimilar transactions). When an entity has such a choice, paragraph .13(b) of GRAP 3 requires the
chosen policy to result in the financial statements providing reliable and more relevant information about the effects
of transactions, other events and conditions on the entity’s financial position, financial performance or cash flows. For
example, in the case of designation of a financial liability as at fair value through surplus or deficit, paragraph 4.8 sets
out the two circumstances when the requirement for more relevant information will be met. Accordingly, to choose
such designation in accordance with paragraph 4.8, the entity needs to demonstrate that it falls within one (or both)
of these two circumstances.
Designation eliminates or significantly reduces an accounting mismatch

AG4.48

Measurement of a financial asset or financial liability and classification of recognised changes in its value are
determined by the item’s classification. Those requirements can create a measurement or recognition inconsistency
(sometimes referred to as an “accounting mismatch”) when, for example, in the absence of designation as at fair
value through surplus or deficit, a financial asset would be classified as subsequently measured at fair value through
surplus or deficit and a liability the entity considers related would be subsequently measured at amortised cost (with
changes in fair value not recognised). In such circumstances, an entity may conclude that its financial statements
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would provide more relevant information if both the asset and the liability were measured as at fair value through
surplus or deficit.
AG4.49

The following example shows when this condition could be met. In all cases, an entity may use this condition to
designate financial assets or financial liabilities as at fair value through surplus or deficit only if it meets the principle
in paragraph 4.6 or 4.8(a):
An entity has financial assets, financial liabilities or both that share a risk, such as interest rate risk, and that
gives rise to opposite changes in fair value that tend to offset each other. However, only some of the instruments
would be measured at fair value through surplus or deficit (for example, those that are derivatives, or are
classified as held for trading).

AG4.50

In cases such as those described in the preceding paragraph, to designate, at initial recognition, the financial assets
and financial liabilities not otherwise so measured as at fair value through surplus or deficit may eliminate or
significantly reduce the measurement or recognition inconsistency and produce more relevant information. For
practical purposes, the entity need not enter into all of the assets and liabilities giving rise to the measurement or
recognition inconsistency at exactly the same time. A reasonable delay is permitted provided that each transaction
is designated as at fair value through surplus or deficit at its initial recognition and, at that time, any remaining
transactions are expected to occur.

AG4.51

It would not be acceptable to designate only some of the financial assets and financial liabilities giving rise to the
inconsistency as at fair value through surplus or deficit if to do so would not eliminate or significantly reduce the
inconsistency and would therefore not result in more relevant information. However, it would be acceptable to
designate only some of a number of similar financial assets or similar financial liabilities if doing so achieves a
significant reduction (and possibly a greater reduction than other allowable designations) in the inconsistency. For
example, assume an entity has a number of similar financial liabilities that sum to R100 and a number of similar
financial assets that sum to R50 but are measured on a different basis. The entity may significantly reduce the
measurement inconsistency by designating at initial recognition all of the assets but only some of the liabilities (for
example, individual liabilities with a combined total of R45) as at fair value through surplus or deficit. However,
because designation as at fair value through surplus or deficit can be applied only to the whole of a financial
instrument, the entity in this example must designate one or more liabilities in their entirety. It could not designate
either a component of a liability (e.g. changes in value attributable to only one risk, such as changes in a benchmark
interest rate) or a proportion (i.e. percentage) of a liability.
A group of financial liabilities or financial assets and financial liabilities is managed and its performance is
evaluated on a fair value basis

AG4.52

An entity may manage and evaluate the performance of a group of financial liabilities or financial assets and financial
liabilities in such a way that measuring that group at fair value through surplus or deficit results in more relevant
information. The focus in this instance is on the way the entity manages and evaluates performance, instead of on
the nature of its financial instruments.

AG4.53

For example, an entity may use this condition to designate financial liabilities as at fair value through surplus or deficit
if it meets the principle in paragraph 4.8(b) and the entity has financial assets and financial liabilities that share one
or more risks and those risks are managed and evaluated on a fair value basis in accordance with a documented
policy of asset and liability management.

AG4.54

As noted above, this condition relies on the way the entity manages and evaluates performance of the group of
financial instruments under consideration. Accordingly, (subject to the requirement of designation at initial
recognition) an entity that designates financial liabilities as at fair value through surplus or deficit on the basis of this
condition shall so designate all eligible financial liabilities that are managed and evaluated together.

AG4.55

Documentation of the entity’s strategy need not be extensive but should be sufficient to demonstrate compliance with
paragraph 4.8(b). Such documentation is not required for each individual item, but may be on a portfolio basis. For
example, if the performance management system for an entity’s Treasury function—as approved by the entity’s
management—clearly demonstrates that its performance is evaluated on this basis, no further documentation is
required to demonstrate compliance with paragraph 4.8(b)

Embedded derivatives (Paragraphs 4.9 to 4.15)
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AG4.56

When an entity becomes a party to a hybrid contract with a host that is not an asset within the scope of this Standard,
paragraph 4.11 requires the entity to identify any embedded derivative, assess whether it is required to be separated
from the host contract and, for those that are required to be separated, measure the derivatives at fair value at initial
recognition and subsequently at fair value through surplus or deficit.

AG4.57

If a host contract has no stated or predetermined maturity and represents an interest in the net assets of an entity,
then its economic characteristics and risks are those of a residual interest, and an embedded derivative would then
need to possess characteristics of a residual interest related to the same entity to be regarded as closely related. If
the host contract is not a residual interest and meets the definition of a financial instrument, then its economic
characteristics and risks are those of a debt instrument.

AG4.58

An embedded non-option derivative (such as an embedded forward or swap) is separated from its host contract on
the basis of its stated or implied substantive terms, so as to result in it having a fair value of zero at initial recognition.
An embedded option-based derivative (such as an embedded put, call, cap, floor or swaption) is separated from its
host contract on the basis of the stated terms of the option feature. The initial carrying amount of the host instrument
is the residual amount after separating the embedded derivative.

AG4.59

Generally, multiple embedded derivatives in a single hybrid contract are treated as a single compound embedded
derivative. However, embedded derivatives that are classified as residual interests (see paragraphs 3.3 to 3.14) are
accounted for separately from those classified as assets or liabilities. In addition, if a hybrid contract has more than
one embedded derivative and those derivatives relate to different risk exposures and are readily separable and
independent of each other, they are accounted for separately from each other.

AG4.60

The economic characteristics and risks of an embedded derivative are not closely related to the host contract in the
following examples. In these examples, assuming the conditions in paragraph 4.11(b) and (c) are met, an entity
accounts for the embedded derivative separately from the host contract.
(a) A put option embedded in an instrument that enables the holder to require the issuer to reacquire the instrument
for an amount of cash or other assets that varies on the basis of the change in an equity, commodity price or
index is not closely related to a host debt instrument.
(b) An option or automatic provision to extend the remaining term to maturity of a debt instrument is not closely
related to the host debt instrument unless there is a concurrent adjustment to the approximate current market
rate of interest at the time of the extension. If an entity issues a debt instrument and the holder of that debt
instrument writes a call option on the debt instrument to a third party, the issuer regards the call option as
extending the term to maturity of the debt instrument provided the issuer can be required to participate in or
facilitate the remarketing of the debt instrument as a result of the call option being exercised.
(c)

Equity-indexed interest or principal payments embedded in a host debt instrument or insurance contract – by
which the amount of interest or principal is indexed to the value of equity instruments — are not closely related
to the host instrument because the risks inherent in the host and the embedded derivative are dissimilar.

(d) Commodity-indexed interest or principal payments embedded in a host debt instrument or insurance contract by which the amount of interest or principal is indexed to the price of a commodity - are not closely related to
the host instrument because the risks inherent in the host and the embedded derivative are dissimilar.
(e) A call, put, or prepayment option embedded in a host debt contract or host insurance contract is not closely related
to the host contract unless:
(i) the option’s exercise price is approximately equal on each exercise date to the amortised cost of the host
debt instrument or the carrying amount of the host insurance contract; or
(ii) the exercise price of a prepayment option reimburses the lender for an amount up to the approximate present
value of the lost interest for the remaining term of the host contract. Lost interest is the product of the
principal amount prepaid multiplied by the interest differential. The interest rate differential is in excess of
the effective interest rate of the host contract over the effective interest rate the entity would receive at the
prepayment date if it reinvested the principal amount prepaid in a similar contract for the remaining term
of the host contract.
The assessment of whether the call or put option is closely related to the host debt contract is made before
separating the residual interest component of a convertible debt instrument in accordance with this Standard.
(f) Credit derivatives that are embedded in a host debt instrument and allow one party (the “beneficiary”) to transfer
the credit risk of a particular reference asset, which it may not own, to another party (the “guarantor”) are not
closely related to the host debt instrument. Such credit derivatives allow the guarantor to assume the credit risk
associated with the reference asset without directly owning it.
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AG4.61

An example of a hybrid instrument is a financial instrument that gives the holder a right to put the financial instrument
back to the issuer in exchange for an amount of cash or other financial assets that varies on the basis of the change
in an equity or commodity index that may increase or decrease (a “puttable instrument”). Unless the issuer on initial
recognition designates the puttable instrument as a financial liability at fair value through surplus or deficit, it is
required to separate an embedded derivative (i.e. the indexed principal payment) under paragraph 4.11 because the
host contract is a debt instrument under paragraph AG4.57 and the indexed principal payment is not closely related
to a host debt instrument under paragraph AG4.60(a). Because the principal payment can increase and decrease,
the embedded derivative is a non-option derivative whose value is indexed to the underlying variable.

AG4.62

In the case of a puttable instrument that can be put back at any time for cash equal to a proportionate share of the
net asset value of an entity, the effect of separating an embedded derivative and accounting for each component is
to measure the hybrid contract at the redemption amount that is payable at the end of the reporting period if the
holder exercised its right to put the instrument back to the issuer.

AG4.63

The economic characteristics and risks of an embedded derivative are closely related to the economic characteristics
and risks of the host contract in the following examples. In these examples, an entity does not account for the
embedded derivative separately from the host contract.
(a)

An embedded derivative in which the underlying is an interest rate or interest rate index that can change the
amount of interest that would otherwise be paid or received on an interest-bearing host debt contract or
insurance contract is closely related to the host contract unless the hybrid contract can be settled in such a
way that the holder would not recover substantially all of its recognised investment or the embedded derivative
could at least double the holder’s initial rate of return on the host contract and could result in a rate of return
that is at least twice what the market return would be for a contract with the same terms as the host contract.

(b)

An embedded floor or cap on the interest rate on a debt contract or insurance contract is closely related to the
host contract, provided the cap is at or above the market rate of interest and the floor is at or below the market
rate of interest when the contract is issued, and the cap or floor is not leveraged in relation to the host contract.
Similarly, provisions included in a contract to purchase or sell an asset (e.g. a commodity) that establish a cap
and a floor on the price to be paid or received for the asset are closely related to the host contract if both the
cap and floor were out of the money at inception and are not leveraged.

(c)

An embedded foreign currency derivative that provides a stream of principal or interest payments that are
denominated in a foreign currency and is embedded in a host debt instrument (e.g. a dual currency bond) is
closely related to the host debt instrument. Such a derivative is not separated from the host instrument because
the Standard of GRAP on The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates (GRAP 4) requires foreign
currency gains and losses on monetary items to be recognised in surplus or deficit.

(d) An embedded foreign currency derivative in a host contract that is an insurance contract or not a financial
instrument (such as a contract for the purchase or sale of a non-financial item where the price is denominated
in a foreign currency) is closely related to the host contract provided it is not leveraged, does not contain an
option feature, and requires payments denominated in one of the following currencies:
(i)

the functional currency of any substantial party to that contract;

(ii)

the currency in which the price of the related good or service that is acquired or delivered is routinely
denominated in commercial transactions around the world (such as the US dollar for crude oil
transactions); or

(iii)

a currency that is commonly used in contracts to purchase or sell non-financial items in the economic
environment in which the transaction takes place (e.g. a relatively stable and liquid currency that is
commonly used in local business transactions or external trade).

(e) An embedded prepayment option in an interest-only or principal-only strip is closely related to the host contract
provided the host contract (i) initially resulted from separating the right to receive contractual cash flows of a
financial instrument that, in and of itself, did not contain an embedded derivative, and (ii) does not contain any
terms not present in the original host debt contract.
(f) An embedded derivative in a host lease contract is closely related to the host contract if the embedded derivative
is (i) an inflation-related index such as an index of lease payments to a consumer price index (provided that
the lease is not leveraged and the index relates to inflation in the entity’s own economic environment), (ii)
contingent rentals based on related sales or (iii) contingent rentals based on variable interest rates.
(g) A unit-linking feature embedded in a host financial instrument or host insurance contract is closely related to the
host instrument or host contract if the unit-denominated payments are measured at current unit values that
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reflect the fair values of the assets of the fund. A unit-linking feature is a contractual term that requires
payments denominated in units of an internal or external investment fund.
(h) A derivative embedded in an insurance contract is closely related to the host insurance contract if the embedded
derivative and host insurance contract are so interdependent that an entity cannot measure the embedded
derivative separately (i.e. without considering the host contract).
Instruments containing embedded derivatives
AG4.64

As noted in paragraph AG4.56, when an entity becomes a party to a hybrid (contract with a host that is not an asset
within the scope of this Standard and with one or more embedded derivatives, paragraph 4.11 requires the entity to
identify any such embedded derivative, assess whether it is required to be separated from the host contract and, for
those that are required to be separated, measure the derivatives at fair value at initial recognition and subsequently.
These requirements can be more complex, or result in less reliable measures, than measuring the entire instrument
at fair value. For that reason, this Standard permits entities to designate the entire instrument to be measured at fair
value.

AG4.65

Such designation may be used whether paragraph 4.11 requires the embedded derivatives to be separated from the
host contract or prohibits such separation. However, paragraph 4.13 would not justify designating the hybrid contract
as at fair value in the cases set out in paragraph 4.13(a) and (b) because doing so would not reduce complexity or
increase reliability.

Reassessment of embedded derivatives
AG4.66

In accordance with paragraph 4.11, an entity shall assess whether an embedded derivative is required to be
separated from the host contract and accounted for as a derivative when the entity first becomes a party to the
contract. Subsequent reassessment is prohibited unless there is a change in the terms of the contract that significantly
modifies the cash flows that otherwise would be required under the contract, in which case reassessment is required.
An entity determines whether a modification to cash flows is significant by considering the extent to which the
expected future cash flows associated with the embedded derivative, the host contract or both have changed and
whether the change is significant relative to the previously expected cash flows on the contract.

AG4.67

Paragraph AG4.66 does not apply to embedded derivatives in contracts acquired in:
(a)

a transfer of functions between entities not under common control (as defined in GRAP 106);

(b)

transfer of functions between entities under common control as described in the Standard of GRAP on Transfers
of Functions Between Entities Under Common Control;

(c)

a merger as described in the Standard of GRAP on Mergers; or

(d)

the formation of a joint venture as defined in the Standard of GRAP on Interests in Joint Ventures

or their possible reassessment at the date of transfer.
Reclassification of financial assets
Change in management model
AG4.68

Paragraph 4.16 requires an entity to reclassify financial assets if the entity changes its management model for
managing those financial assets. Such changes are expected to be very infrequent. Such changes are determined
by the entity’s management as a result of external or internal changes and must be significant to the entity’s
operations and demonstrable to external parties. Accordingly, a change in an entity’s management model will occur
only when an entity either begins or ceases to perform an activity that is significant to its operations; for example,
when the entity has acquired, disposed of or terminated an activity or function. Examples of a change in management
model include the following:
(a)

A government agency extends loans to small business owners and has a management model to sell the loan
portfolios to private entities at a discount due to the long collection cycle of these loans. The entity enters into
a long term contract with a third party collection service provider, and the loan portfolios are no longer for sale,
and are held to collect the contractual cash flows with the aid of the collections service provider.

(b)

A municipality held a portfolio of longer term fixed income securities to collect cash flows in order to finance a
planned infrastructure project in the foreseeable future. A change in the municipality’s plan resulted in the
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cancellation of the project and the portfolio is grouped into the regular investment portfolio that is regularly sold
to meet its everyday liquidity needs in funding various programmes.
AG4.69

A change in the objective of the entity’s management model must be effected before the reclassification date. Using
the example in (a) above, if the entity decides on the 15th of February to no longer sell its loan portfolios to private
entities it must reclassify all affected financial assets on 1 April (i.e. the first day of the entity’s next reporting period).
The entity must not sell any of its loans or otherwise engage in activities consistent with its former management model
after the 15th of February.

AG4.70

The following are not changes in management model:
(a)

A change in intention related to particular financial assets (even in circumstances of significant changes in
market conditions).

(b)

The temporary disappearance of a particular market for financial assets.

(c)

A transfer of financial assets between parts of the entity with different management models.

Investments in residual interests
AG4.71

A reclassification of an investment in residual interests between the fair value through surplus or deficit and cost
categories is permitted, but only when an entity can no longer reliably measure the fair value of an investment in a
residual interest.

AG4.72

An entity may also reclassify an instrument from cost to fair value through surplus or deficit, because the fair value of
the instrument is now available. For example, an entity may not have been able to determine the fair value of an
investment in a controlled entity because the controlled entity’s objectives were to provide services rather than
generate profits. If the objectives of the controlled entity change to provide goods and services at a commercial return,
the entity could now determine a fair value based on a valuation technique using the cash flows generated by the
entity.
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Chapter 5 – Measurement
Initial measurement
Initial measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities
Transaction costs (Paragraph 5.1)
AG5.1

Where an entity subsequently measures financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value, it excludes transaction
costs from the amount initially recognised. Where an entity subsequently measures financial assets and financial
liabilities at amortised cost or cost, it includes transaction costs in the amount initially recognised.

Determining fair value on initial recognition (Paragraph 5.1)
AG5.2

The fair value of a financial instrument on initial recognition is normally the transaction price (i.e. the fair value of
the consideration given or received, see also paragraph AG5.52). However, if part of the consideration given or
received is for something other than the financial instrument, the fair value of the financial instrument is estimated,
using a valuation technique (see paragraphs AG5.40 to AG5.46). For example, the fair value of a long-term loan
or similar receivable that carries no interest can be estimated as the present value of all future cash receipts
discounted at the prevailing market rate(s) of interest for a similar instrument (similar as to currency, term, type of
interest rate and other factors) with a similar credit rating. Any additional amount lent is an expense, unless it
qualifies for recognition as some other type of asset.

AG5.3

If an entity originates a loan that bears an off-market interest rate (e.g. 5% when the market rate for similar loans
is 8%), and receives an up-front fee as compensation, the entity recognises the loan at its fair value, i.e. net of the
fee it receives. The entity accretes the discount to surplus or deficit using the effective interest rate method.

AG5.4

The best evidence of the fair value of a financial instrument at initial recognition is normally the transaction price
(i.e. the fair value of the consideration given or received). If an entity determines that the fair value at initial
recognition differs from the transaction price as mentioned in paragraph 5.2, the entity shall account for that
instrument at that date as follows:
(a)

At the measurement required by paragraph 5.1 if that fair value is evidenced by a quoted price in an active
market for an identical asset or liability (i.e. a Level 1 input) or based on a valuation technique that uses only
data from observable markets. An entity shall recognise the difference between the fair value at initial
recognition and the transaction price as a gain or loss.

(b)

In all other cases, at the measurement required by paragraph 5.1, adjusted to defer the difference between
the fair value at initial recognition and the transaction price. After initial recognition, the entity shall recognise
that deferred difference as a gain or loss only to the extent that it arises from a change in a factor (including
time) that market participants would take into account when pricing the asset or liability.

The requirements of this paragraph do not apply to concessionary loans or concessionary investments as outlined
in paragraphs AG5.12 to AG5.27.
Determining market interest rates (Paragraph 5.1)
AG5.5

An entity determines a market related interest rate by considering the type of transaction and the counterparty
involved. This means that an entity would use a rate for a similar transaction with similar terms, adjusted for the
credit risk of the counterparty involved.

AG5.6

As a practical expedient, an entity may consider using the prime lending rate as a basis for determining a market
related rate for a group of loans or receivables. For example, the prime lending rate could be used as a basis for
determining a market related interest rate for consumer debtors. The prime lending rate would, however, need to
be adjusted for any risks specific to those debtors.

AG5.7

Similarly it may be appropriate to use the government bond rate as a basis for determining a market related rate
for debts owing to or from other government entities. The government bond rate should, however, match the
maturity of the asset or liability, and should be adjusted for any other risk.
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Determining material financing transactions (Paragraph 5.1)
AG5.8

The fair value of a short-term receivable or payable on initial recognition is the transaction price unless the terms
of the arrangement are not market related, e.g. no interest or a below market rate of interest is charged for any
initial credit period granted or received (i.e. the period between the date the receivable or payable is originated and
the due date for payment).

AG5.9

Short-term receivables and payables are not discounted where the initial credit period granted or received is
consistent with terms used in the public sector, either through established practices or legislation. For example, it
is common practice for municipalities to allow consumers a period of time, after issuing an invoice, to settle their
water and electricity accounts. Specific legislation may also prescribe credit terms for specific types of transactions
or entities, which provide an indication of what appropriate credit terms are for certain transactions and events.
Where the initial credit period granted is not in line with practices or legislation in the public sector, the effect of
discounting is considered if it is material.

AG5.10

Once the due date for short-term receivables has elapsed and payment is not received, an entity shall consider
whether there is any indication that the receivable may be impaired, either because interest is not levied on
outstanding amounts (using a market related rate of interest), or because the principal amount may not be collected
(see paragraphs 5.17 to 5.35 and AG 5.40 to AG5.115).

AG5.11

The following example illustrate the application of these requirements:
An entity provides goods and services to the public. Payment for these goods and services should be received
within 30 days after the invoice date in accordance with legislation. Assume that the value of goods and services
provided in one month is R1-million and that, based on past history,
•

only 30% of the debtors pay within the 30 days,

•

50% of the debtors pay within 120 days of invoice date,

•

15% of the debtors pay after 120 days but before 210 days of the invoice date, and

•

5% will never pay.

Analysis:
The entity has provided interest free credit to its customers for a period of 30 days. This 30 day credit period is
deemed to be appropriate for the entity’s operations based on prevailing legislation. It therefore initially recognises
R1-million as revenue and a receivable.
After the 30 day interest free credit period has elapsed, an entity shall consider whether late or non-payment by
customers is an indication of impairment. The entity shall also consider whether an impairment loss exists if it does
not charge a market related rate of interest on the outstanding balance.
Concessionary loans (Paragraphs 5.4 to 5.6)
Overview
AG5.12

Concessionary loans are granted to or received by an entity at below market terms for a number of social or
economic reasons. Examples of concessionary loans granted by entities include loans to other countries, emerging
businesses to promote economic growth, student loans granted to qualifying students for tertiary education and
housing loans granted to low income families. Entities may receive concessionary loans, for example, from
development agencies and other government entities.

AG5.13

The terms of concessionary loans are not market-related for a number of reasons:
(a)

The loans often provide flexible repayment terms, or contingent repayment terms which are linked to the
achievement of certain outcomes, e.g. earning a certain level of income, finding employment, attaining
certain financial ratios, etc.

(b)

The loans may permit the taking of payment holidays, which are often exercised at the option of the
borrower. Interest may or may not be levied during these periods.

(c)

The lender may not require the repayment of part or all of the capital advanced.
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(d)

The interest charged may not be market related, if interest is charged at all.

Analysing the substance of concessionary loans
AG5.14

An entity assesses whether the substance of the concessionary loan is a loan by applying the principles in
paragraphs 3.3 to 3.4. If an entity has determined that the transaction is a loan, it assesses whether the transaction
price represents the fair value of the loan on initial recognition.

AG5.15

Where an entity grants concessionary loans it shall consider whether part of the consideration granted is a social
benefit. Social benefits are defined broadly as cash transfers paid to individuals and households in a non-exchange
transaction to protect them against certain social risks. An entity accounts for the components of a concessionary
loan granted separately. The loan is recognised as a financial asset, while any social benefit is accounted for in
accordance with the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements5.

AG5.16

Where an entity receives a concessionary loan, it assesses on initial recognition whether part of the consideration
received as a concessionary loan comprises a contribution from owners or non-exchange revenue. The entity
accounts for the loan as a financial liability and contributions from owners and non-exchange revenue in
accordance with GRAP 23.

Determining the fair value of concessionary loans
AG5.17

As concessionary loans are granted or received at below market terms, the transaction price on initial recognition
of the loan may not be its fair value. An entity determines the fair value of the loan by using the principles in
paragraphs AG5.5 to AG5.7 and paragraphs AG5.37 to AG5.46. Where an entity cannot determine fair value by
reference to an active market, it uses a valuation technique. Fair value using a valuation technique would be
determined by discounting all future contractual cash receipts using a market related rate of interest for a similar
debt instrument with the same terms, maturity, currency and credit risk profile. An entity applies paragraph AG5.18
to determine the fair value of a purchased or originated credit impaired concessionary loan. At initial recognition,
an entity analyses the substance of the loan granted or received into its component parts, and accounts for those
components separately.

AG5.18

In measuring the fair value of a concessionary loan, an entity considers if the loan is credit impaired on initial
recognition (see paragraphs AG2.24, and 5.28 to 5.29). If the loan is credit impaired, an entity measures the
instrument at the fair value using the contractual cash flows of the instrument, including the expected credit losses
over the life of the instrument, and discounts the cash flows using the credit adjusted effective interest rate. An
entity applies paragraph AG5.15 to account for the component parts and recognises the credit losses and social
benefit together using the principles in the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial
Statements1.

AG5.19

There is usually a high degree of judgement involved in determining the fair value of concessionary loans because
they are often provided to further particular government policies, and as a result, there may be no equivalent
market. As a result, an entity applies a valuation technique as outlined in paragraph AG5.40 to AG5.46. These
valuation techniques make use of market-inputs as far as possible. When concessionary loans are credit impaired
on purchase or origination, the existence of an equivalent market and market data may be unlikely. When a reliable
measure of fair value cannot be determined using the techniques in paragraph AG5.40 to AG5.46 for such loans,
an entity may apply a practical expedient. An entity may determine the fair value of a purchased or originated credit
impaired concessionary loan by estimating the expected cash flows, including credit losses, and discounting the
cash flows using a rate that best represents the time value of money.

AG5.20

The granting or receiving of a concessionary loan is distinguished from the waiver of debt owing to or by an entity.
This distinction is important because it affects whether the below market conditions are considered in the initial
recognition or measurement of the loan rather than as part of the subsequent measurement or derecognition.

5
In June 2017, the Board replaced the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements with the
Conceptual Framework for General Purpose Financial Reporting.
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The intention of a concessionary loan at the outset is to provide or receive resources at below market terms. A
waiver of debt results from loans initially granted or received at market related terms where the intention of either
party to the loan has changed subsequent to its initial issue or receipt. For example, a government may lend money
to a not-for-profit entity with the intention that the loan be repaid in full on market terms. However, the government
may subsequently write off part of the loan. This is not a concessionary loan as the intention of the loan at the
outset was to provide credit to an entity at market related rates. An entity would treat the subsequent write-off of
the loan as a waiver of debt and apply the derecognition requirements of this Standard.
Commitments to provide concessionary loans

AG5.22

Where an entity commits to provide a loan on concessionary terms to another party, it initially measures the loan
commitment at fair value in accordance with paragraph 5.1. Where there is no reliable measure of fair value on
initial recognition (and subsequently), the entity measures the loan commitment at the value of the loss allowance
plus the value of any social benefit provided and is recognised as a social benefit in accordance with the Framework
(see paragraphs 5.4 and AG5.33). An entity recognises the loan once it is drawn down (in whole or in part) by the
borrower.

AG5.23

When an entity measures a commitment to provide a concessionary loan on the basis described in paragraph
AG5.22, it determines the effective interest rate (or credit adjusted effective interest rate) on initial recognition.
Subject to paragraphs AG5.54 to AG5.56, this rate is not changed each time there is a draw down on the
commitment.

AG5.24

After initial recognition, an entity subsequently measures concessionary loans by applying the classification
principles in paragraphs 4.1 to 4.8 as well as the impairment principles in paragraphs AG5.60 to AG5.115.

Concessionary investments
AG5.25

In the public sector, investments in residual interests can be used as a way for an entity to provide financing or
subsidised funding to another public sector entity. In such a transaction, there is generally a lack of an active market
for such investments (i.e. the investment is often not in any unitised capital of the entity, and if it is, the instruments
are generally unquoted), and there are no or minimal future cash flow expectations from the investment besides a
potential redemption by the issuing entity. Cash is provided by the investing entity to the investee generally to
further the investee’s economic or social objectives. Examples of such investments could include membership in
a development bank, or equity investment in another public sector or other entity that provides certain social
programmes or services (e.g. subsidised housing, small business assistance, promoting innovation in certain
industries, etc.).

AG5.26

At initial recognition of such transactions, an entity analyses the substance of the arrangement and assesses
whether the cash provided in full or in part, is in substance a grant or other transfer of resources, with the intention
at the outset being provision or receipt of resources by way of a non-exchange transaction. Where the terms of the
arrangement are unclear, the transaction is treated as an investment in the residual interest of another entity.
However, to the extent that the transaction is a non-exchange transaction, any assets, revenue and/or contribution
from owners arising from the transaction is accounted for in accordance with GRAP 23. The entity providing the
grant or other transfer of resources recognises any social benefit in accordance with the Framework for the
Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements1.

AG5.27

To the extent that an investment gives rise to a residual interest in the other entity that is in the scope of this
Standard, it is recognised initially at fair value in accordance with paragraph 5.1. The investment is measured
subsequently in accordance with paragraphs 5.7 to 5.8. If the instrument does not have an active market, the entity
shall consider valuation techniques and inputs in AG5.40 to AG5.46 in determining the fair value, and if no reliable
measure of fair value is available, at cost in accordance with paragraph 4.5

Valuing financial guarantees issued in a non-exchange transaction
AG5.28

In terms of the requirements of this Standard, financial guarantee contracts issued by an entity, like other financial
liabilities, are required to be initially recognised at fair value. The subsequent measurement of financial guarantee
contracts is the higher of the amount of the loss allowance determined in accordance with paragraph 4.7 and the
amount initially recognised less, when appropriate, cumulative revenue recognised in accordance with GRAP 9.

AG5.29

In the public sector, guarantees are frequently issued in non-exchange transactions, i.e., at no or nominal
consideration. This type of guarantee is provided generally to further the entity’s economic and social objectives.
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Such purposes include supporting infrastructure projects, public-private partnerships, supporting corporate entities
at times of economic distress, and guaranteeing the bond issues or debt of entities in other spheres of government
or within economic entities. Where there is consideration for a financial guarantee, an entity should determine
whether that consideration arises from an exchange transaction and whether the consideration represents a fair
value. If the consideration represents a fair value, an entity recognises the financial guarantee at the amount of the
consideration (see paragraph AG1.6(a)). Where an entity concludes that the consideration is not a fair value, an
entity measures the financial guarantee contract at initial recognition in the same way as if no consideration had
been paid.
AG5.30

At initial recognition, where no fee is charged or where the fee charged does not represent fair value, an entity
firstly considers whether there are quoted prices available in an active market for directly equivalent financial
guarantee contracts. Evidence of an active market includes recent arm’s length market transactions between
knowledgeable willing parties, and reference to the current fair value of another financial guarantee contract that
is substantially the same as that provided at no or nominal consideration by the issuer. The fact that a financial
guarantee contract has been entered into at no consideration by the debtor to the issuer is not, of itself, conclusive
evidence of the absence of an active market. Guarantees may be available from commercial issuers, but a public
sector entity may agree to enter into a financial guarantee contract for a number of non-commercial reasons. For
example, if a debtor is unable to afford a commercial fee, and initiation of a project in fulfilment of one of the entity’s
social or policy objectives would be put at risk unless a financial guarantee contract is issued, it may approach a
public sector entity or government to issue a financial guarantee contract.

AG5.31

Where there is no active market for a directly equivalent guarantee contract; the entity considers whether a
valuation technique other than observation of an active market is available and provides a reliable measure of fair
value. Such a valuation technique may rely on mathematical models which consider financial risk. For example,
National Government guarantees a bond issue of Agency X. As Agency X has a government guarantee backing
its bond issue, its bonds have a lower coupon than if they were not secured by a government guarantee. This is
because the guarantee lowers the risk profile of the bonds for investors. The guarantee fee could be determined
by using the credit spread between what the coupon rate would have been had the issue not been backed by a
government guarantee and the rate with the guarantee in place. Where a fair value is obtainable either by
observation of an active market or through another valuation technique, the entity recognises the financial
guarantee at that fair value in the statement of financial position and recognises an expense of an equivalent
amount in the statement of financial performance. When using a valuation technique that is not based on
observation of an active market an entity needs to satisfy itself that the output of any model is reliable and
understandable.

AG5.32

If no reliable measure of fair value can be determined, either by direct observation of an active market or through
another valuation technique, an entity measures the financial guarantee contract issued initially at the loss
allowance in accordance with paragraph 4.7(c).

Valuing loan commitments
AG5.33

In terms of paragraph 5.1, an entity measures loan commitments initially at their fair value. This is most likely to
equal any commitment fee charged. As with financial guarantee contracts, if an entity is unable to determine a
reliable measure of fair value of the loan commitment on initial recognition, an entity recognises the loan
commitment at the loss allowance (see paragraphs AG5.89 and AG5.91). However, if an entity commits to provide
a concessionary loan to another party and the fair value of the loan commitment cannot be measured reliably, an
entity measures the loan commitment initially at the loss allowance plus the value of the social benefit provided
and recognises this amount in accordance with paragraph 5.4.

Subsequent measurement
AG5.34

If a financial instrument that was previously recognised as a financial asset is measured at fair value and its fair value
falls below zero, it is a financial liability measured in accordance with paragraph 5.9. However, hybrid contracts with
hosts that are assets within the scope of this Standard are always measured in accordance with paragraph 4.10.

Fair value measurement considerations (Paragraphs 5.10 to 5.12)
AG5.35

Underlying the definition of fair value is a presumption that an entity is a going concern without any intention or need
to liquidate, to curtail materially the scale of its operations or to undertake a transaction on adverse terms. Fair value
is not, therefore, the amount that an entity would receive or pay in a forced transaction, involuntary liquidation or
distress sale. However, fair value reflects the credit quality of the instrument.
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This Standard uses the terms “bid price” and “asking price” (sometimes referred to as “current offer price”) in the
context of quoted market prices, and the term “the bid-ask spread” to include only transaction costs. Other adjustments
to arrive at fair value (e.g. for counterparty credit risk) are not included in the term “bid-ask spread”.
Active market: quoted price

AG5.37

A financial instrument is regarded as quoted in an active market if quoted prices are readily and regularly available
from an exchange, dealer, broker, industry group, pricing service or regulatory agency, and those prices represent
actual and regularly occurring market transactions on an arm’s length basis. Fair value is defined in terms of a price
agreed by a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction. The objective of determining fair value for
a financial instrument that is traded in an active market is to arrive at the price at which a transaction would occur at
the end of the reporting period in that instrument (i.e. without modifying or repackaging the instrument) in the most
advantageous active market to which the entity has immediate access. However, the entity adjusts the price in the
more advantageous market to reflect any differences in counterparty credit risk between instruments traded in that
market and the one being valued. The existence of published price quotations in an active market is the best evidence
of fair value. When they exist they are used to measure the financial asset or financial liability.

AG5.38

The appropriate quoted market price for an asset held or liability to be issued is usually the current bid price and, for
an asset to be acquired or liability held, the asking price. When an entity has assets and liabilities with offsetting market
risks, it may use mid-market prices as a basis for establishing fair values for the offsetting risk positions and apply the
bid or asking price to the net open position as appropriate. When current bid and asking prices are unavailable, the
price of the most recent transaction provides evidence of the current fair value as long as there has not been a
significant change in economic circumstances since the time of the transaction. If conditions have changed since the
time of the transaction (e.g. a change in the risk-free interest rate following the most recent price quote for a government
bond), the fair value reflects the change in conditions by reference to current prices or rates for similar financial
instruments, as appropriate. Similarly, if the entity can demonstrate that the last transaction price is not fair value (e.g.
because it reflected the amount that an entity would receive or pay in a forced transaction, involuntary liquidation or
distress sale), that price is adjusted. The fair value of a portfolio of financial instruments is the product of the number
of units of the instrument and its quoted market price. If a published price quotation in an active market does not exist
for a financial instrument in its entirety, but active markets exist for its component parts, fair value is determined on the
basis of the relevant market prices for the component parts.

AG5.39

If a rate (rather than a price) is quoted in an active market, the entity uses that market-quoted rate as an input into a
valuation technique to determine fair value. If the market-quoted rate does not include credit risk or other factors that
market participants would include in valuing the instrument, the entity adjusts for those factors.
No active market: valuation technique

AG5.40

If the market for a financial instrument is not active, an entity establishes fair value by using a valuation technique.
Valuation techniques include using recent arm’s length market transactions between knowledgeable, willing parties, if
available, reference to the current fair value of another instrument that is substantially the same, discounted cash flow
analysis and option pricing models. If there is a valuation technique commonly used by market participants to price the
instrument and that technique has been demonstrated to provide reliable estimates of prices obtained in actual market
transactions, the entity uses that technique.

AG5.41

The objective of using a valuation technique is to establish what the transaction price would have been on the
measurement date in an arm’s length exchange motivated by normal operating considerations. Fair value is estimated
on the basis of the results of a valuation technique that makes maximum use of market inputs, and relies as little as
possible on entity-specific inputs. A valuation technique would be expected to arrive at a realistic estimate of the fair
value if:
(a) it reasonably reflects how the market could be expected to price the instrument; and
(b) the inputs to the valuation technique reasonably represent market expectations and measures of the risk-return
factors inherent in the financial instrument.

AG5.42

Therefore, a valuation technique (a) incorporates all factors that market participants would consider in setting a price
and (b) is consistent with accepted economic methodologies for pricing financial instruments. Periodically, an entity
calibrates the valuation technique and tests it for validity using prices from any observable current market transactions
in the same instrument (i.e. without modification or repackaging) or based on any available observable market data.
An entity obtains market data consistently in the same market where the instrument was originated or purchased. The
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best evidence of the fair value of a financial instrument at initial recognition is the transaction price (i.e. the fair value
of the consideration given or received) unless the fair value of that instrument is shown by comparison with other
observable current market transactions in the same instrument (i.e. without modification or repackaging), or based on
a valuation technique whose variables include only data from observable markets.
AG5.43

The subsequent measurement of the financial asset or financial liability and the subsequent recognition of gains and
losses shall be consistent with the requirements of this Standard. The application of paragraph AG5.42 may result in
no gain or loss being recognised on the initial recognition of a financial asset or financial liability. In such a case, this
Standard requires that a gain or loss shall be recognised after initial recognition only to the extent that it arises from a
change in a factor (including time) that market participants would consider in setting a price.

AG5.44

The initial acquisition or origination of a financial asset or incurrence of a financial liability is a market transaction that
provides a foundation for estimating the fair value of the financial instrument. In particular, if the financial instrument is
a debt instrument (such as a loan), its fair value can be determined by reference to the market conditions that existed
at its acquisition or origination date and current market conditions or interest rates currently charged by the entity or
by others for similar debt instruments (i.e. similar remaining maturity, cash flow pattern, currency, credit risk, collateral
and interest basis). Alternatively, provided there is no change in the credit risk of the debtor and applicable credit
spreads after the origination of the debt instrument, an estimate of the current market interest rate may be derived by
using a benchmark interest rate reflecting a better credit quality than the underlying debt instrument, holding the credit
spread constant, and adjusting for the change in the benchmark interest rate from the origination date. If conditions
have changed since the most recent market transaction, then the corresponding change in the fair value of the financial
instrument being valued is determined by reference to current prices or rates for similar financial instruments, adjusted
as appropriate, for any differences from the instrument being valued.

AG5.45

The same information may not be available at each measurement date. For example, at the date that an entity makes
a loan or acquires a debt instrument that is not actively traded, the entity has a transaction price that is also a market
price. However, no new transaction information may be available at the next measurement date and, although the
entity can determine the general level of market interest rates, it may not know what level of credit or other risk market
participants would consider in pricing the instrument on that date. An entity may not have information from recent
transactions to determine the appropriate credit spread over the basic interest rate to use in determining a discount
rate for a present value computation. It would be reasonable to assume, in the absence of evidence to the contrary,
that no changes have taken place in the spread that existed at the date the loan was made. However, the entity would
be expected to make reasonable efforts to determine whether there is evidence that there has been a change in such
factors. When evidence of a change exists, the entity would consider the effects of the change in determining the fair
value of the financial instrument.

AG5.46

In applying discounted cash flow analysis, an entity uses one or more discount rates equal to the prevailing rates of
return for financial instruments having substantially the same terms and characteristics, including the credit quality of
the instrument, the remaining term over which the contractual interest rate is fixed, the remaining term to repayment
of the principal and the currency in which payments are to be made. Short-term receivables and payables with no
stated interest rate may be measured at the original invoice amount if the effect of discounting is immaterial (see
paragraphs AG5.8 to AG5.11).
No active market: investments in residual interests

AG5.47

The fair value of investments in residual interests that do not have a quoted market price in an active market is reliably
measurable if (a) the variability in the range of reasonable fair value estimates is not significant for that instrument or
(b) the probabilities of the various estimates within the range can be reasonably assessed and used in estimating fair
value.

AG5.48

There are situations in which the variability in the range of reasonable fair value estimates of investments in residual
interests that do not have a quoted market price is likely not to be significant. It may, however, be particularly difficult
to determine the fair value of a residual interest of an entity whose main objective is to provide a public service rather
than generate cash flows or make a profit. If a fair value cannot be determined for an investment in a residual interest
because the range of reasonable fair value estimates is significant and the probabilities of the various estimates cannot
be reasonably assessed, as a practical expedient, an entity measures such instruments at cost.
Inputs to valuation techniques
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An appropriate technique for estimating the fair value of a particular financial instrument would incorporate observable
market data about the market conditions and other factors that are likely to affect the instrument’s fair value. The fair
value of a financial instrument will be based on one or more of the following factors (and perhaps others).
(a) The time value of money (i.e. interest at the basic or risk-free rate). Basic interest rates can usually be derived
from observable government bond prices and are often quoted in financial publications. These rates typically
vary with the expected dates of the projected cash flows along a yield curve of interest rates for different time
horizons. For practical reasons, an entity may use a well-accepted and readily observable general rate, such as
an interbank rate or prime lending rate, as the benchmark rate. (Since these rates are not the risk-free interest
rate, the credit risk adjustment appropriate to the particular financial instrument is determined on the basis of its
credit risk in relation to the credit risk in this benchmark rate.)
(b) Credit risk. The effect on fair value of credit risk (i.e. the premium over the basic interest rate for credit risk) may
be derived from observable market prices for traded instruments of different credit quality or from observable
interest rates charged by lenders for loans of various credit ratings.
(c) Foreign currency exchange prices. Active currency exchange markets exist for most major currencies, and prices
are quoted daily in financial publications.
(d) Commodity prices. There are observable market prices for many commodities.
(e) Prices of equity instruments. Prices (and indexes of prices) of traded equity instruments are readily observable in
some markets. Present value based techniques may be used to estimate the current market price of equity
instruments for which there are no observable prices.
(f) Volatility (i.e. magnitude of future changes in price of the financial instrument or other item). Measures of the volatility
of actively traded items can normally be reasonably estimated on the basis of historical market data or by using
volatilities implied in current market prices.
(g) Prepayment risk and surrender risk. Expected prepayment patterns for financial assets and expected surrender
patterns for financial liabilities can be estimated on the basis of historical data. (The fair value of a financial
liability that can be surrendered by the counterparty cannot be less than the present value of the surrender
amount - see paragraph 5.12.)
(h) Servicing costs for a financial asset or a financial liability. Costs of servicing can be estimated using comparisons
with current fees charged by other market participants. If the costs of servicing a financial asset or financial
liability are significant and other market participants would face comparable costs, the issuer would consider
them in determining the fair value of that financial asset or financial liability. It is likely that the fair value at
inception of a contractual right to future fees equals the origination costs paid for them, unless future fees and
related costs are out of line with market comparables.

Amortised cost measurement (Paragraphs 5.13 to 5.16)
Effective interest method
AG5.50

In applying the effective interest method, an entity identifies fees that are an integral part of the effective interest rate
of a financial instrument. The description of fees for financial services may not be indicative of the nature and substance
of the services provided. Fees that are an integral part of the effective interest rate of a financial instrument are treated
as an adjustment to the effective interest rate, unless the financial instrument is measured at fair value, with the change
in fair value being recognised in surplus or deficit. In those cases, the fees are recognised as revenue or expense
when the instrument is initially recognised.

AG5.51

Fees that are an integral part of the effective interest rate of a financial instrument include:
(a)

Origination fees received by the entity relating to the creation or acquisition of a financial asset. Such fees may
include compensation for activities such as evaluating the borrower’s financial condition, evaluating and
recording guarantees, collateral and other security arrangements, negotiating the terms of the instrument,
preparing and processing documents and closing the transaction. These fees are an integral part of generating
an involvement with the resulting financial instrument.

(b)

Commitment fees received by the entity to originate a loan and it is probable that the entity will enter into a
specific lending arrangement. These fees are regarded as compensation for an ongoing involvement with the
acquisition of a financial instrument. If the commitment expires without the entity making the loan, the fee is
recognised as revenue on expiry.
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(c)

AG5.52

Origination fees paid on issuing financial liabilities measured at amortised cost. These fees are an integral part
of generating an involvement with a financial liability. An entity distinguishes fees and costs that are an integral
part of the effective interest rate for the financial liability from origination fees and transaction costs relating to
the right to provide services, such as investment management services.

Fees that are not an integral part of the effective interest rate of a financial instrument and are accounted for in
accordance with GRAP 9 include:
(a)

fees charged for servicing a loan;

(b)

commitment fees to originate a loan when it is unlikely that a specific lending arrangement will be entered into;
and

(c)

loan syndication fees received by an entity that arranges a loan and retains no part of the loan package for itself
(or retains a part at the same effective interest rate for comparable risk as other participants).

AG5.53

When applying the effective interest method, an entity generally amortises any fees, points paid or received, transaction
costs and other premiums or discounts that are included in the calculation of the effective interest rate over the
expected life of the instrument. However, a shorter period is used if this is the period to which the fees, points paid or
received, transaction costs, premiums or discounts relate. This will be the case when the variable to which the fees,
points paid or received, transaction costs, premiums or discounts relate is repriced to market rates before the expected
maturity of the financial instrument. In such a case, the appropriate amortisation period is the period to the next such
repricing date. For example, if a premium or discount on a floating rate instrument reflects the interest that has accrued
on that financial instrument since interest was last paid, or changes in market rates since the floating interest rate was
reset to market rates, it will be amortised to the next date when the floating interest is reset to market rates. This is
because the premium or discount relates to the period to the next interest reset date because, at that date, the variable
to which the premium or discount relates (i.e. interest rates) is reset to market rates. If, however, the premium or
discount results from a change in the credit spread over the floating rate specified in the instrument, or other variables
that are not reset to market rates, it is amortised over the expected life of the financial instrument.

AG5.54

For floating rate financial assets and floating rate financial liabilities, periodic re-estimation of cash flows to reflect
movements in market rates of interest alters the effective interest rate. If a floating rate financial asset or floating rate
financial liability is recognised initially at an amount equal to the principal receivable or payable on maturity, reestimating the future interest payments normally has no significant effect on the carrying amount of the asset or liability.

AG5.55

If an entity revises its estimates of payments or receipts (excluding modifications in accordance with paragraph 5.15
and changes in estimates of credit losses), it shall adjust the gross carrying amount of the financial asset or amortised
cost of a financial liability (or group of financial instruments) to reflect actual and revised estimated cash flows. The
entity recalculates the gross carrying amount of the financial asset or amortised cost of the financial liability as the
present value of the estimated future contractual cash flows that are discounted at the financial instrument’s original
effective interest rate (or credit adjusted effective interest rate for purchased or originated credit impaired financial
assets). The adjustment is recognised in surplus or deficit as revenue or expense.

AG5.56

In some cases a financial asset is considered credit-impaired at initial recognition because the credit risk is very high,
and in the case of a purchase it is acquired at a deep discount. An entity is required to include the initial expected credit
losses in the estimated cash flows when calculating the credit-adjusted effective interest rate for financial assets that
are considered to be purchased or originated credit-impaired at initial recognition. However, this does not mean that a
credit-adjusted effective interest rate should be applied solely because the financial asset has high credit risk at initial
recognition.

Transaction costs
AG5.57

Transaction costs include fees and commissions paid to agents (including employees acting as selling agents),
advisers, brokers and dealers, levies by regulatory agencies and securities exchanges, and transfer taxes and duties.
Transaction costs do not include debt premiums or discounts, financing costs or internal administrative or holding
costs.

Write-off
AG5.58

The legal write-off of debt is usually governed by legislation, regulation or similar means in the public sector. Debts
owing to the state are generally written off when all reasonable steps have been taken to recover the debt and it is
irrecoverable, or recovery of the debt would be uneconomical, cause undue hardship, or it would be to the advantage
of the state to settle the claim. An entity considers substance over form when recognising write-offs.
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Write-offs can relate to a financial asset in its entirety or to a portion of it. For example, an entity plans to enforce the
collateral on a financial asset and expects to recover no more than 30 percent of the financial asset from the collateral.
If the entity has no reasonable prospects of recovering any further cash flows from the financial asset, it should write
off the remaining 70 per cent of the financial asset.

Impairment
Collective and individual assessment basis
AG5.60

In order to meet the objective of recognising lifetime expected credit losses for significant increases in credit risk since
initial recognition, it may be necessary to perform the assessment of significant increases in credit risk on a collective
basis by considering information that is indicative of significant increases in credit risk on, for example, a group or subgroup of financial instruments. This is to ensure that an entity meets the objective of recognising lifetime expected
credit losses when there are significant increases in credit risk, even if evidence of such significant increases in credit
risk at the individual instrument level is not yet available.

AG5.61

Lifetime expected credit losses are generally expected to be recognised before a financial instrument becomes past
due. Typically, credit risk increases significantly before a financial instrument becomes past due or other lagging
borrower-specific factors (for example, a modification or restructuring) are observed. Consequently when reasonable
and supportable information that is more forward-looking than past due information is available without undue cost or
effort, it must be used to assess changes in credit risk.

AG5.62

However, depending on the nature of the financial instruments and the credit risk information available for particular
groups of financial instruments, an entity may not be able to identify significant changes in credit risk for individual
financial instruments before the financial instrument becomes past due. This may be the case for financial instruments,
such as concessionary loans to small businesses in a particular sector, for which there is little or no updated credit risk
information that is routinely obtained and monitored on an individual instrument until the borrower breaches the
contractual terms. If changes in the credit risk for individual financial instruments are not captured before they become
past due, a loss allowance based only on credit information at an individual financial instrument level would not faithfully
represent the changes in credit risk since initial recognition.

AG5.63

In some circumstances an entity does not have reasonable and supportable information that is available without undue
cost or effort to measure lifetime expected credit losses on an individual instrument basis. In that case, lifetime expected
credit losses shall be recognised on a collective basis that considers comprehensive credit risk information. This
comprehensive credit risk information must incorporate not only past due information but also all relevant credit
information, including forward-looking macroeconomic information, in order to approximate the result of recognising
lifetime expected credit losses when there has been a significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition on an
individual instrument level.

AG5.64

For the purpose of determining significant increases in credit risk and recognising a loss allowance on a collective
basis, an entity can group financial instruments on the basis of shared credit risk characteristics with the objective of
facilitating an analysis that is designed to enable significant increases in credit risk to be identified on a timely basis.
The entity should not obscure this information by grouping financial instruments with different risk characteristics.
Examples of shared credit risk characteristics may include, but are not limited to, the:

AG5.65

(a)

instrument type;

(b)

credit risk ratings;

(c)

collateral type;

(d)

date of initial recognition;

(e)

remaining term to maturity;

(f)

industry;

(g)

geographical location of the borrower; and

(h)

the value of collateral relative to the financial asset if it has an impact on the probability of a default occurring.

Paragraph 5.19 requires that lifetime expected credit losses are recognised on all financial instruments for which there
has been significant increases in credit risk since initial recognition. In order to meet this objective, if an entity is not
able to group financial instruments for which the credit risk is considered to have increased significantly since initial
recognition based on shared credit risk characteristics, the entity should recognise lifetime expected credit losses on
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a portion of the financial assets for which credit risk is deemed to have increased significantly. The aggregation of
financial instruments to assess whether there are changes in credit risk on a collective basis may change over time as
new information becomes available on groups of, or individual, financial instruments.
Timing of recognising lifetime expected credit losses
AG5.66

The assessment of whether lifetime expected credit losses should be recognised is based on significant increases in
the likelihood or risk of a default occurring since initial recognition (irrespective of whether a financial instrument has
been repriced to reflect an increase in credit risk) instead of on evidence of a financial asset being credit-impaired at
the reporting date or an actual default occurring. Generally, there will be a significant increase in credit risk before a
financial asset becomes credit-impaired or an actual default occurs.

AG5.67

For loan commitments, an entity considers changes in the risk of a default occurring on the loan to which a loan
commitment relates. For financial guarantee contracts, an entity considers the changes in the risk that the specified
debtor will default on the contract.

AG5.68

The significance of a change in the credit risk since initial recognition depends on the risk of a default occurring as at
initial recognition. Thus, a given change, in absolute terms, in the risk of a default occurring will be more significant for
a financial instrument with a lower initial risk of a default occurring compared to a financial instrument with a higher
initial risk of a default occurring.

AG5.69

The risk of a default occurring on financial instruments that have comparable credit risk is higher the longer the
expected life of the instrument; for example, the risk of a default occurring on an AAA-rated bond with an expected life
of 10 years is higher than that on an AAA-rated bond with an expected life of 5 years.

AG5.70

Because of the relationship between the expected life and the risk of a default occurring, the change in credit risk
cannot be assessed simply by comparing the change in the absolute risk of a default occurring over time. For example,
if the risk of a default occurring for a financial instrument with an expected life of 10 years at initial recognition is
identical to the risk of a default occurring on that financial instrument when its expected life in a subsequent period is
only 5 years, that may indicate an increase in credit risk. This is because the risk of a default occurring over the
expected life usually decreases as time passes if the credit risk is unchanged and the financial instrument is closer to
maturity. However, for financial instruments that only have significant payment obligations close to the maturity of the
financial instrument the risk of a default occurring may not necessarily decrease as time passes. In such a case, an
entity should also consider other qualitative factors that would demonstrate whether credit risk has increased
significantly since initial recognition.

AG5.71

An entity may apply various approaches when assessing whether the credit risk on a financial instrument has increased
significantly since initial recognition or when measuring expected credit losses. An entity may apply different
approaches for different financial instruments. An approach that does not include an explicit probability of default as
an input per se, such as a credit loss rate approach, can be consistent with the requirements in this Standard, provided
that an entity is able to separate the changes in the risk of a default occurring from changes in other drivers of expected
credit losses, such as collateral, and considers the following when making the assessment:
(a) the change in the risk of a default occurring since initial recognition;
(b) the expected life of the financial instrument; and
(c) reasonable and supportable information that is available without undue cost or effort that may affect credit risk.

AG5.72

The methods used to determine whether credit risk has increased significantly on a financial instrument since initial
recognition should consider the characteristics of the financial instrument (or group of financial instruments) and the
default patterns in the past for comparable financial instruments. Despite the requirement in paragraph 5.24, for
financial instruments for which default patterns are not concentrated at a specific point during the expected life of the
financial instrument, changes in the risk of a default occurring over the next 12 months may be a reasonable
approximation of the changes in the lifetime risk of a default occurring. In such cases, an entity may use changes in
the risk of a default occurring over the next 12 months to determine whether credit risk has increased significantly since
initial recognition, unless circumstances indicate that a lifetime assessment is necessary.

AG5.73

However, for some financial instruments, or in some circumstances, it may not be appropriate to use changes in the
risk of a default occurring over the next 12 months to determine whether lifetime expected credit losses should be
recognised. For example, the change in the risk of a default occurring in the next 12 months may not be a suitable
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basis for determining whether credit risk has increased on a financial instrument with a maturity of more than 12 months
when:
(a)

the financial instrument only has significant payment obligations beyond the next 12 months;

(b)

changes in relevant macroeconomic or other credit-related factors occur that are not adequately reflected in the
risk of a default occurring in the next 12 months; or

(c)

changes in credit-related factors only have an impact on the credit risk of the financial instrument (or have a
more pronounced effect) beyond 12 months.

Determining whether credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition
AG5.74

When determining whether the recognition of lifetime expected credit losses is required, an entity shall consider
reasonable and supportable information that is available without undue cost or effort and that may affect the credit risk
on a financial instrument in accordance with paragraph 5.32(c). An entity need not undertake an exhaustive search for
information when determining whether credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition.

AG5.75

Credit risk analysis is a multifactor and holistic analysis; whether a specific factor is relevant, and its weight compared
to other factors, will depend on the type of product, characteristics of the financial instruments and the borrower as well
as the geographical region. An entity shall consider reasonable and supportable information that is available without
undue cost or effort and that is relevant for the particular financial instrument being assessed. However, some factors
or indicators may not be identifiable on an individual financial instrument level. In such a case, the factors or indicators
should be assessed for appropriate portfolios, groups of portfolios or portions of a portfolio of financial instruments to
determine whether the requirement in paragraph 5.18 for the recognition of lifetime expected credit losses has been
met.

AG5.76

The following non-exhaustive list of information may be relevant in assessing changes in credit risk:
(a)

Significant changes in internal price indicators of credit risk as a result of a change in credit risk since inception,
including, but not limited to, the credit spread that would result if a particular financial instrument or similar
financial instrument with the same terms and the same counterparty were newly originated or issued at the
reporting date.

(b)

Other changes in the rates or terms of an existing financial instrument that would be significantly different if the
instrument was newly originated or issued at the reporting date (such as more stringent covenants, increased
amounts of collateral or guarantees, or higher income coverage) because of changes in the credit risk of the
financial instrument since initial recognition.

(c)

Significant changes in external market indicators of credit risk for a particular financial instrument or similar
financial instruments with the same expected life. Changes in market indicators of credit risk include, but are
not limited to:
(i)

the credit spread;

(ii)

the length of time or the extent to which the fair value of a financial asset has been less than its amortised
cost; and

(iii)

other market information related to the borrower, such as changes in the price of a borrower’s debt and
equity instruments.

(d)

An actual or expected significant change in the financial instrument’s external credit rating.

(e)

An actual or expected internal credit rating downgrade for the borrower or decrease in behavioural scoring used
to assess credit risk internally. Internal credit ratings and internal behavioural scoring are more reliable when
they are mapped to external ratings or supported by default studies.

(f)

Existing or forecast adverse changes in business, financial or economic conditions that are expected to cause
a significant change in the borrower’s ability to meet its debt obligations, such as an actual or expected increase
in interest rates or an actual or expected significant increase in unemployment rates.

(g)

An actual or expected significant change in the operating results of the borrower. Examples include actual or
expected declining revenues or margins, increasing operating risks, working capital deficiencies, decreasing
asset quality, increased leverage, liquidity, management problems or changes in the scope of operations or
organisational structure (such as the discontinuance of a segment) that results in a significant change in the
borrower’s ability to meet its debt obligations.

(h)

Significant increases in credit risk on other financial instruments of the same borrower.

(i)

An actual or expected significant adverse change in the regulatory, economic, or technological environment of
the borrower that results in a significant change in the borrower’s ability to meet its debt obligations, such as a
decline in the demand for the borrower’s goods or services because of a shift in technology.
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(j)

Significant changes in the value of the collateral supporting the obligation or in the quality of third-party
guarantees or credit enhancements, which are expected to reduce the borrower’s economic incentive to make
scheduled contractual payments or to otherwise have an effect on the probability of a default occurring. For
example, if the value of collateral declines because house prices decline, borrowers may have a greater
incentive to default on their mortgages.

(k)

A significant change in the quality of the guarantee provided by an owner (or an individual’s guarantors) if the
owner or guarantors) have an incentive and financial ability to prevent default by capital or cash infusion.

(l)

Significant changes, such as reductions in financial support from a controlling entity or other affiliate or an actual
or expected significant change in the quality of credit enhancement, that are expected to reduce the borrower’s
economic incentive to make scheduled contractual payments. Credit quality enhancements or support include
the consideration of the financial condition of the guarantor and/or, for interests issued in securitisations,
whether subordinated interests are expected to be capable of absorbing expected credit losses (for example,
on the loans underlying the security).

(m)

Expected changes in the loan documentation including an expected breach of contract that may lead to
covenant waivers or amendments, interest payment holidays, interest rate step-ups, requiring additional
collateral or guarantees, or other changes to the contractual framework of the instrument.

(n)

Significant changes in the expected performance and behaviour of the borrower, including changes in the
payment status of borrowers in the economic entity (for example, an increase in the expected number or extent
of delayed contractual payments).

(o)

Changes in the entity’s credit management approach in relation to the financial instrument; i.e. based on
emerging indicators of changes in the credit risk of the financial instrument, the entity’s credit risk management
practice is expected to become more active or to be focused on managing the instrument, including the
instrument becoming more closely monitored or controlled, or the entity specifically intervening with the
borrower.

(p)

Past due information, including the rebuttable presumption as set out in paragraph 5.26.

In some cases, the qualitative and non-statistical quantitative information available may be sufficient to determine that
a financial instrument has met the criterion for the recognition of a loss allowance at an amount equal to lifetime
expected credit losses. That is, the information does not need to flow through a statistical model or credit ratings
process in order to determine whether there has been a significant increase in the credit risk of the financial instrument.
In other cases, an entity may need to consider other information, including information from its statistical models or
credit ratings processes. Alternatively, the entity may base the assessment on both types of information, i.e. qualitative
factors that are not captured through the internal ratings process and a specific internal rating category at the reporting
date, taking into consideration the credit risk characteristics at initial recognition, if both types of information are
relevant.
More than 30 days past due rebuttable presumption

AG5.78

The rebuttable presumption in paragraph 5.26 is not an absolute indicator that lifetime expected credit losses should
be recognised, but is presumed to be the latest point at which lifetime expected credit losses should be recognised
even when using forward-looking information (including macroeconomic factors on a portfolio level).

AG5.79

An entity can rebut this presumption. However, it can do so only when it has reasonable and supportable information
available that demonstrates that even if contractual payments become more than 30 days past due, this does not
represent a significant increase in the credit risk of a financial instrument. For example when non-payment was an
administrative oversight, instead of resulting from financial difficulty of the borrower, or the entity has access to
historical evidence that demonstrates that there is no correlation between significant increases in the risk of a default
occurring and financial assets on which payments are more than 30 days past due, but that evidence does identify
such a correlation when payments are more than 60 days past due.

AG5.80

An entity cannot align the timing of significant increases in credit risk and the recognition of lifetime expected credit
losses to when a financial asset is regarded as credit-impaired or an entity’s internal definition of default.
Financial instruments that have low credit risk at the reporting date

AG5.81

The credit risk on a financial instrument is considered low for the purposes of paragraph 5.25, if the financial instrument
has a low risk of default, the borrower has a strong capacity to meet its contractual cash flow obligations in the near
term and adverse changes in economic and operational conditions in the longer term may, but will not necessarily,
reduce the ability of the borrower to fulfil its contractual cash flow obligations. Financial instruments are not considered
to have low credit risk when they are regarded as having a low risk of loss simply because of the value of collateral
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and the financial instrument without that collateral would not be considered low credit risk. Financial instruments are
also not considered to have low credit risk simply because they have a lower risk of default than the entity’s other
financial instruments or relative to the credit risk of the environment within which an entity operates.
AG5.82

To determine whether a financial instrument has low credit risk, an entity may use its internal credit risk ratings or other
methodologies that are consistent with a globally understood definition of low credit risk and that consider the risks and
the type of financial instruments that are being assessed. An external rating of ‘investment grade’ is an example of a
financial instrument that may be considered as having low credit risk. However, financial instruments are not required
to be externally rated to be considered to have low credit risk. They should, however, be considered to have low credit
risk from a market participant perspective taking into account all of the terms and conditions of the financial instrument.

AG5.83

Lifetime expected credit losses are not recognised on a financial instrument simply because it was considered to have
low credit risk in the previous reporting period and is not considered to have low credit risk at the reporting date. In
such a case, an entity shall determine whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition
and thus whether lifetime expected credit losses are required to be recognised in accordance with paragraph 5.18.

Modifications
AG5.84

In some circumstances, the renegotiation or modification of the contractual cash flows of a financial asset can lead to
the derecognition of the existing financial asset in accordance with this Standard. When the modification of a financial
asset results in the derecognition of the existing financial asset and the subsequent recognition of the modified financial
asset, the modified asset is considered a “new” financial asset for the purposes of this Standard.

AG5.85

Accordingly, the date of the modification shall be treated as the date of initial recognition of that financial asset when
applying the impairment requirements to the modified financial asset. This typically means measuring the loss
allowance at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses until the requirements for the recognition of lifetime
expected credit losses in paragraph 5.18 are met. However, in some unusual circumstances following a modification
that results in derecognition of the original financial asset, there may be evidence that the modified financial asset is
credit-impaired at initial recognition, and thus, the financial asset should be recognised as an originated credit-impaired
financial asset. This might occur, for example, in a situation in which there was a substantial modification of a distressed
asset that resulted in the derecognition of the original financial asset. In such a case, it may be possible for the
modification to result in a new financial asset which is credit- impaired at initial recognition.

AG5.86

If the contractual cash flows on a financial asset have been renegotiated or otherwise modified, but the financial asset
is not derecognised, that financial asset is not automatically considered to have lower credit risk. An entity shall assess
whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition on the basis of all reasonable and
supportable information that is available without undue cost or effort. This includes historical and forward-looking
information and an assessment of the credit risk over the expected life of the financial asset, which includes information
about the circumstances that led to the modification. Evidence that the criteria for the recognition of lifetime expected
credit losses are no longer met may include a history of up-to-date and timely payment performance against the
modified contractual terms. Typically, a borrower would need to demonstrate consistently good payment behaviour
over a period of time before the credit risk is considered to have decreased. For example, a history of missed or
incomplete payments would not typically be erased by simply making one payment on time following a modification of
the contractual terms.

Measurement of expected credit losses
Expected credit losses
AG5.87

Expected credit losses are a probability-weighted estimate of credit losses (i.e. the present value of all cash shortfalls)
over the expected life of the financial instrument. A cash shortfall is the difference between the cash flows that are due
to an entity in accordance with the contract and the cash flows that the entity expects to receive. Because expected
credit losses consider the amount and timing of payments, a credit loss arises even if the entity expects to be paid in
full but later than when contractually due.

AG5.88

For financial assets, a credit loss is the present value of the difference between:
(a)

the contractual cash flows that are due to an entity under the contract; and

(b)

the cash flows that the entity expects to receive.
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For undrawn loan commitments, a credit loss is the present value of the difference between:
(a)

the contractual cash flows that are due to the entity if the holder of the loan commitment draws down the loan;
and

(b)

the cash flows that the entity expects to receive if the loan is drawn down.

AG5.90

An entity’s estimate of expected credit losses on loan commitments shall be consistent with its expectations of
drawdowns on that loan commitment, i.e. it shall consider the expected portion of the loan commitment that will be
drawn down within 12 months of the reporting date when estimating 12-month expected credit losses, and the expected
portion of the loan commitment that will be drawn down over the expected life of the loan commitment when estimating
lifetime expected credit losses.

AG5.91

Where a loan commitment is provided for a concessionary loan, an entity also considers the requirements in paragraph
AG5.33.

AG5.92

For a financial guarantee contract, the entity is required to make payments only in the event of a default by the debtor
in accordance with the terms of the instrument that is guaranteed. Accordingly, cash shortfalls are the expected
payments to reimburse the holder for a credit loss that it incurs less any amounts that the entity expects to receive
from the holder, the debtor or any other party. If the asset is fully guaranteed, the estimation of cash shortfalls for a
financial guarantee contract would be consistent with the estimations of cash shortfalls for the asset subject to the
guarantee.

AG5.93

For a financial asset that is credit-impaired at the reporting date, but that is not a purchased or originated creditimpaired financial asset, an entity shall measure the expected credit losses as the difference between the asset’s gross
carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the financial asset’s original
effective interest rate. Any adjustment is recognised in surplus or deficit as an impairment gain or loss.

AG5.94

When measuring a loss allowance for a lease receivable, the cash flows used for determining the expected credit
losses should be consistent with the cash flows used in measuring the lease receivable in accordance with GRAP 13.

AG5.95

An entity may use practical expedients when measuring expected credit losses if they are consistent with the principles
in paragraph 5.32. An example of a practical expedient is the calculation of the expected credit losses on receivables
using a provision matrix. The entity would use its historical credit loss experience (adjusted as appropriate in
accordance with paragraphs AG5.60 to AG5.114) for receivables to estimate the 12-month expected credit losses or
the lifetime expected credit losses on the financial assets as relevant. A provision matrix might, for example, specify
fixed provision rates depending on the number of days that a receivable is past due (for example, 1 per cent if not past
due, 2 per cent if less than 30 days past due, 3 per cent if more than 30 days but less than 90 days past due, 20 per
cent if 90–180 days past due etc.). Depending on the diversity of its customer base, the entity would use appropriate
groupings if its historical credit loss experience shows significantly different loss patterns for different customer
segments. Examples of criteria that might be used to group assets include geographical region, product type, customer
rating, collateral and type of customer (such as industrial or households).
Definition of default

AG5.96

Paragraph 5.24 requires that when determining whether the credit risk on a financial instrument has increased
significantly, an entity shall consider the change in the risk of a default occurring since initial recognition.

AG5.97

When defining default for the purposes of determining the risk of a default occurring, an entity shall apply a default
definition that is consistent with the definition used for internal credit risk management purposes for the relevant
financial instrument and consider qualitative indicators (for example, financial covenants) when appropriate. However,
there is a rebuttable presumption that default does not occur later than when a financial asset is 90 days past due
unless an entity has reasonable and supportable information to demonstrate that a more lagging default criterion is
more appropriate. The definition of default used for these purposes shall be applied consistently to all financial
instruments unless information becomes available that demonstrates that another default definition is more appropriate
for a particular financial instrument.
Period over which to estimate expected credit losses

AG5.98

In accordance with paragraph 5.34, the maximum period over which expected credit losses shall be measured is the
maximum contractual period over which the entity is exposed to credit risk. For loan commitments and financial
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guarantee contracts, this is the maximum contractual period over which an entity has a present contractual obligation
to extend credit.
AG5.99

AG5.100

However, in accordance with paragraph 5.35, some financial instruments include both a loan and an undrawn
commitment component and the entity’s contractual ability to demand repayment and cancel the undrawn commitment
does not limit the entity’s exposure to credit losses to the contractual notice period. In practice lenders continue to
extend credit for a longer period and may only withdraw the facility after the credit risk of the borrower increases, which
could be too late to prevent some or all of the expected credit losses. These financial instruments generally have the
following characteristics as a result of the nature of the financial instrument, the way in which the financial instruments
are managed, and the nature of the available information about significant increases in credit risk:
(a)

the financial instruments do not have a fixed term or repayment structure and usually have a short contractual
cancellation period (for example, one day);

(b)

the contractual ability to cancel the contract is not enforced in the normal day-to-day management of the financial
instrument and the contract may only be cancelled when the entity becomes aware of an increase in credit risk
at the facility level; and

(c)

the financial instruments are managed on a collective basis.

When determining the period over which the entity is expected to be exposed to credit risk, but for which expected
credit losses would not be mitigated by the entity’s normal credit risk management actions, an entity should consider
factors such as historical information and experience about:
(a)

the period over which the entity was exposed to credit risk on similar financial instruments;

(b)

the length of time for related defaults to occur on similar financial instruments following a significant increase in
credit risk; and

(c)

the credit risk management actions that an entity expects to take once the credit risk on the financial instrument
has increased, such as the reduction or removal of undrawn limits.

Probability weighted outcome
AG5.101

The purpose of estimating expected credit losses is neither to estimate a worst-case scenario nor to estimate the bestcase scenario. Instead, an estimate of expected credit losses shall always reflect the possibility that a credit loss occurs
and the possibility that no credit loss occurs even if the most likely outcome is no credit loss.

AG5.102

Paragraph 5.32(a) requires the estimate of expected credit losses to reflect an unbiased and probability-weighted
amount that is determined by evaluating a range of possible outcomes. In practice, this may not need to be a complex
analysis. In some cases, relatively simple modelling may be sufficient, without the need for a large number of detailed
simulations of scenarios. For example, the average credit losses of a large group of financial instruments with shared
risk characteristics may be a reasonable estimate of the probability-weighted amount. In other situations, the
identification of scenarios that specify the amount and timing of the cash flows for particular outcomes and the
estimated probability of those outcomes will probably be needed. In those situations, the expected credit losses shall
reflect at least two outcomes in accordance with paragraph 5.33.

AG5.103

For lifetime expected credit losses, an entity shall estimate the risk of a default occurring on the financial instrument
during its expected life. 12-month expected credit losses are a portion of the lifetime expected credit losses and
represent the lifetime cash shortfalls that will result if a default occurs in the 12 months after the reporting date (or a
shorter period if the expected life of a financial instrument is less than 12 months), weighted by the probability of that
default occurring. Thus, 12-month expected credit losses are neither the lifetime expected credit losses that an entity
will incur on financial instruments that it predicts will default in the next 12 months nor the cash shortfalls that are
predicted over the next 12 months.
Time value of money

AG5.104

Expected credit losses shall be discounted to the reporting date, not to the expected default or some other date, using
the effective interest rate determined at initial recognition or an approximation thereof. If a financial instrument has a
variable interest rate, expected credit losses shall be discounted using the current effective interest rate determined in
accordance with paragraph AG5.54.

AG5.105

For purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets (which excludes receivables), expected credit losses shall
be discounted using the credit-adjusted effective interest rate determined at initial recognition.
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AG5.106

Expected credit losses on lease receivables shall be discounted using the same discount rate used in the measurement
of the lease receivable in accordance with GRAP 13.

AG5.107

The expected credit losses on a loan commitment shall be discounted using the effective interest rate, or an
approximation thereof, that will be applied when recognising the financial asset resulting from the loan commitment.
This is because for the purpose of applying the impairment requirements, a financial asset that is recognised following
a draw down on a loan commitment shall be treated as a continuation of that commitment instead of as a new financial
instrument. The expected credit losses on the financial asset shall therefore be measured considering the initial credit
risk of the loan commitment from the date that the entity became a party to the irrevocable commitment.

AG5.108

Expected credit losses on financial guarantee contracts or on loan commitments for which the effective interest rate
cannot be determined shall be discounted by applying a discount rate that reflects the current market assessment of
the time value of money and the risks that are specific to the cash flows but only if, and to the extent that, the risks are
taken into account by adjusting the discount rate instead of adjusting the cash shortfalls being discounted.
Reasonable and supportable information

AG5.109

For the purpose of this Standard, reasonable and supportable information is that which is reasonably available at the
reporting date without undue cost or effort, including information about past events, current conditions and forecasts
of future economic conditions. Information that is available for financial reporting purposes is considered to be available
without undue cost or effort.

AG5.110

An entity is not required to incorporate forecasts of future conditions over the entire expected life of a financial
instrument. The degree of judgement that is required to estimate expected credit losses depends on the availability of
detailed information. As the forecast horizon increases, the availability of detailed information decreases and the
degree of judgement required to estimate expected credit losses increases. The estimate of expected credit losses
does not require a detailed estimate for periods that are far in the future — for such periods, an entity may extrapolate
projections from available, detailed information.

AG5.111

An entity need not undertake an exhaustive search for information but shall consider all reasonable and supportable
information that is available without undue cost or effort and that is relevant to the estimate of expected credit losses,
including the effect of expected prepayments. The information used shall include factors that are specific to the
borrower, general economic conditions and an assessment of both the current as well as the forecast direction of
conditions at the reporting date. An entity may use various sources of data, that may be both internal (entity-specific)
and external. Possible data sources include internal historical credit loss experience, internal ratings, credit loss
experience of other entities and external ratings, reports and statistics. Entities that have no, or insufficient, sources of
entity-specific data may use peer group experience for the comparable financial instrument (or groups of financial
instruments).

AG5.112

Historical information is an important anchor or base from which to measure expected credit losses. However, an entity
shall adjust historical data, such as credit loss experience, on the basis of current observable data to reflect the effects
of the current conditions and its forecasts of future conditions that did not affect the period on which the historical data
is based, and to remove the effects of the conditions in the historical period that are not relevant to the future contractual
cash flows. In some cases, the best reasonable and supportable information could be the unadjusted historical
information, depending on the nature of the historical information and when it was calculated, compared to
circumstances at the reporting date and the characteristics of the financial instrument being considered. Estimates of
changes in expected credit losses should reflect, and be directionally consistent with, changes in related observable
data from period to period (such as changes in unemployment rates, property prices, commodity prices, payment status
or other factors that are indicative of credit losses on the financial instrument or in the group of financial instruments
and in the magnitude of those changes). An entity shall regularly review the methodology and assumptions used for
estimating expected credit losses to reduce any differences between estimates and actual credit loss experience.

AG5.113

When using historical credit loss experience in estimating expected credit losses, it is important that information about
historical credit loss rates is applied to groups that are defined in a manner that is consistent with the groups for which
the historical credit loss rates were observed. Consequently, the method used shall enable each group of financial
assets to be associated with information about past credit loss experience in groups of financial assets with similar risk
characteristics and with relevant observable data that reflects current conditions.

AG5.114

Expected credit losses reflect an entity’s own expectations of credit losses. However, when considering all reasonable
and supportable information that is available without undue cost or effort in estimating expected credit losses, an entity
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should also consider observable market information about the credit risk of the particular financial instrument or similar
financial instruments.
Collateral
AG5.115

For the purposes of measuring expected credit losses, the estimate of expected cash shortfalls shall reflect the cash
flows expected from collateral and other credit enhancements that are part of the contractual terms and are not
recognised separately by the entity, except if management does not intend to call the collateral. For example, an entity
may have collateral for debts owing to it, but may choose not to use the collateral if it is likely to cause economic
hardship. Where management’s intention is not to call the collateral, it is not included in the calculation of the expected
shortfalls. When management intends to use the collateral, the estimate of expected cash shortfalls on a collateralised
financial instrument reflects the amount and timing of cash flows that are expected from foreclosure on the collateral
less the costs of obtaining and selling the collateral (i.e. the estimate of expected cash flows considers the probability
of a foreclosure and the cash flows that would result from it). Any cash flows that are expected from the realisation of
the collateral beyond the contractual maturity of the contract should be included in this analysis. Any collateral obtained
as a result of foreclosure is not recognised as an asset that is separate from the collateralised financial instrument
unless it meets the relevant recognition criteria for an asset in this or other Standards.

Reclassifications of financial assets (Paragraphs 5.37 to 5.41)
AG5.116

If an entity reclassifies financial assets in accordance with paragraph 4.16, paragraph 5.37 requires that the
reclassification is applied prospectively from the reclassification date.

AG5.117

An entity is not required to separately recognise interest revenue or impairment gains or losses for a financial asset
measured at fair value through surplus or deficit. Consequently, when an entity reclassifies a financial asset out of the
fair value through surplus of deficit measurement category, the effective interest rate is determined on the basis of the
fair value of the asset at the reclassification date. In addition, for the purposes of applying paragraphs 5.17 to 5.35 to
the financial asset from the reclassification date, the date of the reclassification is treated as the date of initial
recognition.

Gains and losses (Paragraphs 5.42 to 5.46)
AG5.118

An entity applies GRAP 4 to financial assets and financial liabilities that are monetary items in accordance with that
Standard and denominated in a foreign currency. GRAP 4 requires any foreign exchange gains and losses on monetary
assets and monetary liabilities to be recognised in surplus or deficit.

Liabilities designated as at fair value through surplus or deficit
AG5.119

When an entity designates a financial liability as at fair value through surplus or deficit, it must determine whether
presenting in the statement of changes in net assets the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk would create or
enlarge an accounting mismatch in surplus or deficit. An accounting mismatch would be created or enlarged if
presenting the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk in the statement of changes in net assets would result in a
greater mismatch in surplus or deficit than if those amounts were presented in surplus or deficit.

AG5.120

To make that determination, an entity must assess whether it expects that the effects of changes in the liability’s credit
risk will be offset in surplus or deficit by a change in the fair value of another financial instrument measured at fair value
through surplus or deficit. Such an expectation must be based on an economic relationship between the characteristics
of the liability and the characteristics of the other financial instrument.

AG5.121

That determination is made at initial recognition and is not reassessed. For practical purposes the entity need not enter
into all of the assets and liabilities giving rise to an accounting mismatch at exactly the same time. A reasonable delay
is permitted provided that any remaining transactions are expected to occur. An entity must apply consistently its
methodology for determining whether presenting in the statement of changes in net assets the effects of changes in
the liability’s credit risk would create or enlarge an accounting mismatch in surplus or deficit. However, an entity may
use different methodologies when there are different economic relationships between the characteristics of the
liabilities designated as at fair value through surplus or deficit and the characteristics of the other financial instruments.
An entity is required to provide qualitative disclosures in the notes to the financial statements about its methodology
for making that determination.
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AG5.122

If such a mismatch would be created or enlarged, the entity is required to present all changes in fair value (including
the effects of changes in the credit risk of the liability) in surplus or deficit. If such a mismatch would not be created or
enlarged, the entity is required to present the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk in the statement of changes
in net assets.

AG5.123

Amounts presented in the statement of changes in net assets shall not be subsequently transferred to surplus or deficit.
However, the entity may transfer the cumulative gain or loss within net assets.

AG5.124

The following example describes a situation in which an accounting mismatch would be created in surplus or deficit if
the effects of changes in the credit risk of the liability were presented in the statement of changes in net assets. A
development finance institution provides loans to customers and funds those loans by selling bonds with matching
characteristics (e.g. amount outstanding, repayment profile, term and currency) in the market. The contractual terms
of the loan permit the customer to prepay its loan (i.e. satisfy its obligation to the institution) by buying the corresponding
bond at fair value in the market and delivering that bond to the institution. As a result of that contractual prepayment
right, if the credit quality of the bond worsens (and, thus, the fair value of the institution’s liability decreases), the fair
value of the institution’s loan asset also decreases. The change in the fair value of the asset reflects the customer’s
contractual right to prepay the mortgage loan by buying the underlying bond at fair value (which, in this example, has
decreased) and delivering the bond to the institution. Consequently, the effects of changes in the credit risk of the
liability (the bond) will be offset in surplus or deficit by a corresponding change in the fair value of a financial asset (the
loan). If the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk were presented in the statement of changes in net assets
there would be an accounting mismatch in surplus or deficit. Consequently, the institution is required to present all
changes in fair value of the liability (including the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk) in surplus or deficit.

AG5.125

In the example in paragraph AG5.124, there is a contractual linkage between the effects of changes in the credit risk
of the liability and changes in the fair value of the financial asset (i.e. as a result of the customer’s contractual right to
prepay the loan by buying the bond at fair value and delivering the bond to the institution). However, an accounting
mismatch may also occur in the absence of a contractual linkage.

AG5.126

For the purposes of applying the requirements in paragraphs 5.44 and 5.45, an accounting mismatch is not caused
solely by the measurement method that an entity uses to determine the effects of changes in a liability’s credit risk. An
accounting mismatch in surplus or deficit would arise only when the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk are
expected to be offset by changes in the fair value of another financial instrument. A mismatch that arises solely as a
result of the measurement method (i.e. because an entity does not isolate changes in a liability’s credit risk from some
other changes in its fair value) does not affect the determination required by paragraphs 5.44 and 5.45. For example,
an entity may not isolate changes in a liability’s credit risk from changes in liquidity risk. If the entity presents the
combined effect of both factors in the statement of changes in net assets, a mismatch may occur because changes in
liquidity risk may be included in the fair value measurement of the entity’s financial assets and the entire fair value
change of those assets is presented in surplus or deficit. However, such a mismatch is caused by measurement
imprecision, not the offsetting relationship described in paragraph AG5.120 and, therefore, does not affect the
determination required by paragraphs 5.44 and 5.45.
The meaning of “credit risk”

AG5.127

This Standard defines credit risk as “the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the
other party by failing to discharge an obligation”. The requirement in paragraph 5.44(a) relates to the risk that the
issuer will fail to perform on that particular liability. It does not necessarily relate to the creditworthiness of the issuer.
For example, if an entity issues a collateralised liability and a non-collateralised liability that are otherwise identical, the
credit risk of those two liabilities will be different, even though they are issued by the same entity. The credit risk on
the collateralised liability will be less than the credit risk of the non-collateralised liability. The credit risk for a
collateralised liability may be close to zero.

AG5.128

For the purposes of applying the requirement in paragraph 5.44(a), credit risk is different from asset-specific
performance risk. Asset-specific performance risk is not related to the risk that an entity will fail to discharge a particular
obligation but instead it is related to the risk that a single asset or a group of assets will perform poorly (or not at all).

AG5.129

The following are examples of asset-specific performance risk:
(a)

A liability with a unit-linking feature whereby the amount due to investors is contractually determined on the
basis of the performance of specified assets. The effect of that unit-linking feature on the fair value of the
liability is asset-specific performance risk, not credit risk.
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A liability issued by a structured (special purpose) entity with the following characteristics. The entity is legally
isolated so the assets in the entity are ring-fenced solely for the benefit of its investors, even in the event of
bankruptcy. The entity enters into no other transactions and the assets in the entity cannot be hypothecated.
Amounts are due to the entity’s investors only if the ring-fenced assets generate cash flows. Thus, changes in
the fair value of the liability primarily reflect changes in the fair value of the assets. The effect of the performance
of the assets on the fair value of the liability is asset-specific performance risk, not credit risk.

Determining the effects of changes in credit risk
AG5.130

For the purposes of applying the requirement in paragraph 5.44(a) , an entity shall determine the amount of change in
the fair value of the financial liability that is attributable to changes in the credit risk of that liability either:
(a)

as the amount of change in its fair value that is not attributable to changes in market conditions that give rise to
market risk (see paragraphs AG5.131 and AG5.132); or

(b)

using an alternative method the entity believes more faithfully represents the amount of change in the liability’s
fair value that is attributable to changes in its credit risk.

AG5.131

Changes in market conditions that give rise to market risk include changes in a benchmark interest rate, the price of
another entity’s financial instrument, a commodity price, a foreign exchange rate or an index of prices or rates.

AG5.132

If the only significant relevant changes in market conditions for a liability are changes in an observed (benchmark)
interest rate, the amount in paragraph AG5.130(a) can be estimated as follows:
(a)

First, the entity computes the liability’s internal rate of return at the start of the period using the fair value of the
liability and the liability’s contractual cash flows at the start of the period. It deducts from this rate of return the
observed (benchmark) interest rate at the start of the period, to arrive at an instrument-specific component of
the internal rate of return.

(b)

Next, the entity calculates the present value of the cash flows associated with the liability using the liability’s
contractual cash flows at the end of the period and a discount rate equal to the sum of (i) the observed
(benchmark) interest rate at the end of the period and (ii) the instrument-specific component of the internal rate
of return as determined in (a).

The difference between the fair value of the liability at the end of the period and the amount determined in (b) is the
change in fair value that is not attributable to changes in the observed (benchmark) interest rate. This is the amount to
be presented in the statement of changes in net assets in accordance with paragraph 5.44(a).
AG5.133

The example in paragraph AG5.132 assumes that changes in fair value arising from factors other than changes in the
instrument’s credit risk or changes in observed (benchmark) interest rates are not significant. This method would not
be appropriate if changes in fair value arising from other factors are significant. In those cases, an entity is required to
use an alternative method that more faithfully measures the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk (see paragraph
AG5.130(b)). For example, if the instrument in the example contains an embedded derivative, the change in fair value
of the embedded derivative is excluded in determining the amount to be presented in the statement of changes in net
assets in accordance with paragraph 5.44(a).

AG5.134

As with all fair value measurements, an entity’s measurement method for determining the portion of the change in the
liability’s fair value that is attributable to changes in its credit risk must make maximum use of relevant observable
inputs and minimum use of unobservable inputs.

Chapter 6 - Derecognition
Derecognition of financial assets (Paragraphs 6.1 to 6.15)
AG6.1

Decision tree A illustrates the evaluation of whether a financial asset is derecognised.

Waiver of rights
AG6.2

An entity may waive its contractual rights to receive cash or other financial assets under existing agreements. Where
an entity waives its rights, it shall assess whether or not the waiver is the provision of a social benefit, e.g. to reduce
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poverty among a certain group of people. Where this waiver results in the provision of a social benefit, an entity
classifies and recognises any resulting loss on derecognition of the asset in accordance with paragraph 5.4(a).
AG6.3

The waiver of debts should be distinguished from debt write-offs in paragraph 5.16 for purposes of disclosure in the
financial statements. Debts owing to the entity that cannot be collected, usually after following legal processes are
often written off; whereas the waiver of debt is the eradication of debt to achieve specific objectives such as to provide
free or subsidised water and electricity to low income households.

Evaluation of the transfer of risks and rewards of ownership
AG6.4

Examples of when an entity has transferred substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership are:
(a)

an unconditional sale of a financial asset;

(b)

a sale of a financial asset together with an option to repurchase the financial asset at its fair value at the time of
repurchase; and

(c) a sale of a financial asset together with a put or call option that is deeply out of the money (i.e. an option that is so
far out of the money it is highly unlikely to go into the money before expiry).
AG6.5

Examples of when an entity has retained substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership are:
(a)

a sale and repurchase transaction where the repurchase price is a fixed price or the sale price plus a lender’s
return;

(b)

a securities lending agreement;

(c)

a sale of a financial asset together with a total return swap that transfers the market risk exposure back to the
entity;

(d)

a sale of a financial asset together with a deep in-the-money put or call option (i.e. an option that is so far in the
money that it is highly unlikely to go out of the money before expiry); and

(e) a sale of short-term receivables in which the entity guarantees to compensate the transferee for credit losses that
are likely to occur.
AG6.6

If an entity determines that as a result of the transfer, it has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership of the transferred asset, it does not recognise the transferred asset again in a future period, unless it
reacquires the transferred asset in a new transaction.

Evaluation of the transfer of control
AG6.7

An entity has not retained control of a transferred asset if the transferee has the practical ability to sell the transferred
asset. An entity has retained control of a transferred asset if the transferee does not have the practical ability to sell
the transferred asset. A transferee has the practical ability to sell the transferred asset if it is traded in an active market
because the transferee could repurchase the transferred asset in the market if it needs to return the asset to the entity.
For example, a transferee may have the practical ability to sell a transferred asset if the transferred asset is subject to
an option that allows the entity to repurchase it, but the transferee can readily obtain the transferred asset in the market
if the option is exercised. A transferee does not have the practical ability to sell the transferred asset if the entity retains
such an option and the transferee cannot readily obtain the transferred asset in the market if the entity exercises its
option.

AG6.8

The transferee has the practical ability to sell the transferred asset only if the transferee can sell the transferred asset
in its entirety to an unrelated third party and is able to exercise that ability unilaterally and without imposing additional
restrictions on the transfer. The critical question is what the transferee is able to do in practice, not what contractual
rights the transferee has concerning what it can do with the transferred asset or what contractual prohibitions exist. In
particular:
(a)

a contractual right to dispose of the transferred asset has little practical effect if there is no market for the
transferred asset; and

(b)

an ability to dispose of the transferred asset has little practical effect if it cannot be exercised freely. For that
reason:
(i)

the transferee’s ability to dispose of the transferred asset must be independent of the actions of others (i.e.
it must be a unilateral ability); and
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(ii) the transferee must be able to dispose of the transferred asset without needing to attach restrictive conditions
or “strings” to the transfer (e.g. conditions about how a loan asset is serviced or an option giving the
transferee the right to repurchase the asset).
AG6.9

That the transferee is unlikely to sell the transferred asset does not, of itself, mean that the transferor has retained
control of the transferred asset. If a put option or guarantee constrains the transferee from selling the transferred asset,
however, then the transferor has retained control of the transferred asset. For example, if a put option or guarantee is
sufficiently valuable it constrains the transferee from selling the transferred asset because the transferee would, in
practice, not sell the transferred asset to a third party without attaching a similar option or other restrictive conditions.
Instead, the transferee would hold the transferred asset so as to obtain payments under the guarantee or put option.
Under these circumstances the transferor has retained control of the transferred asset.

Transfers that qualify for derecognition
AG6.10

An entity may retain the right to a part of the interest payments on transferred assets as compensation for servicing
those assets. The part of the interest payments that the entity would give up on termination or transfer of the servicing
contract is allocated to the servicing asset or servicing liability. The part of the interest payments that the entity would
not give up is an interest-only strip receivable. For example, if the entity would not give up any interest upon termination
or transfer of the servicing contract, the entire interest spread is an interest-only strip receivable. For the purposes of
applying paragraph 6.12, the fair values of the servicing asset and interest-only strip receivable are used to allocate
the carrying amount of the receivable between the part of the asset that is derecognised and the part that continues to
be recognised. If there is no servicing fee specified or the fee to be received is not expected to compensate the entity
adequately for performing the servicing, a liability for the servicing obligation is recognised at fair value.

AG6.11

In estimating the fair values of the part that continues to be recognised and the part that is derecognised for the
purposes of applying paragraph 6.12, an entity applies the fair value measurement requirements in paragraphs 5.10
to 5.12 and AG5.35 to AG5.46 in addition to paragraph 6.12.

Transfers that do not qualify for derecognition
AG6.12

The following is an application of the principle outlined in paragraph 6.14. If a guarantee provided by the entity for
default losses on the transferred asset prevents a transferred asset from being derecognised because the entity has
retained substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the transferred asset, the transferred asset continues
to be recognised in its entirety and the consideration received is recognised as a liability.

All transfers
AG6.13

To the extent that a transfer of a financial asset does not qualify for derecognition, the transferor’s contractual rights or
obligations related to the transfer are not accounted for separately as derivatives if recognising both the derivative and
either the transferred asset or the liability arising from the transfer would result in recognising the same rights or
obligations twice. For example, a call option retained by the transferor may prevent a transfer of financial assets from
being accounted for as a sale. In that case, the call option is not separately recognised as a derivative asset.

AG6.14

To the extent that a transfer of a financial asset does not qualify for derecognition, the transferee does not recognise
the transferred asset as its asset. The transferee derecognises the cash or other consideration paid and recognises a
receivable from the transferor. If the transferor has both a right and an obligation to reacquire control of the entire
transferred asset for a fixed amount (such as under a repurchase agreement), the transferee may account for its
receivable as a loan or receivable.
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Decision tree A –
Derecognising a financial
asset

Consolidate all controlled entities,
(including any Special Purpose Entities)
[Paragraph 6.2]

Have the rights to cash flows from the
asset expired, been settled or waived?

Yes

[Paragraph 6.4]

Derecognise
the asset

No
Has the entity transferred substantially all
of the risks and rewards of ownership of
the asset?

Yes

Derecognise
the asset

[Paragraph 6.4]
No
Has the entity transferred control of the
asset?

Yes

[Paragraph 6.4]

Derecognise
the asset

No
Continue to recognise asset in its entirety.
[Paragraph 6.4]

Derecognition of financial liabilities (Paragraphs 6.16 to 6.19)
AG6.15

A financial liability (or part of it) is extinguished when the debtor either:
(a)

discharges the liability (or part of it) by paying the creditor, normally with cash, other financial assets, goods or
services;

(b)

is legally released from primary responsibility for the liability (or part of it) either by process of law or by the
creditor (if the debtor has given a guarantee this condition may still be met); or

(c) waives the debt or it is assumed by another entity by way of a non-exchange transaction. These transactions are
accounted for by considering the requirements of this Standard as well as GRAP 23.
AG6.16

If an issuer of a debt instrument repurchases that instrument, the debt is extinguished even if the issuer is a market
maker in that instrument or intends to resell it in the near term.

AG6.17

Payment to a third party, including a trust (sometimes called “in-substance defeasance”), does not, by itself, relieve
the debtor of its primary obligation to the creditor, in the absence of legal release.

AG6.18

If a debtor pays a third party to assume an obligation and notifies its creditor that the third party has assumed its debt
obligation, the debtor does not derecognise the debt obligation unless the condition in paragraph AG6.15(b) is met. If
the debtor pays a third party to assume an obligation and obtains a legal release from its creditor, the debtor has
extinguished the debt. However, if the debtor agrees to make payments on the debt to the third party or direct to its
original creditor, the debtor recognises a new debt obligation to the third party.
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AG6.19

Although legal release, whether judicially or by the creditor, results in derecognition of a liability, the entity may
recognise a new liability if the derecognition criteria in paragraphs 6.1 to 6.15 are not met for the financial assets
transferred. If those criteria are not met, the transferred assets are not derecognised, and the entity recognises a new
liability relating to the transferred assets.

AG6.20

For the purpose of paragraph 6.17, the terms are substantially different if the discounted present value of the cash
flows under the new terms, including any fees paid net of any fees received and discounted using the original effective
interest rate, is at least 10% different from the discounted present value of the remaining cash flows of the original
financial liability. If an exchange of debt instruments or modification of terms is accounted for as an extinguishment,
any costs or fees incurred are recognised as part of the gain or loss on the extinguishment. If the exchange or
modification is not accounted for as an extinguishment, any costs or fees incurred adjust the carrying amount of the
liability and are amortised over the remaining term of the modified liability.

AG6.21

In some cases, a creditor releases a debtor from its present obligation to make payments, but the debtor assumes a
guarantee obligation to pay if the party assuming primary responsibility defaults. In this circumstance the debtor:
(a)

recognises a new financial liability based on the fair value (or where applicable, the loss allowance) of its
obligation for the guarantee; and

(b) recognises a gain or loss based on the difference between (i) any proceeds paid and (ii) the carrying amount of the
original financial liability less the fair value of the new financial liability.
Chapter 7 - Presentation
Interest, dividends or similar distributions, losses and gains (Paragraph 7.1 to 7.8)
AG7.1

The following example illustrates the application of paragraph 7.1 to a compound financial instrument. Assume that a
non-cumulative preference share is mandatorily redeemable for cash in five years, but that dividends or similar
distributions are payable at the discretion of the entity before the redemption date. Such an instrument is a compound
financial instrument, with the liability component being the present value of the redemption amount. The unwinding of
the discount on this component is recognised in surplus or deficit and classified as interest expense. Any dividends or
similar distributions paid relate to the residual interest component and, accordingly, are recognised as a distribution of
any surplus. A similar treatment would apply if the redemption was not mandatory but at the option of the holder, or if
the share was mandatorily convertible into a variable number of ordinary shares calculated to equal a fixed amount or
an amount based on changes in an underlying variable (e.g. commodity). If any unpaid dividends or similar distributions
are added to the redemption amount, however, then the entire instrument is a liability. In such a case, any dividends
or similar distributions are classified as interest expense.

Offsetting a financial asset and a financial liability (Paragraph 7.9 to 7.17)
Criterion that an entity “currently has a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts” (paragraph 7.9(a))
AG7.2

A right of set off may be currently available or it may be contingent on a future event (for example, the right may be
triggered or exercisable only on the occurrence of some future event, such as the default, insolvency or bankruptcy of
one of the counterparties). Even if the right of set off is not contingent on a future event, it may only be legally
enforceable in the normal course of operations, or in the event of default, or in the event of insolvency or bankruptcy,
of one or all of the counterparties.

AG7.3

To meet the criterion in paragraph 7.9(a), an entity must currently have a legally enforceable right of set-off. This means
that the right of set-off:
(a)

must not be contingent on a future event; and

(b)

must be legally enforceable in all of the following circumstances:
(i)

the normal course of operations;

(ii)

the event of default; and

(iii) the event of insolvency or bankruptcy
of the entity and all of the counterparties.
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AG7.4

The nature and extent of the right of set-off, including any conditions attached to its exercise and whether it would
remain in the event of default or insolvency or bankruptcy, may vary. Consequently, it cannot be assumed that the right
of set-off is automatically available outside of the normal course of operations. For example, the bankruptcy or
insolvency laws may prohibit, or restrict, the right of set-off in the event of bankruptcy or insolvency in some
circumstances.

AG7.5

The laws applicable to the relationships between the parties (for example, contractual provisions, the laws governing
the contract, or the default, insolvency or bankruptcy laws applicable to the parties) need to be considered to ascertain
whether the right of set-off is enforceable in the normal course of operations, in an event of default, and in the event of
insolvency or bankruptcy, of the entity and all of the counterparties (as specified in paragraph AG7.3(b)).

Criterion that an entity “intends either to settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously”
(paragraph 7.9(b))
AG7.6

To meet the criterion in paragraph 7.9(b) an entity must intend either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset and
settle the liability simultaneously. Although the entity may have a right to settle net, it may still realise the asset and
settle the liability separately.

AG7.7

If an entity can settle amounts in a manner such that the outcome is, in effect, equivalent to net settlement, the entity
will meet the net settlement criterion in paragraph 7.9(b). This will occur if, and only if, the gross settlement mechanism
has features that eliminate or result in insignificant credit and liquidity risk, and that will process receivables and
payables in a single settlement process or cycle. For example, a gross settlement system that has all of the following
characteristics would meet the net settlement criterion in paragraph 7.9(b):

AG7.8

(a)

financial assets and financial liabilities eligible for set-off are submitted at the same point in time for processing;

(b)

once the financial assets and financial liabilities are submitted for processing, the parties are committed to fulfil
the settlement obligation;

(c)

there is no potential for the cash flows arising from the assets and liabilities to change once they have been
submitted for processing (unless the processing fails—see (d) below);

(d)

assets and liabilities that are collateralised with securities will be settled on a securities transfer or similar system
(for example, delivery versus payment), so that if the transfer of securities fails, the processing of the related
receivable or payable for which the securities are collateral will also fail (and vice versa);

(e)

any transactions that fail, as outlined in (d), will be re-entered for processing until they are settled;

(f)

settlement is carried out through the same settlement institution (for example, a settlement bank, a central bank
or a central securities depository); and

(g)

an intraday credit facility is in place that will provide sufficient overdraft amounts to enable the processing of
payments at the settlement date for each of the parties, and it is virtually certain that the intraday credit facility
will be honoured if called upon.

This Standard does not provide special treatment for so-called “synthetic instruments”, which are groups of separate
financial instruments acquired and held to emulate the characteristics of another instrument. For example, a floating
rate long-term debt combined with an interest rate swap that involves receiving floating payments and making fixed
payments synthesises a fixed rate long-term debt. Each of the individual financial instruments that together constitute
a “synthetic instrument” represents a contractual right or obligation with its own terms and conditions. Each may be
transferred or settled separately. Each financial instrument is exposed to risks that may differ from the risks to which
other financial instruments are exposed. Accordingly, when one financial instrument in a “synthetic instrument” is an
asset and another is a liability, they are not offset and presented in an entity’s statement of financial position on a net
basis unless they meet the criteria for offsetting in paragraph 7.9.

Chapter 8 – Disclosure
Accounting policies (paragraph 8.3)
AG8.1

Paragraph 8.3 requires disclosure of the measurement basis (or bases) used in preparing the financial statements and
the other accounting policies used that are relevant to an understanding of the financial statements. For financial
instruments, such disclosure may include:
(a)

for financial liabilities designated at fair value:
(i)

the nature of the financial assets or financial liabilities the entity has designated at fair value through surplus
or deficit;
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(b)

(c)

(ii)

the criteria for so designating financial liabilities on initial recognition; and

(iii)

how the entity satisfied the conditions in paragraph 4.8 for such designation;
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for financial assets designated as measured at fair value through surplus or deficit:
(i)

the nature of the financial assets the entity has designated as measured at fair value through surplus or
deficit; and

(ii)

how the entity has satisfied the criteria in paragraph 4.6 for such designation;

how net gains or net losses on each category of financial instrument are determined (see paragraph 8.30), for
example, whether the net gains or net losses on items at fair value include interest revenue or income from
dividends or similar distributions;

Paragraph .132 of GRAP 1 also requires entities to disclose, in the summary of significant accounting policies or other
notes, the judgements, apart from those involving estimations, that management has made in the process of applying
the entity’s accounting policies and that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial
statements.
Classes of financial instruments and level of disclosure (paragraph 8.4)
AG8.2

Paragraph 8.4 requires an entity to group financial instruments into classes that are appropriate to the nature of the
information disclosed and that take into account the characteristics of those financial instruments. The classes
described in paragraph 8.4 are determined by the entity and are thus distinct from the categories of financial
instruments specified in this Standard (which determine how financial instruments are measured).

AG8.3

In determining classes of financial instrument, an entity shall, at a minimum:

AG8.4

(a)

distinguish instruments measured at amortised cost and cost from those measured at fair value; and

(b)

treat as a separate class or classes those financial instruments outside the scope of this Standard.

An entity decides, in the light of its circumstances, how much detail it provides to satisfy the requirements of this
Standard, how much emphasis it places on different aspects of the requirements and how it aggregates information to
display the overall picture without combining information with different characteristics. It is necessary to strike a balance
between overburdening financial statements with excessive detail that may not assist users of financial statements
and obscuring important information as a result of too much aggregation. For example, an entity shall not obscure
important information by including it among a large amount of insignificant detail. Similarly, an entity shall not disclose
information that is so aggregated that it obscures important differences between individual transactions or associated
risks.

Significance of financial instruments for financial position and performance
Nature and extent of risks arising from financial instruments (paragraphs 8.36 to 8.60)
AG8.5

The disclosures required by paragraphs 8.39 to 8.60 shall be either given in the financial statements or incorporated
by cross-reference from the financial statements to some other statement, such as a management commentary or risk
report, that is available to users of the financial statements on the same terms as the financial statements and at the
same time. Without the information incorporated by cross-reference, the financial statements are incomplete.

Quantitative disclosures (paragraph 8.40)
AG8.6

Paragraph 8.40(a) requires disclosures of summary quantitative data about an entity’s exposure to risks based on the
information provided internally to management of the entity. When an entity uses several methods to manage a risk
exposure, the entity shall disclose information using the method or methods that provide the most relevant and reliable
information. GRAP 3 discusses relevance and reliability.

AG8.7

Paragraph 8.40(c) requires disclosures about concentrations of risk. Concentrations of risk arise from financial
instruments that have similar characteristics and are affected similarly by changes in economic or other conditions.
The identification of concentrations of risk requires judgement taking into account the circumstances of the entity.
Disclosure of concentrations of risk shall include:
(a)

a description of how management determines concentrations;
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(b)

a description of the shared characteristic that identifies each concentration (e.g. counterparty, geographical
area, currency or market); and

(c) the amount of the risk exposure associated with all financial instruments sharing that characteristic.
Credit risk management practices
AG8.8

Paragraph 8.47(b) requires the disclosure of information about how an entity has defined default for different financial
instruments and the reasons for selecting those definitions. In accordance with paragraph 5.24, the determination of
whether lifetime expected credit losses should be recognised is based on the increase in the risk of a default occurring
since initial recognition. Information about an entity’s definitions of default that will assist users of financial statements
in understanding how an entity has applied the expected credit loss requirements may include:
(a)

the qualitative and quantitative factors considered in defining default;

(b)

whether different definitions have been applied to different types of financial instruments; and

(c)

assumptions about the cure rate (i.e. the number of financial assets that return to a performing status) after a
default occurred on the financial asset.

AG8.9

To assist users of financial statements in evaluating an entity’s restructuring and modification policies, paragraph
8.47(f)(ii) requires the disclosure of information about how an entity monitors the extent to which the loss allowance on
financial assets previously disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.47(f)(i) are subsequently measured at an amount
equal to lifetime expected credit losses in accordance with paragraph 5.18. Quantitative information that will assist
users in understanding the subsequent increase in credit risk of modified financial assets may include information
about modified financial assets meeting the criteria in paragraph 8.47(f)(i) for which the loss allowance has reverted to
being measured at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses (i.e. a deterioration rate).

AG8.10

Paragraph 8.48(a) requires the disclosure of information about the basis of inputs and assumptions and the estimation
techniques used to apply the impairment requirements. An entity’s assumptions and inputs used to measure expected
credit losses or determine the extent of increases in credit risk since initial recognition may include information obtained
from internal historical information or rating reports and assumptions about the expected life of financial instruments
and the timing of the sale of collateral.
Changes in the loss allowance

AG8.11

AG8.12

In accordance with paragraph 8.49, an entity is required to explain the reasons for the changes in the loss allowance
during the period. In addition to the reconciliation from the opening balance to the closing balance of the loss allowance,
it may be necessary to provide a narrative explanation of the changes. This narrative explanation may include an
analysis of the reasons for changes in the loss allowance during the period, including:
(a)

the portfolio composition;

(b)

the volume of financial instruments purchased or originated; and

(c)

the severity of the expected credit losses.

For loan commitments and financial guarantee contracts the loss allowance is recognised as a provision. An entity
should disclose information about the changes in the loss allowance for financial assets separately from those for loan
commitments and financial guarantee contracts. However, if a financial instrument includes both a loan (i.e. financial
asset) and an undrawn commitment (i.e. loan commitment) component and the entity cannot separately identify the
expected credit losses on the loan commitment component from those on the financial asset component, the expected
credit losses on the loan commitment should be recognised together with the loss allowance for the financial asset. To
the extent that the combined expected credit losses exceed the gross carrying amount of the financial asset, the
expected credit losses should be recognised as a provision.
Collateral

AG8.13

Paragraph 8.52 requires the disclosure of information that will enable users of financial statements to understand the
effect of collateral and other credit enhancements on the amount of expected credit losses. An entity is neither required
to disclose information about the fair value of collateral and other credit enhancements nor is it required to quantify the
exact value of the collateral that was included in the calculation of expected credit losses (i.e. the loss given default).

AG8.14

A narrative description of collateral and its effect on amounts of expected credit losses might include information about:
(a)

the main types of collateral held as security and other credit enhancements (examples of the latter being
guarantees, credit derivatives and netting agreements that do not qualify for offset);

(b)

the volume of collateral held and other credit enhancements and its significance in terms of the loss allowance;

(c)

the policies and processes for valuing and managing collateral and other credit enhancements;
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(d)

the main types of counterparties to collateral and other credit enhancements and their creditworthiness; and

(e)

information about risk concentrations within the collateral and other credit enhancements.

Credit risk exposure
AG8.15

Paragraph 8.54 requires the disclosure of information about an entity’s credit risk exposure and significant
concentrations of credit risk at the reporting date. A concentration of credit risk exists when a number of counterparties
are located in a geographical region or are engaged in similar activities and have similar economic characteristics that
would cause their ability to meet contractual obligations to be similarly affected by changes in economic or other
conditions. An entity should provide information that enables users of financial statements to understand whether there
are groups or portfolios of financial instruments with particular features that could affect a large portion of that group of
financial instruments such as concentration to particular risks. This could include, for example, geographical, industry
or issuer-type concentrations.

AG8.16

The number of credit risk rating grades used to disclose the information in accordance with paragraph 8.54 shall be
consistent with the number that the entity reports to management for credit risk management purposes. If past due
information is the only borrower-specific information available and an entity uses past due information to assess
whether credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition in accordance with paragraph 5.26, an entity
shall provide an analysis by past due status for those financial assets.

AG8.17

When an entity has measured expected credit losses on a collective basis, the entity may not be able to allocate the
gross carrying amount of individual financial assets or the exposure to credit risk on loan commitments and financial
guarantee contracts to the credit risk rating grades for which lifetime expected credit losses are recognised. In that
case, an entity should apply the requirement in paragraph 8.54 to those financial instruments that can be directly
allocated to a credit risk rating grade and disclose separately the gross carrying amount of financial instruments for
which lifetime expected credit losses have been measured on a collective basis.

Maximum credit risk exposure (paragraphs 8.52(a) and 8.56(a))
AG8.18

Paragraph 8.52(a) and 8.56(a) requires disclosure of the amount that best represents the entity’s maximum exposure
to credit risk. For a financial asset, this is typically the gross carrying amount, net of:
(a)

any amounts offset; and

(b) any loss allowance recognised.
AG8.19

Activities that give rise to credit risk and the associated maximum exposure to credit risk include, but are not limited to:
(a)

granting loans and receivables to customers and placing deposits with other entities. In these cases, the
maximum exposure to credit risk is the carrying amount of the related financial assets;

(b)

entering into derivative contracts, e.g. foreign exchange contracts, interest rate swaps and credit derivatives.
When the resulting asset is measured at fair value, the maximum exposure to credit risk at the end of the
reporting period will equal the carrying amount;

(c)

granting financial guarantees. In this case, the maximum exposure to credit risk is the maximum amount the
entity could have to pay if the guarantee is called on, which may be significantly greater than the amount
recognised as a liability; and

(d) making a loan commitment that is irrevocable over the life of the facility or is revocable only in response to a
material adverse change. If the issuer cannot settle the loan commitment net in cash or another financial
instrument, the maximum credit exposure is the full amount of the commitment. This is because it is uncertain
whether the amount of any undrawn portion may be drawn upon in the future. This may be significantly greater
than the amount recognised as a liability.
Quantitative liquidity disclosures (paragraph 8.58(a))
AG8.20

In accordance with paragraph 8.40(a) an entity discloses summary quantitative data about its exposure to liquidity risk
on the basis of the information provided internally to management. An entity shall explain how those data are
determined. If the outflows of cash (or another financial asset) included in those data could either:
(a) occur significantly earlier than indicated in the data; or
(b) be for significantly different amounts from those indicated in the data (e.g. for a derivative that is included in the
data on a net settlement basis but for which the counterparty has the option to require gross settlement),
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the entity shall state that fact and provide quantitative information that enables users of its financial statements to
evaluate the extent of this risk unless that information is included in the contractual maturity analyses required by
paragraph 8.58(a) or (b).
AG8.21

In preparing the maturity analyses required by paragraph 8.58(a), an entity uses its judgement to determine an
appropriate number of time bands. For example, an entity might determine that the following time bands are
appropriate:
(a)

not later than one month;

(b)

later than one month and not later than three months;

(c)

later than three months and not later than one year; and

(d) later than one year and not later than five years.
AG8.22

In complying with paragraph 8.58(a) and (b), an entity shall not separate an embedded derivative from a hybrid
contract. For such an instrument, an entity shall apply paragraph 8.58(a).

AG8.23

Paragraph 8.58(b) requires an entity to disclose a quantitative maturity analysis for derivative financial liabilities that
shows remaining contractual maturities if the contractual maturities are essential for an understanding of the timing of
the cash flows. For example, this would be the case for:

AG8.24

(a)

an interest rate swap with a remaining maturity of five years in a cash flow hedge of a variable rate financial
asset or liability; and

(b)

all loan commitments.

Paragraph 8.58(a) and (b) requires an entity to disclose maturity analyses for financial liabilities that show the remaining
contractual maturities for some financial liabilities. In this disclosure.
(a) when a counterparty has a choice of when an amount is paid, the liability is allocated to the earliest period in which
the entity can be required to pay. For example, financial liabilities that an entity can be required to repay on
demand (e.g. demand deposits) are included in the earliest time band;
(b) when an entity is committed to make amounts available in instalments, each instalment is allocated to the earliest
period in which the entity can be required to pay. For example, an undrawn loan commitment is included in the
time band containing the earliest date it can be drawn down; and
(c) for issued financial guarantee contracts the maximum amount of the guarantee is allocated to the earliest period
in which the guarantee could be called.

AG8.25

The contractual amounts disclosed in the maturity analyses as required by paragraph 8.58(a) and (b) are the
contractual undiscounted cash flows e.g.:
(a)

gross finance lease obligations (before deducting finance charges);

(b)

prices specified in forward agreements to purchase financial assets for cash;

(c)

net amounts for pay-floating/receive-fixed interest rate swaps for which net cash flows are exchanged;

(d)

contractual amounts to be exchanged in a derivative financial instrument (e.g. a currency swap) for which gross
cash flows are exchanged; and

(e)

gross loan commitments.

Such undiscounted cash flows differ from the amount included in the statement of financial position because the
amount in that statement is based on discounted cash flows. When the amount payable is not fixed, the amount
disclosed is determined by reference to the conditions existing at the end of the reporting period. For example, when
the amount payable varies with changes in an index, the amount disclosed may be based on the level of the index at
the end of the period.
AG8.26

Paragraph 8.58(c) requires an entity to describe how it manages the liquidity risk inherent in the items disclosed in the
quantitative disclosures required in paragraph 8.58(a) and (b). An entity shall disclose a maturity analysis of financial
assets it holds for managing liquidity risk (e.g. financial assets that are readily saleable or expected to generate cash
inflows to meet cash outflows on financial liabilities), if that information is necessary to enable users of its financial
statements to evaluate the nature and extent of liquidity risk.
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Other factors that an entity might consider in providing the disclosure required in paragraph 8.58(c) include, but are
not limited to, whether the entity:
(a)

has committed borrowing facilities (e.g. commercial paper facilities) or other lines of credit (e.g. stand-by credit
facilities) that it can access to meet liquidity needs;

(b)

has very diverse funding sources;

(c)

has significant concentrations of liquidity risk in either its assets or its funding sources;

(d)

has internal control processes and contingency plans for managing liquidity risk;

(e)

has instruments that include accelerated repayment terms (e.g. on the downgrade of the entity’s credit rating);

(f)

has instruments that could require the posting of collateral (e.g. margin calls for derivatives);

(g)

has instruments that allows the entity to choose whether it settles its financial liabilities by delivering cash (or
another financial asset) or by delivering its own shares; or

(h)

has instruments that are subject to master netting agreements.

Market risk (Paragraph 8.59 to 8.60)
AG8.28

Paragraph 8.59 requires an entity to disclose a sensitivity analysis for each significant type of market risk to which the
entity is exposed. An entity decides how it aggregates information to display the overall picture without combining
information with different characteristics about exposures to risks from significantly different economic environments.
For example:
(a)

an entity that trades financial instruments might disclose this information separately for financial instruments
held for trading and those not held for trading; and

(b)

an entity would not aggregate its exposure to market risks from areas of hyperinflation with its exposure to the
same market risks from areas of very low inflation.

If an entity has exposure to only one type of market risk in only one economic environment, it would not show
disaggregated information.
AG8.29

When an entity prepares a sensitivity analysis, it should show the effect on surplus or deficit of reasonably possible
changes in the relevant risk variable (e.g. prevailing market interest rates, currency rates, equity prices or commodity
prices). For this purpose:
(a)

entities do not need to determine what the surplus or deficit for the period would have been if relevant risk
variables had been different. Instead, entities disclose the effect on surplus or deficit at the end of the reporting
period assuming that a reasonably possible change in the relevant risk variable had occurred at the end of the
reporting period and had been applied to the risk exposures in existence at that date. For example, if an entity
has a floating rate liability at the end of the year, the entity would disclose the effect on surplus or deficit (i.e.
interest expense) for the current year if interest rates had varied by reasonably possible amounts; and

(b) entities do not need to disclose the effect on surplus or deficit for each change within a range of reasonably possible
changes of the relevant risk variable. Disclosure of the effects of the changes at the limits of the reasonably
possible range would be sufficient.
AG8.30

In determining what a reasonably possible change in the relevant risk variable is, an entity should consider:
(a)

the economic environments in which it operates. A reasonably possible change should not include remote or
“worst case” scenarios or “stress tests”. Moreover, if the rate of change in the underlying risk variable is stable,
the entity need not alter the chosen reasonably possible change in the risk variable. For example, assume that
interest rates are 5% and an entity determines that a fluctuation in interest rates of ±50 basis points is reasonably
possible. It would disclose the effect on surplus or deficit if interest rates were to change to 4.5% or 5.5%. In the
next period, interest rates have increased to 5.5%. The entity continues to believe that interest rates may
fluctuate by ±50 basis points (i.e. that the rate of change in interest rates is stable). The entity would disclose
the effect on surplus or deficit if interest rates were to change to 5 % or 6%. The entity would not be required to
revise its assessment that interest rates might reasonably fluctuate by ±50 basis points, unless there is evidence
that interest rates have become significantly more volatile; and

(b) the time frame over which it is making the assessment. The sensitivity analysis shall show the effects of changes
that are considered to be reasonably possible over the period until the entity will next present these disclosures,
which is usually its next annual reporting period.
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Where an entity presents a sensitivity analysis, it should provide sensitivity analyses for the whole of its operations,
but may provide different types of sensitivity analysis for different classes of financial instruments.
Interest rate risk

AG8.32

Interest rate risk arises on interest-bearing financial instruments recognised in the statement of financial position (e.g.
loans and receivables and debt instruments issued) and on some financial instruments not recognised in the statement
of financial position (e.g. some loan commitments).
Currency risk

AG8.33

Currency risk (or foreign exchange risk) arises on financial instruments that are denominated in a foreign currency, i.e.
in a currency other than the functional currency in which they are measured. For the purpose of this Standard, currency
risk does not arise from financial instruments that are non-monetary items or from financial instruments denominated
in the functional currency.

AG8.34

A sensitivity analysis is disclosed for each currency to which an entity has significant exposure.
Other price risk

AG8.35

Other price risk arises on financial instruments because of changes in, for instance, commodity prices or equity prices.
An entity might disclose the effect of a decrease in a specified stock market index, commodity price, or other risk
variable. For example, if an entity gives residual value guarantees that are financial instruments, the entity discloses
an increase or decrease in the value of the assets to which the guarantee applies.

AG8.36

Two examples of financial instruments that give rise to equity price risk are (a) a holding of equity instruments in another
entity and (b) an investment in a trust that in turn holds investments in equity instruments. Other examples include
forward contracts and options to buy or sell specified quantities of an equity instrument and swaps that are indexed to
equity prices. The fair values of such financial instruments are affected by changes in the market price of the underlying
equity instruments.

AG8.37

Financial instruments that an entity classifies as residual interests are not remeasured. Surplus or deficit is not affected
by the equity price risk of those instruments. Accordingly, no sensitivity analysis is required.

Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities
Scope
AG8.38

The disclosures in paragraphs 8.16 to 8.19 are required for all recognised financial instruments that are set off in
accordance with paragraph 7.9. In addition, financial instruments are within the scope of the disclosure requirements
in paragraphs 8.16 to 8.19 if they are subject to an enforceable master netting arrangement or similar agreement that
covers similar financial instruments and transactions, irrespective of whether the financial instruments are set off in
accordance with paragraph 7.9.

AG8.39

The similar agreements referred to in paragraphs 8.15 and AG8.38 include derivative clearing agreements, global
master repurchase agreements, global master securities lending agreements, and any related rights to financial
collateral. The similar financial instruments and transactions referred to in paragraph AG8.38 include derivatives, sale
and repurchase agreements, reverse sale and repurchase agreements, securities borrowing, and securities lending
agreements. Examples of financial instruments that are not within the scope of paragraph 8.15 are loans and customer
deposits at the same institution (unless they are set off in the statement of financial position), and financial instruments
that are subject only to a collateral agreement.
Disclosure of quantitative information for recognised financial assets and recognised financial liabilities
within the scope of paragraph 8.15 (paragraph 8.17)

AG8.40

Financial instruments disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.17 may be subject to different measurement
requirements (for example, a payable related to a repurchase agreement may be measured at amortised cost, while a
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derivative will be measured at fair value). An entity shall include instruments at their recognised amounts and describe
any resulting measurement differences in the related disclosures.
Disclosure of the gross amounts of recognised financial assets and recognised financial liabilities within the
scope of paragraph 8.15 (paragraph 8.17(a))
AG8.41

The amounts required by paragraph 8.17(a) relate to recognised financial instruments that are set off in accordance
with paragraph 7.9. The amounts required by paragraph 8.17(a) also relate to recognised financial instruments that
are subject to an enforceable master netting arrangement or similar agreement irrespective of whether they meet the
offsetting criteria. However, the disclosures required by paragraph 8.17(a) do not relate to any amounts recognised as
a result of collateral agreements that do not meet the offsetting criteria in paragraph 7.9. Instead, such amounts are
required to be disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.17(d).
Disclosure of the amounts that are set off in accordance with the criteria in paragraph 7.9 (paragraph 8.17(b))

AG8.42

Paragraph 8.17(b) requires that entities disclose the amounts set off in accordance with paragraph 7.9 when
determining the net amounts presented in the statement of financial position. The amounts of both the recognised
financial assets and the recognised financial liabilities that are subject to set-off under the same arrangement will be
disclosed in both the financial asset and financial liability disclosures. However, the amounts disclosed (in, for example,
a table) are limited to the amounts that are subject to set-off. For example, an entity may have a recognised derivative
asset and a recognised derivative liability that meet the offsetting criteria in paragraph 7.9. If the gross amount of the
derivative asset is larger than the gross amount of the derivative liability, the financial asset disclosure table will include
the entire amount of the derivative asset (in accordance with paragraph 8.17(a)) and the entire amount of the derivative
liability (in accordance with paragraph 8.17(b)). However, while the financial liability disclosure table will include the
entire amount of the derivative liability (in accordance with paragraph 8.17(a)), it will only include the amount of the
derivative asset (in accordance with paragraph 8.17(b)) that is equal to the amount of the derivative liability.
Disclosure of the net amounts presented in the statement of financial position (paragraph 8.17(c))

AG8.43

If an entity has instruments that meet the scope of these disclosures (as specified in paragraph 8.15), but that do not
meet the offsetting criteria in paragraph 7.9, the amounts required to be disclosed by paragraph 8.17(c) would equal
the amounts required to be disclosed by paragraph 8.17(a).

AG8.44

The amounts required to be disclosed by paragraph 8.17(c) must be reconciled to the individual line item amounts
presented in the statement of financial position. For example, if an entity determines that the aggregation or
disaggregation of individual financial statement line item amounts provides more relevant information, it must reconcile
the aggregated or disaggregated amounts disclosed in paragraph 8.17(c) back to the individual line item amounts
presented in the statement of financial position.
Disclosure of the amounts subject to an enforceable master netting arrangement or similar agreement that
are not otherwise included in paragraph 8.17(b) (paragraph 8.17(d))

AG8.45

Paragraph 8.17(d) requires that entities disclose amounts that are subject to an enforceable master netting
arrangement or similar agreement that are not otherwise included in paragraph 8.17(b). Paragraph 8.17(d)(i) refers to
amounts related to recognised financial instruments that do not meet some or all of the offsetting criteria in paragraph
7.9 (for example, current rights of set-off that do not meet the criterion in paragraph 7.9(b), or conditional rights of setoff that are enforceable and exercisable only in the event of default, or only in the event of insolvency or bankruptcy of
any of the counterparties).

AG8.46

Paragraph 8.17(d)(ii) refers to amounts related to financial collateral, including cash collateral, both received and
pledged. An entity shall disclose the fair value of those financial instruments that have been pledged or received as
collateral. The amounts disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.17(d)(ii) should relate to the actual collateral
received or pledged and not to any resulting payables or receivables recognised to return or receive back such
collateral.
Limits
on
(paragraph 8.17)

AG8.47

the

amounts

disclosed

in

paragraph

8.17(d)

When disclosing amounts in accordance with paragraph 8.17(d), an entity must take into account the effects of overcollateralisation by financial instrument. To do so, the entity must first deduct the amounts disclosed in accordance
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with paragraph 8.17(d)(i) from the amount disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.17(c). The entity shall then limit
the amounts disclosed in accordance with paragraph 8.17(d)(ii) to the remaining amount in paragraph 8.17(c) for the
related financial instrument. However, if rights to collateral can be enforced across financial instruments, such rights
can be included in the disclosure provided in accordance with paragraph 8.18.
Description of the rights of set-off subject to enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements
(paragraph 8.19)
AG8.48

An entity shall describe the types of rights of set-off and similar arrangements disclosed in accordance with paragraph
8.17(d), including the nature of those rights. For example, an entity shall describe its conditional rights. For instruments
subject to rights of set-off that are not contingent on a future event but that do not meet the remaining criteria in
paragraph 7.9, the entity shall describe the reason(s) why the criteria are not met. For any financial collateral received
or pledged, the entity shall describe the terms of the collateral agreement (for example, when the collateral is restricted).
Disclosure by type of financial instrument or by counterparty

AG8.49

The quantitative disclosures required by paragraph 8.17(a) to (e) may be grouped by type of financial instrument or
transaction (for example, derivatives, repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements or securities borrowing and
securities lending agreements).

AG8.50

Alternatively, an entity may group the quantitative disclosures required by paragraph 8.17 (a) to (c) by type of financial
instrument, and the quantitative disclosures required by paragraph 8.17 (c) to (e) by counterparty. If an entity provides
the required information by counterparty, the entity is not required to identify the counterparties by name. However,
designation of counterparties (Counterparty A, Counterparty B, Counterparty C, etc.) shall remain consistent from year
to year for the years presented to maintain comparability. Qualitative disclosures shall be considered so that further
information can be given about the types of counterparties. When disclosure of the amounts in paragraph 8.17(c) to
(e) is provided by counterparty, amounts that are individually significant in terms of total counterparty amounts shall be
separately disclosed and the remaining individually insignificant counterparty amounts shall be aggregated into one
line item.
Other

AG8.51

The specific disclosures required by paragraphs 8.17 to 8.19 are minimum requirements. To meet the objective in
paragraph 8.16 an entity may need to supplement them with additional (qualitative) disclosures, depending on the
terms of the enforceable master netting arrangements and related agreements, including the nature of the rights of
set-off, and their effect or potential effect on the entity’s financial position.

Appendix B - Consequential amendments to Standards of GRAP
The purpose of this appendix is to identify the consequential amendments to other Standards of GRAP resulting from the
issue of this Standard.
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through.
B1. GRAP 1 Presentation of Financial Statements
Amend, or insert into, the following paragraphs in GRAP 1:
Definitions
Net assets are the residual interest in the assets of the entity after deducting all its liabilities.
…
Insert the following heading and paragraph after .07:
Net assets
.07A

The components of net assets include:
(a)

changes in revaluation surplus (see the Standards of GRAP on Property, Plant and Equipment (GRAP
17) and Intangible Assets (GRAP 31));
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(b)

gains and losses arising from translating the financial statements of a foreign operation (see the Standard
of GRAP on The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates (GRAP 4)); and

(c)

for particular liabilities designated as at fair value through surplus or deficit, the amount of the change in
fair value that is attributable to changes in the liability’s credit risk (see paragraph 5.42 of GRAP 104).

Statement of financial position
…
Current assets
.70

The operating cycle of an entity is the time taken to convert inputs or resources into outputs. For instance,
governments transfer resources to entities so that they can convert those resources into goods and services, or
outputs, to meet the government’s desired social, political and economic outcomes. When the entity’s normal
operating cycle is not clearly identifiable, its duration is assumed to be twelve months. Current assets include assets
(such as taxes receivable, user charges receivable, fines and regulatory fees receivable, inventories and accrued
investment revenue) that are either realised, consumed or sold, as part of the normal operating cycle even when
they are not expected to be realised within twelve months of the reporting date. Current assets also include assets
primarily held for the purpose of being traded trading, for example, some financial assets that meet the definition of
held for trading in GRAP 104 provides guidance on the classification of financial assets), and the current portion of
non-current financial assets.

…
Current liabilities
.73

Other current liabilities are not settled as part of the normal operating cycle, but are due for settlement within twelve
months after the reporting date or held primarily for the purpose of being traded. Examples are some financial
liabilities that meet the definition classified as of held for trading in (GRAP 104 provides guidance on the
classification of financial liabilities), bank overdrafts, and the current portion of non-current financial liabilities,
dividends or similar distributions payable, income taxes and other non-trade payables. Financial liabilities that
provide financing on a long-term basis (i.e. are not part of the working capital used in the entity’s normal operating
cycle), and are not due for settlement within twelve months after the reporting date, are non-current liabilities, subject
to paragraphs .76 and .77.

…
Statement of financial performance
Information to be presented on the face of the statement of financial performance
…
.96

As a minimum, the face of the statement of financial performance shall include line items that present the
following amounts for the period:
(a)

revenue, presenting separately:
(i)

interest revenue; and

(ii)

gains and losses arising from the derecognition of financial assets measured at amortised
cost;

(b)

finance costs;

(b)(a)

impairment losses (including reversals of impairment losses and impairment gains) determined
in accordance with paragraphs 5.17 to 5.35 of GRAP 104;

(c)

share of the surpluses or deficits of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity
method;

(c)(a)

if a financial asset is reclassified out of the amortised cost measurement category so that it is
measured at fair value through surplus or deficit, any gain or loss arising from the difference
between the previous amortised cost of the financial asset and its fair value at the
reclassification sate (as defined in GRAP 104);

(d)

tax expense (where applicable);

(e)

a single amount comprising:
(i)

the post-tax surplus or deficit of discontinued operations and
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(ii)

(f)

the post-tax gain or loss recognised on the measurement to fair value less costs to sell or
on the disposal of the assets or disposal group(s) constituting the discontinued
operation; and

surplus or deficit.

Statement of changes in net assets
Insert the following paragraphs after paragraph 120:
.120A

Other Standards of GRAP specify whether and when amounts previously recognised in net assets are reclassified
to surplus or deficit. Such reclassifications are referred to in this Standard as reclassification adjustments. A
reclassification adjustment is included with the related component of net assets in the period that the adjustment
is reclassified to surplus or deficit. These amounts may have been recognised in net assets as unrealised gains
in the current or previous periods. Those unrealised gains must be deducted from net assets in the period in
which the realised gains are reclassified to surplus or deficit to avoid including them in the statement of changes
in net assets twice.

.120B.

Reclassification adjustments arise, for example, on disposal of a foreign operation (see GRAP 4).

.120C.

Reclassification adjustments do not arise on changes in revaluation surplus recognised in accordance with GRAP
17 or GRAP 31. These components are recognised in net assets and are not reclassified to surplus or deficit in
subsequent periods. Changes in revaluation surplus may be transferred to accumulated surpluses or deficits in
subsequent periods as the asset is used or when it is derecognised (see GRAP 17 or GRAP 31).

…
Notes
…
Disclosure of accounting policies
.133 In the process of applying the entity’s accounting policies, management makes various judgements, apart from those
involving estimations, that can significantly affect the amounts of items recognised in the financial statements.
For example, management makes judgements in determining:
(a)

whether assets are investment properties;

(b)

when substantially all the significant risks and rewards of ownership of financial assets and lease assets
are transferred to other entities;

(c)

whether, in substance, particular sales of goods are financing arrangements and therefore do not give rise
to revenue; and

(d)

whether the substance of the relationship between the entity and a special purpose entity indicates that the
special purpose entity is controlled by the entity.; and

(e)

whether the contractual terms of a financial asset give rise on specific dates to cash flows that are solely
payments of principal and interest on the principal outstanding.

…
Transitional provisions
Amendments to the Standards of GRAP
…
Insert the following paragraph after paragraph .148:
.148A

Paragraphs .07A, .70, .73, .96, .120A to .120C, .133 were amended by the revision of GRAP 104 Financial
Instruments issued in Month Year. An entity shall apply these amendments for annual financial
statements covering periods beginning on or after Day Month Year. An entity shall apply these
amendments retrospectively.

B2. GRAP 9 Revenue from Exchange Transactions
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Amend the following paragraphs in GRAP 9:
Appendix
A8.

Financial service fees
The recognition of revenue for financial service fees depends on the purposes for which the fees are assessed and
the basis of accounting for any associated financial instrument. The description of fees for financial services may
not be indicative of the nature and substance of the services provided. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish
between fees that are an integral part of the effective yield of a financial instrument, fees that are earned as services
are provided, and fees that are earned on the execution of a significant act.
(a)

Fees that are an integral part of the effective interest rate of a financial instrument
Such fees are generally treated as an adjustment to the effective interest rate. However, when the financial
instrument is measured at fair value with the change in fair value recognised in surplus or deficit, the fees
are recognised as revenue when the instrument is initially recognised.
(i)

Origination fees received by the entity relating to the creation or acquisition of a financial asset other
than one where changes in fair value are recognised in surplus or deficit
Such fees may include compensation for activities such as evaluating the borrower’s financial
condition, evaluating and recording guarantees, collateral and other security arrangements,
negotiating the terms of the instrument, preparing and processing documents and closing the
transaction. These fees are an integral part of generating an involvement with the resulting financial
instrument and, together with the related transaction costs (as defined in GRAP 104), are deferred
and recognised as an adjustment to the effective interest rate.

(ii)(i)

Commitment fees received by the entity to originate a loan
If it is probable that the entity will enter into a specific lending arrangement and the (loan
commitment) is not within the scope of GRAP 104. Tthe commitment fee received is regarded as
compensation for an ongoing involvement with the acquisition of a financial instrument and, together
with the related transaction costs (as defined in GRAP 104), is deferred and recognised as an
adjustment to the effective interest rate. If the commitment expires without the entity making the
loan, the fee is recognised as revenue on expiry. Loan commitments that are within the scope of
GRAP 104 are accounted for as derivatives and measured at fair value.

(iii)(ii)

Origination fees received on issuing financial liabilities measured at amortised cost
These fees are an integral part of generating an involvement with a financial liability. When a
financial liability is not classified “at fair value through surplus or deficit” subsequently measured at
amortised cost, the origination fees received are included, with the related transaction costs (as
defined in GRAP 104) incurred, in the initial carrying amount of the financial liability and recognised
as an adjustment to the effective interest rate. An entity distinguishes fees and costs that are an
integral part of the effective interest rate for the financial liability from origination fees and
transaction costs relating to the right to provide services, such as investment management services.

(b)

Fees earned as services are provided
(i)

Fees charged for servicing a loan
Fees charged by an entity for servicing a loan are recognised as revenue as the services are
provided.

(ii)

Commitment fees to originate a loan commitment that is outside the scope of GRAP 104
If it is unlikely that a specific lending arrangement will be entered into and the loan commitment is
outside GRAP 104, the commitment fee is recognised as revenue on a time proportion basis over
the commitment period. Loan commitments that are within the scope of GRAP 104 are accounted
for as derivatives at fair value.

…
B3. GRAP 14 Events After the Reporting Date
Amend the following paragraphs in GRAP 14:
Adjusting events after the reporting date
…
.08

The following are examples of adjusting events after the reporting date that require an entity to adjust the amounts
recognised in its financial statements, or to recognise items that were not previously recognised:
(a)

The settlement after the reporting date of a court case that confirms that the entity had a present obligation
at the reporting date. The entity adjusts any previously recognised provision related to this court case in
accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets (GRAP
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19) or recognises a new provision. The entity does not merely disclose a contingent liability because the
settlement provides additional evidence that would be considered in accordance with GRAP 19.
(b)

The receipt of information after the reporting date indicating that an asset was impaired at the reporting
date, or that the amount of a previously recognised impairment loss for that asset needs to be adjusted. For
example:
(i)

the insolvency of a debtor that occurs after the reporting date usually confirms that the debtor was
credit-impaired at the end of the reporting period a loss existed at the reporting date on a receivable
account and that the entity needs to adjust the carrying amount of the receivable account; and

(ii)

the sale of inventories after the reporting date may give evidence about their net realisable value at
the reporting date.

(c)

The determination after the reporting date of the cost of assets purchased, or the proceeds from assets
sold, before the reporting date.

(d)

The determination after the reporting date of the amount of revenue collected during the reporting period to
be shared with another entity under a revenue sharing agreement in place during the reporting period.

(e)

The determination after the reporting date of the amount of bonus, incentive and performance related
payments to be made to staff if the entity had a present legal or constructive obligation at the reporting date
to make such payments as a result of events before that date (see the Standard of GRAP on Employee
Benefits).

(f)

The discovery of fraud or errors that show that the financial statements are incorrect.

…
Effective date
Entities already applying accrual accounting
…
Insert the following paragraph after paragraph .30:
.30A

Paragraph .08 was amended by the revision of GRAP 104 Financial Instruments issued in Month Year. An
entity shall apply these amendments for annual financial statements covering periods beginning on or
after Day Month Year. An entity shall apply these amendments retrospectively.

B4. GRAP 19 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
Amend the following paragraphs in GRAP 19:
Scope
…
.04

This Standard does not apply to financial instruments (including guarantees) that are within the scope of the
Standard of GRAP on Financial Instruments. An entity, other than an insurer, that issues financial guarantee
contracts initially recognises, measures and/or discloses such guarantees in accordance with this Standard. An
entity also applies the derecognition and disclosure requirements of the Standard of GRAP on Financial
Instruments to financial guarantee contracts.

.05

An entity, other than an insurer, that issues other guarantees, such as performance guarantees, also applies the
recognition, measurement and disclosure requirements of this Standard to such guarantees.

.06

This Standard applies to provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets that arise from loan commitments.
An entity initially recognises, measures and/or discloses loan commitments in accordance with this Standard.

…
Definitions
.17

A financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified payments to
reimburse the holder for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payment when due in
accordance with the original or modified terms of a debt instrument.
Loan commitment is a firm commitment to provide credit under pre-specified terms and conditions.

…
Application of the recognition and measurement rules
…
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Financial guarantees and loan commitments
.94

An entity recognises a provision for financial guarantees and loan commitments when it is probable that
an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits and service potential will be required to settle the
obligation and a reliable estimate of the obligation can be made.

.95

Determining whether an outflow of resources is probable in relation to financial guarantees requires judgement.
Indications that an outflow of resources may be probable are:

.96

•

financial difficulty of the debtor;

•

defaults or delinquencies in interest and capital repayments by the debtor;

•

breaches of the terms of the debt instrument that result in it being payable earlier than the agreed term and
the ability of the debtor to settle its obligation on the amended terms; and

•

a decline in prevailing economic circumstances (e.g. high interest rates, inflation and unemployment) that
impact on the ability of entities to repay their obligations.

Where a fee is received by an entity for issuing a financial guarantee, it is considered in determining the
best estimate of the amount required to settle the obligation at reporting date. Where a fee is charged and
an entity considers that an outflow of economic resources is probable, an entity recognisees the
obligation at the higher of:

.97

(a)

the amount determined using this Standard; and

(b)

the amount of the fee initially recognised less, where appropriate, cumulative amortisation
recognised in accordance with GRAP 9.

An entity would also apply the requirements in paragraph .96 to loan commitments where a fee is charged.

…
Transitional provisions
…
Amendments to Standards of GRAP
Insert the following paragraph after paragraph .113:
.113A

Paragraphs .04, .05, .06, .17 were amended by the revision of GRAP 104 Financial Instruments issued in
Month Year. An entity shall apply these amendments for annual financial statements covering periods
beginning on or after Day Month Year. An entity shall apply these amendments retrospectively.

…
Comparison with International Public Sector Accounting Standard on Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and
Contingent Assets (October 2002)
This Standard is drawn primarily from the International Public Sector Accounting Standard on Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent Assets (IPSAS 19) (October 2002). The main differences between this Standard and IPSAS 19
are as follows:
•

…

•

The Standard requires entities to initially recognise, measure and/or disclose financial guarantee contracts and other
guarantees in accordance with this Standard (except if the entity is primarily engaged in insurance activities). No
similar requirement exists in IPSAS 19.

•

The Standard requires entities to initially recognise, measure and/or disclose loan commitments in accordance with
this Standard. No similar requirement exists in IPSAS 19.

•

This Standard includes definitions for loan commitments and financial guarantees contracts.

•

…

B5. GRAP 23 Revenue from Non-Exchange Transactions (Taxes and Transfers)
The following paragraphs are amended or inserted into GRAP 23:
Scope
…
.04

This Standard addresses revenue arising from non-exchange transactions. Revenue arising from exchange
transactions is addressed in the Standard of GRAP on Revenue from Exchange Transactions (GRAP 9). While
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revenues received by entities arise from exchange and non-exchange transactions, the majority of revenue of
entities is typically derived from non-exchange transactions such as:
(a)

taxes; and

(b)

transfers (whether cash or non-cash), including grants, debt forgiveness, fines, bequests, gifts, donations,
goods and services in-kind, and concessionary loans received and concessionary investments.

…
Contributions from owners
.36 Contributions from owners are defined in the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements.
For a transaction to qualify as a contribution from owners, it will be necessary to satisfy the characteristics
identified in that definition. In determining whether a transaction satisfies the definition of a contribution from
owners, the substance rather than the form of the transaction is considered. Paragraph .37 indicates the form
that contributions from owners may take. If, despite the form of the transaction, the substance is clearly that of a
loan or another kind of liability, or revenue, the entity recognises it as such and makes an appropriate disclosure
in the notes to the financial statements, if material. For example, if a transaction purports to be a contribution from
owners, but specifies that the entity will pay fixed distributions to the transferor, with a return of the transferor’s
investment at a specified future time, the transaction is more characteristic of a loan. An entity also considers the
requirements of paragraphs .3.1 to 3.14 23 to .33, and paragraphs 5.4 to 5.6 on concessionary investments, of
the Standard of GRAP on Financial Instruments (GRAP 104) where the transaction meets the definition of a
financial instrument.

…
Measurement of assets on initial recognition
…
.42Consistent with the Standards of GRAP on Inventories (GRAP 12), Investment Property (GRAP 16), GRAP 17, Intangible
Assets (GRAP 31) and Heritage Assets (GRAP 103), assets acquired through non-exchange transactions are
measured at their fair value as at the date of acquisition. Assets arising out of contractual arrangements that
otherwise meet the definition of a financial instrument (see paragraph AG26.AG2.11 to AG2.16 of GRAP 104),
such as cash and transfers receivable, are measured in accordance with paragraph .41 of this Standard as well
as paragraphs .51 and AG5.2 to AG5.11.34 and AG77. to AG86. of GRAP 104.
…
Transfers
…
.78

Transfers include grants, debt forgiveness, fines, bequests, gifts, donations, goods and services in-kind, and
concessionary loans received and concessionary investments. All these items have the common attribute that
they transfer resources from one entity to another without providing approximately equal value in exchange and
are not taxes as defined in this Standard.

…
Measurement of transferred assets
.84As required by paragraph .42, transferred assets are measured at their fair value as at the date of acquisition. Entities
develop accounting policies for the recognition and measurement of assets that are consistent with Standards of
GRAP. As noted previously, inventories, investment property, property, plant, equipment, intangible assets or
heritage assets acquired through non-exchange transactions are to be initially measured at their fair value as at
the date of acquisition in accordance with the requirements of GRAP 12, GRAP 16, GRAP 17, GRAP 31 and
GRAP 103. Assets arising out of contractual arrangements, such as cash and transfers receivable that satisfy the
definition of a financial instrument are measured at fair value as at the date of acquisition in accordance with
paragraph .41 of this Standard as well as paragraphs .51 and AG5.2 to AG5.1134 and AG77. to AG86. of GRAP
104.
…
Concessionary loans
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…
.113

The portion of the loan that is repayable, along with any interest payments, is an exchange transaction and is
accounted for in accordance with GRAP 104. The off-market portion of the loan is a non-exchange transaction
and is accounted for in accordance with this Standard. The off-market portion of the loan that is recognised as
non-exchange revenue is calculated as the difference between the proceeds received from the loan, and the
present value of the contractual cash flows of the loan, discounted using a market related rate of interest
(paragraphs AG5.5 to AG5.7 AG80. to AG82. of GRAP 104 provides guidance on determining a market related
interest rate).

…
Disclosures
…
.115 An entity shall disclose either on the face of, or in the notes to, the financial statements:
…
(d)

the amount of liabilities recognised in respect of the off-market portion of concessionary loans
that are subject to conditions;

(d)(e)

the amount of liabilities recognised in respect of the off-market portion of concessionary
investments that are subject to conditions;

…
Effective date
.125B

Paragraphs .04, .36, .42, .78, .84, .113, .115 were amended by the revision of GRAP 104 Financial
Instruments issued in Month Year. An entity shall apply these amendments for annual financial
statements covering periods beginning on or after Day Month Year. An entity shall apply these
amendments retrospectively.

B6. GRAP 32 Service Concession Arrangements: Grantor
Delete the following paragraphs in GRAP 32:
Basis for conclusions
…
Accounting for a financial guarantee contract
BC22.

IPSAS 32 requires the grantor to apply the principles in the IPSASs dealing with financial instruments in
accounting for guarantees made by the grantor when it meets the definition of a financial guarantee contract.

BC23. The basis for conclusions to GRAP 104 (see GRAP 104 BC 11. to BC 16.) sets out the Boards’ view on why an entity
should account for a guarantee, that meets the definition of a financial guarantee contract, using GRAP 19 and
not in terms of GRAP 104. Based on this conclusion, this Standard requires the grantor to account for financial
guarantee contracts in terms of GRAP 19 and not in terms of GRAP 104.
…
B7.

GRAP 36 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures
Insert amendments to GRAP 36 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures
Insert the following paragraph after GRAP 36.18
Equity method
.18A

An entity also applies GRAP 104 to other financial instruments in an associate or joint venture to which
the equity method is not applied These include long-term interests that, in substance, form part of the
entity’s net investment in an associate or joint venture (see paragraph .39). An entity applies GRAP
104 to such long-term interests before it applies paragraph .39 and paragraphs .41 to .46

Delete paragraph .42
Application of the equity method
.42

[Delete]
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The entity also applies GRAP 104 to determine whether any additional impairment loss is recognised
with respect to its interest in the associate or joint venture that does not constitute part of the net
investment and the amount of that impairment loss.
Insert the following paragraphs
Effective date and transition
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
.49A

Paragraph .18A was inserted and paragraph .42 deleted as a result of the revision of GRAP 104
Financial Instruments issued in Month Year. These amendments are effective for annual
financial statements covering periods beginning on or after Day Month Year. An entity shall
apply these amendments retrospectively. The entity is not required to restate prior periods to
reflect the application of the amendments. The entity may restate prior periods only if it is
possible without the use of hindsight.

.49B

If an entity does not restate prior periods, at the date of initial application of the amendments it
shall recognise in the opening accumulated surplus or deficit any difference between:

(a)

the previous carrying amount of long-term interests described in paragraph .18A at that
date; and

(b)

the carrying amount of those long-term interests at that date.

…
B8.

IGRAP 1 Applying the Probability Test on Initial Recognition of Revenue

Inset the following paragraph in IGRAP 1:
Scope
.04

.04A

This Interpretation of the Standards of GRAP addresses the manner in which an entity applies the probability test
on initial recognition of:

(a)

exchange revenue in accordance with GRAP 9, and

(b)

non-exchange revenue in accordance with GRAP 23.

The recognition of interest revenue is not within the scope of this Interpretation. Interest revenue is recognised in
accordance with the Standards of GRAP on Financial Instruments and Statutory Receivables.

…
Application guidance
…
Definitions
Statutory receivables
…
AG5.

…

Receivables that arise from contractual arrangements differ from statutory receivables because they are entered
into voluntarily by entities and are not entered into as a result of specific legislative requirements (refer to GRAP
104 paragraph AG2.11 to AG2.15 AG28. to AG32.). Contractual receivables, to the extent that they otherwise
meet the definition of a financial asset, are within the scope of GRAP 104. In assessing whether an arrangement
is statutory or contractual in nature, an entity considers only the legal form of the arrangement. If the
arrangement is governed by specific legislation rather than a contract concluded between the relevant parties,
then it is statutory in nature.
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Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Borrowing Costs
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraphs in GRAP 5 have
been amended:
Borrowing costs – allowed alternative treatment
…
Borrowing costs eligible for capitalisation
…
.18

To the extent that an entity borrows funds generally and uses them for the purpose of obtaining a
qualifying asset, the entity shall determine the amount of borrowing costs eligible for capitalisation by
applying a capitalisation rate to the expenditure on that asset. The capitalisation rate shall be the weighted
average of the borrowing costs applicable to all the borrowings of the entity that are outstanding during
the period., However, an entity shall exclude from this calculation borrowing costs applicable to other than
borrowings made specifically for the purpose of obtaining a qualifying asset until substantially all the
activities necessary to prepare the asset for its intended use or sale are complete. The amount of
borrowing costs that an entity capitalises during a period shall not exceed the amount of borrowing costs
it incurred during that period.

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
.39A

Paragraph .18 was amended by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued on Month
Year. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day Month Year
[proposed as 1 April 2021]. An entity shall apply these amendments prospectively in accordance with
the Standard of GRAP on Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors. Earlier
application is permitted. If an entity elects to apply these amendments earlier, it shall disclose this fact.

Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Leases
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraphs in GRAP 13
have been amended:
Operating leases
…
.64
…

To determine whether a leased asset has become impaired, an entity applies GRAP 21 or GRAP 26.

Disclosures
.67

In addition, the disclosure requirements of GRAP 16, GRAP 17, GRAP 21, GRAP 26, GRAP 27 and GRAP 31 apply
to lessors for assets provided under operating leases.

Sale and leaseback transactions
.74

For finance leases, no such adjustment is necessary unless there has been an impairment in value and that
impairment is required to be recognised in accordance with the requirements of GRAP 21 or GRAP 26.

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
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Paragraphs .64, .67, and .74 were amended by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued
on Month Year. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day Month
Year [proposed as 1 April 2021]. An entity shall apply these amendments prospectively in accordance
with the Standard of GRAP on Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors. Earlier
application is permitted. If an entity elects to apply these amendments earlier, it shall disclose this fact.

Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Investment Property
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraphs in GRAP 16
have been amended:
Classification of property as investment property
Property interest held by a lessee under an operating lease
.06

A property interest that is held by a lessee under an operating lease may be classified and accounted for as
investment property if, and only if, the property would otherwise meet the definition of an investment property
and the lessee uses the fair value model set out in paragraphs .46 to .70 for the asset recognised. This
classification alternative is available on a property-by-property basis. However, once this classification
alternative is selected for one such property interest held under an operating lease, all property classified as
investment property shall be accounted for using the fair value model. When this classification alternative is
selected, any interest so classified is included in the disclosures required by paragraphs .90 to .95.

Investment property
.07

Entities in the public sector often own a significant number of properties. While the properties are most often used to
deliver goods or services in accordance with each entity’s respective mandated functions, some entities use them to
provide additional sources of revenue, e.g. through rental, or through the value that could be realised if the properties
are sold.
…

Transfers
.72

An entity shall transfer a property Transfers to, or from, investment property shall be made when, and only
when, there is a change in use., evidenced by: A change in use occurs when the property meets, or ceases
to meet, the definition of investment property and there is evidence of the change in use. In isolation, a
change in management’s intentions for the use of a property does not provide evidence of a change in
use. Examples of a change in use include:
(a)

commencement of owner-occupation, or development with a view to owner-occupation, for a
transfer from investment property to owner-occupied property;

(b)

commencement of development with a view to sale, for a transfer from investment property to
inventories;

(c)

end of owner-occupation, for a transfer from owner-occupied property to investment property; or
and

(d) commencement inception of an operating lease (on a commercial basis) to another party, for a transfer
from inventories to investment property
...
.74

Paragraph .72(b) requires an entity to transfer a property from investment property to inventories when, and only
when, there is a change in use, evidenced by commencement of development with a view to sale. When an entity
decides to dispose of an investment property without development, it continues to treat the property as an investment
property until it is derecognised (eliminated from the statement of financial position) and does not treat reclassify it
as inventory. Similarly, if an entity begins to redevelop an existing investment property for continued future use as
investment property, the entity remains an investment property and is not reclassified as owner-occupied property
during the redevelopment.
…

Guidance on initially measuring self-constructed investment property at fair value
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When an entity completes the construction or development of a self-constructed investment property that
will be carried at fair value, or when its fair value becomes reliably measurable (whichever is earlier), any
difference between the fair value of the property at that date and its previous carrying amount shall be
recognised in surplus or deficit.
…

Disposals
…
.89

Impairments or losses of investment property, related claims for or payments of compensation from third parties
and any subsequent purchase or construction of replacement assets are separate economic events and are
accounted for separately as follows:
(a)

impairments of investment property are recognised in accordance with GRAP 21 or GRAP 26;
….

Disclosure
Cost model
.96

In addition to the disclosures required by paragraph .91, an entity that applies the cost model in
paragraph .71 shall disclose:
….
(d) a reconciliation of the carrying amount of investment property at the beginning and end of the period,
showing the following:
….
(iv) the amount of impairment losses recognised, and the amount of impairment losses reversed,
during the period in accordance with GRAP 21 or GRAP 26;
…

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
.105B

The following paragraphs were amended by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued
on Month Year. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day Month
Year [proposed as 1 April 2021]. Earlier application is permitted. If an entity elects to apply these
amendments earlier, it shall disclose this fact. An entity shall apply these amendments as follows:
(a)

.105C

paragraphs .72 and .74 shall be applied prospectively for property held on Day Month Year
[proposed as 1 April 2021] and, if applicable, reclassify property applying paragraphs .07 to .24
to reflect the conditions that exist at that date.

(b)

paragraph .82 shall be applied retrospectively in accordance with GRAP 3; and

(c)

paragraphs .89 and .96 shall be applied prospectively in accordance with GRAP 3.

If, in accordance with paragraph .105B(a) an entity reclassifies property on or after the beginning of the
reporting period in which the entity first applies the amendments (“the date of initial application”), the
entity shall:
(a)

account for the reclassification applying the requirements in paragraphs .76 to .81. In applying
paragraphs .76 to .81, and entity shall:
(i)

read any difference to the date of change in use as the date of initial application; and

(ii)

recognise any amount that, in accordance with paragraphs .76 to .78, would have
been recognised in surplus or deficit as an adjustment to the opening balance of
accumulated surplus or deficit at the date of initial application; and
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disclose the amounts reclassified to, or from investment property in accordance with
paragraph 105B(a). The entity shall disclose those amounts reclassified as part of the
reconciliation of the carrying amount of investment property as at the beginning and end of the
period as required by paragraphs .93 and .96.

Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Property, Plant and Equipment
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraphs in GRAP 17
have been amended:
Depreciable amount and depreciation period
…
Depreciation
…
.69

Land and buildings are separable assets and are accounted separately, even when they are acquired together. With
some exceptions, such as quarries and sites used for landfill, Land has an unlimited useful life and therefore is not
depreciated. Buildings have a limited useful life and therefore are depreciable assets. An increase in the value of the
land on which a building stands does not affect the determination of the depreciable amount of the building.

.70

If the cost of land includes the costs of site dismantlement, removal and restoration, the portion of the land asset is
depreciated over the period of benefits or service potential obtained by incurring those costs In some cases, the land
itself may have a limited useful life, in which case it is depreciated in a manner that reflects the benefits or service
potential to be derived from it.

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
.102B

Paragraphs .69 and .70 were amended by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued on
Month Year. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day Month Year
[proposed as 1 April 2021]. These amendments are accounted for as a change in accounting policy. in
accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and
Errors (GRAP 3). Earlier application is permitted. If an entity elects to apply these amendments earlier,
it shall disclose this fact.

.102C

When an entity initially adopts the amendments to paragraph .69 and .70, it needs to assess if the quarry
or site used for landfill is impaired. An entity shall apply the impairment requirements prospectively in
accordance with GRAP 3.

Comparison with International Public Sector Accounting Standard on Property, Plant and Equipment
(December 2006)
This Standard is drawn primarily from the International Public Sector Accounting Standard on Property, Plant
and Equipment (IPSAS 17). The main differences between this Standard and IPSAS 17 are as follows:
…
•

This Standard has deleted the example indicating that quarries and land used for landfill sites may be
depreciated in certain cases as land has an unlimited useful life and cannot be consumed through its
use.

Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Related Party Disclosures
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted test struck through. The following paragraphs in GRAP 20
have been amended:
Definitions
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The following terms are used in this Standard with the meanings specified:
A related party is a person or an entity with the ability to control or jointly control the other party, or
exercise significant influence over the other party, or vice versa, or an entity that is subject to common
control, or joint control. As a minimum, the following are regarded as related parties of the reporting
entity:
(a)

…

(b)

An entity is related to the reporting entity if any of the following conditions apply:
(i)

……

(viiA) The entity, or any member of a group of which it is part, provides management services
to the reporting entity or to the controlling entity of the reporting entity.
Disclosure of related party transactions
.27

Subject to the exemptions in paragraph .32, if a reporting entity has had related party transactions
during the periods covered by the financial statements, it shall disclose the nature of the related party
relationship as well as information about those transactions and outstanding balances, including
commitments, necessary for users to understand the potential effect of the relationship on the financial
statements. These disclosure requirements are in addition to those in paragraph .35 to disclose
remuneration of management. At a minimum, disclosures shall include:
(a)

the amount of the transactions;

(b)

the amount of outstanding balances, including commitments; and

(i)

their terms and conditions, including whether they are secured, and the nature of the
consideration to be provided in settlement; and

(ii)

details of any guarantees given or received;

(c)

provisions for doubtful debts related to the amount of outstanding balances; and

(d)

the expense recognised during the period in respect of bad or doubtful debts due from related
parties.

.27A

Amounts incurred by the entity for the provision of management services that are provided by a
separate management entity shall be disclosed. Management services are services where employees
of a management entity perform functions as “management” as defined in paragraph .10.

.27B

Amounts incurred for the provision of management services includes amounts paid or payable, and amounts
recognised and/or disclosed as services in-kind in terms of the Standard of GRAP on Revenue from Nonexchange Transactions (Taxes and Transfers).

….
.34

Where a reporting entity is exempt from the disclosures in accordance with paragraph .32 the entity
shall disclose narrative information about the nature of the transactions, and the related outstanding
balances referred to in paragraph .27 to enable users of the reporting entity’s financial statements to
understand the effect of related party transactions on its financial statements.

Disclosure of remuneration of management
.35
.35A

...
If an entity obtains management services from another entity (“the management entity”) the entity is
not required to apply the requirements in paragraph .35 to the remuneration paid or payable by the
management entity to the management entity’s employees or those charged with governance of the
entity in accordance with legislation, in instances where they are required to perform such functions.

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
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Paragraph .10 was amended and paragraphs .27A, .27B, .27C and .35A added by the Improvements to
the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued on Month Year. These amendments are effective for annual
periods beginning on or after Day Month Year [proposed as 1 April 2021]. An entity shall apply these
amendments retrospectively in accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Accounting Policies,
Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors. Earlier application is permitted. If an entity elects to
apply these amendments earlier, it shall disclose this fact.

Comparison with International Public Sector Accounting Standard on Related Party Disclosures
(October 2002)
This Standard is drawn primarily from the International Public Sector Accounting Standard on Related Party
Disclosures (IPSAS 21). The main differences between this Standard and IPSAS 21 are as follows:
…
This Standard has been amended to include the change to IAS 24 Related Party Disclosures to expand
the definition of a related party, and the disclosure of related party disclosures, to include management
services.
Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Presentation of Budget Information in Financial Statements
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraphs in GRAP 24
have been amended:
…
Presentation and disclosure
.19

An entity shall present a comparison of budget and actual amounts as additional budget columns in the
primary financial statements only where the financial statements and the budget are prepared on a
comparable basis.

.20

Comparisons of budget and actual amounts may be presented in a separate financial statement (“statement of
comparison of budget and actual amounts” or a similarly titled statement) included in the complete set of financial
statements as specified in the Standard of GRAP on Presentation of Financial Statements (GRAP 1).
Alternatively, where the financial statements and the budget are prepared on a comparable basis – that is, on
the same basis of accounting for the same entity and reporting period, and adopt the same classification structure
– additional columns may be added to the face of the existing primary financial statements presented in
accordance with Standards of GRAP. These additional columns will identify approved and final budget amounts
and, if the entity so chooses, differences between the budget and actual amounts.

…
.22

Where budgets are prepared on the accrual basis and encompass the full set of financial statements, additional
budget columns can be added to all the primary face of the financial statements required by Standards of
GRAP. In some cases, budgets prepared on the accrual basis may be presented in the form of only certain of
the primary financial statements that comprise the full set of financial statements as specified by Standards of
GRAP – for example, the budget may be presented as a statement of financial performance or a cash flow
statement, with additional information provided in supporting schedules. In these cases, the additional budget
columns can be included on the face of the in the primary financial statements that are also adopted for
presentation of the budget. Determining the extent of comparison involves professional judgement. That
judgement is applied in the context of the objective of this Standard and the qualitative characteristics of
financial reporting as outlined in paragraph .25 and the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of
Financial Statements6.

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP

6

In June 2017, the Board replaced the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial
Statements with the Conceptual Framework for General Purpose Financial Reporting
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Paragraphs .19, .20 and .22 were amended by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020)
issued on Month Year. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day
Month Year [proposed as 1 April 2021]. An entity shall apply these amendments retrospectively in
accordance with the Standard of GRAP on Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates
and Errors. Earlier application is permitted. If an entity elects to apply these amendments earlier, it
shall disclose this fact.

Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Intangible Assets
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraphs in GRAP 31
have been amended:
Review of useful life assessment
…
For intangible assets measured under the cost model reassessing the useful life of an intangible asset as finite
rather than indefinite In accordance with GRAP 21 or GRAP 26, as appropriate, reassessing the useful life of
an intangible asset as finite rather than indefinite is an indicator that the asset may be impaired. As a result,
the entity tests the asset for impairment by comparing its recoverable amount or recoverable service amount,
determined in accordance with GRAP 21 or GRAP 26, as appropriate, with its carrying amount, and
recognising any excess of the carrying amount over the recoverable amount or recoverable service amount,
as appropriate, as an impairment loss.

.110

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
.134B

Paragraph .110 was amended by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued on Month
Year. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day Month Year
[proposed as 1 April 2021]. An entity shall apply these amendments prospectively in accordance with
the Standard of GRAP on Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors. Earlier
application is permitted. If an entity elects to apply this amendment earlier, it shall disclose this fact.

Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Service Concession Arrangements: Grantor
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The annexure illustrating certain aspects
of the requirements of the Standard has been deleted. The following amendments have been made in GRAP 32:
Presentation and disclosure (see Appendix A paragraphs AG65. to AG67.)
.30

A grantor shall disclose the following information for each material service concession arrangement and
in aggregate for individually immaterial service concession arrangements that are material collectively in
each reporting period:
…
(c) The nature and extent (e.g. quantity, time period, or amount, as appropriate) of:
(i)

rights to use specified assets;

(ii)

rights to expect the operator to provide specified services in relation to the service concession
arrangement;

(iii)

the carrying amount of service concession assets recognised at as assets during the reporting
date period, including existing assets of the grantor reclassified as service concession assets;
….

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
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Paragraph .30 was amended by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued on Month
Year. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day Month Year
[proposed as 1 April 2021]. An entity shall apply these amendments retrospectively in accordance with
the Standard of GRAP on Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors. Earlier
application is permitted. If an entity elects to apply this amendment earlier, it shall disclose this fact.

Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Joint Arrangements
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraphs GRAP 37 have
been amended:
Effective date
….
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
.31A

Paragraph AG36A was added by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued on Month
Year. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day Month Year
[proposed as 1 April 2021]. An entity shall apply these amendments to transactions in which it obtains
joint control on or after the beginning of the reporting period in which the entity first applies the
amendments. Earlier application is permitted. If an entity elects to apply this amendment earlier, it shall
disclose this fact.

Appendix A - Application guidance
This appendix is an integral part of this Standard.
…
Financial statements of parties to a joint arrangement (paragraphs .21 to .27)
Accounting for acquisitions of interests in joint operations
…
AG36A.

A party that participates in, but does not have joint control of, a joint operation might obtain joint control of the
joint operation in which the activity of the joint operation constitutes a function as defined in GRAP 105 or GRAP
106. In such cases, the previously held interests in the joint operation are not remeasured.

Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Transfer of Functions Between Entities Not Under Common Control
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraphs in GRAP 106
have been amended:
A transfer of functions achieved in stages
…
.70A

When a party to a joint arrangement (as defined in the Standard of GRAP on Joint Arrangements) (GRAP 37))
obtains control of an operation that is a joint operation (as defined in GRAP 37), and had rights to the assets and
obligations for the liabilities relating to that joint operation immediately before the acquisition date, the transaction
is an acquisition achieved in stages. The acquirer shall therefore apply the requirements for an acquisition achieved
in stages, including remeasuring its previously held interest in the joint operation in the manner described in
paragraph .70. In doing so, the acquirer shall remeasure its entire previously held interest in the joint operation.

Effective date
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
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Paragraph .70A was added by the Improvements to the Standards of GRAP (2020) issued on Month
Year. This amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or after Day Month Year [proposed
as 1 April 2021]. An entity shall apply this amendment to transfer of functions between entities not
under common control for which the acquisition date is on or after the beginning of the reporting period
in which the entities first applies the amendments. Earlier application is permitted. If an entity elects to
apply these amendments earlier, it shall disclose this fact.

Amendments to the Directive on The Application of Deemed Cost
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through. The following paragraph in Directive 7 has
been amended
Scope
.04

This Directive does not address:
(a) …
(b) the deemed cost of biological assets, except for bearer plants, that form part of an agricultural activity.
These assets are initially measured at fair value in accordance with the Standard of GRAP on
Agriculture.
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ANNEXURE C

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD

AMENDMENTS TO THE STANDARD OF GENERALLY RECOGNISED ACCOUNTING PRACTICE

PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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A – Amendments to Standard of GRAP on Presentation of Financial Statements
The amendments to GRAP 1 are outlined below. New text is underlined, deleted text is struck through, and text that has been
relocated is indicated with a double underline
…
Components of financial statements
.11

A complete set of financial statements comprises:
(a)

a statement of financial position;

(b)

a statement of financial performance;

(c)

a statement of changes in net assets;

(d)

a cash flow statement;

(e)

a comparison of budget and actual amounts either as a separate additional financial statement or as a
budget column in the financial statements, when the entity makes its approved budget publicly
available;

(f)

notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes; and

(g)

comparative information in respect of the preceding period as specified in paragraphs .44 and .45.

…
Materiality and aggregation
.36

Each material class of similar items shall be presented separately in the financial statements. Items of a
dissimilar nature or function shall be presented separately unless they are immaterial.

.37

Financial statements result from processing large numbers of transactions or other events that are aggregated into
classes according to their nature or function. The final stage in the process of aggregation and classification is the
presentation of condensed and classified data which form line items on the face of the statement of financial position,
statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net assets and cash flow statement, or in the notes. If a
line item is not individually material, it is aggregated with other items either on the face of those statements or in the
notes. An item that is not sufficiently material to warrant separate presentation on the face of those statements may
nevertheless be sufficiently material for it to be presented separately in the notes.

.37A

When applying this and other Standards of GRAP an entity shall decide, taking into consideration all relevant facts and
circumstances, how it aggregates information in the financial statements, which includes the notes. An entity shall not
reduce the understandability of its financial statements by obscuring material information with immaterial information
or by aggregating material items that have different natures or functions.

.38

Some Standards of GRAP specify information that is required to be included in the financial statements, which include
the notes. Applying the concept of materiality means that a specific disclosure requirement in a Standard of GRAP
need not be satisfied if the information resulting from that disclosure is not material. This is the case even if a Standard
of GRAP contains a list of specific requirements or describes them as minimum requirements. An entity shall also
consider whether to provide additional disclosures when compliance with the specific requirements in a Standard of
GRAP is insufficient to enable the users of financial statements to understand the impact of particular transactions,
other events and conditions on the entity’s financial position and financial performance.

…
Information to be presented on the face of the statement of financial position
.79

In accordance with paragraph .38 As a minimum, the face of the statement of financial position shall include
line items that present the following amounts:
(a)

property, plant and equipment;

(b)

investment property;

(c)

intangible assets;

(d)

heritage assets;

(e)

financial assets (excluding amounts shown under (f), (i), (j) and (k));

(f)

investments accounted for using the equity method;

(g)

inventories;

(h)

biological assets that form part of an agricultural activity;

(i)

receivables from non-exchange transactions (taxes and transfers);

(j)

receivables from exchange transactions;

(k)

cash and cash equivalents;

(l)

taxes and transfers payable;
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(m)

payables from exchange transactions;

(n)

provisions;

(o)

liabilities and assets for current and deferred tax, where applicable (as defined in the International
Accounting Standard® on Income Taxes);

(p)

financial liabilities (excluding amounts shown under (k), (l) and (m));

(q)

non-controlling interest, presented within net assets; and

(r)

net assets (comprising contributed capital and reserves) attributable to owners of the controlling entity.

.80

Additional line items (including disaggregating the line items listed in paragraph .79), headings and sub-totals
shall be presented on the face of the statement of financial position when such presentation is relevant to an
understanding of the entity’s financial position.

.80A

When an entity presents sub-totals in accordance with paragraph .80, those sub-totals shall:
(a)

be comprised of line items made up of amounts recognised and measured in accordance with Standards of
GRAP;

(b)

be presented and labelled in a manner that makes the line items that constitute the sub-total clear and
understandable;

(c)

be consistent from period to period, in accordance with paragraph .33; and

(d)

not be displayed with more prominence than the sub-totals and totals required in Standards of GRAP for the
statement of financial position.

…
Information to be presented on the face of the statement of financial performance
.96

In accordance with paragraph .38 As a minimum, the face of the statement of financial performance shall
include line items that present the following amounts for the period:
(a)

revenue;

(b)

finance costs;

(c)

share of the surpluses or deficits of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity
method;

(d)

tax expense (where applicable);

(e)

a single amount comprising:

(a)
.97

.98

.98A

.98B

(i)

the post-tax surplus or deficit of discontinued operations and

(ii)

the post-tax gain or loss recognised on the measurement to fair value less costs to sell or on
the disposal of the assets or disposal group(s) constituting the discontinued operation; and

surplus or deficit.

The following items shall be disclosed on the face of the statement of financial performance as allocations of
surplus or deficit for the period:
(a)

surplus or deficit attributable to non-controlling interest; and

(b)

surplus or deficit attributable to owners of the controlling entity.

Additional line items (including disaggregating the line items listed in paragraph .96), headings and sub-totals
shall be presented on the face of the statement of financial performance when such presentation is relevant to
an understanding of the entity’s financial performance.
When an entity presents sub-totals in accordance with paragraph .98, those sub-totals shall:
(a)

be comprised of line items made up of amounts recognised and measured in accordance with Standards of
GRAP;

(b)

be presented and labelled in a manner that makes the line items that constitute the sub-total clear and
understandable;

(c)

be consistent from period to period, in accordance with paragraph .33; and

(d)

not be displayed with more prominence than the sub-totals and totals required in Standards of GRAP for the
statement of financial performance.

An entity shall present the line items in the statement of financial performance statement(s) presenting profit or loss
and other comprehensive income that reconcile any sub-totals presented in accordance with paragraph .9885 with the
sub-totals or totals required in Standards of GRAPIFRS for such the statement(s) of financial performance.

…
Structure
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The notes shall:
(a)

present information about the basis of preparation of the financial statements and the specific
accounting policies used in accordance with paragraphs .127 to .134;

(b)

disclose the information required by Standards of GRAP that is not presented on the face of the
statement of financial position, statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net assets,
cash flow statement or statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts; and

(c)

provide additional information that is not presented on the face of the statement of financial position,
statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net assets, cash flow statement or
statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts, but is relevant to an understanding of any of
them.

.123

Notes shall, as far as practicable, be presented in a systematic manner. In determining a systematic manner,
the entity shall consider the effect on the understandability and comparability of its financial statements. Each
item on the face of the statement of financial position, statement of financial performance, statement of
changes in net assets, cash flow statement and statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts shall
be cross-referenced to any related information in the notes.

.124

Notes are normally presented in the following order, which assists users in understanding the financial statements and
comparing them with financial statements of other entities: Examples of systematic ordering or grouping of the notes
include:
(a)

giving prominence to the areas of its activities that the entity considers to be most relevant to an understanding
of its financial performance and financial position, such as grouping together information about particular
operating activities;

(b)

grouping together information about items measured similarly such as assets measured at fair value; or

(c)

following the order of the line items in the statement of financial performance and the statement of financial
position, such as:

(a)

(i) a statement of compliance with Standards of GRAP (see paragraph .18);

(b)

(ii) a summary of significant accounting policies applied (see paragraph .127);

(c)

(iii) supporting information for items presented on the face of the statement of financial position, statement of
financial performance, statement of changes in net assets, cash flow statement or statement of comparison of
budget and actual amounts in the order in which each line item and each financial statement is presented; and

(d)

(iv) other disclosures, including:

(i)

(1) contingent liabilities (see GRAP 19) and unrecognised contractual commitments; and

(ii)

(2) non-financial disclosures, e.g. the entity’s financial risk management objectives and policies (see GRAP
104).

.125

[Deleted]In some circumstances, it may be necessary or desirable to vary the ordering of specific items within the notes.
For example, information on changes in fair value recognised in surplus or deficit may be combined with information
on maturities of financial instruments although the former disclosures relate to the statement of financial performance
and the latter relate to the statement of financial position. Nevertheless, a systematic structure for the notes is retained
as far as practicable.

.126

Notes provide information about the basis of preparation of the financial statements and specific accounting policies
may be presented as a separate component of the financial statements.

Disclosure of accounting policies
.127

An entity shall disclose in the summary of its significant accounting policies comprising:
(a)

the measurement basis (or bases) used in preparing the financial statements;

(b)

the extent to which the entity has applied any transitional provisions of the Standards of GRAP; and

(c)

the other accounting policies that are relevant to an understanding of the financial statements.

.128

It is important for users to be informed of the measurement basis (or bases) used in the financial statements (for
example, historical cost, current replacement cost, realisable value, fair value, recoverable amount or recoverable
service amount) because the basis on which the financial statements are prepared significantly affects their analysis.
When more than one measurement basis is used in the financial statements, for example when particular classes of
assets are revalued, it is sufficient to provide an indication of the categories of assets and liabilities to which each
measurement basis is applied.

.129

In deciding whether a particular accounting policy should be disclosed, management considers whether disclosure
would assist users in understanding how transactions, other events and conditions are reflected in the reported financial
performance and financial position. Each entity considers the nature of its operations and the policies that the users of
its financial statements would expect to be disclosed for that type of entity. Disclosure of particular accounting policies
is especially useful to users when those policies are selected from alternatives allowed in the Standards of GRAP. An
example is disclosure of whether a venturer recognises its interest in a jointly controlled entity using proportionate
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consolidation or the equity method (see the Standard of GRAP on Interests in Joint Ventures). Some Standards of
GRAP specifically require disclosure of particular accounting policies, including choices made by management between
different policies they allow. For example, GRAP 17 requires disclosure of the measurement bases used for classes of
property, plant and equipment.
.130

[Deleted]Each entity considers the nature of its operations and the policies that the users of its financial statements
would expect to be disclosed for that type of entity. For example, entities would be expected to disclose an accounting
policy for recognition of taxes, donations and other forms of non-exchange revenue. When an entity has significant
foreign operations or transactions in foreign currencies, disclosure of accounting policies for the recognition of foreign
exchange gains and losses would be expected. When entity combinations have occurred, the policies used for
measuring goodwill and non-controlling interest are disclosed.

.131

An accounting policy may be significant because of the nature of the entity’s operations even if amounts for current and
prior periods are not material. It is also appropriate to disclose each significant accounting policy that is not specifically
required by the Standards of GRAP, but is selected and applied in accordance with GRAP 3.

.132

An entity shall disclose, in the summary of along with its significant accounting policies or other notes, the
judgements, apart from those involving estimations (see paragraph .135), management has made in the
process of applying the entity’s accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the amounts
recognised in the financial statements.

…
Transitional provisions
Initial adoption of the Standards of GRAP
…
Amendments to Standards of GRAP
…
.148A

Paragraphs .11, .38, .79, .80, .96, .98, .123 .124 .127, .129 and .132 were amended, paragraphs .37A, .80A, .98A
and .98B were added and paragraphs .125 and .130 were deleted by the Amendments to the Standard of GRAP
on Presentation of Financial Statements (2018) issued in April 2019. An entity shall apply these amendments
in accordance with GRAP 3. Entities are not required to disclose the information required by paragraphs .30
to .32 of GRAP 3 in relation to these amendments.

Effective date
Initial adoption of the Standards of GRAP
…
Entities already applying Standards of GRAP
.150

An entity shall apply amendments to this Standard for annual financial statements covering periods beginning
on or after 1 April 2022. Earlier application is encouraged. If an entity applies these amendments for a period
beginning before 1 April 2022, it shall disclose that fact.

Comparison with the International Public Sector Accounting Standard on Presentation of Financial Statements
(December 2006)
This Standard is drawn primarily from the International Public Sector Accounting Standard on Presentation of Financial
Statements (IPSAS 1). The main differences between this Standard and IPSAS 1 are as follows:
•

This Standard includes amendments made to the International Accounting Standard® on Presentation of Financial
Statements by the International Accounting Standards Board® as part of its 2010 Improvements to IFRS Standards. It further
includes and amendments made to IPSAS 1 as part of the IPSASBs 2010 Improvements to IPSASs. It further includes the
Disclosure Initiative (Amendments to IAS 1) issued by the IASB in December 2014.

•

IPSAS 1 describes the residual of total assets after deducting total liabilities as “net assets/equity” whereas this Standard
refers to “net assets”.

•

Whereas this Standard describes the period of foreseeable future in terms of going concern as 12 months from reporting
date, IPSAS 1 refers to the same as 12 months from the approval of the financial statements. This change has been made
in accordance with local requirements.

•

Paragraphs included in IPSAS 1 have been transferred to the Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial
Statements and have been deleted from this Standard, for instance, paragraphs that covered the purpose of financial
statements and the responsibility for the preparation and presentation of such statements in IPSAS 1.
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•

The term “management” has been introduced in this Standard to describe those persons that are charged with the
responsibility for planning, directing, controlling and exercising governance over an entity.

•

This Standard requires the separate disclosure of expenditure incurred to repair and maintain assets.

•

Transitional provisions to this Standard are dealt with differently than in IPSAS 1.

•

The appendix with illustrative examples on financial statement structure has been deleted from this Standard.

B - Consequential amendments to other Standards of GRAP
The purpose of this appendix is to identify the consequential amendments to other Standards of GRAP resulting from the issue
of this Standard.
Amended text is shown with new text underlined and deleted text struck through.
B1.

GRAP 104 Financial Instruments

Amend the following paragraph in GRAP 104:
Accounting policies
.103

In accordance with paragraph .127 of GRAP 1, an entity discloses, in the summary of its significant accounting policies,
the measurement basis (or bases) used in preparing the financial statements and the other accounting policies used
that are relevant to an understanding of the financial statements.

…
Transitional provisions
…
Amendments to Standards of GRAP
…
Insert the following paragraph after paragraph .135A:
.135B

Paragraphs .103 and AG154. were amended by the Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Presentation of
Financial Statements (2018) issued in April 2019. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 April 2022. Earlier application of these amendments is permitted.

Appendix A - Application guidance
Amend the following paragraph in the Application Guidance:
Accounting policies (paragraph .103)
AG154.Paragraph .103 requires disclosure of the measurement basis (or bases) used in preparing the financial statements and
the other accounting policies used that are relevant to an understanding of the financial statements. For financial
instruments, such disclosure may include:
(a)…
Paragraph .132 of GRAP 1 also requires entities to disclose, in the summary of along with its significant
accounting policies or other notes, the judgements, apart from those involving estimations, that management
has made in the process of applying the entity’s accounting policies and that have the most significant effect
on the amounts recognised in the financial statements.
B2.

GRAP 21 Impairment of Non-cash-generating Assets

Amend the following paragraph in GRAP 21:
Disclosure
.74

…

An entity shall disclose in the summary of its significant accounting policies, the judgements management
has made in applying the criteria to designate assets as non-cash-generating assets or cash-generating
assets.
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Transitional provisions
…
Amendments to Standards of GRAP
…
Insert the following paragraph after paragraph .83B:
.83C

Paragraph .74 was amended by the Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Presentation of Financial
Statements (2018) issued in April 2019. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or
after 1 April 2022. Earlier application of these amendments is permitted.

B3.

GRAP 26 Impairment of Cash-generating Assets

Amend the following paragraph in GRAP 26:
Disclosure
.116

An entity shall disclose in the summary of its significant accounting policies, the judgements management
has made in applying the criteria to designate assets as cash-generating assets or non-cash-generating
assets.

…
Transitional provisions
…
Amendments to Standards of GRAP
…
Insert the following paragraph after paragraph .128B:
.128C

Paragraph .116 was amended by the Amendments to the Standard of GRAP on Presentation of Financial
Statements (2018) issued in April 2019. These amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or
after 1 April 2022. Earlier application of these amendments is permitted.
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SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE
NO. 299

1 April 2021

APPLICATION AND COST RECOVERY FEES FOR BINDING PRIVATE RULINGS
AND BINDING CLASS RULINGS IN TERMS OF SECTION 81(1) OF THE TAX
ADMINISTRATION ACT, 2011 (ACT NO. 28 OF 2011)
In terms of section 81(1) of the Tax Administration Act, 2011, I, Edward Christian
Kieswetter, Commissioner for the South African Revenue Service, hereby prescribe
the application and cost recovery fees for the issuing of binding private rulings, binding
class rulings and decisions under section 72 of the Value-Added Tax Act, 1991, in
order to defray the cost of the advance ruling and decision system, as set out in the
Schedule hereto.
This Notice replaces Notice No. 102 published in Government Gazette No. 36119 on
8 February 2013.

EC KIESWETTER
COMMISSIONER: SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE
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SCHEDULE
1.

GENERAL

Any term or expression contained in this notice to which a meaning has been assigned
in a tax Act as defined in section 1 of the Tax Administration Act, 2011, has the
meaning so assigned, unless the context indicates otherwise, and the following terms
have the following meaning:
“small, medium and micro enterprise” is—
(a)

any person, excluding a listed company, if the gross income for the most recent
year of assessment did not exceed the amount prescribed in the definition of
“small business corporation” under section 12E(4)(a)(i) of the Income Tax Act,
1962; and

(b)

in respect of applications for VAT rulings only, any partnership, where the gross
income for the most recent year of assessment did not exceed the amount
prescribed in the definition of “small business corporation” under section
12E(4)(a)(i) of the Income Tax Act, 1962.

“urgent applications” are applications filed less than 40 business days, but more
than 20 business days before a proposed transaction. No application will be accepted
less than 20 days prior to the proposed transaction taking place.
“direct costs” may include travel costs or the costs incurred in obtaining the services
of a consultant or expert when necessary to advise on the technical aspects of a
proposed transaction.
2.

APPLICATION FEES

Applicant
Small, medium and micro enterprises (SMME)
Any other taxpayer

Application fee

R2 500
R14 000
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The application fee in respect of an application in terms of section 72 of the ValueAdded Tax Act is capped at R2 500.
3.

COST RECOVERY FEES

3.1 A cost recovery fee of R650 per hour will be applicable to all non-urgent
applications and R1 000 per hour to urgent applications.
3.2 In addition, any direct costs incurred in connection with an application will be
recovered.
3.3 Direct costs may not be incurred without first having obtained the prior approval
of the applicant in writing.
3.4 No cost recovery fee will be applicable to applications made under section 72 of
the Value-Added Tax Act.
4.

COMMENCEMENT

The fees as contained in this Notice are applicable to applications received on or after
the date of publication of the Notice in the Government Gazette.
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SUID-AFRIKAANSE INKOMSTEDIENS

No.

APRIL 2021

NO. 299

AANSOEKFOOI

1 April 2021

EN

PRIVAATBESLISSINGS

KOSTEVERHALINGSFOOI
EN

BINDENDE

VIR

KLASBESLISSINGS

BINDENDE
INGEVOLGE

ARTIKEL 81(1) VAN DIE WET OP BELASTINGADMINISTRASIE, 2011 (WET NO.
28 VAN 2011)
Ingevolge artikel 81(1) van die Wet op Belastingadministrasie, 2011, bepaal ek,
Edward Christian Kieswetter, Kommissaris van die Suid-Afrikaanse Inkomstediens,
hiermee in die aangehegte Bylae, die aansoek- en kosteverhalingsfooie vir die uitreik
van bindende privaatbeslissings, bindende klasbeslissings en besluite kragtens
artikel 72 van die Wet op Belasting op Toegevoegde Waarde, 1991, ten einde die
koste van die voorafbeslissingsstelsel en besluitstelsel te dek.
Hierdie Kennisgewing vervang Kennisgewing No. 102 gepubliseer in Staatskoerant
No. 36119 van 8 Februarie 2013.

EC KIESWETTER
KOMMISSARIS: SUID-AFRIKAANSE INKOMSTEDIENS
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BYLAAG
1.

ALGEMEEN

Enige woord of uitdrukking in hierdie kennisgewing vervat waaraan ’n betekenis
ingevolge

’n

Belastingwet,

soos

omskryf

in

artikel

1

van

die

Wet

op

Belastingadministrasie, 2011, geheg is, dra die betekenis daaraan toegeskryf, tensy
dit uit die konteks anders blyk, en die volgende uitdrukkings het die volgende
betekenisse:
“klein-, medium- en mikrobesighede” is—
(a)

enige persoon, uitgesluit ’n genoteerde maatskappy, indien die bruto inkomste
vir die mees onlangse jaar van aanslag nie die bedrag in die omskrywing van
“kleinsakekorporasie”

ingevolge

artikel

12E(4)(a)(i)

van

die

Inkomstebelastingwet, 1962, oorskry het nie; en
(b)

ten aansien van aansoeke om BTW beslissings alleen, enige vennootskap, waar
die bruto inkomste vir die mees onlangse jaar van aanslag nie die bedrag in die
omskrywing van “kleinsakekorporasie” ingevolge artikel 12E(4)(a)(i) van die
Inkomstebelastingwet, 1962, oorskry het nie.

“dringende aansoeke” is aansoeke wat minder as 40 besigheidsdae, maar meer as
20 besigheidsdae voor ’n voorgestelde transaksie ingedien is. Geen aansoek sal
aanvaar word indien die voorgestelde transaksie in minder as 20 dae voor die aansoek
sal plaasvind nie.
“direkte koste” kan reiskoste of die kostes van die dienste van ’n konsultant of
deskundige, waar benodig ten einde aangaande die tegniese aspekte van ’n
voornemende transaksie advies te verleen, insluit.
2.

AANSOEKFOOIE

Applikant
Klein-, medium- en mikrobesighede
Enige ander belastingpligtige

Aansoekfooi

R2 500
R14 000
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Die aansoekfooi ten opsigte van ’n aansoek ingevolge artikel 72 van die Wet op
Belasting op Toegevoegde Waarde, is vasgestel op R2 500.
3.

KOSTEVERHALINGSFOOIE

3.1 ’n Kosteverhalingsfooi van R650 per uur sal op alle nie-dringende aansoeke van
toepassing wees en R1 000 per uur op alle dringende aansoeke.
3.2 Enige direkte koste in verband met ’n aansoek aangegaan, sal bykomend
verhaal word.
3.3 Direkte koste mag nie aangegaan word alvorens die skriftelik goedkeuring van
die applikant verkry is nie.
3.4 Geen kosteverhalingsfooi sal van toepassing wees op aansoeke ingevolge
artikel 72 van die Wet op Belasting op Toegevoegde Waarde, gebring nie.
4.

INWERKINGTREDING

Die fooie in hierdie Kennisgewing vervat, is van toepassing op aansoeke op of na die
datum van publikasie van hierdie Kennisgewing in die Staatskoerant, ontvang.

SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE
STAATSKOERANT, 1 April 2021
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NO. 300
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PUBLIC NOTICE IN TERMS OF SECTION 72(3) OF THE VALUE-ADDED TAX ACT,
1991 (ACT NO. 89 OF 1991) PRESCRIBING A LIST OF TRANSACTIONS OR
MATTERS IN RESPECT OF WHICH THE COMMISSIONER MAY DECLINE TO
MAKE A DECISION IN TERMS OF SECTION 72(1) OF THE ACT
In terms of section 72(3) of the Value-Added Tax Act, 1991, I, Edward Christian
Kieswetter, Commissioner for the South African Revenue Service, hereby prescribe,
in the Schedule hereto, a list of transactions or matters in respect of which I may
decline to make a decision in terms of section 72(1) of the Act.
E C KIESWETTER
COMMISSIONER FOR THE SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE
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SCHEDULE
1.

General

Any term or expression contained in this notice to which a meaning has been assigned
in a ‘tax Act’ as defined in section 1 of the Tax Administration Act, 2011, (Act No. 28
of 2011) has the meaning so assigned, unless the context indicates otherwise. All
references to sections are to sections of the Value-Added Tax Act, 1991, (Act No. 89
of 1991) unless otherwise stated.
2.

List of transactions or matters in respect of which the Commissioner may
decline to make a decision

The transactions or matters in respect of which the Commissioner may decline to
make a decision under section 72(1) are as follows:
(a)

The transactions or matters referred to in—
(i)

section 80(1) and the additional considerations referred to in section 80(2)
and section 80(3) of the Tax Administration Act read with Public Notice
No. 748 published in Government Gazette No. 40088 of 21 June 2016;
and

(ii)
(b)

any regulation issued under section 74.

A request to deem—
(i)

a project to be a “foreign-donor funded project” as defined in section 1(1);

(ii)

a payment made to or on behalf of a vendor in terms of a national housing
programme contemplated in the Housing Act, 1997 (Act No. 107 of 1997)
read with sections 8(23) and 11(2)(s);

(iii)

a particular payment to be a “donation” or “grant” as defined in
section 1(1);

(iv)

an activity to be a “welfare organisation” as defined in section 1(1) read
with Government Notice No. 112 published in the Government Gazette
No. 27235 of 11 February 2005;

(v)

a supply to be made or not made;

(vi)

a person to be the “recipient” of a supply;
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the issue of a token, voucher or stamp (other than a postage stamp
defined in section 1 of the Postal Services Act, 1998 (Act No. 124 of 1998)
to fall within section 10(18), (19) or (20) respectively, otherwise than
provided for in these sections;

(viii)

an exemption to apply on the importation of goods, as contemplated in
section 13(3) read with Schedule 1 or the zero-rate to apply on the supply
of goods contemplated in section 11(1)(g), 11(1)(j) and 11(1)(w) read with
Schedule 2; and

(ix)

any branch or main business of an enterprise, permanently situated at
premises outside the Republic, to be carried on by a person separate from
the vendor, as contemplated under proviso (ii) of the definition to
"enterprise" in section 1(1).

(c)

A request to allow—
(i)

a person to account on the invoice or payments basis, otherwise than
provided for in section 15;

(ii)

the submission of returns and payment of tax envisaged under section 28
by a person other than the vendor, or a person other than the person
contemplated in sections 54(4) and (2B);

(iii)

the issuing and receipt of tax invoices envisaged in section 20, in the name
of any person other than the vendor, or any other person than the agent
contemplated in section 54;

(iv) an input tax deduction under section 16(2), read with section 16(3) by any
person other than the vendor, or by a person other than the person
contemplated in sections 54(2A)(b) and (6);
(v)

an enterprise carried on under paragraph b(v) of the definition of enterprise
and any other enterprise activity, using a single VAT registration number.

(vi) an “intermediary” to register and account for the supply of “electronic
services” where the foreign supplier of “electronic” services is liable to
register for VAT as contemplated in section 23(1A).
(vii) the non-payment of VAT charged under the circumstances prescribed in
terms of section 31(1)(e).
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SUID-AFRIKAANSE INKOMSTEDIENS

NO. 300

April 2021
1 April 2021

OPENBARE KENNISGEWING INGEVOLGE ARTIKEL 72(3) VAN DIE WET OP
BELASTING OP TOEGEVOEGDE WAARDE, 1991 (WET NO. 89 VAN 1991) WAT
’N LYS VAN TRANSAKSIES OF AANGELEENTHEDE VOORSKRYF TEN
OPSIGTE WAARVAN DIE KOMMISSARIS MAG WEIER OM ’N BESLUIT TE NEEM
INGEVOLGE ARTIKEL 72(1) VAN DIE WET
Ingevolge artikel 72(3) van die Wet op Belasting op Toegevoegde Waarde, 1991,
bepaal ek, Edward Christian Kieswetter, Kommissaris van die Suid-Afrikaanse
Inkomstediens, hiermee in die aangehegte Bylae, ’n lys van transaksies of
aangeleenthede ten opsigte waarvan ek mag weier om ’n besluit te neem ingevolge
artikel 72(1) van die Wet.
E C KIESWETTER
KOMMISSARIS VAN DIE SUID-AFRIKAANSE DIENS
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BYLAAG
1.

Algemeen

Enige woord of uitdrukking in hierdie kennisgewing verwat waaraan ’n betekenis
ingevolge ’n

‘Belastingwet’ soos omskryf in artikel 1 van die Wet op

Belastingadministrasie, 2011, (Wet No. 28 van 2011), geheg is, dra die betekenis
daaraan toegeskryf, tensy dit uit die konteks anders blyk. Alle verwysings na artikels
is na artikels in die Wet op Belasting op Toegevoegde Waarde, 1991, (Wet No. 89 van
1991) tensy andersins bepaal.
2.

Lys van transaksies of aangeleenthede ten opsigte waarvan die
Kommissaris kan weier om ’n besluit te neem

Die transaksies of aangeleenthede ten opsigte waarvan die Kommissaris kan weier
om ’n besluit te neem ingevolge artikel 72(1) is soos volg:
(a)

Die transaksies of aangeleenthede na verwys in—
(i)

artikel 80(1) en die verdere oorwegings in artikel 80(2) en artikel 80(3) van
die Wet op Belastingadministrasie na verwys, gelees saam met Openbare
Kennisgewing No. 748 in Staatskoerant No. 40088 van 21 Junie 2016,
gepubliseer; en

(ii)
(b)

enige regulasie kragtens artikel 74 uitgereik.

’n Versoek om—
(i)

’n projek ’n “buitelandse skenker-gefinansierde projek” te ag soos in artikel
1(1) omskryf;

(ii)

’n betaling gemaak aan of namens ’n ondernemer ingevolge ’n nasionale
behuisingsprogram soos beoog in die Behuisingswet, 1997 (Wet No. 107
van 1997) gelees saam met artikels 8(23) en 11(2)(s), te ag;

(iii)

’n spesifieke betaling as ’n “donasie” of “subsidie” soos omskryf in
artikel 1(1), te ag;

(iv)

’n aktiwiteit as ’n “welsynsorganisasie” soos omskryf in artikel 1(1) gelees
saam met Goewermentskennisgewing No. 112 gepubliseer in die
Staatskoerant No. 27235 van 11 Februarie 2005, te ag;

(v)

’n lewering geag te doen te wees of nie gedoen te wees nie;

(vi)

’n persoon as die “ontvanger” van die lewering te ag;
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die uitreik van ’n teken, bewys of seël [(behalwe ’n posseël omskryf in
artikel 1 van die Posdienstewet, 1998 (Wet No. 124 van 1998)] geag te
val binne artikel 10(18), (19) of (20) onderskeidelik, andersins as waarvoor
in hierdie artikels voorsiening gemaak word;

(viii)

’n vrystelling te ag van toepassing te wees op die invoer van goedere,
soos beoog in artikel 13(3) gelees saam met Bylaag 1 of die nulkoers te
ag van toepassing te wees op die lewering van goedere in artikel 11(1)(g),
11(1)(j) en 11(1)(w) gelees saam met Bylaag 2, beoog; en

(ix)

enige tak of hoofbesigheid van ’n onderneming wat permanent op ’n
perseel buite die Republiek geleë is, geag word deur ’n persoon
afsonderlik van die ondernemer bedryf te word, soos kragtens
voorbehoudsbepaling (ii) van die omskrywing van “onderneming” in artikel
1(1), beoog.

(c)

’n Versoek om—
(i)

’n persoon toe te laat om op die faktuurbasis of betalingsbasis rekenskap
te gee, andersins as ingevolge artikel 15 voorsiening gemaak;

(ii)

die indien van opgawes en betaling van belasting ingevolge artikel 28
beoog, deur ’n persoon anders as die ondernemer, of ’n persoon anders as
the persoon beoog in artikels 54(4) en (2B), toe te laat;

(iii)

die uitreik en ontvangs van belastingfakture beoog in artikel 20, in die naam
van enige persoon anders as die ondernemer, of enige ander persoon as
die agent beoog in artikel 54, toe te laat;

(iv) ’n aftrekking van insetbelasting kragtens artikel 16(2), gelees saam met
artikel 16(3) deur enige ander persoon as die ondernemer, of deur ’n
persoon anders as die persoon beoog in artikels 54(2A)(b) en (6), toe te
laat;
(v)

’n onderneming bedryf kragtens paragraaf b(v) van die omskrywing van
onderneming en enige ander ondernemingsaktiwiteit, met die gebruik van
’n enkel BTW registrasienommer, toe te laat;

(vi) ’n “tussenganger” toe te laat om te registreer en rekenskap te gee vir die
lewering van “elektroniese dienste” waar die buitelandse verskaffer van die
“elektroniese dienste” verantwoordelik is om vir BTW te registreer soos in
artikel 23(1A), beoog; en
(vii) die nie-betaling van BTW gehef kragtens die omstandighede ingevolge
artikel 31(1)(e) voorgeskryf, toe te laat.
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DEPARTMENT OF SPORTS, ARTS AND CULTURE
NO. 301

1 April 2021
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DEPARTMENT
SPORT, ARTS AND CULTURE

NAME OF REPRESENTATIVE
D

: MR SV MKHIZE

/
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Terms and definitions
2. Legislative instruments

3. Purpose and regulatory context of this Policy
4. Principles

7. Official Languages of DSAC
8. Use of Official Languages by DSAC

9. Communication with members of the public whose language of
choice is not one of the official languages of the Republic
10. Communication with members of the public whose language of
choice is South African Sign Language
11. Publication of and access to this Policy
12. Complaints mechanism
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The Use of Official Languages Act, 2012 (Act No. 12 of 2012)
Constitution

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996

Department

The Department of Sport, Arts and Culture

and DSAC

and DG
Minister
Policy

The Language Policy of the Department of Sport, Arts and Culture

Regulations

The Regulations in terms of the Act

Republic

The Republic of South Africa
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describe how the national department, national public entity or national public enterprise
effectively communicate with members of the public whose language of choice is not one of its
chosen official languages, or is South African Sign Language (SASL),

- .

- . -

.

.'

4.1.5

.

.

'

1

-

.

..

-.

recognition of a community -based approach, i.e.

decentralised and participatory approach to

language planning and policy implementation in which each government structure is given the

power to identify its own working languages, as the most viable manner in which to promote
multilingualism given South Africa's highly pluralistic society; and
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DSAC Purpose

Language

Inter and intra -govemment communications

English

Communicating with members of the public
(official written correspondence)

The official languages of the Republic, with due

regard to the criteria outlined in clause 8.1
above

Communication with members of the public
(oral communication)

The official languages of the Republic, with due

regard to the criteria outlined in clause 8.1
above

Official publications intended for public
distribution (notices on the website,
advertisements, signage on buildings and
forms)

The official languages of the Republic, with
due regard to the criteria outlined in clause
8.1 above

Public hearings (Izimbizo) and other official
proceedings

The official languages of the Republic, with
due regard to the criteria outlined in clause
8.1 above

Communication with the hearing or sight

The DSAC Language Unit will facilitate SASL
interpretation and conversion into Braille or,
alternatively, audio on request

impaired

International communication

English or the preferred language of the
country concerned
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complaint was lodged, informing the complainant of the decision.

12.7

If the complainant is dissatisfied with the decision of the DG, they may lodge an appeal to the
Minister in writing, not later than two months after the dissatisfaction arose,
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Proclamation Notices • Proklamasie Kennisgewings
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
NO. 4 

1 April 2021
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
NO. 5 

1 April 2021

PROCLAMATION
by the
PRESIDENT of the REPUBLIC of SOUTH AFRICA
No. R.

, 2021

SPECIAL INVESTIGATING UNITS AND SPECIAL TRIBUNALS ACT, 1996 (ACT
NO. 74 OF 1996): REFERRAL OF MATTERS TO EXISTING SPECIAL
INVESTIGATING UNIT
WHEREAS allegations as contemplated in section 2(2) of the Special Investigating
Units and Special Tribunals Act, 1996 (Act No. 74 of 1996) (hereinafter referred to as
“the Act”), have been made in respect of the affairs of the eThekwini Metropolitan
Municipality situated in the Kwazulu-Natal Province (hereinafter referred to as “the
Municipality”);
AND WHEREAS the Municipality or the State may have suffered losses that may be
recovered;
AND WHEREAS I deem it necessary that the said allegations should be investigated
and civil proceedings emanating from such investigation should be adjudicated upon;
NOW, THEREFORE, I hereby, under section 2(1) of the Act, refer the matters
mentioned in the Schedule, in respect of the Municipality, for investigation to the
Special Investigating Unit established by Proclamation No. R. 118 of 31 July 2001
and determine that, for the purposes of the investigation of the matters, the terms of
reference of the Special Investigating Unit are to investigate as contemplated in the
Act, any alleged—
(a)

serious maladministration in connection with the affairs of the Municipality;
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(b)

improper or unlawful conduct by officials or employees of the Municipality;

(c)

unlawful appropriation or expenditure of public money or property;

(d)

unlawful, irregular or unapproved acquisitive act, transaction, measure or
practice having a bearing upon State property;

(e)

intentional or negligent loss of public money or damage to public property;

(f)

offence referred to in Parts 1 to 4, or section 17, 20 or 21 (in so far as it relates
to the aforementioned offences) of Chapter 2 of the Prevention and
Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004 (Act No. 12 of 2004), and which
offences were committed in connection with the affairs of the Municipality; or

(g)

unlawful or improper conduct by any person, which has caused or may cause
serious harm to the interests of the public or any category thereof,

which took place between 12 October 2012 and the date of publication of this
Proclamation or which took place prior to 12 October 2012 or after the date of
publication of this Proclamation, but is relevant to, connected with, incidental or
ancillary to the matters mentioned in the Schedule or involve the same persons,
entities or contracts investigated under authority of this Proclamation, and to exercise
or perform all the functions and powers assigned to or conferred upon the said
Special Investigating Unit by the Act, including the recovery of any losses suffered by
the Municipality or the State, in relation to the said matters in the Schedule.

Given under my Hand and the Seal of the Republic of South Africa at Johannesburg
this 10th day of March Two thousand and twenty one.

CM Ramaphosa
President

By Order of the President-in-Cabinet:

RO Lamola
Minister of the Cabinet
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SCHEDULE
1.

Maladministration in the affairs of the Municipality in respect of the—

(a)

alienation by, or on behalf of the Municipality, of immovable property of the
Municipality or the State, for the provision of housing through the
Municipality’s Human Settlements Infill Housing Programme, which alienation
was contrary to manuals, policies, procedures, prescripts, instructions or
practices of, or applicable to, the Municipality; and

(b)

transfer or sale of vacant properties by developers appointed by the
Municipality for purposes of the Municipality’s Human Settlements Infill
Housing Programme—
(i)

in breach of the developers’ contractual obligations; and

(ii)

contrary to the objectives of the Municipality’s Human Settlements Infill
Housing Programme.

2.

Payments made in respect of the allegations set out in paragraph 1 of this

Schedule in a manner that was—
(a)

not fair, competitive, transparent, equitable or cost-effective;

(b)

contrary to applicable—
(i)

legislation;

(ii)

manuals, guidelines, practice notes, circulars or instructions issued by
the National Treasury or the relevant Provincial Treasury; or

(iii)

manuals, policies, procedures, prescripts, instructions or practices of, or
applicable to the Municipality; or

(c)

conducted by or facilitated through the improper or unlawful conduct of—
(i)

employees or officials of the Municipality; or

(ii)

the developers in question; or

(iii)

any other person or entity,

to corruptly or unduly benefit themselves or any other person or entity; or
(d)

fraudulent,

and any related unauthorised, irregular or fruitless and wasteful expenditure incurred
by the Municipality or the State.
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3.

Any unlawful or improper conduct by—

(a)

officials or employees of the Municipality;

(b)

the developers in question; or

(c)

any other person or entity,

in relation to the allegations set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Schedule.
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DEPARTEMENT VAN JUSTISIE EN STAATKUNDIGE ONTWIKKELING
NO. 5 

1 April 2021

PROKLAMASIE
van die
PRESIDENT van die REPUBLIEK van SUID AFRIKA
No. R.

, 2021

WET OP SPESIALE ONDERSOEKEENHEDE EN SPESIALE TRIBUNALE, 1996
(WET

NO.

74

VAN

1996):

VERWYSING

VAN

AANGELEENTHEDE

NA

BESTAANDE SPESIALE ONDERSOEKEENHEID
AANGESIEN bewerings soos beoog in artikel 2(2) van die Wet op Spesiale
Ondersoekeenhede en Spesiale Tribunale, 1996 (Wet No. 74 van 1996) (hierna na
verwys as die "Wet"), gemaak is in verband met die aangeleenthede van die
eThekwini Metropolitaanse Munisipaliteit, geleë in die KwaZulu-Natal Provinsie
(hierna na verwys as “die Munisipaliteit");
EN AANGESIEN die Munisipaliteit of die Staat verliese gely het wat verhaal kan
word;
EN AANGESIEN ek dit nodig ag dat gemelde bewerings ondersoek en siviele
geskille voortspruitend uit sodanige ondersoek bereg moet word;
DERHALWE verwys ek hierby, kragtens artikel 2(1) van die Wet, die aangeleenthede
in die Bylae vermeld ten opsigte van die Munisipaliteit, vir ondersoek na die Spesiale
Ondersoekeenheid ingestel by Proklamasie No. R. 118 van 31 Julie 2001 en bepaal
dat, vir die doeleindes van die ondersoek van die aangeleenthede, die opdrag van
die Spesiale Ondersoekeenheid is om soos beoog in gemelde Wet, ondersoek te
doen na enige beweerde—
(a)

ernstige wanadministrasie in verband met die aangeleenthede van die
Munisipaliteit;
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(b)

onbehoorlike of onregmatige optrede deur beamptes of werknemers van die
Munisipaliteit;

(c)

onregmatige bewilliging of besteding van publieke geld of eiendom;

(d)

onwettige,

onreëlmatige

of

nie-goedgekeurde

verkrygende

handeling,

transaksie, maatreël of praktyk wat op Staatseiendom betrekking het;
(e)

opsetlike of nalatige verlies van publieke geld of skade aan publieke eiendom;

(f)

misdryf bedoel in Dele 1 tot 4, of artikel 17, 20 of 21 (vir sover dit op
voornoemde misdrywe betrekking het) van Hoofstuk 2 van die Wet op die
Voorkoming en Bestryding van Korrupte Bedrywighede, 2004 (Wet No. 12 van
2004), en welke misdrywe gepleeg is in verband met die sake van die
Munisipaliteit; of

(g)

onwettige of onbehoorlike optrede deur enige persoon wat ernstige
benadeling vir die belange van die publiek of enige kategorie daarvan
veroorsaak het of kan veroorsaak,

wat plaasgevind het tussen 12 Oktober 2012 en die datum van publikasie van hierdie
Proklamasie of wat plaasgevind het voor 12 Oktober 2012 of na die datum van
publikasie van hierdie Proklamasie, wat relevant is tot, verband hou met, insidenteel
of bykomstig is tot, die aangeleenthede vermeld in die Bylae of wat dieselfde
persone, entiteite of kontrakte betrek wat ondersoek word kragtens die volmag
verleen deur hierdie Proklamasie, en om al die werksaamhede en bevoegdhede wat
deur die Wet aan die gemelde Spesiale Ondersoekeenheid toegewys of opgedra is,
uit te oefen of te verrig in verband met die genoemde aangeleenthede in die Bylae,
insluitend die verhaal van enige verliese wat deur die Munisipaliteit of die Staat gely
is.
Gegee onder my Hand en die Seël van die Republiek van Suid-Afrika te
Johannesburg op hede die 10de dag van Maart Twee duisend-en-een-en-twintig.

CM Ramaphosa
President
Op las van die President-in-Kabinet
RO Lamola
Minister van die Kabinet
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BYLAE
1.

Wanadministrasie in die sake van die Munisipaliteit ten opsigte van die—

(a)

vervreemding deur, of namens die Munisipaliteit, van onroerende eiendom
van die Munisipaliteit of die Staat, vir die voorsiening van behuising deur die
Munisipaliteit se “Human Settlements Infill Housing Programme”, welke
vervreemding strydig was met handleidings, beleid, prosedures, voorskrifte,
instruksies of praktyke van, of wat op die Munisipaliteit van toepassing is; en

(b)

oordrag of verkoop van vakante eiendomme deur ontwikkelaars wat deur die
Munisipaliteit aangestel is vir doeleindes van die Munisipaliteit se “Human
Settlements Infill Housing Programme”—
(i)

strydig met die ontwikkelaars se kontraktuele verpligtinge teenoor die
Munisipaliteit; en

(ii)

strydig met die doelstellings van die Munisipaliteit se “Human
Settlements Infill Housing Programme”.

2.

Betalings wat ten opsigte van die bewerings uiteengesit in paragraaf 1 van

hierdie Bylae gemaak is op ‘n wyse wat—
(a)

nie billik, mededingend, deursigtig, billik of koste-effektief was nie;

(b)

strydig was met toepaslike—
(i)

wetgewing;

(ii)

handleidings, riglyne, praktyknotas, omsendskrywes of instruksies wat
deur die Nasionale Tesourie of die plaaslike Provinsiale Tesourie
uitgevaardig is; of

(iii)

handleidings, beleid, prosedures, voorskrifte, instruksies of praktyke
van of wat op die Munisipaliteit van toepassings is; of

(c)

gedoen of gefasiliteer was deur die onbehoorlike of onwettige optrede van—
(i)

beamptes of werknemers van die Munisipaliteit;

(ii)

die betrokke ontwikkelaars; of

(iii)

enige ander persoon of entiteit,

om hulself of enige ander persoon of entiteit op ‘n korrupte of onbehoorlike wyse te
bevoordeel; of
(d)

bedrieglik was,

en enige onregmatigde, onreëlmatige of vrugtelose en verspilde uitgawes wat deur
die Munisipaliteit of die Staat aangegaan is.
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3.

Enige onwettige of onbehoorlike gedrag deur—

(a)

beamptes of werknemers van die Munisipaliteit;

(b)

die betrokke ontwikkelaars; of

(c)

enige ander persoon of entiteit,

ten opsigte van die bewerings uiteengesit in paragrawe 1 en 2 van hierdie Bylae.
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SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE
NO. 6
6

1 April 2021
Customs and Excise Act (91/1964): Section 58A of the Customs and Excise Act, No. 91 of 1964, as inserted by section 5 of the Tax Administration laws
Amendment Act ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

CUSTOMS AND E)CCISE ACT, 1964

44383

Section 58A of the Customs and Excise Act No. 91 of 1964, as inserted by section 5
of the Tax Administration Laws Amendment Act, No. 22 of 2018, shall come into effect
on the date of publication.

-------..,-,...e. 61,, '41-TT MBOWENI
MINISTER OF FINANCE
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Board Notices • Raadskennisgewings
BOARD NOTICE 23 OF 2021

The Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) hereby gives notice under section 71(3Xc)(ii)
of the Financial Markets Act No. 19 of 2012 that the amendments to the A2X Rules have been

approved. Please be advised that the rules have been published on the official website of
FSCA (

The amendments corn

) and the website of A2X L

).

tion on the date of publication of this notice.
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MANUAL IN TERMS OF SECTION 14 OF THE
PROMOTION OF ACCESS TO INFORMATION ACT, 2000
PREAMBLE
Section 32 of the Constitution of South Africa enshrines the right of access to information held by
both public and private bodies. As a result, the Promotion of Access to Information Act (the Act)
was enacted to give effect to the right of access to information by detailing the ways in which
information from public and private bodies can be accessed.
Notwithstanding the above, there are limitations to the public realisation of the rights stipulated in
Section 36 of the Constitution and Sections 33-45 of the Act, respectively. To this end, the Act
sets out the grounds on which a public or private body can refuse access to information.
Section 10 of the Act requires the South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) to compile
and publish an easy-to-understand guide to assist people to access records and documents, and
exercise their right to information. The guide, which is updated at least once every two years,
provides users with the information required to access any records. It also lists the contact details
of the SAHRC.
In addition to the Section 10 guide, the Act requires both public and private bodies to each
produce a manual with information on how members of the public can use the Act to access their
records.
Specifically, Section 14 of the Act requires all public bodies to each publish a manual in at least
three official languages to assist information requesters to make requests for information from the
body concerned.
The Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (the IRBA) is a public entity, as contemplated in
Section 14 of the Act, and has compiled this Manual in compliance with that section and as a
mechanism to facilitate public access to information/record(s) in its custody.
In addition to the above, the IRBA hopes, through its commitment to the letter and spirit of the
Act, to contribute to the promotion of transparency, accountability and effective governance within
the public sector.
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A.

PARTICULARS IN TERMS OF SECTION 14 OF THE ACT

1.

FUNCTIONS OF THE IRBA [Section 14(1)(a)]
The IRBA is a juristic person, established in terms of Section 3 of the Auditing Profession
Act 26 of 2005 (APA).

1.1

General functions
The IRBA is mandated to:
1.1.1

Take steps to promote the integrity of the auditing profession, including:
1.1.1.1 Investigating alleged improper conduct;
1.1.1.2 Conducting disciplinary hearings;
1.1.1.3 Imposing sanctions for improper conduct; and
1.1.1.4 Conducting inspections.

1.2

1.1.2

Take steps it considers necessary to protect the public in their dealings with
registered auditors (RAs).

1.1.3

Prescribe standards of professional competence, ethics and conduct of registered
auditors.

1.1.4

Encourage education in connection with, and research into, any matter affecting the
auditing profession.

1.1.5

Prescribe auditing standards.

Functions with regard to the accreditation of professional bodies
The IRBA, subject to the APA:
1.2.1

Prescribes minimum requirements for the accreditation of professional bodies, in
addition to those provided in the APA, as follows:
1.2.1.1 Considers and decides on any application for accreditation and grants such
accreditation in full or in part;
1.2.1.2 Prescribes the period of validity of the accreditation;
1.2.1.3 Keeps a register of accredited professional bodies; and
1.2.1.4 Terminates the accreditation of professional bodies in accordance with the
APA.

1.3

Functions with regard to the registration of auditors
The IRBA, subject to the APA:
1.3.1

Prescribes minimum qualifications, competency standards and requirements for the
registration of auditors and candidate auditors, in addition to those provided for in
the APA.

1.3.2

Considers and decides on any application for the registration of auditors and
candidate auditors.
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1.3.3

Prescribes the period of validity of the registration of a registered auditors and
registered candidate auditors (RCAs).

1.3.4

Keeps a register of RAs and RCAs;

1.3.5

Ensures that the register of RAs and RCAs is at all reasonable times open to
inspection by any member of the public.

1.3.6

Terminates the registration of RAs and RCAs in accordance with the APA.

1.3.7

Prescribes minimum requirements for the renewal of registration and re-registration.

Functions with regard to education, training and professional development
The IRBA:

1.5

1.4.1

In full or in part, recognises and/or withdraws its recognition of the educational
qualifications or programmes or continued education, training and professional
development programmes in the auditing profession of educational institutions and
accredited professional bodies.

1.4.2

Recognises and/or withdraws the recognition of any accredited professional body to
conduct any qualifying examination contemplated in Section 37 of the APA or any
such examinations.

1.4.3

Prescribes requirements for and conditions relating to the nature and extent of
continued education, training and professional development.

1.4.4

Prescribes training requirements, including, but not limited to, the period of training
and the form of training contracts.

1.4.5

Approves and registers training contracts entered into by prospective registered
auditors.

1.4.6

Prescribes competency requirements.

1.4.7

Either conditionally or unconditionally recognises or withdraws the recognition of
registered auditors as training officers.

Functions with regard to fees and charges
The IRBA prescribes:
1.5.1

Accreditation, registration, registration renewal and re-registration fees.

1.5.2

Annual fees.

1.5.3

The date on which any fee is payable.

1.5.4

The basis for assurance fees payable as per the APA.

1.5.5

Fees payable for any other service rendered by the IRBA (including administrative
fees).

1.5.6

The IRBA may grant an exemption from payment of any fees referred to above.
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STRUCTURE OF THE IRBA [Section 14(1)(a)]

DEPARTMENT

EXECUTIVE

STRATEGIC FUNCTIONS
SETTING

PREPARING

MONITORING

MAINTAINING

ENFORCING

STANDARDS

AUDITORS

STANDARDS

STANDARDS

STANDARDS

DISCIPLINARY

STANDARDS

ET

INSPECTIONS

INVESTIGATIONS

DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

FINANCE

LEGAL SUPPORT

HUMAN RESOURCES
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

DISCIPLINARY
GOVERNANCE

FACILITIES

COMPLIANCE

SUPPLY CHAIN

REGISTRATION

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

3.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR INFORMATION OFFICERS [Section 14(1)(b)]
The IRBA’s Director Legal is the regulator’s designated Information Officer, in terms of the
Act.
In terms of Section 17, the IRBA has designated its Board Secretary as a Deputy
Information Officer, who shall attend to requests for access to records.
If you wish to make a request for access to IRBA records, your request should be
addressed to the Deputy Information Officer. Escalations may be directed to the Information
Officer and/or the head of the entity.
Information Officer

Telephone

Fax

Email

R Motsepe

0879408803

0879408873

rmotsepe@irba.co.za

Deputy Information Officer

Telephone

Fax

Email

J Levendal

0879408868

0879408878

jlevendal@irba.co.za

Head of the IRBA

Telephone

Fax

Email

Chief Executive Office

0879408797

0879408878

board@irba.co.za

The IRBA’s Information Officer, Deputy Information Officer and CEO share the same
physical and postal address.
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Physical Address

Postal Address

Building 2

PO Box 8237

Greenstone Hill Office Park

Greenstone Hill

Greenstone Hill

1616
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1609
Website: www.irba.co.za
4.

GUIDE IN TERMS OF SECTION 10 OF THE ACT [Section 14(1)(c)]
A guide on how to exercise the rights set out in the Act has been compiled and published
by the SAHRC in all official languages.
The guide may be obtained from any of the SAHRC offices or its website at
www.sahrc.org.za.
Any information or queries related thereto should be directed to:
The South African Human Rights Commission
The Research and Document Department
PAIA Unit
Private Bag X2700
Houghton
2041
Telephone: 011 877 3600
e-mail: paia@sahrc.org.za

5.

PROCEDURES TO REQUEST ACCESS TO INFORMATION/RECORDS [Section 14(1)(d)]

5.1

Any person, whether natural or juristic, may make a request under the Act for access to
information.

5.2

The requester may make a request on his/her behalf or on behalf of any other person.

5.3

The requester must use the prescribed form, attached hereto and marked Form A, to make
a request for access to information.

5.4

The request must include the following minimum information:
INFORMATION REQUIRED

DESCRIPTION

Details of the requester

Enough information about the requester so as to ensure that the
requester is easily identifiable. The information should include the
requester’s contact details, i.e. postal address, email address, fax
and/or telephone number.

Details of the record requested

Enough information about the record to make it reasonably easy to
identify.

Manner of access to the record

A description of the form or manner in which the record should be
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provided or made accessible.
Manner in which to inform the
requester of access

The manner in which the requester wishes to be informed about the
IRBA’s decision in relation to the request.

Language choice

The language in which the requester wishes to receive the requested
record1.

Capacity of the authorised person
making the request

When a request is made on behalf of someone else, proof of the
capacity in which the request is made and/or authority to make such a
request.

5.5

Requesters who are unable to read or write can make verbal requests to the Deputy
Information Officer, who shall complete Form A on behalf of the requester.

5.6

The request must be directed to the Deputy Information Officer, whose contact details are
set out in paragraph 3 above.

5.7

The request may either be hand-delivered, posted, faxed or sent via email.

5.8

Telephonic and informal requests will only be accepted in respect of records set out in
paragraph 7 below.

5.9

The information on the prescribed form must be provided to the satisfaction of the
Information Officer, failing which, the request will be delayed until such time that the
information is complete.

5.10 A requester whose request for access to a record has been granted may be required to pay
an access fee for the reproduction, search and preparation of the copies or any
transactions related to the content of the record that has been requested.
5.11 The Deputy Information Officer will notify the requester to pay the prescribed fee (if any)
before any further processing of the request.
5.12 The Deputy Information Officer will inform the requester of the IRBA’s decision within 30
days after receipt of the request; or they may extend that period, on notice to the requester,
by a further period not exceeding 30 days.
5.13 The period within which the Deputy Information Officer has to inform the requester of the
decision will be subject to such extension, over and above the period mentioned in 5.12, as
may be required to give a third party a chance to make representations to the Deputy
Information Officer where the record requested is with regard to the records of that third
party.
5.14 The time periods prescribed by the Act will not commence until such time as the Deputy
Information Officer and the Information Officer are satisfied that all pertinent information has
been furnished to the IRBA by the person who submitted the request.
5.15 Notwithstanding a request for access to any record listed in paragraph 6 below, the
Information Officer may refuse access to the requested record, or any part thereof, on the
grounds set out in the Act.

Notwithstanding the language of preference indicated, the IRBA will only furnish the record in the
requested language, if the record exists in that language.

1
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SUBJECTS ON WHICH THE IRBA HOLDS RECORDS AND THE CATEGORIES OF
RECORDS HELD [Section 14(1)(d)]
The IRBA holds the following records in its possession:

6.1

Executive
SUBJECTS

CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION

Board and Board
Meetings

Particulars of Board members.
Agendas.
Attendance registers.
Decisions taken
Minutes of meetings.
Opinions obtained.
Correspondence, memoranda, submissions.

Committees of the Board
and Committee Meetings

Particulars of committee members.
Agendas.
Attendance registers.
Decisions taken.
Minutes of meetings.
Opinions obtained.
Correspondence, memoranda, submissions.

Newsletters

IRBA Newsletter.

Website

Member search – how to search for RAs and registered audit firms.
Legal – APA, disciplinary rules, rules regarding improper conduct, Policy
regarding Postponements of Disciplinary Hearings.
Investigations – how to lodge a complaint
Registration – how to register as an RA and as a firm, including application
forms, how to apply as a tax practitioner for recognition, how to change
status to assurance.
Education & Transformation – general information on the path to becoming
an RA and how to register as an RCA, including assessment details and
regulations.
Inspections – details on various aspects of inspections, including
administrative matters, communications and Public Inspections Reports.
Auditing Pronouncements – Status and Authority of Auditing
Pronouncements.
CFAS Due Process Policy, other auditing pronouncements, exposure drafts,
meeting dates, illustrative regulatory reports, communiques and the strategy,
industry specific guides, practice alerts and Audit Quality Indicators
information.
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Rules Regarding Improper Conduct and the Code of Professional Conduct
for Registered Auditors (Revised 2014) and communiques.
The Tenure Rule, including communiques.
Mandatory Audit Firm Rotation Rule, including communiques.
Reportable Irregularities – Reportable Irregularities Guide (2006), template
letters and communiques.
News – various items of interest, including press reports and electronic
copies of IRBA News.
Contact details for the directorate.
Requirements for continued education, training and professional
development ‒ the 2014 Continued Professional Development (CPD) Policy
and the new CPD Policy.
Audit Development Programme (ADP) webpage, containing the following
information:
•

The path to become an RA;

•

The ADP process;

•

Assessment details; and

•

Application forms.

Manual on the Accreditation Model of professional bodies.
Details of accredited professional bodies.
Application form for the accreditation of professional bodies.
Electronic Manual of
Information for
Registered Auditors
Issued by the IRBA

APA
Changes to the Accreditation Model and accreditation requirements.
ADP
Disciplinary rules.
Policy regarding Postponements of Disciplinary Hearings.
Rules Regarding Improper Conduct.
Code of Professional Conduct.
Inspections.
Auditing standards, auditor ethics and reportable irregularities.
Guidance on signing authority, naming conventions and stationery.
General circulars.

Annual Reports

Board members and Executive information.
Message from the Minister of Finance.
Foreword by the Chairman of the Board.
CEO’s overview.
Strategic overview.
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Organisational structure.
Statistics – RAs, trainee accountants.
Feedback from statutory committee chairmen.
Audited annual financial statements.
Integrated Reports

Board responsibility.
CEO’s overview.
Strategic overview.
Material issues.
Board members and Executive information.
Feedback on activities in departments.
Financial highlights.
Future activities of the IRBA.

Finances of the IRBA

Budgets.
Accounting records.
Management accounts.
Fixed asset register.
Bank account particulars.

Procurement/Supply
Chain

Bid documents.
Requests for quotations and responses thereto.
Bid opening registers.
Minutes of the various Bid Committee meetings.
Letters to unsuccessful bidders.
Letters of award for various contracts.

Administration

Insurance policies.
Organisational policies.
Lease agreements.
Tax status of the IRBA and returns.
Particulars of suppliers of various services rendered, contracts and licence
agreements.

Library and Archive
Material

Bound copies of various professional journals.
Files containing information on legislation that might impact the IRBA or the
profession.
Working files regarding amendments to the APA, the Code of Professional
Conduct and the Disciplinary Rules.
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Miscellaneous photographs of people and places of relevance to the IRBA’s
history.
A slim volume on the history of the IRBA, as published on the 50th
anniversary of the PAAB.
Human Resources

Personal particulars of individual staff members, salaries and benefits
payable, travel claims, disciplinary profile.
Pension fund rules.

6.2

Investigations
Complaints

Complaints from members of the public and supporting documentation.
Correspondence between the IRBA and complainants.

Investigations

Correspondence between the IRBA and RAs.
Documents relevant to investigations.
Internal documentation.
Charge sheets.
Imposition of sanctions through consent orders.
Invoices to RAs for consent orders.

Investigating Committee

Letters of appointment for committee members.
Particulars of the committee members.
Meeting agendas.
Attendance registers.
Minutes of committee meetings.
Decisions taken.

Disciplinary Advisory
Committee

Particulars of the committee members.
Meeting agendas.
Attendance registers.
Minutes of committee meetings.
Decisions taken.

6.3

Registry/Disciplinary Hearings/Reportable Irregularities and Legal
SUBJECT

CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION

Registered Firms

Registered auditors linked to firms.
Applications for the registration of new firms and branches.
Contact details.
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Correspondence.
Practice numbers.
Share registers and certificates.
COR39s.
Firm classification by race, size and assurance status.
Branches of firms.
Assurance Work Declarations.
Firm name changes.
Statistical information.
Individual RAs

Firms in which RAs are employed and/or are partners.
Contact details.
Registration numbers.
Applications for the registration and the amendment of the status to
assurance.
Correspondence.
Assurance status.
Annual returns.
Request for the appointment of an RA by a third party.
Age, race, gender and assurance information.
Surname changes.
Statistical information.

Disciplinary Processes

Charge sheets.
Pleas.
Notification of hearings.
Evidence bundles.
Correspondence between the parties.
Internal correspondence.
Disclosures by Disciplinary Committee members.
Hearing attendance registers.
Outcomes of hearings.
Hearing transcripts.
Minute books.

Disciplinary Committee

Letters of appointment for committee members.
Particulars of the committee members.
Meeting agendas (other than hearings).
Minutes of committee meetings other than hearings.
Code of conduct signed by Disciplinary Committee members.
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Holding Out

Particulars of persons who are allegedly holding themselves out or
previously held themselves out to be RAs in contravention of Section 41 of
the APA, as well as correspondence and documentation relating thereto.

Reportable Irregularities

Particulars of all reportable irregularities reported to the IRBA by RAs in
terms of Section 45 of the APA and correspondence relating thereto.
List of stakeholders.
Correspondence with stakeholders.

Litigation [litigation
instituted by or against the
IRBA]

Court papers and processes.
Internal and external correspondence.
Evidence bundles/records.
Court judgements and/or orders.

Legal

Various legal opinions and research papers.

Debtors

Memorandum of Instruction.
Invoices and statements.
Internal and external correspondence.

6.4

Education, Training and Professional Development
SUBJECT

CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION

ADP

Career guidance information on how to become an RA.
Application forms to register on the ADP.
Guidance on the ADP.
ADP Competency Framework.
Registered candidate auditors.
Oversight registered auditors.
Contact details.
Firms in which registered candidate auditors are completing the ADP.
Relevant correspondence with registered candidate auditors.
Applications for registration.
Confirmation of completion.
Six-monthly reports and Portfolios of Evidence (PoEs).
Assessment of PoEs by the panel.
Firm monitoring reports.
Career guidance information on how to become an RA.
Application forms to register on the ADP.
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Public Practice
Examination

Candidates’ results (pass/fail).

Accreditation

Accreditation Model, including the Competency Framework.
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Details of the accredited professional body.
Application form for accreditation.
Applications for accreditation and monitoring submissions by professional
bodies.
Relevant correspondence with professional bodies.
Continuing Professional
Development

CPD Policy (the 2014 and 2020 policies, respectively).
Guidance to the 2020 CPD Policy.
Relevant correspondence with RAs selected for the monitoring of CPD.

Training

Details of candidates completing, or those who have completed, their
training contracts.

Critical Skills

Relevant correspondence with foreign nationals relating to their confirmation
of intention to study towards becoming an RA, for the purposes of visa
applications.

Education Committee
and Sub-committees

Letters of appointment for committee members.
Particulars of committee members.
Agendas.
Attendance registers.
Decisions taken.
Minutes of meetings.

6.5

Inspections
SUBJECT

CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION

Individual RAs and Firms

Inspection dates.
Inspection files.
Inspection reports.
Risk/Business Intelligence information.
Remedial action information.

Workshops on
Inspections and Auditing
Standards

Handouts and slides.
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Letters of appointment for committee members.
Particulars of committee members.
Agendas.
Attendance register.
Decisions taken.
Minutes of meetings.

6.6

Standards
SUBJECT

CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION

Auditing
Pronouncements Issued

Status and Authority of Pronouncements and Due Process Policy.
Committee for Auditing Standards Strategy and membership.
IAASB Handbook of International Quality Control, Auditing, Review, Other
Assurance, and Related Services Pronouncements – Volumes I and II.
South African Standards on Assurance Engagements.
South African Auditing and Assurance Engagements Practice Statements.
Guides.
Staff Audit Practice Alerts.
Illustrative auditor’s and assurance reports.
Communiques.
Exposure drafts issued for comment and comment letters received.

Ethics Pronouncements
Issued

Rules Regarding Improper Conduct.
IRBA Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors.
Committee for Auditor Ethics membership.
IESBA Handbook of the International Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants.
Communiques.
Exposure drafts issued for comment and comment letters received.

Reportable Irregularities

Reportable Irregularities Guide.
Template letters.

Committee for Auditing
Standards and
Committee for Auditor
Ethics

Letters of appointment for committee members.
Particulars of committee members.
Agendas.
Attendance register.
Decisions taken.
Minutes of meetings.
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6.7

Other
SUBJECT

CATEGORIES OF INFORMATION

Various Records Held in
Accordance with
Legislative Requirements

Auditing Profession Act 26 of 2005, as amended.
Employment Equity Act 55 of 1998, as amended.
Basic Conditions of Employment Act 75 of 1997, as amended.
Skills Development Act 97 of 1998, as amended.
Unemployment Insurance Fund Act 63 of 2001, as amended.
Unemployment Insurance Contributions Act, No. 4 of 2002, as amended.
Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993, as amended.
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act 53 of 2003, as amended.

7.

AUTOMATIC DISCLOSURE IN TERMS OF SECTION 15 OF THE ACT
The following categories of information are automatically available from the IRBA, without a
person having to formally request access in terms of the Act.

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

Executive
Information

Cost

Manual of Information (electronic copy)

Free of charge

IRBA News

Free of charge

Annual Reports and Integrated Reports

Free of charge

Legal
Information

Cost

Membership registers (extract from)

Free of charge

Firm register (extract from)

Free of charge

Letters of confirmation of registration

Free of charge

Reportable Irregularities Guide and template letters

Free of charge

Education and Training
Information

Cost

Accreditation Model

Free of charge

Candidates Guide to ADP and the RA career path

Free of charge

Competency Framework

Free of charge

CPD Policy and Guidance on the application of the CPD Policy

Free of charge

Standards
Information

Cost

Auditing pronouncements and exposure drafts

Free of charge
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Ethics pronouncements and exposure drafts
8.

Free of charge

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC AND HOW
TO GAIN ACCESS TO THESE [section 14(1)(f)]
The following services are available to the public from the IRBA:
DEPARTMENT

SERVICE

HOW TO ACCESS THE SERVICE

8.1 Executive

Assistance to members of the
public on how to obtain various
publications of the Board (i.e.
the Annual Report, the
Integrated Report, IRBA News).

Requests can be made in writing; alternatively
approach the office directly or access these on
the IRBA website.

8.2 Legal

Assistance to members of the
public with enquiries of a
general nature regarding the
registration status of RAs and
RA firms.

Enquiries can be made verbally in person or
telephonically. Alternatively, enquiries may be
made in writing or information can be accessed
on the IRBA website.

The prosecution of complaints of
improper conduct by RAs.

Disciplinary hearings are open to the public.
Dates of scheduled hearings can be accessed
on the IRBA website.

Assistance to members of the
public with queries of a general
nature regarding reportable
irregularities.

Enquiries can be made verbally in person or in
writing via email.

Assistance to members of the
public with enquiries of a
general nature regarding the
conduct of an RA.

Enquiries can be made telephonically or via
email.

The investigation of complaints
of improper conduct by RAs.

Any member of the public, an association or an
organisation may lodge a complaint against an
RA, if they believe that the RA is guilty of
improper conduct. This must be by way of an
original affidavit. The complaints are then
investigated and presented to the Investigations
Committee, which deliberates and recommends
outcomes to the Disciplinary Advisory
Committee. The Disciplinary Advisory
Committee makes the final decisions on
outcomes which are then communicated to the
parties concerned.

Assistance to members of the
public with enquiries of a
general nature regarding
education, training and

Enquiries may be addressed telephonically, in
writing, or by accessing the IRBA website.

8.3 Investigations

8.4 Education,
Training and
professional
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development

8.5 Standards

assessment requirements for
registration as an RCA or RA.
Confirmation of intention to
study towards and register as an
RA for the purposes of visa
applications (non-residents).

Requests can only be made in writing by nonresident individuals intending to pursue the RA
career path to confirm the stage of the
programme they have completed and the
remaining requirements to register as an RA, for
the purpose of their visa applications.

Issue Audit Pronouncements.

Enquiries may be addressed telephonically, by
appointment, in writing, or by accessing the
IRBA website.

Assistance to members of the
public with enquiries of a
general nature regarding
auditing standards, auditor
ethics (queries regarding the
Code of Professional Conduct).

Enquiries may be addressed telephonically, by
appointment, in writing, or by accessing the
IRBA website.

9.

PARTICIPATION IN THE FORMULATION OF THE
POWERS/PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES [Section 14(1)(g)]

POLICY/EXERCISE

OF

9.1

The IRBA, with the support of the relevant committees, adopts, develops, issues and
prescribes auditing pronouncements that comprise standards of professional competence,
rules regarding improper conduct and the Code of Professional Conduct for registered
auditors. The IRBA also prescribes Rules.

9.2

Prior to the prescription of the above pronouncements and/or Rules, the IRBA publishes the
proposed documents for comments by interested and/or affected parties. It is through this
publication process that interested persons may make representations or participate in or
influence the formulation of the policy, the exercise of IRBA powers or the performance by
the IRBA of its duties.

10.

DESCRIPTION OF REMEDIES AVAILABLE IN RESPECT OF AN ACT OR A FAILURE
TO ACT BY THE IRBA [Section 14(1)(h)]

10.1 The requester may lodge an internal appeal with the IRBA CEO in respect of the following:
10.1.1

A decision not to grant access to a record;

10.1.2

A decision to extend the time period to deal with the request;

10.1.3

Fee charged;

10.1.4

The refusal to grant the requester any part of the record sought; and/or

10.1.5

The refusal to grant the requested access to the record in the requested format.

10.2 The following procedures will apply to appeals:
10.2.1

The requester must complete the relevant appeal Form C within 60 days of receipt
of the decision sought to be appealed.
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10.2.2

After completing the form, the requester must send it to the Information Officer.

10.2.3

The requester may request to be informed of the outcome of the appeal in any
manner other than a written reply, for example, telephonically.

10.2.4

The person appealing must supply their contact details.

10.2.5

The CEO will respond to the appeal within 10 working days; and if the appeal
failed, reasons will be provided in terms of the Act.

10.3 In the event that an internal appeal fails, the requester retains the right to approach a court
of competent jurisdictions for:

11.

10.3.1

An order reviewing and setting aside the decision of the IRBA; or

10.3.2

In the case of non-compliance by the IRBA, an order compelling the IRBA to
comply with the relevant provisions of the Act.

OTHER INFORMATION AS PRESCRIBED IN TERMS OF THE ACT [Section 14(1) (I)]
There is currently no information available from the Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development, in terms of Section 92 of the Act, to be disclosed hereunder.

12.

UPDATING OF THE MANUAL [Section 14(2)]
The IRBA will update and publish this Manual as and when required, but at least once a
year.

13.

AVAILABILITY OF THE MANUAL [Section 14(3)]

13.1 This Manual is available in three official languages, namely, English, Afrikaans and isiZulu.
13.2 The Manual has been duly gazetted and is available on the IRBA website or at the IRBA
offices.
14.

EXEMPTION FROM ANY PROVISION OF SECTION 14 OF THE ACT [Section 14(5)]
The IRBA has not been exempted by the Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development from complying with any of the provisions of Section 14 of the Act for either
security, administrative or financial reasons.

15.

PAYMENT METHOD

15.1 All payments shall be made through deposits in the IRBA’s bank account. The banking
details will be provided on application.
15.2 No request may be processed unless the request fee, where applicable, has been paid
(Section 22(1)).
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PRESCRIBED FEES FOR RECORDS HELD BY A PUBLIC BODY, AS
STIPULATED IN THE CURRENT REGULATIONS TO THE ACT

The fees for the reproduction referred to in Section 15(3) of the Act are as follows:
a)

For every photocopy of an A4-size page or part thereof

R0-60

b)

For every printed copy of an A4-size page or part thereof held on a computer or in an
electronic or machine readable format

R0-40

c)

For a copy in a computer-readable format on a:

R40-00

(i) USB
d)
e)

(i) For a transcription of visual images, for an A4-size page or part thereof.

R22-00

(ii) For a copy of visual images.

R60-00

(i) For a transcription of an audio record, for an A4-size page or part thereof.

R12-00

(ii) For a copy of an audio record.

R17-00

The request fee payable by every requester, other than a personal requester referred to in
Section 22(1) of the Act.

R35-00

The access fees payable by a requester referred to in Section 22(7) of the Act, unless
exempted under Section 22(8) of the Act, are as follows:
a)

For every photocopy of an A4-size page or part thereof.

R0-60

b)

For every printed copy of an A4-size page or part thereof held on a computer or in
electronic or machine readable format.

R0-40

c)

For a copy in a computer-readable format on a:

R40-00

(i) USB.
d)
e)
f)

(i) For a transcription of visual images, for an A4-size page or part thereof.

R22-00

(ii) For a copy of visual images.

R60-00

(i) For a transcription of an audio record, for an A4-size page or part thereof.

R12-00

(ii) For a copy of an audio record.

R17-00

Record search fee, for each hour or part of an hour, excluding the first hour, reasonably
required for such a search.

R15-00

Note: The actual postal fee is payable when a copy of a record needs to be posted to a requester.

For the purposes of Section 22(2) of the Act, the following applies:
If the IRBA’s Information Officer or Deputy Information Officer believes that the collection and
reproduction of the requested records will take longer than six hours, a third of the access fee
may be payable upfront as a deposit, and the requester will be notified accordingly.
If the record is not provided in the originally requested format, the access fee charged will not
exceed the fee that would have been charged had access been granted in the originally
requested format.
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J750

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

FORM A
REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO RECORD OF PUBLIC BODY
(Section 18(1) of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000))
[Regulation 6]

FOR DEPARTMENTAL USE
Reference number:

Request received by

(state rank,

name and surname of information officer /deputy information officer) on

(date)

at

(place).

Request fee (if any): R
Deposit (if any):

R

Access fee:

R

SIGNATURE OF INFORMATION OFFICER /DEPUTY INFORMATION OFFICER

A. Particulars of public body
The Information Officer /Deputy Information Officer
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FORM A: REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO RECORD OF PUBLIC BODY

B. Particulars of person requesting access to the record
(a) The particulars of the person who requests access to the record must be given below.
(b) The address and /or fax number in the Republic to which the information is to be sent, must be given.
(c) Proof of the capacity in which the request is made, if applicable, must be attached.

Full names and surname:
Identity number:
Postal address:

Telephone number:

Fax number:

E -mail address:

Capacity in which request is made, when made on behalf of another person:

C. Particulars of person on whose behalf request is made
This section must be completed ONLY if a request for information is made on behalf of another person.

Full names and surname:
Identity number:

D. Particulars of record
(a)
(b)

Provide full particulars of the record to which access is requested, including the reference number if that is known
to you, to enable the record to be located.
If the provided space is inadequate, please continue on a separate folio and attach it to this form. The requester
must sign all the additional folios.

1. Description of record or relevant part of the record:

7
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FORM A: REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO RECORD OF PUBLIC BODY

2. Reference number, if available:
3. Any further particulars of record:

E. Fees
(a)

A request for access to a record, other than a record containing personal information about yourself, will be

processed only after a request fee has been paid.
(b) You will be notified of the amount required to be paid as the request fee.
(c) The fee payable for access to a record depends on the form in which access is required and the reasonable time
required to search for and prepare a record.
(d)
If you qualify for exemption of the payment of any fee, please state the reason for exemption.
Reason for exemption from payment of fees:

F. Form of access to record
If you are prevented by a disability to read, view or listen to the record in the form of access provided for in 1 to 4 below,
state your disability and indicate in which form the record is required.
Form in which record
is required:

Disability:

Mark the appropriate box with an X.
NOTES:

(a) Compliance with your request for access in the specified form may depend on the form in which the record is
available.
(b) Access in the form requested may be refused in certain circumstances. In such a case you will be informed if
access will be granted in another form.
(c) The fee payable for access to the record, if any, will be determined partly by the form in which access is requested.
1. If the record is in written or printed form:
copy of record*
inspection of record
2. If record consists of visual images (this includes photographs, slides, video recordings, computer -generated images, sketches, etc.):
view the images
copy of the images*
transcription of the
images*
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FORM A: REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO RECORD OF PUBLIC BODY

3. If record consists of recorded words or information which can be reproduced in sound:
listen to the soundtrack
transcription of soundtrack*
(audio cassette)
(written or printed document)
4. If record is held on computer or in an electronic or machine -readable form:
printed copy of record*
printed copy of information
copy in computer
derived from the record*
readable form*
(stilly or compact disc)
*If you requested a copy or transcription of a record (above), do you wish the copy or
YES
NO
transcription to be posted to you?
Postage is payable.
Note that if the record is not available in the language you prefer, access may be granted in the language in which the
record is available.
In which language would you prefer the record?

G. Notice of decision regarding request for access
You will be notified in writing whether your request has been approved / denied. If you wish to be informed in another
manner, please specify the manner and provide the necessary particulars to enable compliance with your request.
How would you prefer to be informed of the decision regarding your request for access to the record?

Signed at

of

this day

year

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTER /
PERSON ON WHOSE BEHALF REQUEST IS MADE

4
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J751

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

FORM B
NOTICE OF INTERNAL APPEAL
(Section 75 of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000))
[Regulation 8]

STATE YOUR REFERENCE NUMBER:

A. Particulars of public body
The Information Officer /Deputy Information Officer:

B. Particulars of requester /third party who lodges the internal appeal
(a) The particulars of the person who lodge the internal appeal must be given below.
(b) Proof of the capacity in which appeal is lodged, if applicable, must be attached.
(c) If the appellant is a third person and not the person who originally requested the information, the particulars of the
requester must be given at C below.

Full names and surname:
Identity number:
Postal address:

Telephone number:

Fax number:

E -mail address:

Capacity in which an internal appeal on behalf of another person is lodged:

Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
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FORM B: NOTICE OF INTERNAL APPEAL

C. Particulars of requester
This section must be completed ONLY if a third party (other than the requester) lodges the internal appeal.

Full names and surname:
Identity number:

D. The decision against which the internal appeal is lodged
Mark the decision against which the internal appeal is lodged with an X in the appropriate box:
Refusal of request for access

Decision regarding fees prescribed in terms of section 22 of the Act
Decision regarding the extension of the period within which the request must be dealt with in terms of
section 26(1) of the Act
Decision in terms of section 29(3) of the Act to refuse access in the form requested by the requester
Decision to grant request for access

E. Grounds for appeal
If the provided space is inadequate, please continue on a separate folio and attach it to this form. You must sign all the
additional folios.
State the grounds on which the internal appeal is based:

State any other information that may be relevant in considering the appeal:

2

Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
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FORM B: NOTICE OF INTERNAL APPEAL

F. Notice of decision on appeal
You will be notified in writing of the decision on your internal appeal. If you wish to be informed in another manner,
please specify the manner and provide the necessary particulars to enable compliance with your request.
State the manner:
Particulars of manner:
Signed at

this day

year

of

SIGNATURE OF APPELLANT

FOR DEPARTMENTAL USE:

OFFICIAL RECORD OF INTERNAL APPEAL:
Appeal received on

(date) by

(state rank, name and surname of information officer /deputy information officer).
Appeal accompanied by the reasons for the information officer's /deputy information officer's decision and, where

applicable, the particulars of any third party to whom or which the record relates, submitted by the information
(date) to the relevant authority.

officer /deputy information officer on
OUTCOME OF APPEAL:

DECISION OF INFORMATION OFFICER /DEPUTY INFORMATION OFFICER CONFIRMED /NEW DECISION
SUBSTITUTED
NEW DECISION:

DATE RELEVANT AUTHORITY

RECEIVED BY THE INFORMATION OFFICER/DEPUTY INFORMATION OFFICER FROM THE RELEVANT
AUTHORITY ON (date):

3

Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
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